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Executive Summary

Motu and partners were contracted by the World Bank through its Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR) initiative to “Draft a proposal for the implementation in Chile of a Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading System (ETS)”. The specific objective in the terms of reference is to “Propose a detailed roadmap, including its design elements, to inform decision-making for an advanced model of an ETS in Chile”. This is one of a set of four related reports commissioned to assist the Chilean government in preparing its “market readiness proposal” (MRP) for submission to the World Bank.

This report is the first step in a process that aims to clarify how an ETS could work in Chile and what the environmental, economic and social impacts would be. This process will allow the Chilean government and key stakeholders to assess, in a more informed way, whether an ETS would be desirable in Chile, as well as the optimal design of an ETS to achieve policy objectives and priorities. Given that Chile intends to move forward with a climate policy, an ETS presents several environmental, economic, and political advantages relative to other instruments, but also some challenges.

This report addresses each of the core components of an ETS: sector coverage; point of obligation for regulated sectors; the level of ambition; linking to other markets and use of (domestic and international) offsets; emissions trading phases; and allocation of units. Cost containment, price stabilisation and potential use of border carbon adjustments are not covered in detail in this report. Design options are analysed from a largely conceptual basis, but drawing on lessons learned in operating schemes and taking account of Chile’s national circumstances to the extent of available information, as well as highlighting critical points of divergence in scheme design depending on the underlying policy goals. The design options are brought together in a decision-making framework out of which we identify a smaller number of central options that appear to make the most sense for Chile. Each of the sections on core components identifies issues where Chile-specific research is needed to better inform key design decisions and technical implementation of the scheme ultimately chosen. Research needs for the next phase of policy development are discussed. We conclude with a high-level discussion of process going forward, both in terms of education and learning to enable an informed national debate, and in terms of developing broad (political, industry, and public) support for more serious consideration of an ETS as an option for Chile.

Chile could have several overlapping objectives for an ETS: cost-effectively contributing to global emission reductions; lowering the carbon-footprint of Chile’s exports in anticipation of potential trade restrictions against high-emitting countries and products; driving sustainable development including stimulation of new technology; profiting from sales of units to international buyers; generating co-benefits and avoiding perverse outcomes. The balance among objectives will affect design decisions so clarity about their relative weight and their implications for design is useful. There was a clear signal at the Durban climate change conference (2012) that at some point developing countries will be asked to have commitments. Chile will want to be prepared to respond to this.

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions trading systems evolved out of domestic cap-and-trade systems that control local pollutants. If there were a global GHG agreement with a cap, Chile would simply be one entity within the global cap-and-trade market. Absent a global GHG agreement with a cap, every ETS is a compromise between a system that contributes cost-effectively to global emissions, and a system that protects local interests in an unstable and uncertain world.
The greatest strength of emissions trading is that it encourages private actors to use their own knowledge and skill to find the best mitigation actions, including long-term investments. In a perfect world mitigation is done by the myriad of actors who can influence emissions, at the times and in the places where it is lowest cost. Even in an imperfect global market, if it is possible to link emissions markets across countries, linking facilitates cost-effective location of mitigation effort across countries by equalising prices across markets, and is likely to allow Chile to create a more ambitious system without imposing unacceptable costs on its economy as a whole. In the current imperfect world, with an uncertain long-term price and short-term prices that could be quite different from the long-term price, simply linking to the “international price” without further price stabilisation measures would impose risk and volatility on Chile and would not necessarily move it effectively toward a low-carbon economy.

Linking to other ETS (as a seller) may also not be feasible in the near term, since the international market rules post-2012 are still under negotiation in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and bilateral agreements outside this framework are still evolving; linking in order to sell units can be a complex process. However, an ETS can benefit Chile even before international ETS linking is possible. It could facilitate financing for a highly credible Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Action (NAMA) or through Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD+); send a regulatory and price signal that influences long-lived investment decisions and stimulates new technology development, thus placing Chile on a lower-emission sustainable development pathway; establish Chile as a leader; avoid any negative emissions-related trade repercussions from other countries; generate in-country revenue that can support government policy objectives; and produce additional environmental, economic, and social co-benefits. As international pressure builds for more ambitious global mitigation, Chile will be better prepared to contribute to international climate change agreements and compete effectively in a carbon-constrained global economy.

In a world with an agreed global cap-and-trade system, there would be much work involved in designing and negotiating that system, but the domestic implementation would then follow. In our present situation, design involves a series of compromises – essentially domestic negotiations – in terms of the domestic cap, international linking and price control and stabilisation and protection against leakage. The aims when making these compromises are to achieve credibility of emissions reduction effort, a level of carbon price that Chile is comfortable with, and an acceptable overall impact on the Chilean economy.

This tension from these compromises arises in each section below. Each offers one or more proposals for specific design decisions. Our final prototype draws on the design considerations specific to each section, and creates a package of coordinated compromises across issues. These are not recommendations but sensible options to consider as starting places for further analysis and discussion among government, researchers, and stakeholders.

### Sector Coverage and Point of Obligation

- For any emissions trading system, the key question of who will be regulated under the scheme is the result of choices about the following issues:
  - the sectors and gases to be covered by the system
  - the point of obligation (i.e. the entity that will be subject to reporting and surrender requirements)
  - the criteria for excluding any entities (e.g. small entities or those in remote locations).
• In emissions trading systems developed to date, choices about coverage of sectors and gases, and the timing of their inclusion, have been influenced by a variety of overlapping factors including: the objectives of the scheme (e.g. to deliver economy-wide commitments cost effectively or to drive investment in specific sectors); the availability of data to infer emissions; the relative mitigation potential in each sector and the likely value of a price signal given existing regulation; and the political acceptability of including some sectors. The large number of entities that would need to be points of obligation to get significant mitigation benefits affects the attractiveness of including some sectors (e.g. forestry, agriculture and waste), although offsets can be thought of as another form of coverage for these. Emissions from bioenergy use will require appropriate coverage to provide right incentives for emissions reductions and avoid perverse incentives to deplete forests.

• The choice of point of obligation has been affected by similar factors, such as the desire for comprehensive coverage, sector-specific pricing dynamics, likely impact on behaviour, the ability to monitor emission reductions at each potential point, administrative feasibility, transaction costs and interaction with existing policies (including monitoring and reporting frameworks).

• The volume of carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels is determined (almost) entirely by the volume of fuel. This allows regulation of these emissions at any point along the fossil fuel supply chain. Emissions from other sources can be accurately monitored at only one point.

• The most significant choice relates to the coverage of the emissions of carbon dioxide from the energy sector. Under an “upstream” approach, comprehensive coverage could be achieved by regulating at the point of extraction or import of fossil fuels, resulting in the pass-through of an emission price to all consumers of energy in every sector. Alternatively, the point of obligation can be set at the point of where the fuels are burned and carbon dioxide is emitted (e.g. power station, industrial sites, and even vehicles).

• In order to allow ideas to be tested more thoroughly, we have suggested further exploration of the following options for coverage and regulated entity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Point of obligation – option 1</th>
<th>Point of obligation – option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-transport energy</td>
<td>Upstream (i.e. point of production/import)</td>
<td>Major points of emission (e.g. power stations, industrial sites)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-energy industrial processes</td>
<td>Point of emission (e.g. industrial sites)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>Landowner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CO₂ agriculture</td>
<td>Farmer, processor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CO₂ waste</td>
<td>Landfill operator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• The coverage of the system could change over time as circumstances change. The system should be designed to accommodate changes.
Setting the Level of Ambition

- The government will need to decide on a level of ambition for emission reductions and prices in the ETS that is compatible with its national GHG mitigation and economic objectives, is politically acceptable domestically, and (as relevant) is acceptable to desired linking partners. In particular, the government needs to consider whether it wishes to control domestic emissions or contribute to global emission reductions through a combination of domestic effort and investment abroad, and whether it wishes to expose the economy to international market prices over time or maintain a divergent domestic price (lower or higher) to achieve its own policy agenda. The government can have a combination of objectives and decide which take precedence.

- The government’s objectives for setting ETS ambition may vary with the evolution of the international carbon market. Key international drivers will include whether countries reach a collective agreement on ambition and on top-down rules governing ETS linking and the use of approved foreign offsets to meet international commitments. However, bilateral or regional linkages could continue to operate within a top-down system, and countries could choose a level of ambition for their domestic ETS that diverges from their international commitments for strategic reasons. The specific nature of Chile’s linking opportunities may be a more significant external driver of Chile’s domestic ETS ambition than whether the broader international market evolves top down or bottom up and whether countries reach a collective agreement on ambition.

- Strategically, Chile could stand to benefit from applying a higher level of ambition to its ETS. It would clearly demonstrate Chile’s commitment to an ambitious outcome in the international negotiations and reinforce the environmental credibility of the ETS, which could facilitate linking. It could also be used to leverage increased foreign investment in mitigation activity in Chile. However, there would also be a risk that Chile could expose its economy to a disproportionate impact if other countries failed to follow Chile’s lead. In this context, Chile could consider signalling a level of ambition for its ETS that was conditional on the level of international support (financial and otherwise) and the level of ambition adopted by prospective linking partners and other countries more broadly.

- Under an ETS, the core obligation is for ETS participants to surrender to the government a number of emission units (sometimes referred to as emission permits or allowances) equal to the quantity of emissions for which they are liable. As a first step in deciding ambition, the government needs to set a cap on the number of ETS units that it will allocate into the market. The cap chosen for the ETS must be clear and binding. The cap represents Chile’s contribution to global emissions from the sectors covered under the ETS. While emissions by sources covered under the ETS can differ from the cap, based on decisions to hold units for the future or to buy and sell units internationally, the limits applied by the government to all of these activities will decide the overall level of ambition for emission reductions in the ETS.

- While a Chilean ETS could, by itself, be a major development and contribution to the global momentum for action, if Chile wants its ETS to generate a net global emission benefit relative to business-as-usual and make its units acceptable to external buyers, then the cap should be set at a level that requires some amount of uncredited domestic emission reduction below projected business-as-usual before
excess ETS units become available for international trading. Moreover, even if linking options are limited in the near term, Chile should aim to set its cap below business-as-usual to ensure that units are domestically scarce, reductions are real, and the system is credible to potential external buyers. The level of reduction below this depends on Chile’s international objectives.

- The level of ambition of the government’s cap on allocation can be based on a desired nationwide ambition level (top down) or through sector-by-sector analysis of the appropriate contribution (bottom up). Either way, the cap level can be evaluated relative to historical or projected emissions or on an emission intensity or cost basis, and can change in a defined way over time. The government may want to consider selecting multiple reference points, instead of a single point, to provide a broader perspective on the stringency of its ETS. The government’s strategic goals, linking options, and the availability of data will influence the choice of cap.

- The pricing ambition of an ETS is defined by both the market price and the level of exposure of specific ETS participants to the market price. The government can use different price stabilisation mechanisms to contain or control the overall domestic emission prices relative to international market prices. The degree of emphasis on these controls will determine whether they operate inside or outside of the cap. The balance among ETS objectives and with concerns about the cost of rapid economic change will influence this choice.

- In the face of inherent uncertainty about future emissions and mitigation costs, a key design question faced by the government will be whether to allow the market to determine freely the price of units and the impact on Chilean consumers, or whether to limit the price range through price-ceiling and/or price-floor mechanisms that automatically adjust the cap. Such mechanisms limit uncertainty about prices and impacts, but create uncertainty about the cap and may affect the ability of Chile to sell units into another ETS.

- Whatever the chosen emission cap, the government should aim to provide market participants with near- to medium-term certainty about emission constraints and signal expectations for emission prices. In addition, it should send a clear signal regarding its commitment to increasingly stringent emission pricing over time, but allow adjustment as national circumstances evolve.

**Linking**

- The fluid international climate policy context creates challenges as well as diverse opportunities for Chile’s ETS to interconnect with existing and emerging schemes at international, national, and subnational levels.

- The use of linking and offset credits from both domestic and international sources extends the coverage of an ETS to include more sources of mitigation that are valid for compliance within domestic regulations. This may be especially important for Chile and other relatively small economies if mitigation opportunities are limited and there is concern about market manipulation by one or more large players.

- Linking can benefit Chile by lowering costs or increasing profits, depending on whether the country is a net buyer or seller internationally, and by improving liquidity of the ETS. However, there will be winners and losers domestically even if the country gains overall. Also, linking can be a complex process and involves trade-
offs in terms of exposure to international prices and loss of sovereign flexibility to
determine and change scheme features once links are established.

- A direct link involves mutual recognition of emission allowances, and consequently
direct buying or selling of units, from one ETS to another. Mutual recognition of
units or credits from one system also creates an indirect linkage to any other system
linked to that system, as with links in a chain.

- Linking as a seller increases demand, will probably raise price, and benefits net sellers
(e.g. those with relatively low costs of reducing emissions and/or generous initial
allocation), enabling profits from international sales and providing finance for
mitigation beyond the cap. Addressing impacts of higher prices on domestic net
buyers requires consideration together with other design elements, such as
allocation, price stabilisation, and level of the cap. Linking as a seller requires the
agreement of the international buyer, so is complex to negotiate.

- Linking as a buyer expands the supply of units and will probably lower prices,
benefitting domestic net buyers by containing costs and improving liquidity.
Limitations on the quantity of overseas units recognised for compliance is one way
to address potential concerns over price levels and volatility.

- Linking as a seller has implications for other scheme features that should be
considered in parallel during the design process so as to maintain and facilitate
desired linkage options. For Chile to be able to sell its units or offsets internationally,
another country’s regulators will need to accept Chile's units or credits as valid for
complying with their own scheme. This will probably require Chile’s government to
harmonise its ETS design features for environmental and economic integrity and
comparability (e.g. measurement, reporting, and verification (MRV), type of cap,
enforceability, certainty and predictability), as well as price protection (use of offsets,
price floors/ceilings, banking/borrowing, third-party links), and reach agreement on
an acceptable level of ambition for Chile’s system and how this will change over
time. The types of design features that can differ across linked ETS include sectoral
coverage, points of obligation, and allocation. There will also be a process of
political negotiation, including over other potential scheme features. Finalising such
links may also need to wait until Chile’s ETS has demonstrated its functioning. In
the interim, the government may be able to generate international market as well as
non-market financing for some reductions through NAMA, REDD+ and other
crediting mechanisms negotiated within or outside the UNFCCC.

- Buy-only linkages may require only Chile’s unilateral agreement, but the government
may also similarly want to evaluate features of overseas units/credits before
recognising their use so as to preserve integrity and comparability, as well as other
linking options in the future.

- Preliminary economic modeling (in the Appendix) indicates that broadening the
range of emission reduction beyond the energy and industry sectors to include
forestry plus agriculture and waste, and/or purchases of low-cost international
credits would play a key role in lowering costs and enabling Chile to meet its -20% 
reduction target relative to projected emissions for 2020, as well as potentially more
ambitious reductions through 2030. Limiting the amount of international credits to
5% of total abatement only modestly affects estimated cost savings to the country.
Whether the country of Chile as a whole would be a net buyer or seller depends on the level of ambition of the cap adopted for 2020 and potentially beyond, the sectors included in the market, the associated costs of reducing emissions internally and/or through international low-cost credits, and the level of its cap, as well as the international price. Modelling of scenarios with expanded forestry, agriculture and waste mitigation and -20% and -30% reduction targets relative to 2020 and 2030 projected emissions, respectively, indicates that Chile as a whole could break even on the total costs of its climate program if international sales are possible at prices of $10-$19 per tonne of carbon dioxide in 2015, rising at 5%.

Coordinating specific (but not all) ETS features with other countries, without the necessity of trading any emission units/credits, can provide consistency for multinationals, level international competitiveness, and avoid border carbon adjustments and other trade measures from jurisdictions with more stringent climate regulations.

**Relationship between the ETS Cap, Linking and Price Stabilisation in Setting Ambition**

- The effects of the choice of cap depend heavily on how closely the ETS is linked to international markets and how the cap interacts with emission pricing stabilisation mechanisms.

- If the ETS has a link that allows sales and the external market price is higher than the marginal cost of reductions in a closed domestic system, ETS participants as a group will reduce their domestic emissions below the cap and sell the excess units abroad. The domestic market price will rise to meet the external market price; participants will likely not sell units domestically at a lower price than they can get abroad. This will increase impacts on emitters and consumers but increase the reward to those who mitigate or receive excess free allocation.

- Similarly, if the ETS has a link that allows Chile to buy units, then the cap will limit the net global emissions ETS participants are responsible for but will not limit their net domestic emissions. ETS participants will be able to increase their domestic emissions above the cap and purchase approved foreign units to help meet their obligations. If the international price is lower than in the closed domestic market, linking will lead to lower domestic emission prices and impacts on emitters and consumers, and lower rewards for those who mitigate.

- With international linking as both a potential buyer and seller, the stringency of the domestic cap will serve primarily as a distributional mechanism. If Chile is a net seller of units internationally, the cap is a key determinant of the balance between domestic mitigation funded from within Chile versus by foreign sources. If Chile is a net buyer, the cap balances the mitigation within and outside of Chile that is funded by Chileans.

- If the ETS is not linked internationally then the cap will limit the net domestic emissions contributed by ETS participants (with the possible addition of units from domestic offset/crediting mechanisms). Without additional measures, a domestic cap will set the price of units, although that price will be uncertain.
• The factors driving unit supply, demand and prices in Chile’s market will be unpredictable over time, raising the risk that the ETS will lead to a higher or lower price than anticipated or desired.

• Without international linkages in particular, but even with them, if the government wants to protect entities against large changes in the emission price, it will need to use emission pricing stabilisation mechanisms. Price caps and different reserve designs can manage the risk of high emission prices, but can have implications for achievement of a fixed level of emissions. Fundamentally, the government needs to decide whether emissions quantity or emissions price will take precedence as the ultimate constraint on the ETS, with implications for the ability to demonstrate comparability and linkage with other schemes. Any price stabilisation mechanism also has implications for the use of banking.

• Setting an ETS emission constraint or creating an international linkage that leads to a higher price than that of major, unregulated trading partners could create a competitive disadvantage for Chile’s emissions-intensive trade-exposed producers. In principle, this can be mitigated through other measures, but should remain an important consideration for the government.

Offsets

• In addition to linking as a buyer, domestic and international offsets expand flexibility to use mitigation from sources and sectors outside the emissions cap. Offsets can provide cost containment, price stabilisation, timing flexibility, and valuable co-benefits.

• Offset credits for voluntary reductions below a baseline inherently pose challenges for environmental integrity (whether emissions are actually reduced). However, by either lowering emission prices (in a closed or unlinked system) or by creating a new political constituency for the ETS among the offset sellers, they may allow the government to set a more ambitious cap, or, in the latter case, a higher price.

• Crediting systems require criteria for quantification, MRV, additionality, liability, and enforceability to ensure that offset credits can be exchanged with emission allowances issued under a cap while achieving equal or greater environmental benefits.

• There is a growing interest and international preference of some schemes for scaled-up (e.g. sectoral or jurisdictional) crediting approaches that offer potential to help simplify administration, generate other economic efficiencies of scale, and help address environmental concerns.

• A straw man for linking and offsets:
  o engage in both bottom-up and top-down international policy-development processes, including working groups of possible trading partners, to cooperate on design elements and policy preferences in real time
  o design ETS in parallel so as to preserve linkage options as much as possible while working to open opportunities as both a buyer and seller in international markets
continue to allow international sales of CERs while additional ETS links are negotiated

pursue other sources of both market and non-market financing for emission reductions within and outside ETS sectors (e.g. through NAMAs, REDD+, scaled-up crediting) while additional ETS links are negotiated

provide testing and liquidity with limited short-term buying window (with potential for revisiting) for some existing foreign ETS as well as UNFCCC units, such as AAUs, Chilean Certified Emissions Reductions (CERs), and select types of CERs from smaller/poorer emitters consistent with other existing and proposed schemes (even if Chile’s purchases are not formally recognised under UNFCCC)

similarly, have a limited initial buying window for new types of domestic and international offsets with high-quality standards based on emerging models, and with focus on scaled-up approaches (e.g. for jurisdictional REDD+)

use public funds from domestic and potential international sources (e.g. NAMAs) to test and develop offset methodologies and finance a pool of early credits that could eventually be sold domestically or internationally or used in other ways (e.g. as an insurance pool for future offsets or to fill a unit reserve for price stabilisation)

evaluate benefits and costs of expanded links on a case-by-case basis.

**Designing ETS Phases**

- Launching an ETS in phases can help to ease the transition into facing an emission price, complying with new regulations, and participating in trading activity, for both participants and the government. However, it can also pose challenges and risks that need to be managed, particularly with regard to providing for a smooth transition between phases.

- Key strategic decisions for the government include:
  - how and when to sequence the entry of regulated sectors
  - at what rate to increase ambition
  - at what rate to reduce any government controls over unit supply and price
  - when to link to offset/crediting mechanisms and other ETS
  - what balance to strike between providing certainty and flexibility over future ETS settings.

- These decisions could be explicitly tied to pre-announced dates or could evolve in an ad hoc manner. The timing of these decisions in relation to other domestic and international processes is an additional concern.
Phasing sectoral entry

- For schemes covering multiple sectors, the primary options are to sequence the entry of sectors, either individually or in groups, or to provide for entry of all regulated sectors at the same time. Preliminary analysis of options in the Chilean context suggests that the stationary energy, transport, and emission-intensive industrial process sectors (e.g. cement, lime, and steel) may be the strongest candidates for early participation in an ETS.

- Enabling concurrent entry into the ETS of the stationary energy, transport, and selected industrial sectors would provide broad coverage of major emission sources that can be inter-related, supporting the government’s national mitigation objectives, helping to address equity concerns, and generating revenue to support other policy objectives. It would create appropriate incentives for energy consumers and industrial producers to integrate their emission price response across multiple emitting activities. This would also help to increase the number of ETS market participants, which will be an issue for Chile to manage carefully.

- The forestry sector could be another strong candidate for early entry into the ETS. By crediting afforestation removals and imposing a liability for deforestation emissions under an ETS, the government could provide appropriately balanced emission pricing incentives to influence land-use decisions. An alternative is to introduce an offset/crediting mechanism in the forestry sector that links to the ETS or to overseas markets, or that is tied to other sources of finance (e.g. REDD+). Traditionally, such mechanisms seek to credit afforestation or avoided deforestation without imposing a deforestation liability. Their difficulty lies in defining business-as-usual baselines for measuring emission benefits and managing the risks of leakage and non-permanence. Comprehensive long-term inclusion of the forestry sector in an ETS can provide comparability with other sectors and reduce or avoid having to address these issues.

- Other sectors, such as waste, agriculture (fertilisers and livestock), and second-tier industrial producers (e.g. chemicals and producers of sulphur hexafluoride), have the potential to enter the ETS over time as direct points of obligation, but would be more complex to administer cost-effectively and their entry may not be feasible in the near term. Further research is needed in this area in Chile. Before entering the ETS, those sectors could link to the ETS through some form of offset/crediting mechanism, or be managed through other types of mitigation policies and measures. They could also participate in voluntary or mandatory reporting of their emissions well in advance of assuming ETS unit obligations.

- Before making decisions on the phasing of sectoral entry, the government needs to conduct further assessment of administrative feasibility and costs, mitigation price responsiveness, liquidity in the domestic market and potential for linking, and the overall magnitude and distribution of ETS cost impacts on the economy.

Defining phases for ambition, price stabilisation, and linking

- The ambition of the government’s emission reduction and emission price targets under an ETS could be set to increase over time. Applying less stringent emission reduction targets and delaying full exposure to the international price of emissions in early phases of the scheme could help to ease the economic adjustment to emissions
pricing and reduce scheme impacts on Chile’s export sectors before its trade competitors introduce comparable emission pricing measures. Avoiding increases in already high electricity prices is likely to be a critical issue in Chile. Addressing these through other regulatory reforms might be a precursor to allowing an ETS to raise electricity prices to reflect emissions.

- Decisions on ETS ambition across phases should be compatible with the government’s broader GHG mitigation and economic transformation objectives, taking into account projected emissions, the mitigation potential of regulated sectors, the price elasticity of demand in different sectors, the prospects for linking, and the overall impacts of emission pricing on the economy.

- The government may wish to consider the following types of phases for introducing an ETS in Chile:
  - a preparatory phase to build institutional capacity
  - an early reporting phase (voluntary/mandatory)
  - a transitional phase with government control of emission price exposure (particularly if linking options are limited)
  - a transitional phase with international linking and government price stabilisation mechanisms
  - internationally linked emissions trading without government price intervention.

- The optimal nature and timing of transitional phases would likely be influenced by the development of the international carbon market, the availability of linking opportunities and the implications of these factors for unit supply/demand and the level and volatility of international emission prices. Chile may wish to conduct scenario analysis as a means of informing decisions on phase design.

- Allowing sufficient time for preparation (e.g. 2–4+ years) and early reporting (e.g. 1–3+ years) is of vital importance for data collection, capacity building, and institutional testing. Reporting can begin on a voluntary basis for different types of entities in all sectors, and become mandatory for points of obligation before they enter the ETS. Having good data will help to ensure that the cap and free allocation are set appropriately, and taking the time to develop and test the institutional infrastructure will help to reduce system risks. The implication is that it may not be feasible to launch trading under an ETS in Chile before 2017–2020 at the earliest.

- In a transitional phase with no or limited linking, options for controlling price exposure include:
  - operating a domestic-only ETS with a generous unit reserve and/or a price ceiling/floor operating outside the cap that would provide a price safety valve
  - operating a fixed-price scheme on a trading platform
  - linking the ETS as a seller to the international market indirectly with the government as an intermediary.

- A domestic-only ETS could mirror much of the government’s preferred ETS design (e.g. sectoral coverage, points of obligation, MRV, and compliance). However, the
The government would need to provide a price safety valve operating outside of the cap to manage price risk, and prohibit banking or international sale of fixed-price units to prevent arbitrage at government expense.

- The fixed-price option in particular would offer a high level of government price control, enabling the government to trial institutional arrangements with lower risk, test assumptions regarding market behaviour and mitigation potential at specific emission prices, and introduce emission pricing gradually before Chile is prepared to set a cap and link to other markets. Starting with a low price could reduce the potential for competitiveness impacts and leakage, and therefore the need for free allocation. Alternatively, the government could use this phase to trial its system for free allocation. To build trading experience among participants, the government could offer obligated participants the option not just to purchase fixed-price units but also to surrender units issued through free allocation and from approved offset/crediting mechanisms. The government could offer to buy back free allocation from recipients if buyers were limited in the domestic market. The fixed-price approach could operate differently from the ultimate ETS and produce a price disjunction in the transition to trading.

- Linking the ETS (as a seller) indirectly to international markets with the government as the intermediary could help to capture some benefits from selling units abroad without exposing the domestic economy to international prices. The revenue from foreign unit sales could be invested to provide transitional support to regulated sectors in the ETS or achieve other policy objectives. The government could also enter into other types of potential financing arrangements (e.g. NAMA finance) tied to emission reductions under the ETS without trading units that enable Chile’s emission reductions to be offset by emissions elsewhere.

- Under an alternative transitional pathway, the government could consider starting with a “stand-alone” pilot trading phase (i.e. that is not the introductory phase of a broader or longer-term ETS, but is designed to build experience before designing a full ETS). This could be voluntary or mandatory, operate with narrow sectoral coverage, and have a generous cap providing for a government reserve and other price stabilisation mechanisms. A pilot trading phase offers the potential for learning by doing while operating at a smaller scale. However, it has trade-offs in terms of economic efficiency. It could increase the overall administrative burden by requiring the design of two sets of trading mechanisms, and operate in ways that are not representative of a fully operational ETS (e.g. because of limited linking opportunities or different point of obligation), thus teaching inappropriate “lessons”. It could also raise the risk of price disjunction when full trading starts.

- Even when the government is prepared to link its preferred ETS as a seller to international markets, it may still wish to operate transitional price stabilisation mechanisms that reduce uncertainty and risk. Whether the government participates in both types of transitional phases, and the appropriate length of such phases, would depend on market conditions and its objectives in generating international revenues and providing price control/containment. It would be appropriate for the government to review the ETS settings at the conclusion of the transitional period before introducing fully linked emission trading without government price mechanisms.

- The government may wish to adjust the type and level of financial support it provides to ETS participants and other affected stakeholders (e.g. free allocation,
subsidies, financing, tax benefits, etc.) across phases of the scheme, especially if the rationale for such support changes over time. For example, if mitigating competitiveness impacts is a key rationale for free allocation, then the government may wish to reduce free allocation as Chile’s major trade competitors adopt comparable emission pricing regimes. If compensating for stranded assets is a key rationale for free allocation, then free allocation for this purpose might be high in the initial phase(s) and then may stop completely in later phases. As better data become available on the actual cost impacts of the ETS on participants, consumers, and other stakeholders, or on methods for benchmarking performance, then the government may wish to change how it calculates entitlements.

**Allocation**

- Allocation must be driven by objectives: equity, reduced leakage, smooth transition to a long-term low-carbon economy, and political acceptability and participation. Their relative weights will alter over time.

- Allocation can alter the distribution of burden across entities. It can also reduce the effective marginal cost of production. This can be used to address leakage from emissions-intensive trade-exposed mobile or expanding activities, and could also be used for distributional reasons – for example to minimise increases in the electricity price in the short term. The entities that might receive free allocation are not necessarily points of obligation.

- Allocation can be through auctions, grandparenting, or output-based allocation. Distribution of resources from auction proceeds can also be a substitute for direct allocation of units.

- High levels of free allocation are likely to be politically necessary in the early stages of the programme.

- With a given total cap on units, allocation by any combination of auctioning or grandparenting, in general, has no effect on the cost-effectiveness of ETS. Thus grandparenting can be used to achieve political acceptability with no long-term economic or emissions consequences.

- Auctions can be important for price discovery and liquidity, and can also address concerns about market power when the ETS is not linked to an international market.

- Output-based allocation is the only form of allocation that can directly address leakage.

- With the exception of output-based allocations, future allocations should not be influenced by firm behaviour, particularly emissions; this avoids perverse incentives to seek higher future allocations.

- Benchmarking/output-based allocation can be technically very complex. Its use should be strictly limited.

- Long-run allocation is only about equity. Allowances should be auctioned and the revenue used in ways that society chooses.

- Short- to medium-run allocation requires a complex balance across objectives that is made simpler if the phasing in of the system is gentle.
Integrated Straw Man Option

This option is not a recommendation but a set of design features that are consistent and that constitute a useful starting point for considering different features.

1. Sectoral coverage:
   a. Start with stationary energy (upstream\(^1\)), transport (upstream), key industrial processes (cement, lime, and steel at the point of emission), and forestry (landowner)
   b. Expand sectoral coverage over time to include (as feasible) waste (landfill operator), agriculture (fertiliser and livestock), and smaller industrial processes (e.g. chemicals and synthetic gases).

2. Pre-trading phases:
   a. Preparation phase (e.g. 2013–2017) that includes research and data collection, engagement and capacity building, development of government institutions and registry, and beginning negotiation of linkages to sell.
   b. A phase for voluntary, then mandatory, annual reporting for points of obligation before they enter the ETS, and extended voluntary annual reporting for other entities (e.g. 2015–2017+).

3. Allocation:
   a. Grandparent enough free allocation to address equity and political issues – a fixed total amount spread over a number of years
   b. Provide output-based allocation for emissions-intensive trade-exposed mobile or expanding sectors where “output” is relatively easily defined – this phases out over a fixed time frame
   c. Provide auctioning throughout for liquidity and price discovery, and ramp up auctioning as free allocation is phased out.

4. Evolution of trading (e.g. 2018+):
   a. ETS operation with government price control:
      i. Negotiation of limited linking or contribution of external funds allows government to set a cap on allocation that is stringent enough to ensure a positive price
      ii. Government initially reduces ETS participant exposure to real price by starting with a domestic cap with a price ceiling; the ETS is not directly linked to international markets; only the government can sell abroad
   b. ETS operation with movement to international price but with government price stabilisation mechanisms to reduce price uncertainty; limited linking with international trading by ETS participants
   c. Transition to unlimited international trading by ETS participants with no price stabilisation mechanism when external market is stable.

\(^1\) A feasible alternative is to regulate stationary energy at the point of emission.
Research Needs

- The research process should be designed both to gain knowledge and also to build capability within Chile to understand the issues and contribute to the policy development.

- Key economic research can be grouped in two broad categories: background research; and research aimed at answering more specific questions for policy design.

- Background research should provide an opportunity for wide discussion among different stakeholders on how ETS has worked around the world, and the important role they are already playing and can play in the implementation of climate policy both domestically and internationally. This research includes:
  i. understanding what is happening more widely in Latin America in terms of climate policy, and of implementation of ETS in particular
  ii. lessons from previous ETS internationally, with particular attention to implementation, distributional effects, and design issues relevant to an emerging economy
  iii. lessons on design, on the political process towards implementation, and on ex-post performance of environmental markets in Chile, namely, water markets, individual transferrable quotas for fisheries, and Santiago’s particulate market and NOx
  iv. understanding how an ETS would interact with the rest of existing and future environmental legislation in the country.

- Targeted research consists of all research that provides stakeholders and policymakers with information (which in many cases builds upon existing studies) about the costs and benefits of implementing an ETS in the country (including distributional impacts). This includes:
  i. improving understanding of the scale of mitigation opportunities (in both the different carbon-emitting sectors and in the forestry sector)
  ii. understanding broad economic impacts of different ETS designs
  iii. non-price barriers (e.g. information or regulatory barriers), especially in the electricity sector – this includes more generally to estimate the size of the energy efficiency gap in the country and to identify the kind of instruments that operate better, together with carbon prices, in improving efficiency
  iv. understanding how market structure can affect the ability of Chilean firms to respond and pass on carbon prices and/or explain the existence or not of windfall profits (e.g. particularly in the electricity sector)
  v. identifying emissions-intensive trade-exposed mobile or expanding activities and the likely scale of leakage from them
  vi. identifying key stranded assets and mechanisms to address them
  vii. understanding the distributional implications, especially the impacts on the poor, and the mechanisms that can be used to deal with undesirable outcomes and how they relate to existing schemes (e.g. subsidies for basic services).
There are many technical and institutional implementation needs that are common to many ETS that will need specific answers in Chile. These are listed in each chapter.

**Process Considerations**

- While an increasing number of policy makers and stakeholders foresee that Chile will need to advance its climate change policies in conjunction with its broader agendas for sustainable development and economic transformation, it will be necessary to convince a much larger proportion of decision makers and stakeholders of the need to control Chile’s GHG emission trajectory so that this anticipatory vision becomes a dominant logic.

- Chile needs to give careful consideration to the process of educating government policy makers, lawmakers, the private sector, the media and civil society about the merits of an ETS, the implications of particular design options and the institutional requirements. In parallel with general educational processes, it will be very important for the government to help build the capacity of regulated entities and other market participants to participate in emissions trading.

- Engagement with stakeholders across industry, academia and NGOs should occur both formally and informally throughout the process of ETS design, legislation and implementation. To facilitate the decision-making process and provide advice to the government, a broad multi-stakeholder group could be created consisting of governmental and opposition leaders, industry leaders, representatives from environmental non-governmental organizations, university professors and researchers working for think tanks.

- The process for ETS design in Chile should be led by Chilean experts, be tailored to national circumstances and build domestic capacity and understanding. Chile has a limited but rich experience in tradable permit schemes in other areas, and relevant lessons can be derived from these schemes that should be brought into ETS discussions. In addition, the government should consider the lessons learned by other countries and how Chile could build on them to optimise its own policy approach.

- For this purpose, it is recommended that government officials (and possibly other key stakeholders) meet with regulators, agencies and stakeholders in countries with an operational ETS; authorities in countries that are at the stage of considering the use of an ETS; and other constituencies participating actively in the global carbon market.

- The development and implementation of market instruments demands a clear regulatory framework that can provide signals to entities covered by the market instrument and assign clear responsibilities for the various functions. The regulatory framework must also provide a credible enforcement system (e.g. domestic penalties for non-compliance), and be accompanied by effective governance to ensure transparency and enhance stakeholder participation. As part of ETS design, the government should map out the long-term institutional requirements for implementing an ETS and evaluate which of these can be assigned to existing agencies and which could require the development of new administrative entities.
In order to successfully overcome the technical and political hurdles to launching an ETS, the government will need to think strategically about how to organise its internal process for guiding the ETS through design, legislation and implementation. Particular challenges lie in coordinating complex decision making across multiple government agencies, engaging in a meaningful way with stakeholders, and preparing for the political legislative process. Creating interdepartmental working groups of officials could facilitate cross-government coordination.
1 Project Objective and Scope

Motu and partners were contracted by the World Bank through its Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR) initiative to “draft a proposal for the implementation in Chile of a Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading System (ETS)”. The specific objective in the Terms of Reference (see Appendix 1) is to “propose a detailed roadmap, including its design elements, to inform decision-making for an advanced model of an ETS in Chile”. This is one of a set of four related reports commissioned to assist the Chilean government in preparing its “market readiness proposal” (MRP) for submission to the World Bank later this year.

This report is the first step in a process that aims to clarify how an ETS could work in Chile and what the impacts would be environmentally, economically, and socially. This process will allow the Chilean government and key stakeholders to assess, in a more informed way, whether an ETS would be desirable in Chile as well as the optimal design of an ETS to achieve the government’s policy objectives and priorities (taking into account national circumstances).

The aim of this report is to enable the Chilean government to design an ETS that is fit-for-purpose and tailored to Chile’s unique national circumstances.

The report addresses each of the core components of an ETS: sector coverage; point of obligation for regulated sectors; the level of ambition; linking to other markets and use of (domestic and international) offsets; emissions trading phases; and allocation of units. Design options are analysed from a largely conceptual basis, but drawing on lessons learned in operating schemes and taking account of Chile’s national circumstances to the extent of available information as well as highlighting critical points of divergence in scheme design depending on the underlying policy goals.

The design options are brought together in a decision-making framework out of which we identify a smaller number of central options that appear to make the most sense for Chile. Each of the sections on core components identifies issues where Chile-specific research is needed to better inform key design decisions and technical implementation of the scheme ultimately chosen. Research needs for the next phase of policy development are discussed. We conclude with a high-level discussion of process going forward, both in terms of education and learning to enable an informed national debate, and in terms of developing broad (political, industry and public) support for more serious consideration of ETS as an option for Chile.

In this chapter, we first explain the concept of emissions trading and how it has evolved to tackle the global problem of climate change and the uncertainties of the current market. Then we suggest possible drivers and objectives for an ETS in Chile and outline key criteria to guide scheme design. Next we highlight key aspects of Chile’s national circumstances judged to be particularly relevant to the consideration and design on an ETS, including Chile’s previous experience with environmental markets. Finally, we explain the organisation of the report and conclude with a diagram showing how decisions on the different ETS design components and choices are linked.

This report should be read in conjunction with the related study conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) on Chile’s national circumstances. However, it highlights key aspects of Chile’s national circumstances, drawn from that report and insights of our local team.

2 PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2012
members, that are judged to be particularly relevant to (and in some cases, determinative of) the question of whether an ETS is appropriate for Chile or to the merits of specific design options. Chapter 2 goes into more detail on the emissions profile and characteristics of different sectors in Chile.

1.1. What is an ETS?

Emissions trading is a policy instrument designed to address a market failure – i.e. the failure to factor certain “environmental externalities” into economic decision-making – through introducing a price of emissions into the market. An alternative is to impose an emissions tax. The key difference, according to basis economic theory, is this: an emissions trading scheme (ETS) fixes the quantity of emissions allowed but leaves the price to be set by the market, whereas an emissions tax fixes the price of emissions but leaves the emissions outcome uncertain.

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions trading evolved out of domestic “cap-and-trade” systems designed to control local pollutants – notably, NO\textsubscript{X} and SO\textsubscript{X} trading schemes in the United States responding to the acid rain problem.

Under a standard cap-and-trade model, the government sets a fixed limit or cap on emissions applying to a certain group of emitters and issues tradable emission units (also referred to as “permits” or “allowances”) equivalent to the level of the cap (e.g. through free allocation or auctioning). The cap represents the aggregate level of pollution that may be released into the atmosphere in a given period.

Regulated firms under the scheme must surrender units equal to their total emissions each year, or face a penalty. Firms will determine the optimal compliance strategy for them – i.e. whether to reduce their emissions through the means available and sell any excess units on the market, or to purchase units representing lower-cost emissions made elsewhere. The price of units is determined by the relative supply and demand of units on the market.

The cap is lowered over time to reduce the overall level of pollution released. As the cap is ratcheted down and units become increasingly scarce, the price would typically increase, in turn driving investment into higher-cost mitigation options and technologies or causing shifts in production or behaviour.

This simple cap-and-trade model – as well as the dichotomy between certainty of quantity versus certainty of price – breaks down, however, when applied to the GHG problem against the current global political and market backdrop (especially when linking of schemes and international trading feature). This is illustrated by the emergence of various “hybrid” models of emissions trading.

---

3 Emissions trading is perhaps most well-known in the context of air pollution and carbon markets, but the concept has also been applied or adapted to other environmental goals – e.g. water, fisheries, biodiversity. The baseline-and-credit model of emissions trading is considered in the PMR Activity 3 report prepared by Climate Focus.

4 An evaluation of the relative merits of emissions taxes, trading and standards is beyond the scope of this report. However, it will be a critical starting point for any national debate on an ETS in Chile.

5 The defined category of emissions – in the present context – could be one or more the 6 major GHG types. These are: carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}), methane (CH\textsubscript{4}), nitrous oxide (N\textsubscript{2}O), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and sulphur hexafluoride (SF\textsubscript{6}).

6 Covering one or more sectors or segments of the economy or economy-wide.
In moving beyond a binary choice between quantity and price when linking an ETS to complex global markets, governments will need greater flexibility to be able to adjust the cap and settings of their ETS in order to manage the cost and risk to their economy and individual firms while contributing to global efforts to reduce emissions. Essentially, they need to strike a balance between the quantity of emissions they are prepared to take responsibility for, and the level of price (or degree of price volatility) to which they are willing to expose their domestic economy. Additional measures might be needed to compensate or shield some consumers from the pass-through of emission costs, particularly when emission pricing is uneven among trade competitors. In theory, such transitional settings should become unnecessary once a global cap or comparable emission pricing regimes are achieved.  

In a world with an agreed global cap-and-trade system, there would be much work involved in designing and negotiating that system, but the domestic implementation would then follow in alignment with the agreement. In the present situation, ETS design involves a series of compromises – essentially domestic and bilateral/regional negotiations – in terms of the domestic cap, international linking and price control and stabilisation. The aims when making these compromises are to achieve credibility of emissions reduction effort, a level of carbon price that Chile is comfortable with and an acceptable overall impact on the Chilean economy, environment and society.

Further complexity can arise where there are multiple policy objectives behind an ETS. Originally conceived as a mechanism for cost-effective mitigation of GHG emissions, some countries are seeking to use ETS as a tool to deliver a broader range of sustainable development or “green-growth” objectives (particularly around energy sector transformation) as well. While there is certainly a strong alignment between the two sets of goals, there can be some tension (e.g. in terms of what is a desirable domestic carbon price) which needs to be factored into detailed scheme design. Other policies and measures may be more appropriate to further non-GHG mitigation goals, or used to complement the carbon price signal. This will be different for every country.

The interplay between ETS and complementary policies is an emerging issue that is not yet well understood and should be given careful consideration. The EU has been grappling with the perverse consequences of the interaction between its carbon and energy policies, where the impact of energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives was to lower demand for ETS allowances and change the merit order of electricity supply, with dual impact on carbon and power prices. Some commentators use this to argue that EU ETS should be replaced with a carbon tax. Others say the problem really lies in the EU’s inability (politically) to adjust its cap or do so indirectly through measures to manage unit supply. Either way, there are lessons here for ETS design for a country pursuing both mitigation and energy transformation goals.

This tension from these compromises arises throughout this report. Each chapter offers one or more straw man proposals for specific design decisions. A final integrated straw man proposal, presented in the chapter on emission trading phases, draws on the design considerations specific to each section, and creates a package of coordinated compromises across issues. These are not recommendations but sensible options to consider as starting places for further analysis and discussion among government, researchers and stakeholders.

---

7 E.g. through an international agreement under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) or through a network of bottom-up, fully linked and harmonised domestic ETS covering the bulk of global emissions with a comparable level of effort among countries.
An ETS provides a useful long-term policy architecture that fits where much of the world is heading. An ETS and a tax can be designed to deliver very similar domestic emission outcomes in the short term, but in the Chilean context an ETS should present more opportunities for cost-effective emission reductions and benefits from international unit sales in the longer term.

The greatest strength of emissions trading is that it encourages private actors to use their own knowledge and skill to find the best mitigation actions, including long-term investments, and incentivises innovation. In a perfect world mitigation is done by the myriad of actors who can influence emissions, and at the times and in the places where it is lowest cost. Even in an imperfect global market, if it is possible to link GHG markets across countries, linking facilitates cost-effective location of mitigation effort across countries by equalising prices across markets, and is likely to allow Chile to create a more ambitious system without imposing unacceptable costs on its economy as a whole. However, linking can pose risks as well, particularly when short-term prices and volatility in an immature market could prove quite different from those in the long term with broad and stable participation of major emitters in linked ETS.

Chile will need to consider carefully the range of opportunities from creating sell linkages and buy linkages to the international market, and what type of ETS design features may be needed to control or contain the associated risks while that market is still maturing.

1.2. Exploring an ETS for Chile

1.2.1. Drivers and objectives

The collective experience to date is that when it comes to designing an effective ETS, one size definitely does not fit all countries or sectors. While the leading design options for the core components of an ETS are well understood and valuable experience has been gained by the design and implementation of ETS in other countries, it will be essential to tailor the design of an ETS to accommodate Chile’s specific national circumstances and to meet Chile’s strategic policy, economic, environmental and social objectives and priorities. A blueprint from another country would be of limited value.

The fundamental questions for the Chilean government at the outset is: what are its high-level rationales for its climate change policy, what are its more specific policy objectives and priorities, and is an ETS a useful policy instrument to help achieve them? If it chooses to pursue the ETS option, then what is the best design to meet the government’s policy goals and to avoid some of the pitfalls that have hampered other countries’ schemes in this respect?

For example, Chile’s rationales for implementing a comprehensive climate change policy package could include some or all of the following:

1. concern about climate change and reducing emissions
2. desire for domestic economic transformation (especially in the energy sector)
3. motivation to generate revenue from unit sales and leverage international climate finance
4. defence against international political, trade or consumer pressure.

Building on its rationales for action, Chile could identify a range of long-term policy objectives for an ETS, such as to:
1. support global mitigation through domestic action and linking to a stable global market
2. drive economic transformation and sustainable development through more efficient production and consumption, sustainable and secure energy supply, lower-emission infrastructure and land uses, and research and development
3. generate trade benefits, including profiting from the sale of units in international markets and new market opportunities, and building positive trade relations
4. generate additional economic, environmental, human health and social co-benefits and avoid perverse outcomes.

The Chilean government should consider opportunities to leverage existing and new sources of international climate finance to assist with ETS development and implementation – including the possibility of nesting an ETS within the UNFCCC’s Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Action (NAMA) framework. International support might be available, for example, to: partially finance the mitigation that needs to occur (in Chile or elsewhere) to meet the ETS cap; to provide a guaranteed buyer for ETS units (on a multilateral or bilateral basis) under current conditions of weak demand; to fund marginal mitigation cost curves and MRV capacity building; or to compensative or shield low-income consumers or trade-exposed industry from ETS costs. This, in turn, may give the government more confidence to set an ambitious cap and to get the ETS policy over-the-line at home.

The balance among objectives will affect design decisions so clarity about their relative weight and their implications for design is important. The final design will also depend on linking aspirations (and the expectations of potential linking partners), long-term expectations in terms of being a net buyer or seller, the government’s level of comfort in exposing the domestic economy to the international price of carbon, and national circumstances with a significant bearing on design options.

1.2.2. General criteria for the design of an ETS

The following (illustrative) criteria can be applied to guide the consideration and design of an ETS (and the selection of national climate change mitigation targets and policies more broadly), with more specific criteria suggested in other chapters for evaluation of options for key ETS design components:

1. Environmental effectiveness. Taking account of the relative significance of current and projected emissions, mitigation opportunities and costs, mitigation price responsiveness and the potential for emissions leakage (in the case of trade-exposed firms\(^8\) or as a result of definition of sector boundaries or qualifying thresholds).\(^9\)

2. Economic efficiency and competitiveness impacts: Promoting efficient operation of the domestic market and facilitating effective linkages to international markets with low transaction costs. Striking the right balance between broad coverage of emissions and creating an incentive to abate emissions where there is most potential to do so as well as managing overall system administrative costs. Considering sectoral responses to emissions pricing, market size and liquidity and the distribution of costs and benefits.

\(^8\) I.e. production shifting to other countries with no or lower pricing/regulation of GHG emissions for that sector.

\(^9\) E.g. newer plants being built just below the qualifying threshold.
Taking into account the trade exposure of covered sectors and their ability to pass on the cost of emissions (both domestically and internationally, determining which firms are most at risk and considering options (such as free allocation of allowances) to mitigate competitiveness impacts.

3. Equitable burden-sharing. Understanding and managing the political dimension including: the perceived comparability of effort by other countries and burden across sectors; distribution of costs across the economy and society; impact on owners of and workers in trade-exposed firms and low-income households in particular; and delivery of co-benefits. Critical to generating broad-stakeholder buy-in, successful implementation, robustness of the architecture and acceptability of increases in stringency over time.

4. Administrative feasibility and costs. Minimising the MRV and transaction costs imposed on individual firms as well as the administrative costs for the regulatory body. Working within capability constraints (firms and government institutions) and developing capability where it is needed. More complex systems can be vulnerable to manipulation and are more costly and difficult to monitor.

5. Regulatory and other barriers. Identifying any significant non-price barriers that are not addressed, and considering the potential interactions between the ETS and other policies, regulations or measures, that could dampen the carbon price signal or lead to perverse outcomes.

6. Other economic, environmental and social impacts, including co-benefits. Considering the wider social and environmental implications of ETS design and climate change mitigation more broadly – e.g. on employment, health (air and water quality), research and innovation, energy and natural resource consumption and access to energy. Considering how scheme design could maximise benefits and minimise perverse outcomes at low cost. Monitoring impacts over time to provide positive news stories and allow quick response to perverse outcomes.

7. Durability of the policy framework. Providing predictable, stable long term policy (and avoiding sudden policy-driven shifts in price) to encourage low-carbon innovation, investment and technology deployment, while building in sufficient flexibility into the scheme design to respond to political and market conditions (resilience).

1.2.3. Key context and considerations for ETS scoping and design in Chile

Some key factors in the consideration and design of an ETS in Chile (elaborated in the individual chapters as relevant and are not exhaustive) include the following:¹⁰

**Economic profile and emissions trends**

Chile has a growing and fundamentally export-led economy that relies heavily on exports of copper, wood and cellulose, salmon, fruit and wine. It may be reluctant to adopt any carbon commitments if direct competitors do not adopt similar policies. Macroeconomic policy is stable and the country benefits from a strong financial sector.

---

¹⁰ Drawn from PwC (2012) and from in-country research and preliminary modelling undertaken by authors of this report.
Energy supply issues and dependence on fossil fuel imports pose a significant constraint on Chile’s economic development over the longer term. Other challenges include the reduction of income inequality, diversification of the economy and the development of innovation.

Appendix 2 shows GHG emissions trends in Chile over the past decade. The country’s emissions increased by 37% between 2000 and 2006. The energy and carbon intensity of the economy have shown only modest declines in recent years. Carbon intensity is pegged to the energy intensity of Chile’s industry (currently high)\(^\text{11}\) and variability of electricity generation mix (highly dependent on water levels and foreign natural gas supply). While per capita emissions are still significantly below the OECD average, they are growing much faster than in the rest of Latin America and Caribbean. The highest mitigation potential lies in the energy, industry and transportation sectors.

**Sector profile**

The energy sector (encompassing electricity and liquid transport fuels) will be central to realising Chile’s GHG emission reduction, sustainable development and energy security goals. Chile faces real challenges in terms of ensuring clean, reliable, affordable and adequate energy supply to meet rising demand.

The energy sector is the biggest contributor to Chile’s national GHG emissions (followed by agriculture, industrial processes and waste), accounting for 73% of the country’s non-LULUCF emissions (see Appendix 3). Electricity production (36%); mining, manufacture and industry (23%); and transport (29%) make up most of the country’s energy emissions. Appendix 4 gives a detailed breakdown of the energy supply mix and carbon emissions across the energy supply chain in Chile.

Chile is highly dependent on fossil fuel imports for nearly 75% of its primary energy supply.\(^\text{12}\) Coal, diesel and natural gas and hydropower dominate the electricity generation mix and the transport sector relies on oil. This makes Chile’s energy system vulnerable to international commodity prices, supply disruptions and rainfall levels.

Chile has considerable renewable energy resources but only a fraction has been exploited so far. Diesel and coal have persisted as major electricity generation sources despite very high marginal costs of generation in Chile (hovering around US$150/MWh since levels of US$300/MWh in 2007 (when Chile lost its natural gas supply from Argentina), suggesting other barriers are at play. Modelling undertaken by the authors of this report suggests that only carbon prices above US$50 per tonne of CO\(_2\) can displace coal with natural gas and that the competitiveness of renewables is hardly improved, even with levels of US$100 per tonne of CO\(_2\) (see Appendix 5).

This could be interpreted by some stakeholders as evidence against the need for, or efficacy of, a carbon price applied to the energy sector. More likely, it indicates the need for additional government intervention to incentivise and overcome barriers to the development and large-scale commercial deployment of renewable energy in Chile. Absent that, there is a risk an

\(^\text{11}\) The carbon footprint for salmon and wine depends largely on the emissions from the international transport component – responsibility for which is still undecided at the multilateral level. By contrast, the carbon footprint of the copper and wood and cellulose industries depends more on the quantity and kind of energy consumption at the production stage.

\(^\text{12}\) Total primary energy supply (TPES) shares by source in 2010 were: crude oil 34.8%, coal 18.3%, natural gas 20.0%, hydroelectricity 7.6%, biomass 19.2%, and wind 0.1 (PwC, 2012).
ETS would simply alter rents without changing the composition of the generating matrix towards cleaner technologies.\textsuperscript{13} The government will need consider the interaction of any complementary measures with the ETS to avoid perverse outcomes.\textsuperscript{14}

Common barriers reported by large-scale renewables developers include difficulties in the access and connection to transmission lines and securing long-term contracts and finance. Drastic spot-market price fluctuations, creating a lack of revenue predictability, are one important factor constraining investment in renewables.

The industries that form the backbone of Chile’s economy (especially mining) are highly energy intensive and served primarily by the north/central grid systems which are more fossil fuel based and have less hydropower potential. There are plans to connect with the southern grid system but long transmission distances and environmental opposition limit the full development of the hydropower potential in that region. Energy demand in Chile is projected to keep rising (with electricity demand set to double by 2030), driven by industrial growth, with the largest incremental gains in road transport and copper mining.

The electricity market in Chile is largely deregulated. Electricity market regulation will be a factor in the distribution of ETS-related costs. Investment costs are generally transferred in full to consumers with some exceptions (e.g. large industry, where contract terms are negotiated).

Ownership in the electricity generation sector is very concentrated among just a few big firms and some very small ones.\textsuperscript{15} In the transport liquid fuels sector, there is one importer and no local production. Industry is dominated by copper mining and also made up of a small number of actors. This is an advantage in terms of administration, both for the point of regulation and for any free allocation. It could however create problems of market power in the energy sector. By contrast, the transport, agriculture and waste sectors are atomised, with multiple small actors. This presents some challenges for inclusion in an ETS design; however, other countries have found acceptable solutions to such challenges.

The effects of increasing energy costs (that could be associated with an ETS) in copper mining are not well understood. Some sector players fear that an ETS would damage their profitability, affecting their competitive advantage relative to producers in other copper mining countries (such as neighbouring Peru). This becomes a potential leakage source.

Forestry is a very significant sector for Chile, contributing a net sink of around 20–25% of total emissions, with some studies suggesting that there is still more mitigation potential. The number of actors is reasonably small. Forestry should form part of Chile’s mitigation strategy (whether included in an ETS or through other policy instruments). Further research is needed in this area.

\textsuperscript{13} Arbitrage/wind-fall profits has become an issue in the ETS programme in NZ, with combined effect of price cap, no limits on use of international offsets for compliance and record-low carbon price. This is an issue being considered by the NZ government currently, as part of broader package of proposed amendments to the NZ ETS.

\textsuperscript{14} For example, it is understood that the government is considering a Price Stabilisation Fund to provide greater certainty to investors by guaranteeing a floor price for renewable energy projects and assuming the spot market price risk. The PSF could initially be funded with international climate assistance and domestic funds. The government would want to avoid the perverse impacts on carbon and energy prices that the EU has experienced due to interaction of its EU ETS and energy policy initiatives.

\textsuperscript{15} Chilean Ministerio de Energía, 2011
The table below presents a preliminary assessment of the number of actors accounting for 90% of emissions in each sector that potentially could be covered under an ETS in Chile.

Table 1.1: Potential actors covering at least 90% of emissions by sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Upstream actors</th>
<th>Midstream actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>oil derivatives: ~1</td>
<td>refineries: ~1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crude oil: ~1</td>
<td>gas plants (regasification): ~2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>natural gas: ~2</td>
<td>gas liquefaction plants: ~10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>liquefied natural gas: ~2</td>
<td>power plants (electricity): ~10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gas works: ~10</td>
<td>coke ovens: ~10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>methanol: ~10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coal: ~10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coal derivatives: ~10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial processes</td>
<td>~5 actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>Thousands of actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Thousands of actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>Hundreds of actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Political, policy, and institutional landscape**

Chile is a Party to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The post-2012 international climate change policy framework is still taking shape within the UNFCCC process. The Chilean government has communicated to the UNFCCC that it will take measures to achieve a 20% reduction below the “Business as Usual” emissions growth trajectory by 2020, as projected from year 2007, with a focus on energy efficiency, renewable energy and land use, land-use change and forestry. This is stated to be dependent on an appropriate level of international support. There was a clear signal at the Durban climate change conference in 2011 that at some point developing countries will be asked to have commitments. Chile will want to be prepared to respond to this.

As part of a post-2102 climate agreement, Parties are discussing the use of existing and new, larger-scale market mechanisms to help meet countries’ mitigation targets and pledges, and are considering rules for helping to shape the future operation of the international carbon market. Parties are discussing how a top-down framework under the UNFCCC could interact with the bottom-up development of new market mechanisms and bilateral trading agreements between countries (with parallel efforts outside the negotiations on harmonised MRV and accounting rules). This opens up new market opportunities for developing countries that wish to participate in emissions trading. This also means that Chile currently faces significant uncertainty about what level of mitigation ambition other countries will adopt in the future, and how the

---

16 Chile Ministry of Energy (2012), Personal communication from the División de Prospectiva y Política Energética, July 2012.
international carbon market will evolve over time under top-down and bottom-up drivers to help countries deliver on that ambition. These factors will influence the overall prices and price volatility of the international carbon market as well as Chile’s specific linking opportunities. They could also influence Chile’s optimal balance between designing an ETS to meet domestic objectives versus to conform with international expectations, particularly with regard to meeting prerequisites for linking.

As Chile assesses its future options for the design of an ETS, it may wish to conduct market scenario analysis. Figure 1.1 illustrates how such scenarios could be formulated on the basis of the level of global ambition and the level of centralisation of the international carbon market. Scenario 1 depicts the start of the Kyoto Protocol, with a top-down model for market development under internationally agreed rules and a low level of global ambition. Scenario 2 depicts the present situation, where global ambition has increased somewhat and the market has become more fragmented. Future scenarios could include increasing fragmentation with no increase in ambition (Scenario 3), increasing fragmentation with increasing ambition (Scenario 4), or increasing ambition accompanied by a growing aggregation of ETS (Scenario 5), either through widespread linking or an international agreement on market rules.

Figure 1.1: Scenarios for the international carbon market

At a domestic level, the government has in place a National Climate Change Strategy and National Climate Change Action Plan, with initiatives underway to strengthen its inventory, MRV and institutional capacity, identify mitigation potential, develop emissions scenarios (projections) and formulate a mitigation strategy including Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs). There are also a number of recent sector-specific policies and targets, notably:

- The National Energy Strategy 2012–2030: fundamental pillars include increased energy efficiency, growth of non-conventional renewable energy, greater prevalence of water resources, less external dependence, interconnection of north and south
transmissions grids and creating a “public electricity highway” and a more competitive electricity market.

- Energy Efficiency Action Plan 2012–2020 (under development): aims to reduce final energy demand by 12% below BAU by 2020

The government has signalled its intention to design mechanisms that will encourage the adoption of clean and efficient technologies, and to study the possibility of incorporating tax instruments to reduce the negative externalities and promote the positive externalities and social benefits of projects, in order to redirect the electricity matrix.

An ETS would need to be integrated with these existing and proposed climate and energy policy initiatives in Chile.

The government has undertaken preliminary work on feasibility and scoping for an ETS in Chile, with assistance from the IEA, US EPA and the Government of New Zealand among others. The results of this research showed that Chile does have the essential fundamentals to establish an ETS in the country (i.e. appropriate and solid institutional and economic foundation, a dynamic private sector and a working legal framework) and that it will have to eventually link its ETS to other markets.

The government can also consider lessons from Chile’s previous experiments with market-based mechanisms (e.g. water markets created in the early 1980s and the offset market for particulates from large combustion plants created in Santiago in the early 1990s) as well as its experience as a leader and pioneer in the CDM market.

Comprehensive tax reform including green taxes is likely to be high on the agenda at the next Presidential election (in 2013). So far, there has been no mention of carbon pricing (whether tax or trading) by either the current administration or opposition parties.

**Previous experience with environmental markets in Chile**

Chile has used environmental markets to manage water, fisheries and air pollution. Here we briefly introduce each system. Details on the experience as it relates to specific design features are picked up in each of the later chapters.

**Water markets**

Water Resources Management (WRM) in Chile is widely known for its 1981 Water Code. Free-market mechanisms became under this code the economic philosophy in WRM, including the development of water markets and tradable water permits. The characteristics of the implementation of this water market are perhaps the most relevant local example to be studied in light of the implementation of an ETS. Key references are Dourojeanni and Jouravlev (1999), Bauer (2004) and Grafton (2011). A major flaw of the Chilean system is that the Water Code does not specifically address third party effects or environmental impacts; which are considered to be a great concern. The allocation of water rights has also been a significant concern.

---

17 Fernández Amunátegui and Searle, 2011
Fisheries

In 2001 an individual transferable quota (ITQ) system was introduced for all the most important industrial fisheries in Chile. Peña-Torres (2002 a and b) discusses the debate around the introduction. This system was put in place after years of declining stocks and over investment. Within this system, the Chilean southern industrial pelagic fishery has average catches of over 1.4 million tons a year, making it one of the largest fisheries in the world to be regulated by individual quotas. In this particular fishery under ITQs fleet size fell from 148 active boats in 2000 to 65 in 2002 as a direct consequence of the reform (Gómez-Lobo et al, 2011).

In recent years there have been concerns about declining stocks. This is not due to illegal fishing within the ITQ system; both large and small companies have been catching below their quotas. One explanation is that overfishing right beyond the 200 miles (Chile’s exclusive economic zone) by international factory fishing ships has had a big effect on the stock of fish available. A second possible explanation is that there may have been a tendency to allocate more quotas than recommended by the scientific evidence. The current ITQ system expires in December. There has been debate about the new legislation that will replace it. Most debate is about how to allocate the new quotas, starting in 2013, whether based on historic catch or auction, and also about having expert panels deciding on the TAC every year (Montero, 2012).

Air pollution markets

Santiago, Chile was one of the first cities outside the OECD to implement a tradable permit program to control air pollution, primarily because Santiago is one of the most polluted cities in Latin America. During the early 1990s, it was officially declared a non-attainment zone for several atmospheric pollutants. In 1992, a cap-and-trade scheme was established by decree in Santiago to reduce emissions of particulate matter from large industrial and residential boilers. 18

The first system focused on large boilers due to their easy identification and relative importance; at the time they accounted for more than 40% of total point-source emissions. Although the program became mandatory in 1994, it became active in 1997, giving the environmental authority additional time to collect information on emission sources.

Evaluation of the performance of Santiago’s trading program was done at early stages of its implementation and more recently.

- Montero et al. (2002) found that the grandparenting used to allocate emissions permits initially created economic incentives for incumbent sources to more readily declare their historic emissions in order to claim permits.
- O’Ryan (2002) examines the impact of the introduction of natural gas in the applicability of the tradable permit program, concluding that this fuel increased the range of emissions potentially abated at a lower cost and reduced the efficiency gains from using a market-based instrument.
- Palacios and Chavez (2005) evaluated the performance of the program in terms of enforcement, concluding that the aggregate level of over compliance coexisted with frequent violations of regulations by some of the sources.

---

18 Montero et al, 2002; Palacios and Chavez, 2005; Coria and Sterner, 2010
Emissions trading for industrial processes

Two additional emissions trading programs were implemented in 2004 for particulate matter and NO\textsubscript{X} pollution by large industrial processes. As in the large boiler program, existing sources were granted permits, but this time yearly caps on emissions were set with a target cap based on the 1997 emissions level. The formula allowed industrial processes to emit a maximum of 50% of the 1997 emissions of particulate matter and 67% of 1997 NO\textsubscript{X} emissions, and it was anticipated that the targets be met by May 2007. (For NO\textsubscript{X}, a second, more stringent target of 50% was imposed for 2010.) These new programs shared most of the features of the large boiler program, with one important exception: short-term offsetting was allowed. Thus, industrial processes in need of emission permits could “rent” emission permits from other industrial processes in the program for a minimum period of one year.

The main motivation behind short-term offsetting was to help start up a market by sending price signals, while giving new sources access to permits; initially there was an acute shortage of NO\textsubscript{X} permits relative to demand. Calfucura et al. (2009) highlighted the effect of the lack of natural gas in explaining this shortage. The emissions cap was calculated based on 1997 data, just after many industrial processes switched to natural gas. However, in 2004, Argentina restricted exports of natural gas to Chile to deal with Argentina’s domestic shortages. Many industrial processes reverted to dirtier fuels, significantly increasing NO\textsubscript{X} emissions; this led to non-compliance with the emissions cap.

Coria et al. (2010) conducted interviews and surveyed a sample of firms subject to emissions trading programs in Santiago. Most of the respondents reported that it was not very costly to attain the regulated level for particulate matter or NO\textsubscript{X}. Moreover, though most firms said that SEREMI monitors firms on a continuous basis, they wanted SEREMI to increase its monitoring further. Coria et al. interpreted this as the result of a permit-based approach: As soon as regulations are transformed into pollution rights, they acquire some of the attributes of “property” and become valuable. Many sources realised that their permits become more valuable when monitoring is strong and the system in general is more stringent.

When interviewing firms, Coria et al. found that they did not have a generally negative attitude toward environmental regulations or environmental authorities. Furthermore, they did not seem reluctant to deal with environmental regulations. Hence, one could say that the regulation has gained legitimacy. The fact that firms want monitoring and the overall system to be more stringent is also very positive. This study also however identified some other shortcomings of the program.

In general, the air pollution trading programs have been characterised by a combination of failures affecting the attractiveness of trading: over-allocation of permits, high transaction costs, lack of clear penalties for sources in cases of violation, and several regulatory changes affecting the tenure over emission permits and hampering trade. The total amount of emission permits initially granted to incumbent sources has been decreased in two ways; the rate of offsetting has been raised twice and the program’s rules have led many sources to lose their emission permits because trade is only allowed within a specified period of time and unused permits have been withdrawn.

---

19 See also Coria and Sterner (2010).
1.2.4. Organisation of the report

The report has been structured to fulfil the World Bank’s terms of reference for Activity 2 (Study and design proposal of an Emissions Trading Scheme) and support Chile in the preparation of its Market Readiness Proposal for an emissions trading scheme. The terms of reference originally requested inputs on research and meetings to be held with regulators and implementing agencies in countries with an existing ETS, and identified four core components of an ETS as the focus for analysis: (1) setting the point for regulated sectors, (2) emissions trading phases, (3) allocation of allowances, and (4) linking and offsets. This report re-orders some of these topics to support the flow of analysis. Notably, the second core component on emissions trading phases has been divided into separate discussions of setting the level of ambition in an ETS (covering the level of both emission reductions and prices) and designing emissions trading phases. The discussion of meetings to be held with regulators has been incorporated into a broader set of recommendations for the government’s process of designing and implementing an ETS.

The report concludes with an integrated roadmap for the hierarchy of government decisions on the design of an ETS together with key strategic considerations. Note that for continuity, the content of the roadmap touches at a high level on analysis that is underway for other PMR Activities, notably Activity 1 (MRV, compliance and registry) and Activity 3 (Study on market instruments: Scaled-up crediting and carbon pricing stabilisation mechanisms), but these issues are not treated in depth in this report. The last part of the roadmap consists of straw man proposals for sector coverage and point of obligation, linking and offsets and allocation of allowances plus an integrated straw man proposal that shows how these might work in combination. These straw man proposals do not represent recommendations; instead, they are a useful starting point for considering different features. Further research, analysis and stakeholder engagement will be required in subsequent phases of work to support the development of recommendations for the design of an ETS in Chile.

The report is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 Sector Coverage and Point of Obligation
Chapter 3 Setting the Level of Ambition
Chapter 4 Linking and Offsets
Chapter 5 Designing Emissions Trading Phases
Chapter 6 Allocation
Chapter 7 ETS Research Needs
Chapter 8 Recommendations for ETS Process and Meetings
Chapter 9 Roadmap for Government Decisions on an ETS

1.2.5. Bringing it all together

The design of an ETS is not a linear process. There are critical linkages and interdependencies across all of the core design components, and no one component can be designed in isolation. The following figure from the roadmap illustrates these linkages and interdependencies. It can serve as a useful point of reference for navigating through the report.
Figure 1.2: Issue linkages in ETS design

**Issue linkages**

**MRV/Compliance**
- MRV/compliance rules protect the environmental integrity of the cap.
- Integrity and harmonisation of MRV/compliance are essential for linking.
- Feasibility of MRV/compliance determines which sectors and points of obligation can be regulated in an ETS.

**Linking and offsets**
- Linking affects costs/benefits of a cap. In a linked ETS, domestic emissions may be higher or lower than the cap.
- Linking may be more feasible in later phases. Sell linkages may depend on agreed level of ambition.
- Price stabilisation mechanisms may be needed when linking to a volatile market.
- Linking to a stable market reduces the need for price stabilisation mechanisms.
- MRV/compliance rules protect the environmental integrity of the cap.
- Good data are required for setting the cap.
- Domestic offset mechanisms can address sectors/sectors not regulated in the ETS.
- Regulated sectors can enter concurrently or in phases to accommodate different levels of capability and administrative feasibility.

**Emissions constraint**
- The government must decide whether quantity or price will be the ultimate constraint in the ETS. Some price stabilisation mechanisms may be needed in earlier phases and should be phased out as the market matures.

**Phasing**
- The allocation cap determines Chile’s contribution to global emissions from regulated sectors.
- Phasing can help to reduce the need for free allocation due to stranded assets, leakage and ‘regrets’ losses to the economy. Free allocation should be phased out over time.

**Coverage/Point of obligation**
- Ambition of the emissions constraint should account for the obligation potential, costs and price responsiveness of regulated sectors.
- Allocation can alter the distribution of burden across entities in regulated sectors.
- Free allocation can go to entities anywhere in the supply chain and is not limited to points of obligation.

**Price stabilisation**
- Price stabilisation mechanisms can operate inside or outside the allocation cap.
- Auctions support price discovery and can be used to provide price stabilisation.
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2 Sector Coverage and Point of Obligation

Key findings:

• For any emissions trading scheme, the key question of who will be regulated under the scheme is the result of choices about the following issues:
  a. the sectors to be regulated and the greenhouse gases to be included;
  b. the point of obligation (i.e. the entity that will be subject to reporting and surrender requirements); and
  c. criteria for the exclusion of entities (e.g. small emitters or those in remote locations).

• In schemes developed to date, choices about coverage of sectors and gases have been influenced by a variety of overlapping factors, including the objectives of the scheme (e.g. to deliver economy-wide commitments or to drive investment in specific sectors), the availability of emissions data, the political acceptability of including some sectors, targeting sectors with greatest mitigation potential, and the costs and benefits of including small emitters.

• The choice of point of obligation has been affected by similar factors, such as the desire for comprehensive coverage, sector-specific pricing dynamics, likely impact on behaviour, the ability to monitor emission reductions at each potential point, administrative feasibility and transaction costs, and interaction with existing policies (including monitoring and reporting frameworks).

• The most significant choice relates to the coverage of the emissions of carbon dioxide from the energy sector. Under an ‘upstream’ approach, comprehensive coverage could be achieved by regulating at the point of extraction or import of fossil fuels, resulting in the pass-through of costs to all consumers of energy in every sector. Alternatively, the point of obligation can be set at the point at which the fuels are burned and carbon dioxide is emitted (e.g. power station, industrial sites, and even vehicles) or the point of consumption of electricity (e.g. industrial sites, businesses, and households).

• For Chile, these decisions will require careful consideration by the government and consultation with stakeholder groups. However, in order to allow ideas to be tested more thoroughly, we have suggested the following straw man options for coverage and regulated entity should be explored further:
### Straw man for sectoral coverage and point of obligation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Point of obligation – option 1</th>
<th>Point of obligation – option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-transport energy</td>
<td>Upstream, i.e. point of production/import</td>
<td>Point of emission (e.g. power stations, industrial sites) but excluding smaller emitters such as households</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial processes</td>
<td>Point of emission (e.g. industrial sites)</td>
<td>Point of emission (e.g. industrial sites)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CO₂ agriculture</td>
<td>Farmer, processor</td>
<td>Farmer, processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CO₂ waste</td>
<td>Landfill operator</td>
<td>Landfill operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>Landowner</td>
<td>Landowner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Emissions from bioenergy use will require appropriate coverage to provide the right incentives for emissions reductions and avoid perverse incentives to deplete forests.

### 2.1. Introduction

#### 2.1.1. Overview and structure

This chapter examines the options available for addressing the key question of which entities will be regulated under an ETS in Chile. For any ETS, the key question of who will be regulated under the scheme is the result of choices about the following issues:

- the sectors to be regulated and the greenhouse gases (GHGs) to be included
- the point of obligation (i.e. the entity that will be subject to reporting and surrender requirements)
- criteria for the exclusion of entities (e.g. small emitters or those in remote locations).

Other trading schemes implemented or in the design phase elsewhere have taken a variety of approaches to tackling the three design questions set out above. In relation to the question of sectoral coverage, the approach taken has been informed by deliberate choices based on a number of factors. The International Energy Authority (IEA) summarised these as follows:

- the objectives of the scheme (e.g. to deliver cost-effective economy-wide commitments or to drive investment in specific sectors)
- the availability of emissions data for the sectors and gases to be included
- the costs and benefits of including small sectors and sources

---

20 International Energy Agency, 2010
targeting sectors with the greatest mitigation potential/ability to respond to price signals

- the desire to achieve least-cost mitigation by extending coverage as widely as possible
- the political acceptability of including some sectors, including the interaction with existing policies.

Given the intention to establish linkages with other trading schemes with a view to selling allowances, a further important consideration can be added to these, namely: the likely attitude of prospective buyers to the inclusion of specific sectors. Likewise, the choice of point of obligation has been affected by similar factors, such:

- the desire for comprehensive coverage
- sectoral pricing dynamics
- likely impact on behaviour
- the ability to monitor emission reductions at each potential point
- administrative feasibility and transaction costs
- interaction with existing policies (including monitoring and reporting frameworks).

This chapter begins with an overview of central issues relating to the coverage of sectors/gases and selection of points of obligation and thresholds for inclusion/exclusion. It then assesses lesson learned from other ETS, analyses the Chilean context for sectoral policy decisions on these issues, and presents an integrated straw man proposal as a basis for further discussion. It concludes with priorities for further research.

### 2.1.2. Coverage of sectors and gases

Put simply, an ETS can cover all or only part of a country’s or region’s emissions. In terms of economic theory, the principle advantage of broad coverage is that it increases the chance of realising the most cost-effective mitigation opportunities. This has been supported by numerous studies that have considered how non-price policies lead to higher costs. In addition, because an ETS provides certainty about the emissions outcome (i.e. global emissions from regulated sectors will be limited to the level of the cap), a “whole-economy” ETS can also provide certainty about the delivery of an absolute reduction target, whether as part of an international commitment or self-imposed. Examples of broad approaches to assist in meeting emission reduction objectives include the New Zealand ETS and the Californian ETS.

However, other ETS aim to play a complementary role alongside other policies with a view to delivering the economy-wide emissions targets collectively. Thus, in the EU, a decision was taken that the EU ETS would focus on certain sectors (principally energy and industry), while others (transport and residential) would be addressed by other policies, principally at the Member State level.\(^{21}\) Finally, some schemes have been established as a first step towards more comprehensive emissions trading (e.g. state- and provincial-level schemes in Canada, the US, and

---

\(^{21}\) This was also to comply with the legal principle of subsidiarity whereby the EU shall take action only where the objectives of the proposed action cannot be achieved by member states and can be better achieved by EU action.
Australia), with one of the major benefits intended to be the establishment of institutions including for the measurement, reporting, and verification (MRV) of emissions.

In addition to the objectives of the scheme, in 2010 the IEA and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development reviewed a series of further factors that have driven decisions on which sectors should be covered in a scheme (IEA, 2010) namely:

- The availability of emissions data for the sectors and gases to be included. In the EU ETS, coverage was initially limited to CO₂ emissions from large emitters in the power and industrial sectors, with an introductory phase that was designed to reflect the lack of initial data. By contrast, New Zealand’s later start allowed it to be more confident of the systems it had in place to measure emissions from other GHGs and more difficult sectors such as agriculture and forestry. It may be necessary to make a judgement on balancing the benefits to be gained from wider coverage against the increased costs of measurement.

- The costs and benefits of including small sectors and sources. The costs of including small sectors may outweigh the benefits of their inclusion (in particular where they are already declining – see, for example, agriculture in the EU). Further, schemes generally set a de minimis level to exclude smaller emitters (see further below).

- Targeting sectors with the greatest mitigation potential and ability to respond to price signals. A number of sectors have chosen to focus in their early stages at least only on the power sector or on power and industry. Part of the rationale for this is that these sectors are those expected to respond most quickly to an emissions price. Evidence for this can be seen from US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) modelling on the impact of draft US legislation, which envisaged the greatest mitigation impact would be in the power sector due to the impact on future investment away from CO₂-intensive forms of generation.

- The political acceptability of including some sectors. There are numerous examples available of where political circumstances have trumped economic and practical arguments (e.g. exclusion of agricultural emissions from Australia’s Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS), removal of transport emissions from draft US legislation). It must be accepted that this is likely to be a major factor in determining the scope of an ETS in Chile. Lessons may be learned from those countries that have been successful in introducing relatively broad systems and how they have handled engagement of industry stakeholders (see, for example, the joint work with industry in the UK on development of the UK ETS).

- Interaction with existing policies. Finally, the introduction of an ETS may be made easier if it goes with the grain of existing policies. In the EU, for example, the ETS directive shared many characteristics of the existing Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control legislation that already regulated many of the sectors concerned and made aspects of it more acceptable to national governments, regulators and regulated sources. Likewise, there was resistance for the inclusion of transport in the EU ETS because it might impact on Member State revenues from existing fuel excise duties.

---

22 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2009
Another issue to consider is which of the GHGs should be included in the scheme. Some schemes are narrowly targeted and cover only emissions of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) which is principally emitted by the combustion of fossil fuels. Others cover all six greenhouse gases regulated under the Kyoto Protocol, namely CO$_2$, methane (CH$_4$), nitrous oxide (N$_2$O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulphur hexafluoride (SF$_6$). Activities such as agriculture, coal mining, industrial production, refrigeration, and fossil fuel transportation produce wider GHGs as well as CO$_2$.

The principle advantages of a CO$_2$-only scheme are that it generally covers the major sources of emissions in a country or region while keeping monitoring and reporting requirements relatively simple. However, inclusion of a wider set of GHGs will not only ensure that a broader set of sectors and operations is subject to a carbon price but is also likely to provide greater opportunities for cost-effective reductions.

Although from an economic perspective the inclusion of these low-cost options is advantageous for the economy as a whole, it can lead to large transfers of resources to those sectors that can benefit from cheap mitigation technologies. For example, under the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), projects targeting the destruction of HFCs reaped profits that far outweighed the cost of the end-of-pipe technologies deployed. In addition, some of the non-CO$_2$ GHGs are emitted in small quantities or used for limited applications and may therefore be managed more cost-effectively through direct regulation (e.g., EU regulation of fluorinated greenhouse gases (F-gases) in refrigerants and SF$_6$ in electrical transmission equipment). Similarly, other countries impose regulations requiring methane from landfills to be captured and used rather than including them in an ETS.

The key implementation issues potentially raised by the inclusion of non-CO$_2$ emissions that would need to be considered in Chile are:

- feasibility of undertaking MRV;
- understanding and uptake of mitigation potential;
- if emissions units include different GHGs to other schemes, MRV agreements will have to be developed to enable linking between schemes.

### 2.1.3. Point of obligation

This section discusses the options for where to place the point of obligation in a market-based measure. The point of obligation refers to the entity – i.e., site or organisation – in a supply chain which would be responsible for compliance with any market-based measure for GHG emissions. The simplest example would be the point of emissions, such as an industrial site which uses boilers and perhaps also emits as part of its industrial process. However, often it is worth considering placing the obligation upstream of the point of emissions, for example with fuel suppliers. Theoretically, in both cases the emissions price would be felt at the same point in the supply chain, with fuel suppliers passing costs through to the emitters in the second case. Finally, it is also possible to place the point of obligation downstream of the point of emissions in order to encourage behavioural change in the demand of energy use. An example of where this may be useful would be to encourage energy efficiency in the commercial sector, requiring office users to pay for the emissions associated with their consumption of electricity.

Placing the obligation at the point of emissions requires the entity that burns the fuel or carries out activities resulting in release of process emissions to pay the emissions price. For example, in the cement sector the non-energy-related process emissions from manufacture of
cement at an industrial facility would be the responsibility of that site, not the limestone supplier which would be considered upstream of the point of emissions. Likewise, in respect of energy-related emissions, an industrial site burning natural gas in a boiler would be required to calculate the emissions from the combustion of natural gas, and pay an emissions price for those emissions. Standardised emission factors for burning various fuels are often used to ensure consistent reporting. Examples of this “point of emissions” approach are provided by the EU ETS and US Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.

Making the point of obligation upstream embodies an emissions price in the price of fossil fuels. For example, the price of coal would increase by an amount linked to its emissions when burned, based on standard emission factors. It follows that fossil fuels with higher emissions per unit of energy provided would be coupled with a higher emissions price, encouraging movement towards cleaner fuels. For industrial processes, upstream would relate to attaching an emissions price to materials used in manufacturing. For example, limestone bought for the cement industry would have an associated emissions value. Upstream regulation, however, is rarely seen as a good option for the industrial sector because of the difficulties in monitoring embedded emissions and sources of supply, and a point of emissions liability is more common. Existing schemes that obligate upstream for the energy sector are the NZ ETS and Californian ETS.

Relative to the other options, downstream regulation (i.e. downstream of the point at which emissions arise) is really only a possibility for the electricity supply sector, as for other sectors it is likely to be overly complex, impractical, and expensive to administer. For electricity supply, downstream regulation would involve a selective application of a carbon price to certain sectors, as opposed to the more far-reaching price signal that applies under the regulation of the power producers themselves. This is an advantage if the policy intent is to limit the carbon price to certain sectors, albeit the MRV costs of applying the approach could be high. If a broad and far-reaching price signal is intended, then the downstream approach is less desirable, although to a degree it would bring the benefits of consumer awareness that are discussed below in the context of point of emissions options. A major disadvantage of a downstream approach is that it fails to encourage carbon-reducing technology improvements. An example of a “downstream” scheme is the Carbon Reduction Commitment in the UK, which regulates large consumers of electricity in the public and commercial sectors. The remaining discussion focuses on the relative merits of upstream and point of emission approaches.

One of the primary advantages of the upstream approach is that it requires the regulation of far fewer numbers of entities (fuel suppliers) than alternative approaches (emitters and consumers). This can reduce the costs associated with capacity building, MRV, compliance system design and operation, and allowance trading.

Upstream approaches would place a price on carbon for all regulated fuels, which in its simplest form would then be felt by all consumers. This can be seen as a great advantage for a system designed to cap and reduce carbon emissions across all sectors of an economy and to use carbon pricing to influence the behaviour of very large numbers of small consumers, for example in the domestic, transport, or small commercial sectors. By contrast, an attempt to regulate these smaller entities directly by placing MRV and allowance purchase requirements on them could be extremely complex and costly.

In the case of industrial process emissions, an upstream system would need to regulate the suppliers of materials with the potential to emit greenhouse gases, which may be less visible to existing regulators than it is for fuel suppliers. Whilst upstream regulation of industrial process emissions is possible in some cases, it may be preferable to place the point of obligation for
industrial process emissions at the point of emission, even if other sectors in the ETS have an upstream obligation. This is the case with the system in New Zealand.

The most commonly perceived benefit of regulating at the point of emissions is that the imposed requirement for those in direct control of the emissions to measure and account for them creates a greater focus on emissions management and reduction. This is in comparison to a scenario where those in direct control of emissions are responding to an emission price passed through to them along the supply chain. This behavioural or cultural aspect requires further examination (see box below), but suggests a possible advantage of a point of emission approach over a pure upstream system even if the overall economic incentives to mitigate are the same in both cases. Under an upstream system a complementary regime of point of emissions monitoring and reporting could be imposed (possibly with a more relaxed level of required accuracy) to enhance behavioural change, although this would incur an additional administrative cost.

Under a new carbon pricing system, there are often calls to shelter trade-exposed industries from competitive disadvantage, despite there being consensus in the literature that only a small number of carbon-intensive sectors are genuinely at risk. This issue is most commonly addressed through free allocation of emissions allowances that will require some monitoring at the installation level. This could be emissions data or fuel, heat or outputs data as part of a benchmarking approach. In addition, benchmark determination may require installation-level monitoring in order to characterise the sector and its carbon intensity. In a system based on point of emissions, the monitoring required to inform free allocation decisions can align very closely with that required for compliance – when those who emit are provided with allowances – whereas in an upstream system it involves the monitoring of a different set of entities. However, depending on country-specific electricity pricing dynamics, free allocation may need to be directed separately to entities downstream of the generator regardless of whether the obligation lies at the point of fuel production/import or the point of emission from electricity generation.
Impact of point of obligation on behaviour:

- In economic theory, the point at which a price signal is imposed makes no difference on behaviour.

- Upstream regulation provides a way of realising wide emissions coverage without the administrative costs that would arise from requiring emissions reporting from a large number of small sources, for example as would especially be the case for transport and less energy-intensive business sectors. By enabling wide coverage it avoids the economic inefficiencies that would arise from narrow policy coverage. Specifically, it maximises the potential cost-effective mitigation opportunities and minimises the risk of emissions leakage by restricting the opportunities to switch from energy sources that are covered by an ETS to those that are not (e.g. if power generation were included in a system, then the simultaneous inclusion of domestic heating fuels would avoid the incentive to switch from one to the other in the domestic sector, but this coverage is practicable only by obligating domestic fuel supplies upstream).

- The counter arguments are that:
  - an upstream system will be felt by all consumers while it may be undesirable to impose additional costs on poorer households or small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in the first instance (although in an upstream system, direct compensation can be applied to disproportionately impacted consumers); and
  - there is evidence from the UK in particular that point of obligation has been as important in changing behaviour as price (e.g. through the involvement of boards in discussing the Climate Change Agreements (CCAs), the results of which have been significant energy and carbon reductions across a wide range of industries).

- There is also strong evidence that the management focus on energy savings through the target-setting approach helps to galvanise action. A 2004 Institute for European Environmental Policy study into early results of the CCAs, based on interviews with participants, stated: “The agreements also created ownership of energy issues in those businesses which entered into them; allowed businesses the flexibility of policy responses (trading possibility); and, at a practical level, facilitated dialogue between industry and government.”

Sources: AEA, 2011; Institute for European Environmental Policy, 2004

In summary, we have a mix of issues for which the balance of benefits depends on the policy intent and scope of the measure:

- For the regulation of highly numerous and small sources, such as in domestic, transport and small commercial sectors, the upstream approach appears most favourable. If it is a priority to avoid exposing portions of these sectors to carbon costs, then the upstream approach is distinctly disadvantageous, since the costs of
applying an upstream approach in a selective way, or compensating diffuse emitters, could be high.

- Similarly, if avoiding imposing a carbon price element within electricity prices for certain sectors of the economy is desired, then a downstream approach to accounting for electricity emissions is preferable, with target sectors being required to report and pay a corresponding carbon price. Under a broad and far-reaching approach though, regulation of electricity emissions at the point of generation is preferable.

- For trade-exposed sectors and those for which process emissions are significant, a “point of emission” approach can bring MRV efficiencies, since MRV associated with compliance, allocation, fuel and process emissions, and creating the behavioural change focus all lie with the same operator. (Note the possible exception discussed above for free allocation associated with electricity consumption.) Where – as in most cases – it is necessary to compensate industry through free allocation, the split requirements under an upstream approach seem to add additional complexity in relation to MRV for a concept intended primarily to deliver MRV savings. So for these sectors a midstream approach appears may have some advantages.

- For non-trade exposed sectors and those dominated by fuel emissions (rather than process emissions), there are significant MRV benefits from the upstream approach, with the potentially reduced focus on the actual emitter being the main, although unquantified, disadvantage. Further understanding of this behavioural aspect would be required to determine if it outweighs the MRV efficiencies of an upstream approach.

A consequence of the above discussion, however, is that differing approaches would be favourable under particular circumstances and for particular sectors, most likely resulting in a hybrid approach with different systems for different sectors.

2.1.4. Forms of thresholds for excluding small emitters

With any new policy it is necessary to define the criteria for inclusion, which for an emissions trading system will include the definition of one or more thresholds for activity at participant (i.e. site or organisation) level. This is important to provide clear boundaries for participation but also to allow for the exclusion of smaller sites or companies for which the administrative costs of participation may exceed emissions benefits.

Under an upstream approach, a threshold is required only if certain sectors or sizes of organisation are to be targeted as obligated entities. If the obligation is at the point of emissions or further downstream, then a threshold is more fundamental in order to define which sites or organisations participate in the scheme.

In the energy sector, an upstream threshold may apply to the quantity of fuel input, such as the tonnes of coal imported or extracted. Such a threshold could be used to exclude small-scale providers of firewood.

In a point of emission approach to the non-transport energy sector, the characteristics of the power generator may be used as a threshold for inclusion, such as the rated capacity of its equipment, its throughput, or its emissions. Rated capacity is often provided by the manufacturer, and should in theory be readily available information and is unlikely to change as
often as energy throughput or emissions. The EU ETS and US RGGI are examples of rated capacity thresholds.

Of course, the rated capacity does not reflect usage and so energy throughput and emissions may be more appropriate to incorporate the big emitters. Further, emissions are common across sectors – including afforestation and waste – and may be linked to government targets, making it easier to define thresholds and calculate their contribution to targets. One limitation of using emissions is the definition and updating of consistent emission factors across fuels. An example of a scheme that uses an emissions threshold is the Australian Carbon Pricing Mechanism and the Californian ETS.

In a downstream scheme focusing on energy consumption, a threshold may also be placed on organisations that consume energy. This provides an easy way of excluding small consumers, although it is administratively more burdensome to calculate because there are more consumers than producers of energy, and the number of participants satisfying the threshold is likely to fluctuate considerably over time. Schemes that use downstream energy consumption thresholds are the Tokyo Cap-and-Trade Program and the UK Carbon Reduction Commitment.

For other sectors specific criteria can be defined. For example, if industrial or agricultural emissions are to be regulated at the point of emission, certain trade-exposed products can simply be excluded entirely. Alternatively, the annual production rate at a plant or farm could be used as a threshold, such as tonnes of product per year. This could be used to exclude smaller operators from the scheme.

If industrial produce is to be obligated at the point of consumption, then benchmark levels of consumption of products could be established. However, because of the diverse nature of the uses for industrial produce this is not recommended.

2.1.5. Where to set the threshold for excluding small emitters

There is always a proportion of fixed costs for participants associated with the administration of compliance with a market-based measure, which will be disproportionate for small organisations. Further, the cumulative environmental impacts of such small organisations are likely to be insignificant in a region’s total emissions, so regulation of this kind may not be worthwhile. On the other hand, broadening the scope invites greater cost-effective mitigation potential, which in sectors of many small operators could accumulate to be significant.

Thresholds may also create incentives for larger operators to outsource to smaller unregulated firms, which would lead to counterproductive leakage from the scheme. This is most likely where the size distribution of sectors shows few large producers and a long tail of small emitters, which is the case in some industries in Chile. It follows that it is important to consider a lower boundary for the size of target entity that would participate in a scheme.

2.2. Lessons Learned from Other ETS

A brief overview of the existing major ETS is provided in Table 2.1 below, followed by an assessment of the lessons for coverage and point of obligation that can be learned from the various schemes.
Table 2.1: Brief overview of coverage of existing schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Geographic and sectoral coverage and phasing</th>
<th>Emissions coverage</th>
<th>Point of obligation and regulated entity</th>
<th>Rationale for approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| EU ETS   | - Covers 30 countries (27 EU member states plus Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway).  
- Covers about 11,500 installations, which are owned by about 5,000 companies.  
- The following sectors are included: power combustion, oil refining, coke and steel, cement and lime, glass, bricks and ceramics, pulp and paper, and miscellaneous.  
- CO₂ emissions from aviation (domestic/intra-EU, and arriving and departing international flights) are covered from 2012. | - The EU ETS is collectively responsible for around 50% of EU CO₂ emissions and 40% (extended to 43% in Phase III) of total GHG emissions.  
- In Phase 3 (2013–2020) CO₂ emissions from bulk organic chemicals, ammonia, and aluminium industries are to be included, as well as N₂O from certain production processes and PFCs from aluminium production. | - Point of emissions for all participants.  
- Site-based scheme. | - Theory based on site-based energy managers having greatest influence over implementing projects to improve the efficiency of power generation and energy intensive industry.  
- Approach similar to existing regulation, i.e. Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control regime.  
- Smaller sectors (F-gases) covered by separate regulations.  
- Political resistance to central regulation of other sectors (e.g. transport). |
| NZ ETS   | - From 1 January 2008, emissions from deforestation of pre-1990 forest land.  
- From 1 January 2008, on voluntary opt-in basis, removals from post 1989 forest lands (and subsequent matching emissions on harvest, as applicable). | - Covers all Kyoto Protocol GHGs (CO₂, CH₄, N₂O, HFCs, PFCs, and SF₆) and all sectors, with staggered entry. | - Point of emission/removal at the landowner level for the forestry sector.  
- Upstream at point of production/import of fuels in energy sector; option for large users to opt in as direct points of obligation. | - Principle that costs passed through to emitters in the price of fuels will lead to equal incentives to pricing at the point of emissions, but with broader coverage and lower administration burden due to fewer regulated entities upstream. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Geographic and sectoral coverage and phasing</th>
<th>Emissions coverage</th>
<th>Point of obligation and regulated entity</th>
<th>Rationale for approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|        | • From 1 July 2010, emissions from stationary energy, liquid fossil fuels, fishing and industrial processes (non-synthetic gases) sectors. From 1 January 2013, emissions from waste and synthetic gases.  
• As currently legislated, from 1 January 2015, biological emissions from agriculture sector; note the government has proposed to defer this pending a review in 2015.  
• The government has also proposed to remove the NZ ETS obligation on the importation of synthetic GHGs in goods and motor vehicles and replace it with a levy. | • Covers CO₂ emissions from fossil fuel powered electricity generating plants ≥25MW  
• During the first compliance period, which ran between 2009 and 2011, RGGI regulated 211 facilities. After New Jersey | • Point of emissions for process emissions in industry, allocated to eligible businesses, not sites.  
• Point of emissions for waste at the landfill operator.  
• As legislated, point of import/manufacture for SF₆; however, the government has proposed changing this to the user.  
• As legislated, point of manufacture/import for fertiliser emissions unless moved to farmer level by Order in Council; and processor obligation for livestock emissions unless moved to farmer level by Order in Council. Note that the government has expressed a preference to move to a farmer-level obligation. | • Principle that the point of free allocation does not need to correspond to the point of obligation. |
| RGGI   | • Covers nine northeast states (Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont).  
• Starts in 2013 for electric utilities and large industrial | • Covers CO₂ emissions from fossil fuel powered electricity generating plants ≥25MW | • Point of emissions.  
• Site based. | • Most important actor deemed to be the power generation sites in stimulating clean technology and recycling revenues into energy efficiency improvements for customers.  
• Initial plans to include other |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Geographic and sectoral coverage and phasing</th>
<th>Emissions coverage</th>
<th>Point of obligation and regulated entity</th>
<th>Rationale for approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>withdrew from RGGI, the number of regulated facilities dropped to 171.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Upstream at liquid fuel supplier for transportation as of 2015.</td>
<td>sectors, but competitiveness concerns narrowed it down to power generation only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CalETS</td>
<td>Covers c. 350 businesses, representing 600 facilities in California.</td>
<td>Compliance obligation for GHG emissions to start on 1 January 2013.</td>
<td>Point of emissions for all others.</td>
<td>Emissions reduction target covers all electricity consumption within the state; therefore the scheme had to obligate all fuels even from suppliers located outside the state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cap-and-trade regulation to become effective on 1 January 2013.</td>
<td>The initial 2013 allowance budget is 162.8 MMtCO2e, and this budget will decrease by 2% for 2014.</td>
<td>Businesses are obligated, not sites.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First compliance period (2013–2014) will cover electricity generating and industrial facilities exceeding 25,000 tonnes of CO2e per year.</td>
<td>Beginning in 2015, when the cap expands to cover additional sectors, the allowance will increase by 235 MMtCO2e, and will decrease by 12 MMtCO2e/year through 2020.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second compliance period (2015–2017) adds distributors of transportation, natural gas, and other fuels.</td>
<td>Over time will cover all major sources, representing 85% of California’s GHG emissions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Third compliance period (2018–2020) will include transportation fuels.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AusCPM</td>
<td>Covers 500 large emitting facilities (i.e. over 25,000 tonnes CO2e per annum).</td>
<td>Covers CO2, CH4, N2O, and PFCs from aluminium smelting.</td>
<td>Point of emissions for electricity, site based.</td>
<td>Very competitive power generation sector, so carbon price intended to present an opportunity for players to get ahead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accounts for c. 60% of Australia’s GHG emissions.</td>
<td>Covers stationary energy (power generation), industrial processes, fugitive emissions (except decommissioned coal</td>
<td>Upstream for gas at point of import, or business based for large gas suppliers if they volunteer to take on the liability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The following sectors are included: energy generation,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Coal cannot be regulated upstream as it would be</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Geographic and sectoral coverage and phasing</th>
<th>Emissions coverage</th>
<th>Point of obligation and regulated entity</th>
<th>Rationale for approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industrial processes, fugitive emissions processes (with the exception of decommissioned coal mines), non-legacy waste, and some parts of the transportation sector (domestic-based aviation, shipping, and rail emission are covered, but transportation fuels will not be covered).</td>
<td>mines), and emissions from “non-legacy waste”.</td>
<td></td>
<td>impossible to split domestic consumption from that exported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The Carbon Pricing Mechanism begins on 1 July 2012 as a fixed-price carbon “levy” (permits initially sold at Aus$23/tonne CO₂ and increasing by 2.5% a year in real terms).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Gas chosen upstream to increase coverage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• From 1 July 2015, transitions to a cap-and-trade scheme where market sets price (with a price ceiling and floor for the first three years of the flexible carbon price period).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme</td>
<td>Geographic and sectoral coverage and phasing</td>
<td>Emissions coverage</td>
<td>Point of obligation and regulated entity</td>
<td>Rationale for approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| TokyoC&T | • Represents c. 1,000 commercial and institutional buildings and 300 industrial facilities (with annual energy consumption of at least 1,500 kl of crude oil equivalent). Office buildings comprise 80% of all covered facilities.  
• The ETS caps CO₂ from fuel consumption and electricity usage.  
• Launched in April 2012. | • 20% of Tokyo’s total CO₂ emissions.  
• Covers c. 40% commercial and industrial sector CO₂ emissions. | • The point of obligation within the Tokyo ETS is at the facility level (ie. Commercial buildings/factories). | • Limited regulator power: Tokyo Metropolitan Government had no powers to regulate electricity generators but was able to regulate energy consumption. |
The EU ETS places the point of liability at the point of emission, i.e. the site of operations such as power generation facilities or cement manufacturers. Due to the large number of facilities under this scheme – spread across all Member States of Europe – administering the scheme has been costly. The inclusion of industrial sectors has proved to be particularly controversial due to the perceived risks of losing competitiveness with extra-EU firms. While this has been addressed by allocation of allowances for free based on benchmark levels of efficient performance, this process has been highly burdensome on EU-level and site-level administration. By including combustion installations above 20MW from all sectors rather than simply in the electricity generation sector, a long tail of small emitters was included in the scheme, resulting in large numbers of participants with relatively low emissions. However, this is now being addressed for 2013 by a de minimis threshold for inclusion in emissions terms. The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) in the US follows a similar approach by regulating energy generators, which is a relatively simple sector to regulate at the point of emission in a market with few players.

The New Zealand ETS uses an upstream approach for the energy sector, embedding a carbon price in fossil fuels burned, giving it very broad coverage. While some of the issues relating to direct regulation of industrial emitters have been avoided via this approach, some effort has been required to identify sectors that may be exposed to competitiveness risks as a result of pass-through costs by energy suppliers. Because of the difference in the composition of sectors compared with the EU, however, this has not been as burdensome as requiring all entities suffering from pass-through costs to monitor emissions as well as the upstream energy companies. For emissions from industrial processes, a point of emissions approach is used as these are large installations that have the data required to determine their emissions. It follows that the optimal approach for reducing administrative costs and providing the highest incentive for emissions reduction differs depending on the make-up of the sector and country. CalETS also uses upstream pricing of emissions potential in order to broaden coverage and reduce administrative burden.

The Australian carbon pricing mechanism uses a combination of approaches for different sectors. For example, whilst gas is regulated upstream, coal mining is not regulated because it is impossible to decouple coal burned domestically from that which is exported. Even within the gas sector, some larger suppliers will be monitored at the point of emissions because of their greater ability to manage emissions trading and effect change.

Tokyo focuses on energy demand, and therefore obligates downstream at the energy users. Whilst this may appear to be administratively burdensome because it targets the end user, thresholds ensure it is larger users only that are caught by the scheme, and data availability is already high amongst such users.

In summary, different approaches are required for different countries, sectors, and sometimes even subsectors. Depending on the size distribution of organisations or sites and other characteristics such as trade balance and economic importance, different options may be required in order to balance administration costs and emissions coverage. The following sections indicate the suitability of various approaches to the Chilean context.

2.3. Chilean Context

In this section, options for where and who could be obligated by a market-based measure in Chile have been discussed based on the principles above. Each sector is considered in turn, initiated with an overview of supply and demand factors, which is then followed by a discussion of its
mitigation potential, and the complements and conflicts with different options. The highest mitigation potential is available in the energy, industry, and transportation sectors (see PRM Activity 4 study for more details).

2.3.1. Electricity

Sector overview

In 2010, Chile generated around 60TWh of electricity, from a diverse mix of supplies. Hydro generation is dominant, with about 36% of generation, and of the remainder carbon-intensive fossil fuels play a major part. Coal generation amounts to 30%, natural gas 20%, and diesel fuels 12%. Coal is the dominant base-load technology, operating at over 80% capacity factor. Hydro capacity factors are around 50% and gas/oil provide flexible generation (Chile has invested in recent years in dual fuel – gas/diesel – capability). The system has undergone significant change in the last decade, and is projected to continue to develop. Generation was 40TWh in 2000 and is projected to grow at a rate of around 6% for the remainder of the decade, reaching 100TWh in 2020. Of the new generation planned for that period, about half is coal, although a focus of new investment is to diversify base-load generation. There is a tension regarding this diversification, however, due to concerns over the cost of securing gas supplies – Chile rapidly expanded its gas imports from Argentina from the late 1990s to 2004, but then significantly curtailed this dependency following supply problems. The government is developing approaches to encourage the penetration of new renewables.

Industry provides the main demand for electricity, and is expected to continue to do so. Mining amounts to about 40% of demand, and other industry a further 30%. The remainder is split evenly between the residential sector and the commercial/public sectors.

Mitigation potential

Overall, the developing generation mix fuelled by high-demand growth suggests a good opportunity for emissions reductions against a business-as-usual scenario. Coal generation plays a major part, and will continue to do so, but there are opportunities to switch to greater use of gas within the existing mix, and increase the penetration of gas and renewables instead of coal as part of the new build programme. This high potential for mitigation is a strong case for including the electricity sector within a new carbon market mechanism.

More specifically, however, the sector is regionalised, with notably different generation mixes and growth rates in each system:

- The Central Interconnected System (SIC) supplies the central region and comprises 70% of the national generation. It supplies 90% of the population. The mix in this region is dominated by hydro generation, with diesel/gas comprising the majority of the remainder and coal only around 10%. This suggests a modest potential for mitigation in the short term, although most of Chile’s projected demand growth is in this region.
- The Northern Interconnected System (SING) supplies primarily the mining industry. Its mix is dominated by diesel, natural gas, and coal. There are plans to link SIC with SING.

---

• The electricity system of Aysén in the south of the country has less than 1% of Chilean-installed capacity. It comprises three separate systems and utilises hydro and oil generation.\(^{24}\)

• The electricity system of Magallanes in the far south also has less than 1% installed capacity. It comprises four separate subsystems using natural gas and, to a lesser extent, oil.

Taking account of the scale, levels of fragmentation, and connectiveness, together with the current mix and growth forecasts, the strongest case for carbon market-based measures lie for the SIC and SING systems. The energy-intensive industries that form the backbone of Chile’s economy (especially mining) are served primarily by these grid systems, which are more fossil fuel based and have less hydropower potential. The Aysén and Magallanes are small, remote, isolated systems supplying primarily domestic customers, and the case for including these in a Chilean ETS is less strong. There are plans to connect with the southern grid system but long transmission distances and environmental opposition limit the full development of the hydropower potential in that region. However, there are opportunities for the deployment of other renewable generation within those regions (Aysén saw the first Chilean wind farm for example),\(^{25}\) and therefore consideration could be given to introducing a crediting system linked to an ETS, to incentivise further renewable deployment in regions not covered by an ETS and take advantage of the lowest cost opportunities overall. The risk of perverse incentives or equity concerns from excluding the southern grid system from an ETS are considered low, given that it makes up such a small fraction of installed capacity and significant expansion of generating capacity (fossil or renewable) seems unlikely.

**Complements and conflicts with options for inclusion**

Chile operates a liberalised electricity market comprising many privately owned companies involved in generation, transmission, and distribution (supply). In 2009, there were 35 generating companies in SIC and six in SING, although there was a high degree of concentration, with 90% and 50% of installed capacity, respectively, being owned by just three companies.\(^{26}\) Regarding distribution, 29 companies supply SIC customers and four supply customers in SING. Again, though, the market is highly concentrated within a small number of companies.

Under the 1982 Electricity Law, two types of customers were established, defined as those with a connected capacity of more or less than 2,000kW. The former are required to negotiate directly with the generation or distribution company, whereas the latter must accept a regulated tariff from their local distribution company.

As of 2007, there were 10 coal plants in operation, and by 2009 a further 10 under construction, due to finish by the present date. They are relatively small by international standards, with a capacity of 100–400MW. There are around six large hydro plants with capacities in the region 300–600MW. We have not identified data for the number of gas and diesel plant. In general, however, as indicated by the structure of market participants, generation assets are distributed amongst many companies and are relatively small.

---

\(^{24}\) International Energy Agency, 2009

\(^{25}\) Ibid.

\(^{26}\) Ibid.
There are two possible approaches to the determination of the obligated entity with regards electricity-related emissions: to obligate generators or consumers. From the perspective of consumption, the only existing basis for regulation is the market distinction for free and regulated consumers. This is not an unreasonable threshold – at 2,000MW this would relate to an annual consumption of 6,000MWh at an average consumption level of 33% peak demand, the same level as is used at organisation level to define participants in the UK Carbon Reduction Commitment for private companies and public bodies.

However, the consumption approach is extremely complex, and the system lends itself well to point of emissions obligations. It is not clear to us whether each individual operating company is likely to own multiple assets (apart from the small number of dominant companies, which do), therefore the decision on whether it is best to obligate companies or sites is not clear. However, under the arguments set out above, obligation at site level would lead to economies of scale for operators of multiple sites anyway.

The make-up of the generating companies does lead to questions regarding thresholds for inclusion. The small number of dominant companies would have an advantage over smaller generators since they are likely to have greater capacity for market participation as well as economies for scale. The transaction costs for smaller generators would be higher. This suggests careful consideration of the threshold for inclusion, whilst also balancing the need for carbon market liquidity.

Concentrated ownership of electricity generation assets in the hands of just a few big firms plus some very small ones also raises potential issues of market liquidity and power. However, this would be mitigation by the inclusion of other sectors in an ETS (if the scheme covered just energy and transport sectors plus selected industrial processes to start with, for example, that amounts the majority of Chile's projected GHG emissions with a significant combined mitigation potential) and by linking to schemes in other countries the future. Further, it seems likely that the main power generators will institute some form of internal market for intra-company trade in order to incentivise improvement in energy efficiency and the most cost-effective means of generation across the company.

A further consideration is the policy intent with regards to creating a carbon price signal for domestic and SME customers. The stratification of the supply market would seem to offer an opportunity to influence this price signal, through the means by which regulated customer tariffs are set. By contrast, however, the pass-through of carbon costs to unregulated customers would be determined by the market. Thus by obligating generators it would be expected that the larger mines and industry that make up the majority of electricity consumption would also experience a carbon price signal.

2.3.2. Industry

Sector overview

Mining plays a major part in the Chilean economy, being the second largest contributor to GDP (17%), and the largest in terms of export value (approximately 50%). The dominant mineral

---

27 Departamento de Estudios Sociedad de Fomento Fabril, 2011
28 Departamento de Estudios Sociedad de Fomento Fabril, 2007
is copper, with gold and molybdenum also significant. The export value of all three has benefited from high market prices in recent years.²⁹

Within other industries, the largest contributor to GDP is the food, drink, and tobacco sector, at 26% of the total. Other industries include chemicals, petroleum products, rubber, plastics, manufacturing equipment, and pulp and paper. The major exports other than mining include salmon and trout, fruit, and wood pulp. Significant GHG-emitting industries, however, are iron and steel, cement, and lime. They are discussed below with data derived from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) minerals handbook for 2010:³⁰

- Crude steel production is around 1.5 million tonnes per annum. The main production is by CAP S.A (a subsidiary of which operates two plants) and two further plants operated by Gerdau AZA S.A.
- Annual cement production in Chile is around 4 million tonnes. The USGS identifies around 20 major limestone quarries, mines, and associated plants (it is not explicit about which are clinker-production plants). It lists five cement-production plants owned variously by Melón S.A., Cementos Bío Bío S.A., and Industria Nacional de Cemento S.A (INACESA).
- Lime production is around 800,000 tonnes, most of which comes from plants operated by INACESA, with other production from a plant operated by Soprocal Calerías e Industrias S.A.

The prime sector of interest from the perspective of ETS will therefore be the mining industry, especially copper, because of its size and its importance to exports (which could be impacted by uncompetitive price increases). Consideration should also be given to the inclusion of iron and steel, cement, and lime industries, as well as other research into further industries (USGS also identifies significant production of gypsum and nitrates, for example).

**Mitigation potential**

Energy use in the copper sector is dominated by electricity and diesel, which amount to around 75% of energy consumed in the sector. In recent years, copper production has remained fairly static, whereas annual electricity consumption has grown by 5–10% per annum.³¹ Wood fuel is also used within the industry. Thus, there are in principle good opportunities for reducing emissions from copper mining through decarbonisation of the electricity sector in the north (which is dominated by coal and diesel) and switching to lower carbon primary fuels at the mines. Liquefied natural gas (LNG) infrastructure has developed over the last five years, with two terminals. Mejillones in the far north is a joint venture between GDF Suez and the state copper mining firm Codelco. There is potential to expand this infrastructure to supply more gas to industry and mining in the region, or to develop indigenous supply through the exploitation of shale gas reserves.³²

---

²⁹ Seitz, 2011  
³¹ Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas, 2011  
³² Jasmamie, 2012
Complements and conflicts with options for inclusion

Mining in Chile is dominated by large companies. For example, Codelco is a state-owned company and is the world’s largest copper producer and second-largest molybdenum producer. Its website lists eight large mining complexes. A joint-venture company, Compañía Minera Dona Inés de Collahuasi SCM, operates the Collahuasi open-pit mine, the world’s fourth largest mine. Antofagasta plc is one of the world’s largest private copper mining firms, which operates four copper mines and has interests in transport and water distribution. Escondida is a joint-venture mining operation with major interests held by BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto. The industry involves major copper-smelting operations and the manufacture of copper products is an important part of Chilean industry.

ETS coverage of industry must focus on how to treat mining, and copper mining in particular. From the above descriptions the following conclusions can be drawn:

- Mining, of copper is a major sector in Chile, consuming large amounts of energy. For the sector as a whole, there are likely to be opportunities to improve carbon intensity, either by fuel switching or possibly through efficiency improvements. This suggests mining should be included in an ETS.
- By the fact that the electricity-intensity of copper production is constantly increasing, the ETS price signal must be strong enough to support infrastructure investment in new energy supply systems and mining technologies.
- The high use of electricity means that carbon pricing should be designed so that a common price is applied to the use of primary fuels and electricity. This would avoid creating incentives to switch from one to another, and hence avoid the risk of carbon leakage from the system.
- Taking the above into account, either upstream or midstream approaches could be appropriate for the sector. However, there are two further issues that warrant further consideration in making this decision.
- The sector is exposed to international competition, and energy supply cost issues are threatening investments. This makes a strong case for allocation of emission allowances to mine operators, which itself requires permitting and some monitoring. There may be greater efficiencies in obligating at midstream.
- It is not clear whether there are fugitive methane emissions associated with mining, or whether it would be practical for these to be covered by an ETS. If this is desired, then midstream regulation may be favoured again.
- Mining operations appear to be concentrated in major complexes. We have not been able to establish the extent of smaller operations. Further work to understand the structure of the industry is necessary. Major companies each operate up to about 10 facilities although some operate only single sites. Either site or company-based obligation would work for a midstream approach. However, considering the experience

33 Codelco, 2012
34 MercoPress, 2012
of the Indian Perform, Achieve and Trade (PAT) scheme for major industrial emitters\textsuperscript{35}, a company-based approach appears to provide more benefits by:

- Providing greater flexibility to the operators;
- Preventing redundancies and extra costs in bureaucratic requirements by the company; and
- Reducing the effort at the end of regulator and dispute resolution body as the number of entities they need to deal with will be reduced.

Further consideration needs to be given to the treatment of other industries, in particular iron and steel, cement and lime, each of which is concentrated into a small number of production plants and suitable for inclusion in the ETS. The process nature of the emissions (as opposed to purely combustion emissions) suggests it may be better to place an obligation at the point of emissions.

2.3.3. Transportation

\textit{Sector overview}

Chile’s transport sector is growing rapidly; final energy consumption grew at an average rate of 5.2\% during the last decade.\textsuperscript{36} GHG emissions from the transport sector make a major contribution to the national total, up to 35\%. Within the sector, road transport dominates, accounting for nearly 70\% of its final energy consumption. Water transport is next, at about 20\%, and air transport at around 10\%. Rail makes a small contribution. Private vehicles account for almost 87\% of vehicles in the country (in 2007).\textsuperscript{37} Within the commercial sector, freight transport is dominated almost entirely by road-based truck transport.

The drivers for Chile’s growth in transport emissions are expected to fuel further increases. Sustained economic growth has led to motorisation, frequency and length of trips, shifts toward private motor vehicle travel, and a growth in air travel.

Chile has no significant domestic motor manufacturing industry and vehicle emissions standards would be expected to be influenced by international standards, especially those applying in the US and Europe. The transport sector relies almost entirely on petroleum based fuels, with a dominance of gasoline over diesel. There are modest examples of electric vehicle use and there is electrification in metro systems.

\textit{Mitigation potential}

Overall, the transport system is a major contribution to emissions and in particular road transport. There is potential for emission mitigation against a business-as-usual scenario through improved efficiency of road transport. Further work would be required to understand the feasibility

\textsuperscript{35} Dube et al., 2011
\textsuperscript{36} International Energy Agency, 2009
\textsuperscript{37} Global Fuel Economy Initiative, 2011
of, and investments required to achieve, a move towards greater rail-freight and public transport usage to reduce emission from trucks and private motor vehicles. It is, nonetheless, a strong candidate for inclusion in an emission trading system.

The aviation sector is growing and may offer opportunities for mitigation through improved vehicle standards and routing practices. The sector provides a significant input to the Chilean economy. The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has examined the economic impact of higher charges for aviation and found that increases in costs of travel to Chile could have much greater negative impact on GDP than the corresponding value of additional revenues.\textsuperscript{38} This is driven by the competitive nature of international passenger travel, especially tourism. This needs to be taken into account when considering the cost impact of including aviation within a Chilean ETS.

Whilst water-based transport is a significant part of the system, further analysis is required to determine the split by use type and the benefits that could arise from including this in an emission trading system. Chile gains significant export value from fish products and consideration needs to be given to the competitiveness impacts associated with increasing costs for the domestic fishing industry.

Rail transport plays a small part in Chile. Whilst inclusion would be desirable from the perspective of a fair and consistent carbon price, it may be preferable not to include rail where the practical costs of doing so would be high, and if rail were seen as an inherently lower carbon option than road vehicle transport.

The costs of including transport in an emission trading system need to be considered alongside the existing pricing measures associated with transport fuel and other policies to incentivise more efficient modes of transport. These include:

- incentives for the purchase of hybrid vehicles
- vehicle fuel efficiency labelling
- import taxes
- transport fuel taxes
- value added taxes.

For further information on the mitigation potential of the transportation sector, see the report on PMR Activity 4.

**Complements and conflicts with options for inclusion**

The inclusion of road vehicles in an emissions trading system would be most efficiently achieved by obligating upstream in the fuel-supply chain, either at the fuel supplier level or at import/refinery. This may also be the case for other modes of transport, although vehicle operator obligation is possible for aviation (as in the EU ETS) or for larger ships.

\textsuperscript{38} IATA Economics, 2007
Chile is a large importer of oil and oil products, with production amounting to only about 2% of demand, although a much greater proportion of transport fuel products are refined domestically.\textsuperscript{39} There are three refineries in Chile, operated by ENAP. Sales of liquid fuels are dominated (60%) by COPEC, especially for motor fuels. The Luksic group (previous Shell assets) has the second largest share (15%), with Terpel and Petrobas (both regional suppliers) making up most of the remainder.

Upstream obligation could therefore focus on the suppliers of domestically produced or imported transport fuels, noting that this would comprise a small number of market participants, one of which has a dominant position in the fuel supply marketplace.

2.3.4. Forestry

\textit{Sector overview}

Chile has 16 million hectares of forest, of which 86% are natural and 14% are plantations. Due to high rates of planting exotic species, Chile is one of the few countries with a growing forestry sector. The main export products – white pine timber, eucalyptus pulp, and sawn timber – come from plantations.\textsuperscript{40}

In 2007, the annual timber harvest reached 52 million m\textsuperscript{3}, of which 73% or 38 million m\textsuperscript{3} was used for industrial purposes and 27% or 14 million m\textsuperscript{3} for energy. Of the wood used in industry, 98% comes from plantations, whereas 44% of that used for energy still comes from natural forests; the rest is from plantations and waste from primary and secondary industry. The forestry sector is Chile’s second-largest exporting industry, behind only large-scale mining.\textsuperscript{41}

\textit{Mitigation potential}

Carbon sequestration and release can be monitored at low cost (and medium accuracy) through satellite monitoring of forests and use of regional carbon tables by species. This could be supplemented by more detailed information provided by landowners where the benefits outweigh the cost of the information (e.g. for larger forestry blocks). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) offer guidelines\textsuperscript{42} on different levels of quantification of emissions – similar to the EU ETS fallback approaches for industries without product benchmarks – which are provided below:

- Tier 1 uses default emission factors (indirect estimation of the emissions based on canopy cover reduction) for forest activities (“activity data”) that are collected nationally or globally.
- Tier 2 applies emission factors and activity data from country-specific data.

\textsuperscript{39}See summary of Chilean oil market in International Energy Agency (2012).
\textsuperscript{40}Raga (2009)
\textsuperscript{41}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{42}Murdiyarso et al, 2008
- Tier 3 uses methods, models, and inventory measurement systems that are repeated over time, driven by high-resolution activity data and disaggregated subnationally at a finer scale.

It follows that a simplified, transparent approach could be possible, which would include the major sources of emissions.

However, information in Chile is quoted as uncertain because these methods differ to those of other sectors and there are inherently unpredictable elements such as the climate and forest fires. Further, because of the variability in the forestry sector, predictions on the remaining mitigation potential differ between sources.

There is overall agreement that forestry acts as a net carbon sink, counteracting Chile’s emissions in other sectors. While forestry is expected to continue to act as a carbon sink, the mitigation potential is predicted to decline, with the University of Chile quoting a carbon sink of approximately 35 million tonnes of CO$_2$e in 2010 and 25 million tonnes of CO$_2$e in 2020. This decline is a result of diminishing fertile lands available for plantations. Much of the country’s more productive land, which had suffered from erosion and degradation in the past due to agricultural practices, has already been reforested: some 1.76 million hectares, or 84% of the planted land.

**Complements and conflicts with options for inclusion**

In the forestry sector, harvesting timber and forest fires are sources of emissions, whilst planting new trees and conversions and abandonment of land sequester carbon. The net effect of these factors in Chile is a carbon sink of approximately 36% of Chile’s total emissions in 2006.

If only the sequestration potential of the Chilean forestry sector were included in an ETS large quantities of units/credits would be generated (depending on the criteria for generating new units/credits, and based on current projections), which may have an unpredictable effect on the emissions unit price. Conversely, forestry could be a net emitter under the scheme if only the deforestation activities were included. Without ensuring appropriate obligations, perverse incentives will be created for shifting between forest types, most detrimentally from plantations towards native species and illegal logging. If it is possible to include both afforestation and deforestation, balanced emission price incentives can apply both to discourage deforestation and encourage afforestation, and this can provide the right incentives to increase net carbon sequestration and avoid perverse outcomes.

Liability for deforestation emissions and credits for afforestation removals are best borne by landowners, because they control long-term land use and so can most easily ensure that an efficient decision is made at the end of a rotation. If existing forest owners were held liable for deforestation at the end of a rotation when their forestry right ends, they would be in an extremely weak bargaining position with the landowner. In addition, landowners are easier to identify and track than forest owners. The administrative feasibility of awarding credits for afforestation and managing liabilities for deforestation is relatively straightforward for the large landowners who dominate the
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industry, but may be complicated for smaller operators planting or clearing trees. Some of these issues can be managed through establishing appropriate *de minimus* thresholds for inclusion.

Of the 52 million m³ of wood mentioned above that was produced in 2007, 73% was then manufactured by industry. Wood manufacture in Chile is an oligopolistic market: 80% of the pulp, paper, and wood is manufactured by 10% of the market players, the largest being ARAUCO, CMPC, and Masisa.\textsuperscript{46} Further, these players also own the forest land that generates the wood as a consequence of the major privatization of forests in Chile in the 1970s. Given that the majority of the forestry industry involves the same companies producing and manufacturing the wood, in a scheme that omits smaller operators the point of obligation is inconsequential.

The other 27% of wood produced, 14 million m³, is used for energy. Of this energy, a very small proportion is used for electricity generation, slightly more is used in industry boilers for heat, and the majority is used in the Commercial, Public and Residential (CPR) sector. By obligating the landowners, all of these energy uses and the manufacturing industries described above would be covered upstream of the wood’s use as energy, rather than at the point of combustion. This may work if an upstream system is applied to other sectors as well. However, if electricity and industrial heat generation are obligated at the point of emissions, it is important to ensure the emissions from bioenergy use are appropriately accounted for to provide the right incentives, based on whether or not the emissions are covered upstream or at the landowner level.

If the forestry emissions are covered such that there is a liability for depletion of carbon stocks at the landowner level (or elsewhere along the wood distribution chain), the system would need to be designed to avoid double-counting where both forest owners pay upstream and electricity generators pay at the point of emission. Further, if industrial process emissions and on-site generation are obligated at point of emission, there would be a similar need to avoid double-counting between industry and landowners. Such double-counting could be avoided by simply excluding emissions from wood biomass from any liability faced at the point of combustion.

On the other hand, if emissions are not covered upstream in the forestry sector (or along the wood distribution chain), then it is important to ensure that the emissions from bioenergy use are covered at the point of combustion to avoid perverse results. The EU ETS and most existing ETS and proposed systems that do not cover the forest and land-use sector have made the mistake of covering fossil energy emissions but then not covering bioenergy emissions at the point of combustion (when they are also not being covered anywhere else). This has the potential to create perverse incentives to deplete forest stocks on the landscape for combustion as an unregulated energy source. Such “leakage” of emissions from a covered to an uncovered sector could significantly undermine national emissions reduction goals. If bioenergy emissions are covered at the point of combustion, a possibility is to design a complementary system of offset credits, accruing to either the producers or users of bioenergy feedstocks, which would create incentives for the production and use of more carbon-reducing bioenergy feedstocks. These credits would reward bioenergy production based on activities that build up carbon stocks (e.g. through afforestation or improved forest management) or that reduce emissions (e.g. from the removal of residues).

In summary, as in the NZ ETS, the most appropriate point of obligation for the forestry sector in Chile would most likely be the landowners. Special consideration may be needed across an

\textsuperscript{46}LIGNUM, 2012
ETS to avoid double-counting of wood used as energy (and possibly to account properly for wood products), but in doing so it is important that perverse incentives are avoided.

2.3.5. Waste

Sector overview

The waste sector in Chile emitted 2.5 million tonnes of CO$_2$e in 2006, or 4% of the national total greenhouse gas emissions. Emissions from waste are expected to increase to 5.4 million tonnes of CO$_2$e, but the percentage of the total is expected to decline slightly by 2020 to 3.5%.\(^4\)

The largest contributor to emissions from waste is municipal solid waste at 92%, which also has the best availability of data. This is because the method of disposal is landfill, which leads to high emissions of methane, a gas with a high GHG potential.

In terms of gases, methane contributes to 96% of the sector’s emissions. Methane emissions are produced from municipal solid waste when landfilled, and are therefore proportional to the populations of various regions. In 2007, Region XIII, including Santiago the capital, contributed to 31% of emissions, with Region VIII (south of Santiago) at 18% and, to a lesser extent, Region V (immediately north of the capital) with 11% and Region II (to the north) with 8%.\(^5\)

Wastewater, hospital, and sewage waste treatment emissions contribute only minor proportions of the total emissions from waste.

In terms of size distribution, the waste sector is made up of hundreds of similarly sized organisations, in contrast to other sectors discussed, such as power generation and forestry.

Mitigation potential

Information on the mitigation potential in the waste sector in Chile is limited. That said, methane capture from landfill sites is well practised in the developed world and could be incentivised in Chile in the long term by a market-based measure.

Complements and conflicts with options for inclusion

In the waste sector, the most suitable point of obligation is the point of emissions, i.e. the landfill site. This is because the methane is produced by biodegradation of a multitude of waste products that could not be attributed accurately at any point further upstream. The landfill site owner is also in the best position to reduce emissions.

Data availability on emissions from the waste sector is reasonably reliable, and given the long-term nature of projects to capture landfill gas, early inclusion in a market-based measure would be preferable. With methane being the main focus, all greenhouse gases should be included in the scheme if waste is to be included.

---

47 Chilean Ministry of Environment, 2011
48 Chilean Ministry of Energy, 2011
49 For the regions of Chile, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regions_of_Chile.
2.3.6. Agriculture

**Sector overview**

The agricultural sector is made up of thousands of participants across crop and livestock farms. Emissions in 2006 were 13.8 million tonnes of CO$_2$e, or 23% of the county’s total. Whilst emissions from agriculture are expected to increase to 30 million tonnes of CO$_2$e, the proportion will fall to 20% by 2020.\(^{50}\) The increase in emissions is caused by higher intensity of agricultural practices, leading to an increased use of agrochemicals, including nitrogen fertilisers, and increasing pig, poultry and swine populations. Rice production is low emitting, and burning of agricultural residues is also a small contributor due to effective environmental standards.\(^{51}\)

Regionally, agricultural emissions show two peaks corresponding to regions IX and X, indicating the strong impact of domestic livestock on emissions. Cattle contributes mainly towards methane emissions, while pigs contribute to nitrous oxide – the main source of greenhouse gas emissions. The main contributor to nitrous oxide however is cultivation of fertilised soils, at 56% of total greenhouse gas emissions.\(^{52}\)

**Mitigation potential**

There is little literature on the mitigation potential for agriculture in Chile. The main sources of emissions are nitrous oxides from fertiliser use and pig farming, and methane emissions from cattle farming. These sources are inextricably linked to output, meaning mitigation options would theoretically come from more sustainable farming practices.

**Complements and conflicts with options for inclusion**

Given behaviour change is the most promising option for emissions reduction, obligating at the point of the farm owner is most appropriate for the livestock emissions in the agricultural sector. This would require a large number of participants whom currently have incomplete data sets, for example livestock counts are undertaken only every 10 years.\(^{53}\) This would suggest agriculture is not a sector to be included in the early stages of a market-based measure. To enable the inclusion of agriculture, all greenhouse gases should be included in the scheme from the start if possible.

Regulating emissions from fertilisers at the point of production/import could be more feasible to administer than a farmer-level obligation. In this instance, the fertiliser producers/importers would have to pay an emissions price for the nitrous oxide associated with the use of their products by farmers. Depending on the industry structure and farmers’ ability to absorb cost increases, the emissions cost may be passed through to the farmers, encouraging more efficient application of fertiliser.

\(^{50}\) Chilean Ministry of Energy, 2011
\(^{51}\) Chilean Ministry of Agriculture, 2010
\(^{52}\) Ibid.
\(^{53}\) Ibid.
2.4. Framework for Government Decisions

2.4.1. Straw man options for Chile

For Chile, decisions on the design of a market-based measure will require careful consideration by the government and consultation with stakeholder groups. However, in order to allow ideas to be tested more thoroughly, we have suggested straw man options for coverage and regulated entity to be explored further.

For certain sectors, the point of obligation is the same in both straw man proposals – reasons are provided in the previous sections for corresponding sectors on why alternatives are not suitable in Chile.

The two sectors with differing points of obligation are non-transport energy and forestry. Regulating non-transport energy is complex, and both options provide benefits that can be explored in the use of the straw man proposals. The pros and cons of both options are discussed in detail in section 2.1.3 above.

Obligating the forestry sector at the manufacturer complements an upstream energy approach because it avoids double-counting of wood that is used for energy. If, however, non-transport energy is obligated at the point of emission – as in option 2 – use of wood as energy is likely to be excluded from the scheme as a small emissions source. Option 2 therefore allows for including these emissions with little administrative burden by obligating the forest owners. Wood used in manufacturing is still included because manufacturers own their forests.

Table 2.2: Straw man options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Point of obligation – option 1</th>
<th>Point of obligation – option 2</th>
<th>Emissions/entities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-transport energy (electricity generation and, potentially, iron and steel, cement, and lime as “tier 1” industries)</td>
<td>Upstream, i.e. point of production/import (potential limitation of electricity to SIC and SING)</td>
<td>Point of emission (e.g. power stations, industrial sites) but excluding smaller emitters such as households (potential limitation of electricity to SIC and SING)</td>
<td>Electricity (34%)/c. 30–40 generation and supply companies, with dominant players Tier 1 industries – c. five major production sites in each sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>35% emissions/numerous emitting sources, energy breakdown: 70% road; 20% water; 10% air; insignificant rail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial processes (i.e. process emissions, e.g. in “tier 1” industries)</td>
<td>Point of emission (e.g. industrial sites)</td>
<td>Tier 1 industries – c. five major production sites in each sector</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector</td>
<td>Point of obligation – option 1</td>
<td>Point of obligation – option 2</td>
<td>Emissions/entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CO₂ agriculture</td>
<td>Farmer (livestock), producer/importer (fertilisers)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CO₂ waste</td>
<td>Landfill operator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>Landowner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.4.2. Priorities for further research

Further research will be required in order to determine the final points of obligation and regulated entities that are appropriate for the sectors in Chile. The research should build on the principles highlighted in this report by providing evidence for the suitability of different options within sectors. Below is a summary of areas for further research identified in this project:

**Specific data requirements**

- information on the number of gas and diesel plants and their associated output
- capacity for renewable generation
- size distribution of the organizations within different sectors in order to determine the administration of upstream with allocation based on emissions versus midstream for both.

**Strategic topics for consideration in Chile**

All sectors:

- the level of price signal needed to support infrastructure investment in new energy supply systems and mining technologies.

Energy sector:

- evidence of the perceived benefit of site managers in effecting a greater level of change if targeted directly by a point of emissions carbon price. This is as opposed to a carbon cost passed through from upstream, which may be incurred by financial personnel. As part of this, whether each individual electricity company owns multiple assets and therefore whether it is best to obligate companies or sites.
- potential to expand the LNG infrastructure to supply more gas to industry and mining in the region, or to develop indigenous supply through the exploitation of shale gas reserves
- opportunities to improve carbon intensity, either by fuel switching or possibly through efficiency improvements in the copper sector.
Industry sector:

- industries in Chile strongly exposed to overseas trade and therefore highly sensitive to any competitive disadvantage
- the level of fugitive methane emissions associated with mining.

Transport sector:

- understanding the feasibility of, and investments required to achieve, a move towards greater rail-freight and public transport usage to reduce emission from trucks and private motor vehicles
- further analysis to determine the split by use type and the benefits that could arise from including water-based transport in an emission trading system. Chile gains significant export value from fish products and consideration needs to be given to the competitiveness impacts associated with increasing costs for the domestic fishing industry.

Forestry sector:

- current and future predictions for the carbon sequestration and release in the forestry sector.

Agriculture sector:

- structure of fertiliser producer and import markets and ability of farmers to absorb costs if the point of obligation for fertiliser emissions was placed upstream
- possibilities for improving frequency of livestock data collection, or using different methods.

Waste sector:

- research on mitigation potential of existing and new landfill sites.
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3 Setting the Level of Ambition

Key findings:

How is ambition determined in an ETS?

- The government will need to decide on a level of ambition for emission reductions and prices in the ETS that is compatible with its national GHG mitigation and economic objectives, is politically acceptable domestically, and (as relevant) is acceptable to desired linking partners. In particular, the government needs to consider whether it wishes to control domestic emissions or contribute to global emission reductions through a combination of domestic effort and investment abroad, and whether it wishes to expose the economy to international market prices over time or maintain a divergent domestic price (lower or higher) to achieve its own policy agenda. The government can have a combination of objectives and decide which take precedence.

- The government’s objectives for setting ETS ambition may vary according to the evolution of the international carbon market. Key international drivers will include whether countries reach a collective agreement on ambition and on top-down rules governing ETS linking and the use of approved foreign offsets to meet international commitments. However, bilateral or regional linkages could continue to operate within a top-down system, and countries could choose a level of ambition for their domestic ETS that diverges from their international commitments for strategic reasons. The specific nature of Chile’s linking opportunities may be a more significant external driver of Chile’s domestic ETS ambition than whether the broader international market evolves top down or bottom up and whether countries reach a collective agreement on ambition.

- Strategically, Chile could stand to benefit from applying a higher level of ambition to its ETS. It would clearly demonstrate Chile’s commitment to an ambitious outcome in the international negotiations and reinforce the environmental credibility of the ETS, which could facilitate linking. It could also be used to leverage increased foreign investment in mitigation activity in Chile. However, there would also be a risk that Chile could expose its economy to a disproportionate impact if other countries failed to follow Chile’s lead. In this context, Chile could consider signalling a level of ambition for its ETS that was conditional on the level of international support (financial and otherwise) and the level of ambition adopted by prospective linking partners and other countries more broadly.

- Under an ETS, the core obligation is for ETS participants to surrender to the government a number of emission units (sometimes referred to as emission permits or allowances) equal to the quantity of emissions for which they are liable. As a first step in deciding ambition, the government needs to set a cap on the number of ETS units that it will allocate into the market. The cap chosen for the ETS must be clear and binding. The cap represents Chile’s contribution to global emissions from the sectors covered under the ETS. While emissions by sources covered under the ETS can differ from the cap, based on decisions to hold units for the future or to buy and sell units internationally, the limits applied by the government to all of these activities will decide the overall level of ambition for emission reductions in the ETS.
While a Chilean ETS could, by itself, be a major development and contribution to the global momentum for action, if Chile wants its ETS to generate a net global emission benefit relative to business-as-usual and make its units acceptable to external buyers, then the cap should be set at a level that requires some amount of uncredited domestic emission reduction below projected business-as-usual before excess ETS units become available for international trading. Moreover, even if linking options are limited in the near term, Chile should aim to set its cap below business-as-usual to ensure that units are domestically scarce, reductions are real, and the system is credible to potential external buyers. The level of reduction below this depends on Chile’s international objectives.

The level of ambition of the government’s cap on allocation can be based on a desired nationwide ambition level (top down) or through sector-by-sector analysis of the appropriate contribution (bottom up). Either way, the cap level can be evaluated relative to historical or projected emissions or on an emission intensity or cost basis, and can change in a defined way over time. The government may want to consider selecting multiple reference points, instead of a single point, to provide a broader perspective on the stringency of its ETS. The government’s strategic goals, linking options, and the availability of data will influence the choice of cap.

The pricing ambition of an ETS is defined by both the market price and the level of exposure of specific ETS participants to the market price. The government can use different price stabilisation mechanisms to contain or control the overall domestic emission prices relative to international market prices. The degree of emphasis on these controls will determine whether they operate inside or outside of the cap. The balance among ETS objectives and with concerns about the cost of rapid economic change will influence this choice.

In the face of inherent uncertainty about future emissions and mitigation costs, a key design question faced by the government will be whether to allow the market to determine freely the price of units and the impact on Chilean consumers, or whether to limit the price range through price-ceiling and/or price-floor mechanisms that automatically adjust the cap. Such mechanisms limit uncertainty about prices and impacts, but create uncertainty about the cap and may affect the ability of Chile to sell units into another ETS.

Whatever the chosen emission cap, the government should aim to provide market participants with near- to medium-term certainty about emission constraints and signal expectations for emission prices. In addition, it should send a clear signal regarding its commitment to increasingly stringent emission pricing over time, but allow adjustment as national circumstances evolve.

**Relationship between the ETS cap, linking, and price stabilisation in setting ambition**

The effects of the choice of cap depends heavily on how closely the ETS is linked to international markets and how the cap interacts with emission pricing stabilisation mechanisms.
• If the ETS has a link that allows sales and the external market price is higher than the cost of reductions in a closed domestic system, ETS participants as a group will reduce their domestic emissions below the cap and sell the excess units abroad. However, the domestic market price will rise to meet the external market price; participants will likely not sell units domestically at a lower price they can get abroad. This will increase domestic price impacts on emitters and consumers but increase the reward to those who mitigate or receive excess free allocation.

• Similarly, if the ETS has a link that allows Chile to buy units, then the cap will limit the net global emissions ETS participants are responsible for but will not limit their net domestic emissions. ETS participants will be able to increase their domestic emissions above the cap and purchase approved foreign units to help meet their obligations. If the international price is lower than the closed domestic market, linking will lead to lower domestic emission prices and impacts on emitters and consumers, and lower rewards for those who mitigate.

• With international linking as both a potential buyer and seller, the stringency of the domestic cap will serve primarily as a distributional mechanism. If Chile is a net seller of units internationally, the cap is a key determinant of the balance between domestic mitigation funded from within Chile versus by foreign sources. If Chile is a net buyer, the cap balances the mitigation within and outside of Chile that is funded by Chileans.

• If the ETS is not linked internationally then the cap will limit the net domestic emissions contributed by ETS participants (with the possible addition of units from domestic offset/crediting mechanisms). Without additional measures, a domestic cap will set the price of units, although that price will be uncertain.

• The factors driving unit supply, demand, and prices in Chile’s market will be unpredictable over time, raising the risk that the ETS will lead to a higher or lower price than anticipated or desired.

• Without international linkages in particular, but even with them, if the government wants to protect entities against large changes in the emission price, it will need to use emission pricing stabilisation mechanisms. Price caps and different reserve designs can manage the risk of high emission prices, but can have implications for achievement of a fixed level of emissions. Fundamentally, the government needs to decide whether emissions quantity or emissions price will take precedence as the ultimate constraint on the ETS, with implications for the ability to demonstrate comparability and linkage with other schemes. Any price stabilisation mechanism also has implications for the use of banking.

• Setting an ETS emission constraint or creating an international linkage that leads to a higher price than that of major, unregulated trading partners could create a competitive disadvantage for Chile’s emissions-intensive trade-exposed producers. In principle, this can be mitigated through other measures, but should remain an important consideration for the government.
3.1. Background on Setting the Ambition of an ETS

3.1.1. General context for design of this component in an ETS

This chapter examines options for setting the level of ambition of the emission reductions and emission prices to be achieved by an ETS in Chile. The process of setting ETS ambition can be one of the most challenging elements of scheme design. The ambition of the emission reductions for which Chile is willing to take responsibility will depend on the anticipated cost to the economy as a whole as well as the cost to specific groups. The ambition of the emission price Chile would like to introduce into its economy in the short and long term will depend on assessments of likely long-term emission prices, Chile’s ability to adapt to a high emission price, and the strategic advantage of introducing a strong long-term price signal through a short-term price. The level of ambition needs to emerge from a political process. It will depend on domestic advocacy, international opportunities, and pressures both from countries and through markets.

An ETS can be designed to constrain domestic emissions and enhance forestry and other sinks to achieve a specified domestic target level of emissions cost effectively. Alternatively, an ETS can be designed to expose domestic emissions and sinks to the international price of emissions (via linking to other markets) without representing a limit by itself on domestic emissions. Under the second model, a “responsibility target” is set, whereby regulated entities are required to account for their emissions by redeeming the equivalent number of eligible units under the scheme (which may include domestic and international units), and excess units can be sold abroad. In a global marketplace with linked ETS under agreed caps, incentivising mitigation where it is at lowest cost and production where it is most emission-efficient (through purchase of international units to meet part of the domestic compliance obligations) may increase emissions in some countries while still producing a net reduction in global emissions for the benefit of all. The first model focuses primarily on ambition in terms of domestic emission reductions, while the second focuses on a price signal that drives production to the point where it is most efficient for global benefit.

The constraint on the level of domestic emissions allowed within an ETS over a specified period of time is determined by the following factors:

- the chosen cap on the government’s allocation of units into the ETS, with any provisions that loosen or tighten the cap in response to concerns about costs
- the ability of ETS participants to bank and/or borrow units between years to help meet ETS obligations
- the ability of ETS participants to sell ETS units externally and/or to surrender external units (i.e. units from domestic or international offset/crediting mechanisms and/or linked ETS) to help meet ETS obligations.

The limits applied by the government to all of these activities will decide the overall level of ambition for emission reductions in the ETS. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1 below.
What is the cap on allocation?

Under an ETS, the core obligation is for ETS participants to surrender to the government a number of emission units equal to the quantity of emissions for which they are liable. As a first step in deciding ETS ambition, the government needs to set a cap on the number of ETS units that it will allocate into the market. The cap represents Chile’s targeted contribution to global emissions from the sectors covered under the ETS. If the actual domestic emissions from ETS sectors are higher than the cap, then the obligated entities in the ETS must purchase units from outside the ETS or surrender banked or borrowed units to cover the difference. If the actual domestic emissions from ETS sectors are below the cap, then excess units can be banked for future use or sold outside of the ETS.

Note that the use of the term “cap” has varied across schemes internationally. In the context of this report, following the Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR) convention, the term “cap” refers to the government’s total allocation of ETS units, whether through free allocation, auction or crediting of removals (e.g. from afforestation activities or carbon capture and storage). It does not refer to any limits placed on participants’ surrender of foreign units to help meet ETS obligations or sale of ETS units abroad, which contribute to the overall constraint on emissions in the domestic economy. Nor does it refer to the actual level of domestic emissions, which can be lower or higher than the cap on allocation.

The level of ambition of the government’s cap on allocation can be set using a top-down or bottom-up process, it can be measured relative to historical or projected emissions on an emissions intensity basis and/or on a cost basis, and it can change in a defined way over time. The government’s strategic goals, linking options, and the availability of data will influence the choice of cap.

3.1.2. Lessons learned from other ETS

The leading ETS have all applied different approaches to setting the level of emissions in their schemes, reflecting differences in their objectives and their national/local circumstances. Most schemes have sought to constrain emissions by limiting the allocation of ETS units and the sources and/or quantities of external units that can be used. In some cases, these constraints were designed
to operate in conjunction with price protection measures that can increase the allowed level of emissions.

Table 3.1: How other ETS have constrained emissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETS</th>
<th>Design constraints on the level of emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| EU ETS    | • For Phases 1 and 2, the cap was set by Member States in their National Allocation Plans following criteria defined in the EU ETS Directive. Key criteria included consistency with Member States’ Kyoto obligations, the potential to reduce emissions under the scheme, and non-discrimination against companies and sectors. Banking was not allowed beyond Phase 1. In Phase 2, the cap equated to a 6.5% reduction of absolute emissions compared to 2005 levels. Banking, but not borrowing, was allowed between Phase 2 and Phase 3. Beyond the cap on allocation, each Member State set a limit on the surrender of imported Joint Implementation/Clean Development Mechanism (JI/CDM) credits, and unused entitlements could be transferred to the next phase.  

• For Phase 3, an EU-wide cap has been defined annually from 2013 to 2020. The stringency was guided by the EU emission reduction target for that period (20% reduction below 1990 levels by 2020) and the relative contribution from sectors regulated under the ETS. In 2013, the cap is the average level of allowances in the Phase 2 cap, adjusted for changes in the ETS coverage. In subsequent years, the cap is reduced at a linear rate of 1.74%. This cap structure will produce a 21% reduction in the EU ETS sector emissions compared to 2005 by 2020. Banking but not borrowing of EUAs is allowed between phases. Between 2008 and 2020, the EU ETS legislation provides for use of JI/CDM credits up to 50% of the overall reductions below 2005 levels made under the EU ETS. |
| NZ ETS    | • For 2008–2012, the NZ ETS operates within the Kyoto cap by requiring every NZU to be matched by a Kyoto unit at the end of the Protocol’s true-up period. It does not have a separate domestic cap on allocation or emissions. From 2008 to 2012, free units have been allocated to forest owners on a per-hectare basis by land type, to eligible owners of fishing quota on an absolute basis, and to eligible industrial producers on an intensity basis using performance benchmarks. For price protection, participants can purchase unlimited units at a fixed price of NZ$25 per tonne. No limit applies to the quantity of eligible foreign Kyoto units that can be surrendered to meet obligations, but some limits apply to sources. No limit applies to banking NZUs other than those purchased at fixed price, for which banking is prohibited. Borrowing is allowed only to the extent that participants can surrender freely allocated units issued prior to the compliance date for the previous year to help meet their obligations in the previous year. |
|           | • In 2012, the government has proposed legislative amendments to provide for auctioning post-2012, to introduce a domestic cap on allocation (including free |

---
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### ETS Design constraints on the level of emissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETS</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| AusCPM | • No cap on the quantity of emissions will apply during the initial fixed-price phase of the scheme (FY2012 to FY2014). The price will change from A$23.00 per tonne in 2012/2013 to A$24.15 in 2013/2014 and A$25.40 in 2014/2015.  
• Starting with the first flexible-price phase (FY2015 to FY2018), the government will set annual caps for five-year periods, extending the cap by one year every year. The government will have regard to criteria including, among others, Australia’s international obligations and national targets, and progress toward meeting those targets. A default cap guided by Australia’s unconditional domestic target (to reduce its GHG emissions by 5% compared to 2000 levels by 2020) will apply in the event the Parliament cannot agree on a cap. For the first three years of this phase, a price ceiling will operate that could allow ETS emissions to exceed the cap. Although the scheme initially contained a price floor, this will be removed and the price ceiling will be modified as part of a linking agreement with the EU ETS. Banking will be unlimited. Limited borrowing will be allowed such that a participant can surrender permits from the following vintage year to discharge up to 5% of its liability. Starting in the flexible-price phase, participants must meet at least 50% of their obligations with domestic units.  
• Participants can surrender Australian Carbon Credit Units (ACCUs) from the Carbon Farming Initiative (a domestic offsets programme targeted to farmers and land managers) to help meet their obligations. In the fixed-price period, liable entities may surrender eligible ACCUs totalling no more than 5% of their obligation. In the flexible-price period, there will be no limit on the surrender of ACCUs. |
| RGGI | • From 2009 to 2014, a fixed cap stabilises emissions. From 2015 to 2018, the cap declines by 2.5% per year for a total reduction of 10%. Participants can meet 3.3% of their obligation using eligible offsets (this can increase to 5–10% under specified conditions). Participants can bank units. |
| CalETS | • The cap is set in 2013 at about 2% below the emissions level forecast for 2012, and then declines about 2% in 2014 and about 3% annually from 2015 to 2020. Four percent of allowances will be held in reserve to contain costs. Banking is allowed, but |

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETS</th>
<th>Design constraints on the level of emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| TokyoC&T | • For the first compliance period (FY2010 to FY2014), the cap has been set to reduce base-year (2000) emissions by 6%. The cap stringency is guided by Tokyo’s broader emission reduction target of 25% below the 2000 levels by 2020. A more stringent cap will be agreed for the second compliance period (FY2015 to FY2019) (expected to be a 17% reduction).  
• Banking is allowed, but not borrowing. Participants can use offsets to help meet their obligations. Eligible sources include credits from energy savings by small and medium installations outside of the ETS, Japanese renewable energy certificates and offsets from outside of Tokyo (with restrictions to be decided by the government). |

Some of the key lessons learned from the setting of caps in other schemes are:

- Whether and how an ETS constrains emissions depends on the priority objectives of the scheme. For example, in the EU ETS, the key objectives were to help meet the EU-wide emission reduction target and to drive mitigation investment within the EU. Therefore, ETS prices were allowed to rise above international prices by limiting allocation, constraining the surrender of JI/CDM units, and providing no government price controls. In contrast, in the NZ ETS, the key objectives were to help the government comply with its international obligations at least cost and to introduce the international price of emissions gradually into the economy. Therefore, from 2008 to 2012, the scheme is designed to operate without a separate domestic cap or quantitative limit on the surrender of foreign units, and provides transitional price protection that allows emissions within the scheme to increase. However, at the international level, the government must take responsibility for all national emissions above its Kyoto assigned amount, so fewer reductions by NZ ETS participants will mean greater emission reductions by the government through domestic action outside the ETS or purchases of foreign units.

- From both technical and political standpoints, it can be a challenging and data-intensive process to set caps. This can involve developing reliable emission projections and mitigation cost curves for emissions by regulated sectors, deciding on the overall level of ambition, and determining appropriate levels of free allocation. Having primary ETS legislation provide criteria and a regulatory process for setting the cap, but not actually prescribing the cap itself, has been one tactic for managing this highly political and complex debate in several stages.

- Even with good data, cap setting involves a lot of uncertainty. Overallocation has proven problematic in some schemes, notably the EU ETS and RGGI. Mechanisms to
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review and adjust caps between or within phases can guard against overallocation but also can create greater uncertainty for ETS participants and the market more broadly.

- Within a domestic market, there will be winners and losers from both high and low emission prices. In the NZ ETS, falling emission prices over the past couple of years have discouraged new afforestation and reduced the value of free allocation to landowners while supporting the international competitiveness of energy-intensive export industries.

- As illustrated in the EU ETS and NZ ETS, setting constraints on linking to foreign units can produce a divergence between unit prices in the ETS and international unit prices. This may be desirable or not, depending on the objectives of the ETS.

- In developing ETS in multiple countries, there has been considerable domestic debate over enabling the use of foreign units to meet scheme obligations in order to improve market liquidity and reduce costs, and creating incentives for offshore wealth transfers at the expense of investments in domestic mitigation activities. Each government needs to find its own comfort level in managing this issue.

- To guide investment decisions, participants need to have certainty over long-term cap-setting processes and guidelines for the use of foreign units, banking, and borrowing. Significant changes in rules between phases can produce price volatility and undermine participants’ confidence in the effective operation of the market. This is evident in the current operation of the EU ETS.

- In the early stages of their schemes, some governments have opted for greater price-protection measures within the scheme (e.g. the NZ ETS and AusCPM) at the expense of achieving greater levels of domestic emission reductions by scheme participants. This approach has shifted some of the burden and price risk of achieving national emission reduction targets from participants back to the government, but was essential for getting sufficient political and public support to proceed with implementation.

3.2. Options for Setting the Level of Ambition

3.2.1. Objectives for setting the level of ambition

*Primary government objectives*

How the government chooses to regulate ETS emission constraints and prices will depend on Chile’s primary objectives in implementing the ETS. For example:

- If the primary objective were to *achieve a specific target level of domestic emissions or emission reductions*, then the design focus would be on domestic quantity constraints. The government would need to constrain both its own allocation (the ETS cap) and participants’ sale of units abroad and surrender of external units to help meet its ETS obligations. It may also need to constrain banking and borrowing to achieve a strict domestic target during a specified time period. In this case, domestic quantity control would take precedence over price control.

- If the primary objective were to *achieve a “global responsibility target” with least-cost mitigation* through a combination of domestic effort and investment in foreign units, then the level of domestic effort as a percentage of total effort would be less important. Government
could exercise more flexibility regarding its level of allocation (the ETS cap), banking, borrowing, the sale of units overseas and the purchase of external units, and the operation of carbon price stabilisation mechanisms. In this case, quantity control of Chile’s contribution at the global level would take precedence over price, but design features would achieve the quantity objective at least cost to the domestic economy.

- If the primary objective were to *enable the national economy to adapt to international emission prices*, then exposure to the international price signal would take precedence over domestic quantity constraints. It would matter less what level of domestic emissions or emission reductions was achieved, as long as international emission prices had been factored into domestic investment and production decisions. The government would reduce or eliminate the use of emission price stabilisation mechanisms to allow full exposure to international emission prices over time.

- If the primary objective were to *drive domestic mitigation investment or a technology step-change*, then the government would be most concerned about the stringency, certainty and durability of the emissions price signal. This would need to be controlled through constraints on allocation (the ETS cap), constraints on the sale of ETS units abroad and the surrender of external units, and perhaps through other kinds of price-control measures (e.g. a price floor or price ceiling). The government could use constraints on both quantity and price intentionally to engineer a divergence between the international and domestic prices to achieve its policy objectives.

The government’s objectives for setting ETS ambition may vary according to the evolution of the international carbon market. Key international drivers will include whether countries reach a collective agreement on ambition and on top-down rules governing ETS linking and the use of approved foreign offsets to meet international commitments. However, bilateral or regional linkages could continue to operate within a top-down system, and countries could choose a level of ambition for their domestic ETS that diverges from their international commitments for strategic reasons. The specific nature of Chile’s linking opportunities may be a more significant external driver of Chile’s domestic ETS ambition than whether the broader international market evolves top down or bottom up and whether countries reach a collective agreement on ambition.

Strategically, Chile could stand to benefit from applying a higher level of ambition to its ETS. It would clearly demonstrate Chile’s commitment to an ambitious outcome in the international negotiations and reinforce the environmental credibility of the ETS, which could facilitate linking. It could also be used to leverage increased foreign investment in mitigation activity in Chile. However, there would also be a risk that Chile could expose its economy to a disproportionate impact if other countries failed to follow Chile’s lead. In this context, Chile could consider signalling a level of ambition for its ETS that was conditional on the level of international support (financial and otherwise) and the level of ambition adopted by prospective linking partners and other countries more broadly.

**Additional objectives**

The government may wish to define and prioritise additional objectives to be achieved by its approach to setting ambition. Examples include:

- providing for a smooth adjustment of the economy, including the impact on Chile’s emissions-intensive trade-exposed producers
• supporting the operation of a stable and liquid domestic emissions trading market
• incentivising more efficient domestic production and consumption, lower-emission capital investment (especially in long-lived infrastructure), and lower-emission land uses to avoid locking Chile into an emission-intensive development pathway
• stimulating research, development, and commercialisation of new lower-emission technologies
• facilitating linking to other ETS with comparable integrity and stringency
• securing international trade benefits, including profiting from the sale of units in international markets, avoiding negative trade repercussions, and marketing low-emission products.

3.2.2. Methodologies for setting the government cap on allocation

Under the ETS established to date, each government has chosen to issue its own emissions unit (also referred to as a permit or allowance) as the primary trading currency. A standard unit has the value of one tonne (metric or short) of CO₂ or CO₂-eq equivalent (CO₂,e) emissions. By capping the number of issued units, the government can limit the contribution to global emissions from regulated sectors under the scheme. As noted above, the government can issue capped units into the market through free allocation, auction, or crediting of removals. This section addresses methodologies for setting the government cap, including:

• setting the cap through top-down and bottom-up processes
• evaluating the cap’s ambition
• modifying the cap over time
• defining the relationship between the cap and emission price stabilisation mechanisms.

Setting the cap through top-down and bottom-up processes

Under a top-down process, the government would set the level of the cap on an ETS-wide or sectoral basis according to its overall emission reduction objectives and sectoral coverage, and then allocate the units within the cap across the various means of disbursement to participants. To use a dessert analogy, the government would start with a fixed cake and then decide how to slice it. A top-down approach offers the benefits of more easily aligning the ETS cap with a national emissions target, and can be done with high-level emissions data, such as those from a national greenhouse gas inventory, instead of participant-level data (although the latter can certainly be considered if available).

Under a bottom-up process, the government would define free allocation and overall emission constraints at the level of participants (individually or aggregated at the subsector or sector level), and then define the overall cap as the sum of free allocation plus units to be issued at auction or for removals. Continuing the dessert analogy, the bottom-up cap would look like a layer cake built from the various types of allocation needs. A bottom-up approach offers the benefits of more precisely tailoring the cap to the mitigation potential and circumstances of individual participants, subsectors or sectors. However, it requires the availability of disaggregated data in these areas, which could result in the need for a phased approach to implementation. It also raises the risk that the sum
of the individual parts will not align with the government’s national emission reduction target, although the government can always adjust the overall outcome of the bottom-up process to fit its broader objectives.

**Evaluating the cap’s ambition**

Evaluating the cap relative to a reference point or scenario can be used as a measure of the ambition of emission reductions in comparison to that of other countries. In this context, the government could evaluate the stringency of its cap relative to:

- **The level of historical emissions, either in a base year or over a base period.** This approach has the benefit of using historical data that are fixed and certain. It may be less suitable if past emissions are not valid reference points for future emissions, which would be expected in a developing economy and possible in any economy. Referencing a historical base year or base period may become increasingly irrelevant over time as a measure of stringency and comparability of effort among participants, especially as new producers enter the market and existing producers change their operations.

- **An emissions projection for business as usual (BAU).** BAU projections for emissions and economic growth are vitally important sources of information as the government decides the stringency of its cap. Modelling a BAU projection can involve significant uncertainty and introduce risk in setting an appropriate cap. A BAU projection will always be counterfactual, so a government’s assessment of emission reductions under the ETS relative to that projection will also always be counterfactual.

- **A performance benchmark for emissions intensity.** Benchmarking emissions intensity per unit of production (at the sectoral level) or GDP (at the economy-wide level) can be data intensive and complex to administer. If a bottom-up cap is set on a sector-by-sector basis, it can also be challenging to determine what type of benchmark is an appropriate measure for cap stringency (e.g. best available technology or best practice versus average historical performance).

- **A scenario with zero emission pricing.** One approach to measuring ambition focuses on the domestic emission price or economic impact (percentage change in GDP) that will result from the cap in combination with other ETS design features, such as linking and the use of emission price stabilisation mechanisms. While the price is uncertain in a traditional ETS, various cost-containment mechanisms can be used to target the price more precisely.

How the government chooses to express the ambition of its ETS targets will have implications for the technical and political judgement of the scheme’s stringency and impact on sell-side linking opportunities (of course, many other sovereign design features will also impact on sell-side linking opportunities, and may be equally, if not more, important). The government may want to consider selecting multiple reference points, instead of a single point, to provide a broader perspective on the stringency of its ETS.

**Modifying the cap over time**

The government needs to make careful judgements about how to modify the cap over time. ETS markets operate on the basis of near- to medium-term supply and demand, which are driven by absolute covered emissions and the absolute number of emission units. To date, the major
implemented or proposed schemes with domestic caps have defined absolute caps that have been fixed for the length of a defined trading phase. Some have provided for a fixed annual rate of change extending well into the future, while others have provided for periodic review and adjustment of the cap. Some have included automatic adjustment mechanisms that can strengthen or loosen the cap in response to low or high prices. This approach of defining the cap and rules into the future offers market certainty over the supply of government units in each trading phase. However, this certainty can come at the expense of flexibility to accommodate changes in national circumstances within each phase, unless the government provides for such changes to occur or exercises its legislative power to change the cap. Experience with existing greenhouse gas and other environmental trading schemes has highlighted the importance of changing caps to reflect new information on costs and benefits under changing national circumstances; this is discussed further in Chapter 7. Investors will need to have a reasonable degree of policy certainty over cap setting in order to have confidence in market operation.

An absolute cap is set on the basis of assumptions about total unit supply and demand during each trading phase, and how this will impact on the economy. If reality diverges significantly from these assumptions, then the market can end up with a significant oversupply or undersupply of units relative to demand and fail to achieve government price objectives. This risk can be mitigated through different ETS design mechanisms that maintain the cap, such as use of unit reserves within the cap, banking and borrowing, and linking to offset/crediting mechanisms and other ETS. It is important to note that the use of an absolute cap does not preclude the use of output-based free allocation. An absolute cap can also be combined with a price-ceiling and/or price-floor mechanism that operates outside of the cap and allows emissions to fall above or below the cap.

One alternative approach to an absolute cap is the use of an intensity-based cap that is indexed to some variable, such as sectoral production levels or GDP. The cap would adjust automatically within each phase as emitters enter and exit the market, and as production increases or decreases in response to market demand. This approach could be data intensive. An intensity-based approach does not have to imply a loss of stringency; however, it does imply a loss of certainty over the total allocation (and hence total emissions) until final output numbers are available for the phase. The upside is greater flexibility – and presumed cost certainty – for the cap to change as national circumstances change. Predicting the complex relationship between total emissions and changes in GDP or production levels during times of economic growth and economic decline can be an important source of uncertainty and risk in this approach, particularly where past trends may not be indicative of future trends. In the current international market, an ETS with an intensity-based cap generally would not be considered an acceptable candidate for linking to the established schemes because of concerns about uncertainty and environmental integrity.

When setting the cap, the government will need to decide whether to define the cap on an annual or multi-year basis, how often to adjust the size of the cap, and how much signalling to provide about future adjustments. More frequent adjustment of the cap enables greater responsiveness to changes in national circumstances but provides less market certainty and is more complex to administer. More frequent adjustments may be appropriate if future economic and emissions performance is hard to predict with reasonable certainty. To signal the direction of future adjustments, the government could provide some form of longer-term “forecast band” signalling the direction and extent of the changes that could be made to the cap in subsequent phases. It could also identify key considerations for adjusting the cap, including changes to the emissions intensity of the national energy mix, the level of economic output, and prospects for linking to other ETS. This approach can help to establish a long-term price signal to guide investment decisions.
The government could provide for statutory periodic reviews of the cap, and could also choose to enable interim reviews of the ETS cap to be triggered under particular circumstances (e.g. to respond to extreme changes in national circumstances, unit supply and/or unit prices). Enabling predictable periodic review of the cap could be a very useful safeguard for ensuring the ETS remains fit for purpose over time while providing cap certainty between reviews. A periodic cap review should be conducted in the context of a broader ETS review so that other ETS settings could be adjusted consequentially if necessary. The use of triggered reviews comes with risks, since they could undermine market certainty and operate too slowly to respond effectively to unexpected developments. It may be preferable for the government to build in the capacity for short-term cap adjustments through the use of unit reserves within the cap or price ceilings/floors operating inside or outside of the cap; these would provide some level of certainty to the market about how the government would adjust the cap in response to unexpected developments, and how quickly the government would be able to act.

Existing ETS have used a variety of approaches for striking the balance between certainty and flexibility in setting a cap over time. For example:

- In Phase 3 of the EU ETS, an annual cap was set for each year within the phase, starting with a fixed number in the first year and reducing it by a linear amount each year to achieve the overall emission reduction target for the phase.

- Starting with the flexible-price phase of the AusCPM, annual caps will be set for five-year periods with a cap extension agreed in regulations for one year every year. Considerations are provided to guide this decision, and a default cap will apply if the Parliament cannot reach agreement.

- Both RGGI and the CalETS defined fixed annual caps up front for each year across multiple compliance periods (2009–2018 for RGGI, and 2013–2020 for the CalETS).

- The TokyoC&T defined caps on a five-year aggregate basis, naming a specific cap for the first compliance period (2010–2014) and an anticipated cap (to be confirmed) for the second compliance period (2015–2019).

### 3.2.3. Other mechanisms for controlling the level of emission reductions in an ETS

The overall constraint on emissions in an ETS is determined by the cap in conjunction with other scheme features, including regulating banking and borrowing, constraints on linking to foreign markets, using emission price stabilisation mechanisms, and modifying the obligation to surrender units.

**Regulating banking and borrowing**

Banking (and borrowing as appropriate) is an important tool for achieving cost-effectiveness over time. By allowing trading among regulated firms, a single-period ETS ensures a common price across covered emission sources, and therefore achieves emission reductions in that period at the lowest possible cost. Similarly, allowing trading across time via banking ensures a common (discounted) price across periods, and therefore achieves cumulative emission reductions at the lowest possible cost. Of course, rules for banking and borrowing can impact on emissions in a particular year or period of years, and therefore the government’s ability to meet its mitigation targets from phase to phase. Allowing banking between phases can also help to guard against price
volatility between compliance periods, generate greater incentives for overcompliance and produce environmental benefits by deferring emissions. The potential downside of banking is the opportunity for unintended overallocation or units with questionable environmental integrity to be carried into future compliance periods, diluting their environmental effectiveness. Allowing the borrowing of units from future periods can help to guard against price volatility between compliance periods but can also represent an environmental liability by bringing emissions forward in time and raising the risk of future non-compliance. If borrowing is allowed, then it should be constrained to safeguard integrity.

**Constraints on linking to foreign markets**

The effects of the choice of cap depend heavily on how closely the ETS is linked to international markets. If the ETS is linked internationally as a seller, ETS participants can reduce their domestic emissions below the cap and sell the excess units abroad. This will tend to raise emission prices and impacts on consumers but increase the profit to sellers. Similarly, if the ETS is linked internationally as a buyer, then the cap will limit the net global emissions ETS participants are responsible for but will not limit their net domestic emissions. ETS participants will be able to increase their domestic emissions above the cap and purchase approved foreign units to help meet their obligations. This will tend to lower emission prices and impacts on consumers.

With international linking, the stringency of the domestic cap will serve primarily as a distributional mechanism. If Chile is a net seller of units internationally, the cap is a key determinant of the balance between domestic mitigation funded from within Chile versus mitigation funded by foreign sources. If Chile is a net buyer, the cap balances the mitigation within and outside of Chile that is funded by Chileans. If the ETS is not linked internationally, then the cap will limit the net domestic emissions contributed by ETS participants (with the possible addition of units from domestic offset/crediting mechanisms). Without additional measures, a domestic cap will set the price of units.

**Defining the relationship between the cap and price stabilisation measures**

In a pure ETS, the overall constraint on emissions relative to the supply of units sets the market price of emissions. If the government chooses to exert control or constraint over prices in the domestic market, then it may need to relinquish some control over emissions quantity. However, this depends on whether carbon price stabilisation mechanisms function within or outside of an established cap on emissions. For example, the government could set aside a unit reserve within the cap that would be available to supply units to the market once a price point was triggered. By setting a price ceiling and price floor at auction, the government can influence prices in the domestic market. When the reserve was exhausted, then the government would no longer be able to operate the mechanism. In this case, total emissions covered by government units would remain within the original cap. Alternatively, under an external price ceiling mechanism, once a price point was triggered the government could choose to issue additional units outside of the original cap in order to increase supply and lower prices. In this case, emissions covered by government units would exceed the original cap. Under an external price-floor mechanism, the government could buy back units from the market and cancel them. It is an important strategic call for the government to decide whether it wants to limit the emissions implications of any price-control or price-constraint mechanisms.
Modifying the obligation to surrender units

The core obligation under an ETS is for the participants with liabilities under the scheme to surrender to the government a number of emission units equivalent to their defined emissions liability. One emission unit corresponds to one tonne of CO$_2$ or CO$_2$-equivalent emissions. Under a progressive obligation, the government changes the ratio of units that must be surrendered relative to tonnes of emissions. For example, the government could transition from the surrender of one unit for every three tonnes of emissions toward a one-for-one ratio. This approach to moderating the exposure to emissions pricing at the margin would change the relationship between the units issued under the government’s cap and the domestic emissions allowed by ETS participants. This concept is discussed further in section 5.2.1 on moderating exposure to emission pricing in the chapter on setting ETS phases.

3.2.4. Designing the cap in the context of Chile’s ETS

The significance of the government’s cap on allocation in Chile will depend heavily on whether the ETS is linked to international markets, and whether the government wants to restrict such linkages in order to control unit supply and price in the domestic market. As discussed above, if the ETS is linked internationally, ETS participants will have a greater incentive to reduce their domestic emissions below the cap if they have the option to sell the excess units abroad. Similarly, ETS participants will be able to increase their domestic emissions above the cap to the extent that they purchase approved foreign units to help meet their obligations. With international linking, the stringency of the domestic cap will serve as a distributional mechanism for the relative balance of investment in overseas versus domestic mitigation.

If the ETS is not linked internationally, then the cap will limit the net domestic emissions contributed by ETS participants. If the ETS is linked to domestic offset/crediting mechanisms, then emissions from ETS participants may increase within the regulated sectors relative to the cap, but on a national level will be in line with the cap’s objectives. A domestic-only cap sets a significant constraint on domestic emissions and loses the important safety valve of international linkages for price protection, liquidity, and market demand in the event the assumptions used in setting the cap are proven wrong.

Another critically important consideration is the government’s decision on the use of carbon pricing stabilisation mechanisms, such as unit reserves operating within the cap (i.e. whether the government will accept an increase in domestic emissions in order to reduce emission prices). Fundamentally, the government needs to decide whether emissions quantity or emissions price will take precedence as the ultimate constraint on the ETS. Operating carbon pricing stabilisation mechanisms inside the cap ensures that the emission reduction goals under the ETS will be achieved, but does set a limit on the use of such mechanisms. Operating carbon pricing stabilisation mechanisms outside of the cap may be more desirable in an unlinked market that is more susceptible to the risks of cap setting, but this could also pose an even greater barrier to future linking opportunities. Linking ETS tends to require agreement on the use of absolute caps that clearly define the ambition of each scheme, and either the harmonisation or removal of carbon pricing stabilisation mechanisms.

The government will need to decide on a level of ambition for emission reductions and prices in the ETS that is compatible with its national GHG mitigation and economic objectives, is politically acceptable domestically, and meets the criteria of desired sell-side linking partners. Significant research will be required on mitigation potential, costs and price responsiveness for
regulated sectors, and the broader impact of emission pricing on Chile’s economy in order to determine how an ETS could contribute to the government’s national emission reduction and economic transformation goals. However, it is possible to comment on some key considerations in setting the level of ambition for an ETS.

First, Chile can choose whether to contribute to lower global emissions, or to create a pool of emission reduction opportunities for others to buy without, by itself, reducing global emissions. The former requires the cap to be set at a level that requires some amount of domestic emission reduction below BAU absent crediting and international trading. Otherwise, when Chile’s ETS units are sold offshore, they will enable emissions to increase in the country of purchase in equal measure to the further reductions in Chile. Choosing whether there will be autonomous reductions will be an important decision, with political implications for sell-side linking partners.

Second, setting an ETS emission constraint that leads to a price that is higher than that of major trading partners could create a competitive disadvantage for Chile’s emissions-intensive trade-exposed producers. This can be mitigated through other measures, but should remain an important consideration for the government. Starting with a lower level of ambition and increasing it gradually as emission pricing is more widely adopted by Chile’s trading partners could help to prevent economic regrets from the loss of domestic producers during the transitional period that would have remained viable in the long term. However, it is important to note that if Chile can sell into foreign markets, those markets can be expected to raise the domestic price irrespective of Chile’s cap ambition.

Third, for an ETS to operate effectively, the unit demand (domestic or international) must exceed supply. The government will need to find ways to ensure unit scarcity in the domestic market without risking prices that are unacceptably high. The factors driving unit supply, demand and prices in Chile’s market will be unpredictable over time, raising the risk that the ETS cap will be more or less stringent than anticipated. The government will need to decide if and how it wants to control unit supply and prices over time.

Across the spectrum of linking and price containment options operating alongside the cap to determine ETS ambition, the government could consider three options for further evaluation:

- **The government sets the domestic price of emissions.** At this end of the spectrum, the government would control domestic emission prices in the ETS through allocation. The ETS would not link directly to international markets, but the government could link to international markets, enabling the country as a whole to benefit from the sale of units generated by emission reductions under the ETS. Positioning the government as the intermediary between the ETS and the market would enable the government to shelter the ETS from higher international prices and to capture the rents from the sale of Chile’s emission units overseas. If it was not feasible for the government to sell its surplus ETS units to linked schemes, then it could consider seeking alternative finance (e.g. Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Action) tied to those reductions as an incentive to set a more stringent cap.

- **The international market sets the domestic price of emissions.** At the other end of the spectrum, the ETS would have full buy-and-sell linkages to the international market, and the international market would set the domestic emission price. The government could also maintain buy-and-sell linkages with the international market.
The domestic price of emissions moves toward international market prices, with government price stabilisation mechanisms to reduce uncertainty. Under this intermediate option, the international market would set the price through buy-and-sell linking with the ETS but government could operate emission price stabilisation mechanisms to help provide price certainty. For example, the government could operate a price floor/ceiling from a unit reserve within the cap, and could set quantitative constraints on linking in the buy and/or sell direction.

There is no precise science to setting the overall stringency of an ETS. Decision-making requires the integration of complex technical, economic, and political judgements. Table 3.2 presents some high-level evaluation of ETS design options for the level of ambition against key criteria.

Table 3.2: Evaluation of options for setting the level of ambition against key criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key criteria</th>
<th>Evaluation of options for setting the level of emissions in the Chilean context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effectiveness</td>
<td>• ETS stringency should reflect consideration of:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ the government's broader GHG mitigation objectives up to 2020 and beyond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ the government’s economic growth and other policy objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ projected rates of emissions growth, mitigation opportunities, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mitigation costs for regulated sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The ETS cap and its overall constraint on emissions could be more or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stringent than the national emission reduction target depending on the relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>share of emissions, the projected emissions growth, and the mitigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>potential/cost of the regulated sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If Chile wants its ETS to generate a net global emission benefit, then the cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>should be set at a level that requires some amount of uncredited domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>emission reduction below BAU before excess ETS units become available for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>international trading. Domestic emission reductions that are sold abroad as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>offsets will be negated by emissions in other schemes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Signalling greater stringency in the longer term is valuable for guiding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>near-term investment decisions in long-lived infrastructure. By signalling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>future stringency, the long-term value of the scheme can be realised even if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the short-term stringency is set relatively low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If Chile wishes to link its ETS to other schemes, then the value to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>atmosphere of each ETS unit needs to be comparable to that under the other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>schemes. This is influenced by how the cap is set and also by safeguards of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>environmental integrity, including measuring, reporting, and verifying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>standards and compliance measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic efficiency</td>
<td>• Setting an increasingly stringent cap in conjunction with decisions on linking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and price stabilisation will produce a complex distribution of costs and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>benefits across the economy. These should be assessed carefully.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• When determining constraints on domestic emissions and emission prices, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>government should consider the trade-offs between using government controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to reduce uncertainty and risk versus enabling the most efficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Key criteria

**Evaluation of options for setting the level of emissions in the Chilean context**

- Whether the emission price in the Chilean market should diverge significantly from the international price will depend on the government’s emission reduction and economic objectives as well as prospects for the effective functioning of the international carbon market.

- Promoting investment in domestic mitigation by limiting the use of foreign units could increase the cost of compliance for participants, but generate other benefits of interest to the government. An important question is whether the government, or the market, is best placed to identify least-cost mitigation opportunities and decide the optimal balance between investment in domestic versus foreign mitigation.

- Emissions pricing can influence when new projects with a significant mitigation impact (e.g. new renewable generation, co-generation, introduction of new industrial production technologies, carbon capture and storage, etc.) become commercially viable. Country-specific marginal abatement cost curves can be a valuable tool for identifying emission pricing thresholds that can trigger significant changes.

- While moving toward a low-carbon economy may involve the closure of less efficient operations over time, the government may wish to soften this transition by moderating the initial stringency of the ETS.

### Competitiveness impacts

- Setting an ETS emission constraint or creating an international linkage that leads to a higher price than that of major unregulated trading partners could create a competitive disadvantage for Chile’s emissions-intensive trade-exposed producers. This can be mitigated through other measures, but should remain an important consideration for the government.

### Equitable burden sharing

- When setting the stringency of ETS emission constraints for regulated sectors, individually and collectively, the government should carefully consider whether the burden sharing is equitable across regulated sectors and across regulated and non-regulated sectors. This will improve the political viability of the ETS. However, “equitable” does not imply “equal”. It would be expected that ultimately some sectors will shoulder more of the cost of the emission reduction burden than others, and that those with lower-cost mitigation opportunities will benefit from the inflow of investment. Key considerations include the distribution of responsibility, mitigation potential, costs, and benefits.

### Administrative feasibility and costs

- The approach used to set the cap and the overall constraint on emissions should be supported by adequate data on projected emissions, mitigation potential, mitigation and administrative costs, price pass-through, and trade exposure at the sectoral, subsectoral, and participant levels where possible.

### Regulatory and other barriers

- Introducing a stringent emission constraint into regulated sectors could result in stranded assets, and in some legal systems could be interpreted as a case of government “takings” requiring compensation for affected parties. This issue should be evaluated in the context of Chile’s legal and cultural environment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key criteria</th>
<th>Evaluation of options for setting the level of emissions in the Chilean context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The government may wish to consider whether to delegate some level of policy design and/or decision-making over the cap and methods of allocation to an independent body with expert, government, business, and NGO representation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other impacts, including co-benefits</td>
<td>• The stringency of the ETS will also affect the magnitude of its direct and indirect environmental, economic, and social impacts. If possible, these should be evaluated when setting the cap.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Framework for Government Decisions

The government’s decision on setting an overall emission constraint in the ETS and the cap on government allocation within that constraint will require several stages of decision-making as illustrated in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Framework for government decisions on setting the level of emissions in the ETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Decision-making activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Objective setting                                                   | • Setting primary government objectives regarding the balance between environmental and economic outcomes, such as:  
  o achieving a specific target level of domestic emissions or emission reductions  
  o achieving a “global responsibility target” with least-cost mitigation  
  o enabling the national economy to adapt to the international price of emissions  
  o driving domestic mitigation investment or a technology step-change.  
  • Setting secondary government objectives for the effective operation of the ETS.                                                                                                                                                    |
| Technical and economic analysis of mitigation potential and emission pricing impacts | • Assessing the projected emissions, technical and economic mitigation potential, and price responsiveness of key ETS sectors, subsectors, and participants.  
  • Modelling the emissions and economic impacts of emission pricing and allocation scenarios with and without linkages to the international market.                                                                                           |
| Proposal of a preliminary ETS cap and overall emissions constraint in alignment with government objectives | • Determining how regulated sectors in the ETS should contribute toward meeting the government’s national mitigation and economic growth objectives through 2020 and beyond.  
  • Assessing equitable burden sharing of mitigation responsibility and costs across sectors.  
  • Issuing a preliminary proposal regarding the overall methodology and                                                                                                                                        |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Decision-making activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Cap design and allocation across activities | • Using a top-down or bottom-up process for setting the government’s cap depending on data availability and political considerations.  
• Identifying the range of government activities that need to be covered within the cap, including: free allocation, auctioning and crediting of removal activities, with consideration regarding the need for any unit reserve for the operation of emission price stabilisation mechanisms.  
• Refining the cap methodology and stringency in the context of rules for banking and borrowing, linking, and the use of emission price stabilisation mechanisms.  
• Deciding whether to define the cap on an annual or multi-year basis, how often to adjust the size of the cap, and how much certainty to provide about future adjustments.  
• Deciding whether an independent body should be created to administer the cap and allocation.  
• Deciding how the government will allocate capped units across free allocation, auctioning, crediting of removal activities, and unit reserves for the operation of emission price stabilisation mechanisms.  
• Developing a policy for the use of ETS revenue from auctioning.                                                                                   |
| Review and confirmation of overall emission constraint and cap | • Reviewing and adjusting the cap and the overall package of measures for constraining emissions in the ETS to ensure alignment with the government’s environmental and economic objectives and effective operation of the domestic trading market |

The government should give careful consideration to the governance of the process for setting cap stringency. Cap stringency will have significant economic, fiscal and environmental implications for Chile domestically and impact on its international relationships. For that reason it would be advisable for the government to make decisions on the cap using transparent legislative processes. However, the government could request independent advice on setting the cap to assist in effective decision making and help to build stakeholder support for the outcomes. The government’s process for cap setting should also be coordinated with decisions on free allocation in order to ensure alignment and consistency. The government could consider whether to apply independent advice to decisions on free allocation as well. This is the approach used in the Australian CPM; an independent Climate Change Authority was established under legislation with the mandate to provide recommendations on future caps, provide advice on other aspects of the CPM’s operation and conduct reviews of the CPM (and other parts of the accompanying policy package). The CPM legislation also provides for a separate review of the level of industry assistance
(i.e. free allocation) by the independent Productivity Commission. Any decisions to change the level of assistance could have implications for setting the cap.⁶⁹

Stakeholders across government, the private sector, academia, and the NGO community should be engaged throughout the process of setting the cap and defining the overall constraint on emissions. This is critical both to collect data and get their recommendations to inform decision-making, and to help secure their buy-in to the final outcome.

In summary, the government should not make the long-term environmental effectiveness and economic cost of its ETS dependent on its ability to predict a highly uncertain future by setting the domestic cap. Through the design of the cap in conjunction with rules on banking/borrowing, linking to other ETS, and using emission pricing stabilisation mechanisms, the government needs to be able to provide near-term certainty about the ambition of the emission reduction and economic objectives of the scheme, adjust the scheme’s longer-term constraints on emissions in response to changing national circumstances, and send a clear signal regarding its commitment to increasingly stringent emission pricing over time.

3.4. References


⁶⁹ Commonwealth of Australia, 2011


4 Linking and Offsets

Key findings (linking):

- The fluid international climate policy context creates challenges as well as diverse opportunities for Chile’s ETS to interconnect with existing and emerging schemes at international, national, and sub-national levels.

- The use of linking and offset credits from both domestic and international sources extends the coverage of an ETS to include more sources of mitigation that are valid for compliance within domestic regulations. This may be especially important for Chile and other relatively small economies if mitigation opportunities are limited and there concern about market manipulation by one or more large players.

- Linking can benefit Chile by lowering costs or increasing profits, depending on whether the country is a net buyer or seller internationally, and by improving liquidity of the ETS. However, there will be winners and losers domestically even if the country gains overall. Also, linking can be a complex process and involves trade-offs in terms of exposure to international prices and loss of sovereign flexibility to determine and change scheme features once links are established.

- A direct link involves mutual recognition of emission allowances, and consequently direct buying or selling of units, from one ETS to another. Mutual recognition of units or credits from one system also creates an indirect linkage to any other system linked to that system, as with links in a chain.

- Linking as a seller increases demand, will probably raise prices, and benefits net sellers (e.g. those with relatively low costs of reducing emissions and/or generous initial allocation), enabling profits from international sales and providing finance for mitigation above and beyond the cap.

- Addressing impacts of higher prices on domestic net buyers requires consideration together with other design elements, such as allocation, price stabilisation, and level of the cap. Linking as a seller requires the agreement of the international buyer, so is complex to negotiate.

- Linking as a buyer expands the supply of units and will probably lower prices, benefiting domestic net buyers by containing costs and improving liquidity. Limitations on the quantity of overseas units recognised for compliance is one way to address potential concerns over price levels and volatility.

- Preliminary economic modeling indicates that broadening the range of emission reduction beyond energy and industry sectors to include forestry plus agriculture and waste, and/or purchases of low-cost international credits plays a key role in lowering costs and enabling Chile to meet its -20% reduction target relative to projected emissions for 2020, as well as potentially more ambitious reductions through 2030. Limiting the amount of international credits to 5% of total abatement only modestly affects estimated cost savings to the country.
• Linking as a seller has implications for other scheme features that should be considered in parallel during the design process so as to maintain and facilitate desired linkage options. For Chile to be able to sell its units or offsets internationally, another country’s regulators will need to accept Chile’s units or credits as valid for complying with their own scheme. This will probably require Chile’s government to harmonise its ETS design features for environmental and economic integrity and comparability (e.g. measurement, reporting, and verification (MRV), type of cap, enforceability, certainty and predictability), as well as price protection (use of offsets, price floors/ceilings, banking/borrowing, third-party links), and to agree on an acceptable level of ambition for Chile’s system and how this will change over time. The types of design features that can differ across linked ETS include sectoral coverage, points of obligation, and allocation. There will also be a process of political negotiation, including over other potential scheme features.

• Finalising sell linkages may also need to wait until Chile’s ETS has demonstrated its functioning. In the interim, the government may be able to generate international market as well as non-market financing for some reductions through NAMA, REDD+ and other crediting mechanisms negotiated within or outside the UNFCCC.

• Buy-only linkages may require only Chile’s unilateral agreement, but the government may also similarly want to evaluate features of overseas units/credits before recognising their use so as to preserve integrity and comparability, as well as other linking options in the future.

• Coordinating specific (but not all) ETS features with other countries, without the necessity of linking through trading of any emission units/credits, can provide consistency for multinationals, level international competitiveness, and avoid border carbon adjustments and other trade measures from jurisdictions with more stringent climate regulations.

• If both buying and selling of units is possible, some Chilean entities might sell units internationally while others might buy units, depending on whether costs of reducing emissions internally are lower/higher than the price at which the units could be sold/bought internationally. Different types of units might trade at different prices on international markets. As a result, it might also be profitable for Chilean entities buy some types of units and sell others on international markets.

• Whether the country of Chile as a whole would be a net buyer or seller depends on the level of ambition of the cap adopted for 2020 and potentially beyond, the sectors included in the market, the associated costs of reducing emissions internally and/or through international low-cost credits, the level of its cap, as well as the international price. Modelling of scenarios with expanded forestry, agriculture and waste mitigation and -20% and -30% reduction targets relative to 2020 and 2030 projected emissions, respectively, indicates that Chile as a whole could break even on the total costs of its climate program if international sales are possible at prices of $10-$19 per tonne of carbon dioxide in 2015, rising at 5%.
Key findings (offsets):

- In addition to linking as a buyer, domestic and international offsets expand flexibility to use mitigation from sources and sectors outside the emissions cap. Offsets can provide cost containment, price stabilisation, timing flexibility, and valuable co-benefits.

- Offset credits for voluntary reductions below a projected "business as usual" baseline inherently pose challenges for environmental integrity (whether emissions are actually reduced). However, by either lowering emission prices (especially in a closed or unlinked system) or by creating a new political constituency for the ETS among the offset sellers, they may allow the government to set a more ambitious cap.

- Crediting systems require criteria for quantification, MRV, additionality, liability, and enforceability to ensure that offset credits can be exchanged with emission allowances issued under a cap while achieving equal or greater environmental benefits.

- There is a growing interest and international preference of some schemes for scaled-up (e.g. sectoral or jurisdictional) crediting approaches that offer potential to simplify administration, generate other economic efficiencies of scale, and address environmental concerns.

A straw man proposal for linking and offsets:

- Engage in both bottom-up and top-down international policy-development processes, including working groups of possible trading partners, to cooperate on design elements and policy preferences in real time.

- Pursue other sources of both market and non-market financing for emission reductions within and outside ETS sectors (e.g. through NAMAs, REDD+, scaled-up crediting) while additional ETS links are negotiated.

- Provide testing and liquidity by allowing a limited amount of purchases over a fixed short-term period of time (with potential for revisiting) for some existing foreign ETS as well as UNFCCC units, such as AAUs, Chilean Certified Emissions Reductions (CERs), and select types of CERs from smaller/poorer emitters consistent with other existing and proposed schemes (even if Chile’s purchases are not formally recognised under UNFCCC).

- Similarly, have a time-limited initial buying period for a limited quantity of new types of domestic and international offsets with high-quality standards based on emerging models and with focus on scaled-up approaches (e.g. for jurisdictional REDD+).

- Use public and private funds from domestic and potential international sources (e.g. NAMAs) to test and develop offset methodologies and finance a pool of early credits that could eventually be sold domestically or internationally or used in other ways (e.g. as an insurance pool for future offsets or to fill a unit reserve for price stabilisation).

- Evaluate benefits and costs of expanded links on a case-by-case basis.

- Design ETS in parallel so as to preserve linkage options as much as possible while working to open opportunities as both a buyer and seller in international markets.

- Continue to allow international sales of CERs while additional ETS links are negotiated.
4.1. Background

4.1.1. General context for design of this component in an ETS

Linking occurs when one ETS recognises units from a foreign system as valid currency for complying with its domestic requirements and, potentially, vice versa. Linking can benefit Chile by lowering costs or increasing profits, depending on whether the country is a net buyer or seller internationally, and by improving liquidity and competitiveness of the ETS. However, there can be winners or losers domestically, even if the country gains overall. Also, linking can be a complex process and involves trade-offs in terms of exposure to international prices and loss of sovereign flexibility to determine and change scheme features once links are established. While various ETS design features will affect the attractiveness of Chile’s system as a linkage partner, linking to other markets will also impact design issues relating to caps, competitiveness, and price stability. As a result, the government will want to consider issues relating to linking and offsets in parallel with other scheme features so as to maintain and facilitate desired linkage options as well as address the impacts of linking.\(^70\)

---

\(^70\) For a review of conceptual issues and design interrelationships associated with linking ETS, see Jaffe & Stavins (2007).
Along with the use of offset credits from both domestic and international sources, linking extends the coverage of the linked systems to include more sources of mitigation. This expands flexibility to find the least-cost opportunities across the economic and geographic landscape. It also extends economic opportunities and incentives for reducing emissions and for low-emissions innovation. At the international level, a combination of linked domestic ETS would help harmonise the price of emissions across countries through the operation of the market, bringing down the costs of meeting emissions targets across the linked schemes. International linkage of ETS schemes is likely to be a far simpler approach to promote cost-effectiveness than attempting to align carbon taxes through political agreements internationally. The gains from trade across linked systems also results in lower costs for buyers of meeting a particular emissions target, as well as greater profits for sellers, which in principle can be reinvested in greater reductions. This means the benefits can be environmental as well as economic, with linking facilitating more ambitious policies to reduce emissions in both buying and selling countries and jurisdictions than if such trading were not possible.

Linking can also improve the functioning of the emissions market within a country. In large, economically diverse nations, the wide range of actors, emissions reduction possibilities, technology development and deployment opportunities, and differentials in marginal costs of control, mean that a wholly domestic ETS market could function well to reduce emissions, reduce cost, drive investment, and spur innovation – even if that market has no link to similar markets elsewhere. However, for a relatively small economy, such as Chile’s, with fewer actors, less competition, and less diversity of covered sources, linking can bring important benefits in terms of managing costs, providing liquidity, extending incentives, and promoting competition. At the same time, linking and offsets will involve particular challenges to ensure the environmental equivalency of units across schemes, as well as other political challenges and policy trade-offs.

Linking will not require harmonisation and coordination over all ETS design elements, but the features that transfer across systems will require harmonisation and coordination for establishing market links. For regulators in another country or countries to recognise units from Chile’s ETS, so that Chile can link as a seller to the international market, it is likely that the government of Chile will need to harmonise design features for environmental and economic integrity and comparability (e.g. measurement, reporting, and verification (MRV), type of cap, enforceability, certainty and predictability), as well as price protection (use of offsets, price floors/ceilings, banking/borrowing, third-party links), and agree on an acceptable level of ambition. There will also be a process of political negotiation, including over other potential scheme features. Other systems will evaluate these elements when determining whether to become buyers of units or offsets from Chile. On the other hand, Chile will also want to consider whether it wants to import these transferable elements into its system when deciding whether to be a buyer of overseas units or offsets.

How Chile’s ETS will potentially link to foreign ETS and other crediting mechanisms outside of its domestic control raises critical considerations for the design of its system, with major implications for the supply and demand of units and the operation of the emissions market. There is a growing set of existing and emerging ETS that create opportunities for bilateral and multilateral discussions of linking among jurisdictions at national and subnational levels. The current state of international climate negotiations under the Durban Platform Agreement (DPA) has created a more fluid situation that provides broader opportunities than the Kyoto Protocol for a variety of system types to link together in market arrangements. However, international rules for these linkages have not yet been determined. It is possible that these rules will eventually emerge through a “top-down” process, or that the rules forged by market participants through “bottom-up” arrangements will
define the future architecture, if and when any agreement is reached via the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). It is also possible that a hybrid will emerge, where the UNFCCC provides an oversight function and individual trading rules are determined bilaterally or regionally rather than following the fully top-down model of the Kyoto Protocol. In any case, the bottom-up market developments are likely to provide important lessons and inform the top-down decision-making process. In this fluid international situation, the Chilean government may want to consider how to define its system so as to keep its options open. It may also want to consider the extent to which it wishes to engage as an “early adopter” of new approaches and thereby help to define the rules of a new emerging architecture via its engagement through both UNFCCC and the linking options it chooses to structure and negotiate on bilateral and multilateral bases.

The first part of this chapter will discuss options for linking Chile’s ETS to systems in other countries/jurisdictions. The potential need to harmonise features with other ETS has implications for Chile’s decisions on a range of ETS design elements. This can be at the level of coordinating various climate policies rather than harmonising emissions trading in particular. Such policy linkages can have implications themselves, for example, in terms of climate-related international trade sanctions and unit/credit requirements by other countries. However, the main focus of this section will be on the implications of international linking as a means to expand the scope for Chile’s participation in international carbon markets as a potential buyer and/or seller of units or offset credits.

The second part of the chapter will turn to the issue of offset mechanisms, which are one of the ways in which Chile could connect with international markets. As described further in section 4.3, offsets are an option for reducing emissions from particular sources or broad sectors, such as agriculture and forestry, which may not be covered by an ETS, either domestically or internationally. Offsets can be an essential tool to reduce the costs of an ETS, but they raise particular challenges for ensuring environmental quality.

### 4.1.2. Lessons learned from other systems

Table 4.1 (at the end of this chapter) summarises the criteria for linkage and offsets from the major existing, planned, and proposed ETS systems. This section also discusses past experiences with linkages and offsets, and important lessons learned. Important lessons learned include:

- The difficulty of negotiating linking agreements, how long they take, and how hard it is to change scheme rules in individual countries after linking;
- The problems of trying to equate capped units with offset units measured relative to a counterfactual “business-as-usual” baseline;
- The problems with using both top-down (cumbersome and slow) and bottom-up (fragmented and inconsistent) international rules;
- The impacts of linking on prices (what it means to be a price taker versus a price maker, and how limits to offsets create divergence from international prices);
- The role of politics in deciding what type and level of linking to ETS and offsets are acceptable from an environmental and economic perspective (supplementarity, sending investments offshore, etc.);
The value to governments and to multinationals of harmonising features even when there is no mutual recognition of units. Some key issues and examples are discussed below.

Systems can link both directly and indirectly through mutual recognition of a third-party system. Figure 4.1 illustrates the direct and indirect links between the EU ETS and Kyoto Protocol system. Under the Kyoto Protocol, domestic actions to reduce emissions can be supplemented by way of three flexibility mechanisms. The Kyoto Protocol flexibility mechanisms are:

- **Emissions trading.** Countries are issued tradable Assigned Amount Units (AAUs) up to the country’s Kyoto Protocol target. Those countries that have extra AAUs may sell them to countries whose emissions exceed their targets, creating a market of emissions allowances.

- **The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM).** This project-based mechanism involves investment in projects that reduce emissions in developing countries and contribute to sustainable development. These projects generate Certified Emissions Reductions (CERs) that can be used for offsetting emissions in Annex I Parties to the Protocol.

- **Joint Implementation (JI).** This project-based mechanism is similar to the CDM but is among Annex I parties. The offsets generated by these JI projects are denominated Emission Reduction Units (ERUs) that are created by the cancellation of the corresponding number of AAUs from within the selling country’s budget.

The EU ETS was established by a Directive of the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union in October 2003, and amended by the “linking Directive” in October 2004 and the EU Energy and Climate Change Package of 2009. The linking Directive first regulated the linkage of the Kyoto Protocol project-based mechanisms, i.e. the CDM and the JI, to the EU ETS with the goal of increasing the diversity of low-cost compliance options within the EU ETS while safeguarding its environmental integrity. The implementation of the EU ETS has proceeded in phases, and currently covers around half of the EU’s emissions of CO₂ and 40% of its total greenhouse gas emissions.71

**Figure 4.1: Linkages under the EU ETS and Kyoto Protocol system**

---

71 European Commission, 2009
There are benefits and drawbacks from top-down standardisation. The UNFCCC attempted to facilitate linking by defining common unit currencies, and by providing comprehensive rules for accounting, trading, and equating offset units with AAUs. However, the cumbersome system has not been able to adapt quickly enough to new circumstances, such as Kazakhstan or other developing countries wanting to trade or graduate into Annex B status, or countries making unilateral decisions that some of the accounting rules are not good enough and adding their own screens on approved units for linking. The rise of government-driven bilateral linking and offset mechanisms outside the UNFCCC is a key development.

To balance the benefits and challenges of both linking and offsets, some ETS systems have adopted limits on the number of different types of offsets and international credits that regulated entities can use for compliance purposes. Proposed policies have included further restrictions on the maximum quantities of domestic versus international offsets and other types of international credits, with distinctions based on the characteristics of the offsets/credits. This has been an evolving process, with improvements and learning by doing, as illustrated by the EU ETS.

During Phase I, the EU allowed for the use of Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) from CDM projects as offsets – even though the rules pertaining to the CDM were still in the process of being approved under the UNFCCC – but did not permit the use of Emission Reduction Units (ERUs) from JI projects. During Phase II, European member states have allowed in aggregate the use of around 1,400 million tonnes of CO₂e in CERs and ERUs. The use of CERs and ERUs has been allowed by each individual member state and calculated as a percentage of the allocation to each installation – 11% on average. Since that amount of CERs and ERUs for Phase II was over-dimensioned, the EU decided to allow operators to use such offsets during the period 2008–2020, encompassing Phase II and Phase III. The installations that were allowed fewer offsets than 11% of their allocation for 2008–2012 are now allowed to use up to 11%. As result, the total amount of credits increased to just above 1,600 million tonnes of CO₂e for 2008–2020. The offset use is constrained collectively to 50% of the required aggregate mitigation through 2020 relative to 2005. In an attempt to address the concerns relating to environmental integrity, value for money, and geographical distribution of offsets, Member States voted in January 2011 to ban CERs and ERUs from certain projects that destroy industrial gases from use in the EU ETS. Covered entities will be able to use these credits for compliance up to 2012 but not thereafter.

Buy-only links have been simpler to establish, as they may require only one country’s approval, and can be a first step towards buy-and-sell links. Mutual recognition of units under linked systems has required close coordination and harmonisation along the ETS design process, with the EU and Norway being the only two-way link finalised to date between two national ETS schemes. In August 2012, Australia and the EU announced immediate agreement on a one-way link through which Australian entities will be able to use EU allowances for compliance at the end of the fixed price period in July 1, 2015. Australia and the EU also agreed to negotiate and finalise a full two-way link no later than July 1, 2018. The announcement stated that a final agreement will cover the following key issues:

- Measurement, reporting and verification arrangements

---
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types, quantities and other relevant aspects of third party units that can be accepted
role of land-based domestic offsets
implications, if any, for supporting the competitiveness of European and Australian industries, in particular sectors exposed to a risk of carbon leakage
provisions for comparable market oversight.

Australia has also been formally pursuing linkage with New Zealand as of 2011 and engaging in conversations with China, California and Korea.

When the EU expanded to include Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein on 26 October 2007, it “highlighted that for nations or regions to join the EU’s scheme, their emissions trading systems must be mandatory, set absolute limits on emissions, have robust registry systems and have strict monitoring and compliance measures in place”. Of the countries that joined the EU ETS in October 2007, Norway linked with the EU ETS because it already had an ETS of its own. The Norwegian ETS was designed to be compatible with the EU ETS, so many of the features of the two programmes are similar. Like the EU ETS, the Norwegian ETS is split into three phases: Phase I (2005–2007), Phase II (2008–2012), and Phase III (2013–2020). The Norwegian ETS was amended in June 2007 and February 2009 to bring its features in line with Directive 2003/87/EC and thereby facilitate compatibility with the EU ETS during the Kyoto commitment period (Phase II, 2008–2012). The two programmes officially linked in Phase II, and they are expected to be fully harmonised by Phase III.

In Phase I, the Norwegian ETS included a one-way linkage with the EU ETS; Norwegian installations could purchase EU allowances for compliance, but not the other way around. A bilateral linkage with the EU ETS was established in early 2009 when Norway’s revised national allocation plan, a document it was forced to craft as a member of the EU ETS, was accepted by the European Commission. Since then, necessary amendments have been made to the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Act, and the Norwegian ETS has been linked to the EU ETS with a few mutually accepted adaptations. For Phase II of the EU ETS, auctions are capped at 10% of overall allowances; however, for the same phase of the Norwegian ETS auctions account for 50% of

---
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75 The Norwegian ETS is designed in a similar way to the EU ETS, and many of the flexibility guidelines for the two programmes are the same. Banking was not allowed between Phase I and Phase II, but unlimited allowances were permitted to carry over between Phase II and Phase III, and between years in Phase I. Borrowing is not technically allowed, but there is effectively year-ahead borrowing within trading periods. As is the case with the EU ETS, offsets from nuclear activity, sinks, and large-scale hydro power plants are not permitted within the Norwegian ETS. Failure to perform other mandatory duties also results in installation fines. For Phase II, the fine for excess emissions is €100/tCO₂e. In addition, the names of installations that fail to comply with their obligations are published as a shaming mechanism, and the following year the installation must submit allowances equivalent to the deficit in the previous year, on top of the initial cap. In Phase I, this fine was €40/tCO₂e.
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78 Due to its linkage with the EU ETS, Norway was required to submit a National Allocation Plan (NAP) for Phase II. This plan set the framework for allowance allocation. The NAP had to be approved by the EFTA Surveillance Authority (ESA) before Norwegian installations were officially allowed to transfer allowances from their accounts to accounts in the EU ETS.
allowance distribution. In addition, unlike the EU ETS, the Norwegian ETS does not designate any of its allowance reserve for new entrants. The Norwegian ETS was allowed to veer from EU ETS guidelines either when its system entailed stricter parameters than those of the EU, or when its national circumstances deemed inconsistency necessary.  

Full integration of the two systems is likely to take place once Phase III begins. This “full integration” basically means that the EU Commission will have complete power in determining the Norwegian cap for Phase III as its contribution to the single EU Phase III cap. Norway will no longer write its own allocation plan.

Switzerland, another European country that desires bilateral linkage with the EU ETS for Phase III, has not progressed as quickly as Norway. The Swiss and EU have already initiated discussions about linkage. This link is likely to become effective in 2014. The Swiss consider linking with the EU ETS desirable because a larger market provides for greater cost-effective reduction potential, liquidity, price stability, and flexibility in achieving targets. Furthermore, linkage would enable Swiss companies to participate in the same market as EU business partners. According to FOEN (2011), “the Swiss Federal Council has also proposed that the Swiss ETS be adapted in the context of the ongoing complete revision of the CO₂ Act with a view to attaining a high level of compatibility with the EU ETS”. Hence, to achieve this desired link, Switzerland will need to amend domestic ETS legislation first.

Another example of a linkage process is the ongoing collaboration on mutual recognition of units between the US state of California and the Canadian province of Quebec, which will both place compliance obligations on large emitters of greenhouse gases under an ETS scheme beginning in January 2013. The two jurisdictions, along with several other western US states and Canadian provinces, have been collaborating since 2007 through the Western Climate Initiative (WCI) on best practices and design principles for their ETS systems.

This information sharing has taken California and Quebec on a parallel track toward designing substantially similar programs, so that now the two jurisdictions have the opportunity to “link”, or mutually recognize, compliance instruments issued by either program. Any linkage between California and another jurisdiction requires the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to complete a full regulatory procedure to amend the California cap-and-trade regulation. This involves CARB staff developing a report that evaluates the stringency, quality, and overall design of the other program, as well as potential economic and environmental impacts of the link and a 45-day public comment period. California’s governor and the CARB board must both approve the proposed linkage. CARB has already presented their staff report on the Quebec linkage to their
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board and the public has provided comment. California is now waiting for Governor Brown to make his determination.\(^\text{87}\)

The CARB staff report confirmed that Quebec and California’s programmes contained the same core elements, such as a cap, reliable mandatory reporting requirements, scientifically rigorous offset protocols, limits on borrowing, and strong penalty and enforcement mechanisms.\(^\text{88}\) California and Quebec have also decided that if they link, they will conduct joint auctions and share a compliance instrument tracking system.\(^\text{89}\) To help with the purely administrative and logistical tasks related to this endeavour, the two jurisdictions have set up a not-for-profit entity, WCI, Inc. This is similar to the entity set up by the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative and could provide a platform for other jurisdictions, such as those that initially participated in the WCI process, to link with California and Quebec in future years.\(^\text{90}\)

### 4.2. Linking to Other ETS and Overseas Credit Systems

There are three broad options for how Chile’s ETS can interconnect with ETS and crediting mechanisms outside its direct national control:

- coordination of scheme features without trading units
- indirect linkages to other ETS established through mutual recognition of offsets or other third-party units
- direct linkages with sale of units between ETS schemes.

These options entail progressively greater degrees of linkage and can be considered as mutually independent options or as sequential phases. Linking of systems via trading can be direct or indirect. In addition, to the extent units are traded, Chile can be a buyer only, seller only, or both a buyer and a seller. Trading can be at the level of individual firms or regulated entities, and/or the government can participate in the market directly or as a possible intermediary between regulated entities and outside systems.

The benefits of having the individual entities trade directly with each other are more potential flexibility, innovation, and cost-effectiveness. At the same time, the government may have a valuable role as an intermediary that could help provide price stability as well as serve as an early buyer of units or credits that market actors may not be able to access. For example, in the proposed US Federal Waxman-Markey legislation, individual market participants could directly purchase international units from other participants. At the same time, the government administrator of the programme operated separate public funds to buy REDD credits, some of which would be retired to increase the ambition of the programme, and some of which would be bought for a cost containment reserve that would be sold to market participants at specified prices. The government may also wish to enter the market directly in order to buy or sell units related to overall national targets beyond those for the ETS sectors. For example, the EU ETS covers about half of the EU’s economy and the Member States can buy or sell units to meet their overall national targets under the Kyoto Protocol.

\(^{87}\) California Air Resources Board, 2012a  
\(^{88}\) ISOR, pp. 29–43.  
\(^{89}\) Ibid., pp. 20–29.  
\(^{90}\) Ibid., pp. 15–16.
A direct link involves directly buying or selling units from one ETS to another. In addition, recognition of units or credits from one system creates an indirect linkage to any other system linked to it. This is just as one link in a chain is linked to every other so that pulling on one link puts pressure on all the others. For example, if Chile were to become a buyer or seller of credits from an offsets system such as the CDM, it would indirectly become linked to any other ETS that accept those credits. Similarly, if Chile linked as a buyer or seller of credits to another ETS, Chile’s prices would be affected by the demand and supply of credits from that ETS, which in turn would depend on that foreign system’s links to other ETS and offset mechanisms, such that Chile would be indirectly linked to these systems as well.

The next section discusses the broad options available for linkages, beginning with harmonising ETS features without trading and following with a discussion of different trading linkages. In particular, the section examines how the advantages and disadvantages of trade linkages will vary depending on whether Chile links as a buyer or a seller, or both.

4.2.1. Coordination of scheme features without trading units

One option for “linking” Chile’s ETS to ETS and other climate policies in other countries involves harmonising or otherwise coordinating over different scheme features, without the necessity of trading any units. Coordination of some features is likely to be a prerequisite or preparatory phase for achieving mutual recognition of ETS units, as discussed further below. Coordination of features can also be part of a policy to preserve options for future linkages. If these future linkages are anticipated, the approach of coordinating scheme features can also provide economic signals to market actors to begin preparing for international market participation. However, coordination of different policy features can also be considered a separate option for interconnecting with other schemes, without envisioning the potential for future transactions with external markets.

For example, emission reduction caps can be jointly negotiated as part of international climate agreements. National climate policy goals, including caps for a domestic ETS, can also be made explicitly contingent on actions by other countries and international progress, as the EU, Australia, New Zealand, and other countries have done. Such linkages of policy goals could help reach more ambitious international agreements but will create uncertainty for regulated entities over future policy requirements. Other non-ETS climate policies, such as taxes and standards, can also be harmonised and linked internationally, but these links are more challenging to establish.91

The option of harmonising or otherwise coordinating over different scheme features, without the need to trade any units, can yield several benefits, particularly if conducted jointly with close trading partners. First, it can provide consistency of obligations for multinational corporations, which is useful for close trading partners. Second, international harmonisation of caps and other policy goals could help reduce concerns over having an equal regulatory environment across countries, reducing competitiveness and leakage concerns, and facilitating the setting of more ambitious climate policies.

While the economic effects of an ETS could have implications for trade and competitiveness in general, climate policies for one or more sectors in Chile may also have clear implications for trade issues, beyond carbon markets, as part of provisions in other ETS. In particular, the extent to which measures in Chile are deemed comparable or equivalent to the ETS of its trade partners may allow Chile to avoid border adjustments and other sanctions applied by these countries to “level the playing field” in terms of carbon regulation. For example, the proposed US Federal Waxman-Markey legislation included the option of a border carbon adjustment on imports of products from jurisdictions without comparable emissions pricing. In addition, as of 1 January 2012, the EU has already begun holding aircraft operators accountable for CO₂ emissions by establishing a special EU Emissions Trading System for aviation (sometimes referred to as the EU Aviation Directive). The EU law states that flights into the EU can be exempted from the ETS if the country of origin implements a measure with an environmental effect that is “at least equivalent” to that of the EU ETS. Chile may thus want to consider the extent to which an ETS or offsets programme would be considered an equivalent measure in the EU and the implications for the costs of its aviation sector.

Finally, as mentioned above, coordination of some features is likely to be a prerequisite or preparatory phase for achieving mutual recognition of ETS units and can also help preserve options for future linkages. At the same time, coordination of scheme features without trading means that Chile could preserve greater flexibility and control over the implementation and domestic impacts of climate policy, avoiding exposure to fluctuations and volatility in international markets. This therefore avoids some of the challenges, but also foregoes some of the benefits, of participating in international markets.

Coordination of scheme features without trading means that countries may be able to preserve greater flexibility and control over the implementation and domestic impacts of climate policy, avoiding exposure to fluctuations and volatility in international markets. For this reason, some have proposed a system of permits that would be traded only domestically by countries but would have the prices at which the government could sell permits and other key scheme features that would be coordinated across countries to achieve an efficient distribution of mitigation. While this is possible in theory, allowing markets to harmonise prices through trading is likely to be much easier in practice. In addition, coordinating ETS policies without international trading will not provide the benefits of greater liquidity and competition from thicker markets. This could be important to improve the functioning of the market. Most importantly, as discussed further below, such a policy will not offer Chile the potentially significant benefits in terms of either cost reduction from buying international permits or revenue from selling permits to international markets.

---

92 McKibbin and Wilcoxin, 2007
Table 4.2: Coordination of scheme features, without trading units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Coordination of scheme features, without trading units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Does not require immediate market participation but can help manage</td>
<td>• Does not require immediate market participation but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>competitiveness and international climate action.</td>
<td>can help manage competitiveness and international</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Opens and preserves opportunities for participation in international</td>
<td>climate action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emissions markets.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provides consistency of obligations for multinational corporations,</td>
<td>• Provides consistency of obligations for multinational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>which is useful for close trading partners.</td>
<td>corporations, which is useful for close trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can help establish equivalent regulatory measures and avoid possible</td>
<td>partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trade repercussions (e.g. border taxes, allowance purchases to comply</td>
<td>• Can help establish equivalent regulatory measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with EU aviation directive).</td>
<td>and avoid possible trade repercussions (e.g. border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The government can retain greater control over the carbon price and</td>
<td>taxes, allowance purchases to comply with EU aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other scheme design features.</td>
<td>directive).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• May provide right early economic signals if future international</td>
<td>• May provide right early economic signals if future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linkages are anticipated.</td>
<td>international linkages are anticipated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Disadvantages                                                             | Can delay or deny potential benefits of participation in |
|                                                                         | international markets.                                   |

| Existing schemes                                                         | California and Quebec in initial phases of scheme design. |
|                                                                         | Pre-linking discussions between New Zealand and Australia.|

| Example of options in Chile                                              | Coordination of features with existing (EU, New Zealand) |
|                                                                         | and planned ETS (e.g. Australia, California/Quebec,     |
|                                                                         | China, South Korea).                                    |
|                                                                         | Coordination with other countries considering ETS,      |
|                                                                         | including through the PMR process and other fora (OECD, |
|                                                                         | Asia-Pacific Partnership).                              |

| Potential implementation issues for Chile                                | Will require consideration in parallel with other ETS  |
|                                                                         | design elements and dialogue process with relevant      |
|                                                                         | foreign jurisdictions.                                  |

4.2.2. One-way linkage: Buy only

Along with domestic offsets, a buy-only link is a way to expand the supply of credits regulated entities have access to. This means that Chile’s ETS could pull units from the international market but the international market could not pull credits out of Chile’s system. This will help Chilean entities who are net buyers of credits meet their compliance obligations at lower cost. Purchases of overseas allowances or credits could be conducted by individual firms and/or potentially by the government as an intermediary, as noted above.

Under no limitations on trading, an international buy-only link to a large market means that the international price will establish a ceiling on Chile’s price. No Chilean entity will pay more domestically for a unit or offset domestically than it can get from purchasing a unit or offset from the overseas market. The opportunity to buy international units and offsets can be one of the most important cost containment features of the ETS design. The analyses of proposed climate policies in
the US identified the availability of domestic and international offset credits as the most critical policy variable affecting the overall costs of the programme – even more important than the availability of different energy technologies. Our preliminary analysis (see Appendix 6) shows that even relatively modest flexibility to buy credits from an international low-cost system, such as potentially REDD (Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation) credits from the states developing programmes with California, could provide sizeable cost reductions for Chile.

The other side of the equation is that domestic offset producers and other potential net sellers of units and credits will have to compete with sellers internationally and receive a lower price. If there are limits on the quantity of international units and offsets that can be used for compliance each year, domestic entities may not be able to source all their necessary units internationally and the Chilean price may not be pulled down all the way to the level of the international market from which Chile can buy. Thus, Chile's price could stay above the level of the international price if there are restrictions on the trading of units. This is the situation in the EU, where the domestic EUA price trades above the international CER price, as these units are not perfectly substitutable owing to the trading limits.

Increasing the supply of units within Chile can also solve some of the problems of a small market by promoting liquidity for those seeking to buy credits, potentially dampening volatility associated with a small number of players, and reducing the ability of domestic actors to exert market or monopoly power to raise prices in the emissions market. A buy-only link, however, would not do anything to improve liquidity for those domestic actors seeking to sell units and offsets. Thus, domestic firms might still be able to exert market power as buyers in the domestic market, lowering the price of domestic offsets, for example.

A buy linkage not only lowers the price internally, but also has implications for the quantity of emissions reductions achieved within Chile. Linking as a buyer means that entities within Chile would be able to buy external units rather than reducing emissions domestically. The government would thus want to consider the trade-off between cost-effectiveness and the desire to reduce emissions by a particular level within the country or to use the ETS to incentivise specific domestic clean energy or other mitigation activities. Such concerns, for example, have led to “supplementarity” provisions in the EU to limit the share of compliance that can come from international offsets and other external units.

As discussed below, recognition of allowances across different ETS is likely to require coordination and harmonisation of a variety of programme features, including mutual recognition of third-party units from either ETS or offsets. An interim step towards mutual recognition or an independent alternative could be buy-only linkages to another ETS or credit system (e.g. CDM, or emerging REDD programmes), or recognition and trading of mutually accepted units from third-party systems. The ability of Chile to link as a buyer could be politically simpler than linking as a seller of credits, since it reduces the need to demonstrate the environmental equivalence of units from Chile and could be step towards establishing a buy-and-sell link. However, decisions on imports of allowances/credits to Chile’s ETS require strategic consideration of offset approaches and other features of the linked systems, so as not to foreclose other future linkage options.

Ensuring the environmental quality of the units and offsets accepted in Chile’s ETS will be important to the environmental performance of Chile’s scheme as well as to the recognition and value of Chile’s units in foreign markets. Before validating external units or offsets for use in its market, the government will want to be satisfied with the MRV and other environmental quality features of the units being traded, as well as with how they will affect market prices. It would also
want to consider how its acceptance of these units could affect other countries’ willingness to buy units from Chile’s system in the future.

Linking as a buyer also means that the international market will influence and possibly set the price in Chile. This means that Chile’s ETS could become a price taker rather than a price maker – with the emissions price within Chile set by external versus internal forces. One link in a chain is linked to every other link. Similarly, linking either as a buyer or seller will also create both direct and indirect links (via other buyers of recognised third-party units). Linking to a chain of schemes means that each interlinked scheme can import market volatility and policy uncertainty as well as other potentially undesirable economic and environmental features into Chile’s system, and vice versa, depending on the relative size of the markets. A possible concern is that a buy-only link to a system that allowed a large supply of low-cost units and credits would reduce price to a level inconsistent with the level of incentives desired domestically to drive mitigation in different sectors within the country. Of course, this concern could be addressed by tightening the cap, but that may not be politically possible.

The extent and impact of the indirect linkage created depends on the relative size of the ETS and third-party systems, the relative differences in marginal costs across the ETS and the third party system, and any restrictions on the trading of units within the schemes, as well as the possibilities to bank and save units for use in the future. An example of indirect linkage is the case of the EU and New Zealand ETS, both of which accept CERs from the CDM. Because the New Zealand ETS is relatively small compared to the EU’s, and because New Zealand allows unlimited use of credits from the CDM within its ETS, these credits are perfectly substitutable for emission reductions within the country from the perspective of meeting the compliance needs of regulated entities. This means that the CDM price establishes an effective price ceiling within the New Zealand system and completely drives the price if it becomes low enough to become an attractive compliance option.

To balance the benefits and challenges of using overseas units and offsets, some ETS have adopted limits on the quantity as well as the sources/categories of different types of offsets and international credits that regulated entities can use. Jurisdictions may also choose to use the criteria for access to their market to incentivise certain types of overseas market developments. Proposed policies have included further restrictions on the maximum share of compliance obligations that can be met with non-domestic ETS units, including domestic offsets, international offsets and other types of international credits, with distinctions based on the characteristics and sources of the offsets/credits. Countries have also chosen to end market access for certain categories of credits, such as CERs from reductions in industrial gases (e.g. HFCs), as well as to plan explicitly in advance for a gradual phasing out and phasing in of different categories.

For example, California’s ETS starting in 2013 allows linkages with other ETS but limits international offsets to those coming from “sectoral” programmes, including REDD+. It also limits total offset use to 8% of entities’ total compliance obligation, with the share of this that can come from international sources rising over time. Similarly, the proposed US Federal Waxman-Markey legislation envisioned unrestricted trading with comparable ETS schemes but would have included absolute tonnage limits on the use of domestic and international offsets. It also had specific criteria for international credits, with the recognition of project-scale sources phasing out, and sectoral and national approaches for REDD and international offsets phasing in, over time based on countries’ emissions and economic characteristics. In addition, the legislation included a trading ratio for the use of international offsets versus ETS units, demanding a higher number of offsets to be used against each unit of capped emissions (e.g. a covered entity must submit five tons of international offset credits for every four tons of capped emissions being offset). Such a ratio in theory can
protect environmental integrity, as stricter requirements are placed on the uncapped sectors, but it risks higher costs and reduced use of offsets. In practice, such a ratio can also actually reduce participation in offset programmes and lower the average environmental quality of each credit, and at the same time fewer credits are used overall.

The relative advantages/disadvantages of buy versus sell linkages are summarised in Table 4.3 and discussed further in the next section.

4.2.3. One-way linkage: Sell only

While a buy-only link only benefits net buyers of units domestically, a sell-only link would help net sellers by increasing demand for their units. Chile’s potential ability to sell its units to other countries would mean that the external market could raise demand for its units, enabling profits from international sales that finance mitigation above and beyond the cap. However, it requires the agreement of the external buyer system, so may be complex to negotiate. Also, a sell-only linkage will raise costs for net buyers domestically and requires consideration alongside other design elements, such as allocation, price stabilisation, and level of the cap.

Under no limitations on trading, an international sell-only link to a large market means that the international price will establish a floor on Chile’s price. No domestic actor would sell a unit or offset internally for less than it could gain by selling it overseas. As shown in our preliminary analysis, international sales could generate sufficient revenues to cover the costs of the programme and generate overall profits at the national level (Appendix 6). It could also help open export markets for low-carbon products. For example, in addition to reducing emissions, Chile could potentially market “low-carbon” agricultural products for export by “bundling” the products with emissions allowances or offsets that could be retired as part of the sale of the products.

The other side of the equation, however, is that domestic net buyers of units and credits will have to compete with international buyers and thus pay a higher price. This can have significant impacts for the distribution of costs and benefits under the programme. To an extent this can be anticipated, and could be addressed in advance through the allocation and other design elements to ensure equitable distribution of costs. If there are limits on the quantity of units that can be sold, domestic entities may not be able to sell all their units internationally and the Chilean price may not be pulled up all the way to the level of the international market.

In addition to increasing revenues for sellers of credits, a sell-only link will increase their liquidity. This would reduce concerns over domestic actors using market power on the buying side to keep prices low (i.e. monopsony power). A sell-only link, however, would not increase liquidity for those seeking to buy units or offset domestically. Thus, domestic entities that need to buy units or credits will have to compete with international buyers, and there may be concerns that large domestic actors could restrict supply on the selling side to keep prices higher than they would be in a competitive market. Competitive auctions of units by the government would be one way to reduce this concern.

Another potential downside of linking to a foreign system is the loss of sovereignty and government control over the ETS. Linking as a seller to a large market where costs were higher also means that Chile would likely become a price taker, with its price tracking international markets and introducing additional elements of volatility. In addition, in order for one nation’s regulatory authorities to be satisfied that a tonne of another nation’s emissions units or other credits could be tendered for compliance by regulated emitters in the nation’s system, and vice versa, certain
elements are likely to be regarded by the nation’s authorities as essential for environmental and economic credibility. Recognition of Chile’s units by foreign ETS will probably require Chile to harmonise some, though not all, scheme features with those of the other schemes to which it is being linked. In general, the more ambitious, transparent, and well regulated an ETS scheme is, the more likely it can link in the future with other schemes and that it will be able to do so with a lesser degree of restrictions.

It is possible that two systems with equivalent standards of MRV, for example, might be able to reach agreement to link together, even if those standards are lower or different than those required for other linkages. Nevertheless, multiple emerging markets risk developing incompatible standards, impeding further linkages and jeopardising an eventual international system. Chile and other early adopter programmes will need to consider how, in the longer term, their schemes can integrate smoothly with existing emission markets, with each other, and with additional future programmes in ways that maximise their environmental and financial value. This will require that Chile’s government and other jurisdictions developing ETS and crediting programmes to understand each other’s needs and policy preferences in real time, as policies are developed and implemented.

Finally, while linking between systems is likely to be a complex process, involving the harmonisation of features and political negotiation, once Chile does link to another scheme this will constrain the government from unilaterally changing scheme features in the future. Furthermore, there will be high economic and political costs associated with de-linking from another system. For example, if domestic entities made investments in new equipment based on expectations of units or offsets sales given a high carbon price dependent on foreign demand, de-linking from the foreign market such that the price falls would risk leaving those assets stranded. De-linking as a buyer will also involve trade-offs with certain interests created by the linkage, but may be easier, as evidenced by the EU experience. However, this may have been dependent on the fact that ETS prices were low, supply was high, and regulated firms did not need those particular CERs for cost containment. Thus, the benefits and costs of linking as both a buyer and a seller should be evaluated carefully on a case-by-case basis.

ETS design elements that are likely to require harmonisation are those that relate to the basis for issuing allowances/credits, as these are the units that are transacted across systems. The environmental comparability of the units will be a principal consideration. Such elements also include the cost-containment features (use of offsets, price floors, price ceilings, banking, borrowing, allowance reserves). Linking will also entail agreement on the level of ambition of the schemes, including level and time frame of the cap and, potentially, procedures for re-evaluation.

The robustness of MRV and other environmental quality dimensions of the units and offsets accepted in Chile’s ETS will also be particularly important for the environmental performance of the scheme, and for the recognition and value of Chile’s units in foreign markets. In addition, existing schemes that have a hard cap on absolute emissions levels will probably be reluctant to link with systems that have intensity-based caps, given that one tonne of emissions reductions below the cap under one scheme is clearly not equivalent to one tonne of reductions in the other scheme. Similar concerns will apply for schemes with a hard price cap (“safety valve”) provision that means the cap can be loosened if prices rise.  

93 See Petsonk (2009) for more discussion of design elements that could facilitate or hinder schemes’ ability to “dock” into future emission markets.
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Agreements on linkage are likely to involve an element of political negotiation, whether at the level of the UNFCCC or in the context of bilateral arrangements. In addition to issues of environmental and economic credibility, this will include an issue of distributional fairness. In particular, the relative ambition of the cap or the baseline (for offsets/crediting mechanisms) is likely to be a critical issue to determine each country’s or jurisdiction’s “fair share” in combating climate change, as well as ensuring a level playing field between trading competitors. A level of “own effort” is similarly a likely requirement for establishing baselines for crediting reductions under large-scale crediting systems, such as REDD.

Design elements about how allowances are distributed domestically, such as their allocation or the precise level of penalties for non-compliance, are not transferrable so are unlikely to raise technical issues for international linkage. In addition, it is not necessary for linked schemes to have comparable sectoral coverage as long as both countries have confidence in the comparable environmental integrity of the units. However, these concerns may still raise political issues even when technical aspects can be addressed, particularly among trading partners with competitiveness concerns over the relative stringency of regulations for particular sectors. Negotiating such links has not been a simple process to date and there are few actual examples, but it may become more streamlined in the future as more linkages develop.

Table 4.3: Comparison of buy versus sell linkages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Buy linkages</th>
<th>Sell linkages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
<td>• May be simpler to establish if only unilateral approval needed.</td>
<td>• Raise demand for Chile’s units/offsets and allow net profits from international sales.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Do not require harmonisation of Chile’s policy features.</td>
<td>• Finance for domestic mitigation above and beyond the cap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lower compliance costs for regulated entities (international market will lower and possibly set ceiling on domestic price).</td>
<td>• Can help cover costs of more ambitious national target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lower costs can enable more ambitious target.</td>
<td>• Lower costs of buyers, potentially enabling stricter climate targets in other jurisdictions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increases liquidity for domestic buyers.</td>
<td>• Greater liquidity for sellers of credits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improve competitiveness by limiting possible market power of large domestic sellers.</td>
<td>• Improve competitiveness by limiting possible market power of large domestic buyers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduce volatility owing to small market.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Have a strategic role in developing international emission markets.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disadvantages</strong></td>
<td>• Reduced government control over Chile’s price.</td>
<td>• Require the agreement of the buyer system so complex to negotiate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Imports volatility and policy uncertainty from connection to international markets.</td>
<td>• Imports volatility and policy uncertainty from connection to international markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buy linkages</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sell linkages</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can complicate future links with other ETS depending on features of units/credits purchased.</td>
<td>• Loss of sovereign flexibility to make unilateral changes to ETS design.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduce mitigation occurring domestically.</td>
<td>• Will require close coordination and significant harmonisation of a variety of critical scheme features.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No advantages from selling units.</td>
<td>• Higher prices/costs for domestic buyers, with potential competitiveness and distributional equity concerns.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No advantages from buying units.</td>
<td>• No advantages from buying units.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Existing schemes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Buy linkages</strong></th>
<th><strong>Sell linkages</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Annex I countries purchase of CERs from developing countries.</td>
<td>• EU and Norway have buy-and-sell linkage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A full two-way linkage between the EU and Australia is not yet active, but it must commence no later than July 1, 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• New Zealand can sell units from the forestry sector (and will expand to allow sales from other sectors), while allowing purchases of some types of CERs, ERUs, and RMUs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example of options in Chile**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Buy linkages</strong></th>
<th><strong>Sell linkages</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Unilateral linkage as buyer of (certain types of) CER and/or REDD credits (UNFCCC recognition will depend on rules). Can include quantitative as well as qualitative restrictions on purchases.</td>
<td>• Sell-only or mutual recognition negotiation with one or more national/subnational ETS (California and Quebec, EU, Australia, New Zealand systems).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Linkage can be at firm/entity level or potentially via government trading or intermediation.</td>
<td>• Linkage can be at firm/entity level or potentially via government trading or intermediation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Linkage as buyer of credits from one or more national and/or subnational ETS systems. Can include quantitative as well as qualitative restrictions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Potential implementation issues for Chile**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Buy linkages</strong></th>
<th><strong>Sell linkages</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Will require consideration as package with other cost-containment issues (e.g. could be part of cost-containment unit reserve).</td>
<td>• Will require adjustments of allocation or other provisions for addressing competitiveness and distributional concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Could require dialogue and negotiation processes with relevant jurisdictions to assure desired quality of credits.</td>
<td>• Will probably require intense dialogue and negotiation processes with relevant jurisdictions as part of ETS design process. Inclusion of forestry and agriculture could be a key issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Will require strategic consideration of different offset approaches to ensure economic and environmental benefits.</td>
<td>• Will require strategic consideration of offset approaches and other scheme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.2.4. Mutual recognition of units issued under linked schemes (buy-and-sell linkage)

In addition to limiting an ETS to just buying and selling to another scheme, a third possibility is full flexibility to buy or sell units depending on the most profitable opportunities in the market. As noted above, both buying and selling offer potential gains from trade, especially if links occur to markets with both higher and lower costs than those of Chile. Selling opportunities benefit those entities with marginal costs below the international market price that can thus gain a surplus by selling, while buying opportunities allow those with relatively higher costs to buy less costly overseas units. Even in a country that expects to be a net seller in aggregate and to benefit from high international prices, individual ETS participants may still be net buyers that are disadvantaged by high international prices. Thus, allowing flexibility to buy units and offsets from lower-cost jurisdictions would still provide benefits to some participants even as others are net sellers to overseas markets. A buy-and-sell arrangement would maximise flexibility and liquidity, but would allow Chile’s price to either rise or fall based on international prices.

If both buying and selling of units is permitted, some Chilean entities would sell units internationally while others might buy units, depending on whether the costs of reducing emissions internally was lower/higher than the price at which the units could be sold/bought internationally. Whether the country of Chile as a whole would be a net buyer or seller depends on the level of ambition of the cap adopted for 2020 and potentially beyond. Chile’s estimated opportunities to sell or buy credits internationally also depend on the range of sectors included in the market and associated costs of reducing emissions internally and/or through international low-cost credits, as well as the international price. As detailed in Appendix 6, economic modelling of scenarios with expanded forestry, agriculture and waste mitigation and 20% and 30% reduction targets relative to 2020 and 2030 emissions projections, respectively, indicate the country could earn enough profits from international sales to exactly cover all the costs of its climate program if international sales are possible at prices of $10-$19/tCO2 in 2015, rising at 5%.

If all allowances and offsets are not perfectly exchangeable in a single international market due, for example, to restrictions on the quantities of offsets allowed for compliance in different schemes, different types of units might trade at different prices on international markets. As a result, it might also be profitable for Chilean entities buy some types of units and sell others on international markets. For example, Chile may be able to buy some lower cost international credits (e.g. from REDD) as well as sell allowances internationally for a higher price (see appendix 6 for more details).
4.3. Offsets (Domestic and International)

The flexibility to use offset credits for emissions reductions from uncapped sectors can be an important mechanism for cost-effectively reducing emissions under an ETS. Approaches for tapping mitigation from uncovered sources offer flexibility over ways to reduce emissions domestically and internationally, and have the potential to promote faster reductions and to reduce compliance costs of meeting emission reduction goals substantially without compromising environmental integrity. As detailed in Appendix 6, economic modelling indicates that broadening the range of emission reductions in Chile beyond energy and industry sectors to include forestry plus agriculture and waste, and/or purchases of low-cost international credits plays a key role in lowering costs and enabling Chile to meet its -20% reduction target relative to projected emissions for 2020, as well as potentially more ambitious reductions through 2030. Depending on the sectors covered by the ETS, therefore, extending the range of mitigation opportunities through offset programs, both domestic and international, could be critical for containing program costs. Limiting the amount of international credits to 5% of total abatement only modestly affects the estimated cost savings to the country.

While reducing costs to the regulated sectors, offsets can also stimulate technology innovation in the uncapped sectors, and provide economic and environmental co-benefits in addition to reducing greenhouse gases. For instance, activities to reduce emissions from agriculture can create economic development benefits for rural regions while reducing erosion, improving water quality, and protecting biological diversity.

This section will describe different options for including uncovered sources and sectors as offsets under Chile’s ETS. Changes in emissions from uncovered sectors could be counted under a national accounting system, which encompasses emissions within and outside ETS sectors. Changes in emissions at the national level could potentially generate tradable units, as is the case with the AAUs of Annex 1 countries under the Kyoto Protocol. On the other hand, in addition to using emission allowances established under the cap, entities covered under the ETS could be allowed to reduce their compliance costs by compensating or offsetting some of their emissions through the use of approved offset credits from mitigation activities that remain uncapped under domestic or international climate policies. A combination of approaches is also possible, with some activities credited as offsets and others simply counted in national accounts.

Issues regarding offsets are a particularly important consideration for linking, with implications for both domestic and international linkages. Depending on which sectors and sources are covered by the ETS, decisions over opening the ETS to credits from domestic uncovered sectors and sources via offset mechanisms could have important implications for containing the costs of the programme, regardless of participation in international markets. In terms of international markets, Chile will need to consider participation as both a potential buyer and seller of offsets credits.

Offsets broaden the available options for complying with the requirements of an emissions cap by providing covered entities with greater flexibility to make greenhouse gas reductions wherever, however, and whenever they are most economical. For example, the forestry and agriculture sectors fall outside of the cap in the cases of the EU ETS, California’s AB-32, and proposed US Federal policies, but still offer a range of opportunities to reduce emissions or increase carbon uptake (sequestration) at relatively low costs using existing technologies (e.g. by changing management practices, reducing deforestation, and afforestation/reforestation). Greater flexibility to use such options for meeting compliance obligations over the near term can be particularly valuable.
as a “bridge” during a transition period when new energy and industrial technologies are still being developed. Such flexibility could also enable firms to invest in more research and development over the near term and then leapfrog to new technologies in the future, rather than sinking costs into long-lived capital investments in current technologies.

In addition to generating reductions from uncovered sources domestically, both the government and covered entities could also engage as a buyer of international offsets. International offsets are credits from reducing emissions in other countries that do not have their own emissions cap (or from specific uncapped sectors or activities in other countries), and thus are not eligible to trade allowances.

The United States Environmental Protection Agency’s economic analysis of the most recent Federal cap-and-trade proposal in the US Senate estimated that including domestic and international offsets (largely by credits for reducing emissions via tropical deforestation) would cut allowance prices by more than 50%.

While this analysis makes a number of probably highly unrealistic assumptions (e.g. that high-quality REDD credits would be available immediately from all tropical countries), it nonetheless suggests that allowing the use of offsets could have a larger effect on compliance costs than the deployment of key technologies such as carbon capture and storage or nuclear power.

Ensuring the environmental value and equivalency of offset credits is a particular challenge. The complexity arises from the fact that these credits come from voluntary activities where specific actors are rewarded for reductions according to some “baseline”, and where they have the choice to opt in or out of these programmes, without any penalties for emitting above the baseline, and where there is no overall constraint on emissions. In particular, there is a concern that participation may be selective and that some reductions may not be truly “additional” compared to what would have occurred otherwise, thus not representing a real reduction. There may also be significant leakage of emissions to other actors not participating within a country or region. This is in contrast to an ETS where all covered actors must participate and where total emissions under the cap must go down if a unit is sold to another jurisdiction.

When a particular set of activities is placed under a binding cap, total emissions are forced to go down from what they otherwise would have been, to the level of acceptable emissions established by the cap. As the cap goes down, each reduction in the units of allowances forces total emissions in the covered sectors to decline by this amount. Offsets, on the other hand, allow covered entities to increase their emissions in the covered sectors (as if they had more allowances) in exchange for reductions in uncapped sectors domestically or in other countries.

Depending on the specific offset category and the rigor and requirements of the GHG program, the environmental concerns with offsets can be reduced. The environmental “quality” of offsets is important to address so as to ensure that the domestic and global emission reductions goals for Chile’s ETS are still achieved, and ideally enhanced, in the case that the system accepts offsets from domestic and/or international sources. The environmental reliability and structural design of offsets programmes from Chile, and whether and how different offsets – both from within and outside of Chile – are included in Chile’s ETS, will also be critical design elements for the decisions of other ETS to buy offsets as well as emissions allowances from Chile.
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There is a body of experience in developing standards and protocols for offsets from the voluntary carbon market, international programmes, and national, state and regional programmes. Several criteria must be consistently defined and satisfied to ensure that offset credits can be exchanged with emission allowances issued under a cap while achieving equal or greater environmental benefits. In general, to ensure the environmental quality of issued credits an offsets programme must produce credits that are:

- Real – truly reduce GHG emissions
- Additional – achieve reductions beyond an established baseline, such that the reductions at minimum would not have occurred otherwise under BAU
- Measurable – be subject to accurate measurement and monitoring
- Verifiable – by disinterested third parties
- Serialised and tracked on a registry – to allow demonstration of ownership and prevent double-counting
- Enforceable – in a court of law
- Permanent – in the sense that the offsets programme should ensure liability for reversals so as to guarantee reductions in emissions that persist at least as long as the reductions achieved under the emissions cap.

Effective standards and accounting rules and systems to achieve these criteria will be crucial to ensure the quality of offsets and safeguard emissions reduction goals. An offset system that achieves cost-effective reductions must also meet the environmental objectives while ensuring that administrative and transaction costs are kept at manageable levels. Developing offset programs to meet the above criteria entails infrastructural requirements that include:

- Rules and procedures to guide the development of methodologies and projects;
- A system for accrediting validators of projects and verifiers of emission reductions and removals, as well as ensuring proper oversight of auditor;
- A registry system;
- Professional staff to administer the program and/or provisions to engage qualified third parties (like California’s Offset Project Registries) to support program administration.

Not all offsets or emission reduction crediting systems are created equal. There are distinctions for how crediting from uncovered sources can be structured to have major implications for the cost-effectiveness and environmental performance of the ETS, as well as the tradability of these credits in different countries’ ETS. Offsets can be structured to tap additional sources of mitigation that provide large opportunities for emission reductions which can be important in reducing costs and generating valuable environmental and social co-benefits. However, depending on the structure of offset mechanisms, credited emission reductions from offsets could potentially have lower environmental value relative to emissions achieved under the capped sectors. Different offset system structures also run the risk of being too cumbersome and their transactions costs too high to be effective in delivering significant mitigation at reasonable cost, thus reducing all the potential benefits of offsets.
Offset programs may also be designed to be more efficient and effective. A trend towards the use of standardized offset methodologies, which predefine conditions for additionality or other criteria for crediting certain types of activities, offers potential to streamline procedures, enhance consistency, and reduce costs for individual projects. There is also increasing interest in the ability of programmes to issue credits for reducing deforestation emissions and other activities that are based on accounting at a higher “sectoral” or geographic scale (e.g. at the level of a state or country), including “programmatic” approaches under the CDM as opposed to project-scale systems, such as the CDM to date. The EU, California, and proposed US Federal schemes have indicated a preference for trading with other ETS and from scaled-up crediting approaches, including REDD+, as opposed to project-scale offsets, except from poor countries or small emitters. In particular, the EU has moved towards accepting new CDM projects only from least developed countries (LDCs) after 2013 (this provision might not have a large impact as much of the supply of CERs will be covered with projects registered before 2012). This is also consistent with the UNFCCC concept of REDD+ crediting at national scales, with subnational crediting on an interim basis.

Scaled-up crediting offers potential to simplify administration, generate other economic efficiencies of scale, and help address environmental concerns. In particular, higher-scale systems account for leakage within the sector/jurisdiction and reduce concerns over additionality and permanence. These concerns may be acute for individual activities, but confidence over additionality and permanence will tend to be greater for a whole region or sector reducing below a baseline of historical emissions, for example, and for a jurisdiction with mechanisms to enforce liability against reversals.

While linking ETS usually requires a formal agreement at a political level over the recognition of a particular scheme’s units, it is possible – particularly in the context of offsets – that a system of “buyer liability” could emerge, as is currently being developed in California. This would mean that schemes would specify their criteria for recognising credits, but the individual participants would be responsible for replacing those credits if their environmental integrity is violated and they become invalid. Such a system would mean that buyers might be willing to pay a higher price for credits that are more secure and a lower price for credits that pose greater risks. In this way, the market itself would differentiate across different types of credits. A system of seller liability could also be established, but may be more difficult to enforce in an international context, especially outside of an international climate agreement. Regardless of the assignment of ultimate liability, it is important for offset crediting systems to have rules for ensuring that risk is managed and mitigated by the actors and jurisdictions developing the credits, and that these risks can be evaluated transparently.

4.3.1. Options for offsets

The international policy framework creates a dynamic landscape of challenges and opportunities, with a temporary extension of the Kyoto Protocol, and a new and as yet undefined international agreement scheduled to be negotiated under the Durban Platform by 2015 and due to become effective by 2020. Chile will need to decide the extent to which it wishes to limit itself to UNFCCC mechanisms for linking and offsets, and the extent to which it wishes to recognise and participate in mechanisms being developed from the “bottom up”. While UNFCCC mechanisms potentially offer more legitimacy and security of being recognised in the future, the UNFCCC

---
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process has been slow and unwieldy to respond to market demands and changing conditions. As a result, schemes such as the EU’s have made their own unilateral decisions about what types of units to recognise from the menu of choices provided by the UNFCCC. Other schemes, such as California’s, are charting their own course in terms of negotiating mutual recognition of units with other schemes and developing domestic and international offset criteria, informed but not limited by UNFCCC decisions. In particular, California has decided to accept international offsets sourced only from sectoral programmes and has established a working group with the states of Acre in Brazil and Chiapas in Mexico to cooperate on developing criteria for generating compliance credits from REDD+. The existing and potential options for crediting offsets within and outside the UNFCCC are compared in Table 4.4 and discussed further below.

**Table 4.4: Comparison of crediting mechanisms within and outside UNFCCC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Operational UNFCCC crediting mechanisms</th>
<th>Potential new UNFCCC mechanisms (market and non-market)</th>
<th>Crediting approaches outside UNFCCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
<td>● Already developed set of approaches with track record, ongoing improvements, and legitimacy of UNFCCC.</td>
<td>● Scaled-up approaches may provide greater environmental assurances and economic efficiency.</td>
<td>● Some ready to go immediately to credit early/prompt action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Some existing market access.</td>
<td>● Legitimacy of UNFCCC process.</td>
<td>● Greater flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● May provide greater market access as well as non-market finance.</td>
<td>● Can help inform UNFCCC developments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Jurisdictional and “nested” systems under development (e.g. for REDD+) can provide market access to private actors with benefits of scaled-up crediting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Demonstrated mechanisms for facilitating the entry of agriculture and forestry credits into both voluntary and mandatory markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Greater development and use of standardized methods (e.g. California, Australia, CAR, VCS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Developed standards for recognizing co-benefits associated with carbon projects (e.g. VCS/CCBA tagging, Gold Standard).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disadvantages</strong></td>
<td>● Currently no formal UNFCCC recognition and rules for a</td>
<td>● Not yet operational and agreement could be slow.</td>
<td>● Lacking UNFCCC stamp of approval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational UNFCCC crediting mechanisms</td>
<td>Potential new UNFCCC mechanisms (market and non-market)</td>
<td>Crediting approaches outside UNFCCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| developing country to purchase/trade Kyoto Protocol units or use the international trading log (ITL).  
• Challenges of project-scale approaches to credit reductions below counterfactual baseline.  
• Poor record for forest and land sectors.  
• Unclear what Kyoto Protocol elements will transfer to Durban.  
• Linking acceptability may vary across schemes and could complicate some linkages.  
| May not generate market based finance and depend on availability of public funding.  
| • Linking acceptability may vary across schemes and require harmonization of standards. |
| Existing schemes  
• CDM for developing countries and JI for Annex 1 countries.  
| • Proposed New Market Mechanisms  
• Proposed REDD+ and financing, crediting, and trading of NAMAs.  
| • Approved offset protocols under California’s AB32 and working group to develop REDD+ methodologies.  
• Other voluntary market standards (e.g. ACR, CAR, VCS)  
• The Australian Carbon Farming Initiative (CFI).  
| Example of options in Chile  
• Chile opens market to some types of CERs and Kyoto units (without current UNFCCC recognition).  
• Chile sells CERs to markets that accept, with provisions to avoid double counting.  
• New programmatic CDM approaches.  
| • Sectoral NAMA and/or national/subnational REDD+ program, building on UNFCCC guidance to date.  
| • VCS Jurisdictional and Nested REDD+ Initiative.  
• The Santiago Climate Exchange (SCX) has been building a trading platform that would allow for early action offsets that could eventually be recognized by an official trading system.  
|
Operational and new potential UNFCCC offset mechanisms

Current opportunities for Chile to engage in mechanisms under the UNFCCC are limited to selling CERs under the CDM, as it has already been doing, but near-term demand for these credits will be limited by the EU’s current “oversupply” and decision to restrict eligible CERs to those from LDCs. To the extent that Chile establishes an ETS but has not yet linked as a seller of units to other schemes, it may still want to consider continuing to sell CERs internationally from both covered and uncovered sectors. If so, it will need to make sure that reductions credited internationally can also not generate additional credits domestically and thus be double-counted. As a buyer, Chile has the option of unilaterally accepting CERs and other Kyoto mechanism credits from other countries, though this kind of trading would not yet be recognised under any international agreement.

It is not yet known how CERs and Kyoto approaches will translate into an agreement under the Durban Platform or how approaches for REDD+ will evolve. There is also interest in developing a New Market Mechanism under the Durban Platform, which could potentially include REDD+ and other approaches, but there has not been any definition. Similarly, there are discussions over the potential to generate market and non-market finance through NAMAs, and various proposals are on the table.

Offset/crediting approaches outside the UNFCCC

A dynamic voluntary market for offsets has recently emerged to enable companies and individuals to reduce GHG emissions on a voluntary basis. As a newly emerging voluntary market operating in the absence of government oversight, it has seen a proliferation of different standards and concerns over the environmental validity of some of the produced credits. At the same time, the voluntary sphere has seen robust innovation and development of methodologies that could provide models for compliance markets, as well as new project types that might otherwise be ineligible in a compliance market. A purely voluntary market could continue to be used as a means for individuals as well as companies to purchase and retire reductions on the basis of personal or corporate social responsibility, in parallel to an offset market that companies can use for meeting mandatory obligations, though double counting concerns can arise in sectors covered by an emissions cap. Alongside both the UK and the EU ETS, individuals and corporations purchase and retire offsets on a voluntary basis.

Chile’s government will need to consider whether it wishes to develop its own domestic offsets programme, based on its own criteria but outside of UNFCCC processes, which could be sold domestically. Voluntary market developments through the Santiago Climate Exchange (SCX), for example, could also begin to address requirements needed for a fully regulated system.
(standardized methodologies, local auditing capacity, local registry services) and facilitate the transition. This may be especially important if the forestry sector is not covered by the ETS and given the difficulty that afforestation/reforestation projects have traditionally had under the CDM owing to concerns over permanence. It may also be possible to draw on voluntary market experiences and to develop different approaches to address permanence, based on buffer requirements for example, as California and Australia are doing even as the issue continues to evolve under the CDM. The government will similarly need to consider whether it wishes to negotiate its own links with other schemes, outside of a UNFCCC agreement, and whether it wishes to engage as both a buyer or seller of international offsets, such as the sectoral REDD frameworks being developed in California, before there are final decisions on all aspects of these issues under the UNFCCC.

Australia has kept options open for accepting UNFCCC and non-UNFCCC units into its ETS, which is scheduled to open to the international market in 2015 and could be the largest medium-term demander of CERs and other types of UNFCCC and “internationally recognised” units. However, the future of Australia’s scheme is still uncertain and the criteria for recognising international units have not been specified. Domestically, Australia is developing an agricultural and forestry offset system under its Carbon Farming Initiative (CFI). It has chosen to distinguish offsets based on Kyoto-recognised activities (which are currently recognised for domestic compliance) from non-Kyoto offsets (which are currently limited to the voluntary market but may be recognised in the future). This is potentially a way to maintain flexibility for linkage with other schemes, such as the EU ETS, which has generally been less receptive to credits from the agricultural and forest sectors. South Korea has indicated interest in linking but has not yet defined criteria. It has announced that it will not accept CERs into its scheme until 2020. It is also working on the development of a domestic system of forestry offsets.

4.3.2. Evaluation of options against key criteria in the Chilean context

Table 4.5 summarises the implications of different linkage options according to the key criteria for Chile’s decision-making.

Table 4.5: Evaluation of options for overseas linking against key criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key criteria</th>
<th>Evaluation of options for linking to other ETS and overseas credit systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental effectiveness</td>
<td>• Decisions on linking with other ETS should be compatible with the government’s GHG mitigation objectives up to and beyond 2020, taking into account Chile’s goals for domestic and global mitigation via participation in international markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Harmonisation of scheme features with or without trading could affect global emissions reductions and help manage leakage across different countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Linking as a buyer and/or seller will involve consideration of all other design elements related to environmental integrity. Chile will want to consider the environmental value of the units that might potentially be imported into Chile’s system. Other countries buying units from Chile will similarly want to consider the environmental value of Chile’s units, including any other allowances/offsets that Chile imports. The considerations over linking are likely to involve negotiations over the stringency of the cap and baselines for crediting offsets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Key criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation of options for linking to other ETS and overseas credit systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Linking to international markets can potentially lower overall mitigation costs across linked schemes and even raise revenues that may increase the feasibility of more stringent caps and baselines, increasing environmental benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Chile will want to consider the extent to which it would like to use access to its market as a tool to create incentives for emissions reductions in other jurisdictions that might link to its system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Economic efficiency

| ● Decisions on linking with other ETS should be compatible with the government's goals for the economic incentives created under the ETS. |
| ● Linking will thus involve consideration of all other design elements related to the economic efficiency of the system. Chile will want to consider the economic features of the units that might potentially be imported into Chile's system. Other countries buying units from Chile will similarly want to consider the economic features of Chile's units. |
| ● Harmonisation of scheme features with or without trading could affect allowance purchase requirements and other trade sanctions established by trade partners. |
| ● Linking is an integral part of the package of provisions to address cost containment and price stability, as it will affect both the price and volatility. If Chile links to the larger existing or emerging ETS, it could become a price taker, linking to all the features of the international system. |
| ● Linking as both a buyer and seller will ensure the greatest gains from trade, both in terms of reducing net costs and maximising net benefits for the country as a whole. Linking as a buyer is likely to lower price and costs, while linking as a seller is likely to raise the price and lower the net costs (increase net benefits) after considering profits from sales. |
| ● Linking can also provide more liquidity and make the market more competitive, lowering some sources of volatility and exercise of market power. |
| ● Global economic efficiency will be maximised under well-designed linked systems based on agreed caps consistent with the long-run environmental goals that provide stability and certainty for investments. In practice, the extent to which the reality deviates from this ideal will be the basis for evaluating linkages. |
| ● There is a spectrum of options for limiting the exposure of Chilean firms to the international market as buyers (or potentially even as sellers). The benefits of these measures should be evaluated against the potential efficiency losses from reduced gains from trade. |

### Competitiveness impacts

| ● Linking will always lead to gains from trade in the aggregate for the economy but there may be individual winners and losers. Linking will thus have distributional and competitiveness effects. |
| ● Linkage can reduce costs for regulated entities in three ways: it can (but not always) lower costs of compliance by lowering price; it can lower net cost by increasing opportunities to earn net profits on permit/offset sales; and (with or without trading) it can lower costs by avoiding border carbon adjustments. |
or other penalties imposed by trade partners with carbon pricing systems.

- Linkage can increase competitiveness impacts by raising prices in Chile’s ETS. Those who will still be net buyers at these higher prices will be affected more than if the price were lower. These impacts will need to be considered as part of policies to reduce negative impacts for competitiveness.

- Linkage can also enhance competitiveness by increasing competition via the carbon market, creating greater incentives for innovation.

- There could be many opportunities to increase competitiveness in terms of operating in a carbon constrained policy environment by opening new overseas markets for emissions reductions and taking advantage of lower cost opportunities through linkages.

## Equitable burden sharing

- Linkage will always reduce net costs for the economy but there will be distributional impacts, as noted above. These will need to be considered in terms of adjusting the policies to deal with these impacts, notably allocation.

## Administrative feasibility and costs

- Linking as a seller may require improving standards for monitoring, transparency, and enforcement that would tend to raise total administrative costs.

- Linked jurisdictions might also consolidate some tasks, such as running joint auctions and tracking units (e.g. via WCI, Inc.), which could lower administration and logistics.

## Regulatory and other barriers

- Chile will want to consider the cost of any carbon taxes or other climate regulations in addition to the cap when it links to other systems as a seller. This will influence how linking affects the distributional and competitiveness impacts on its firms.

## Other impacts, including co-benefits

- Depending on whether Chile is a net buyer or seller of allowances/credits and whether it adjusts its cap in response to linking opportunities, the overall amount of reductions achieved in Chile could be increased or decreased. This could provide greater or lower co-benefits within Chile as well as in other jurisdictions linked to its system.

### 4.4. Framework for Government Decisions

Linking and offsets are likely to be central issues for the economic benefits and functioning of an ETS in Chile. Given the fluid state of international climate policies, Chile’s decisions will ultimately be influenced by the relative timing of progress on Chile’s ETS, international negotiations, and ETS development in different jurisdictions. However, the current state of uncertainty means that many options are still on the table, and the government can actively be engaged in promoting its policy preferences to enhance the benefits of its ETS and ensure market access to and from other jurisdictions.

A potential course for linking and offsets in Chile could be as follows:
• Engage in both bottom-up and top-down international policy-development processes, including working groups of possible trading partners to cooperate on design elements and policy preferences in real time.

• Design ETS in parallel so as to preserve linkage options as much as possible while working to develop opportunities as both a buyer and seller in international markets.

• Provide testing and liquidity with fixed buying period for limited amount of existing UNFCCC units, such as domestic and international CERs (even if not recognised by UNFCCC), and of domestic and international offsets with high-quality standards based on emerging models, with focus on scaled-up approaches (e.g. for jurisdictional REDD+).

• Use both public and private funds from domestic and potential international sources (e.g. NAMAs) to finance a reserve of early domestic offset credits and potentially other units while approaches are being tested and links negotiated.

• Allow banking of units and offsets, and sales of CERs, while additional ETS links are negotiated.

• Evaluate benefits and costs of expanded links on a case-by-case basis.

The design and implementation of an ETS in Chile will take time. While Chile might be able to buy and sell certain recognised units (e.g. CERs) from the beginning of the scheme, it will probably need to wait until the functioning of the ETS and the credits has been tested and proven before linking as a seller of ETS or new types of offsets. Along this process, however, Chile’s government would probably be best served by being actively engaged in both bottom-up and top-down international policy development processes while, at the same time, progressing on its ETS design in such a way that it keeps options so as to ensure ample opportunities to engage as both a buyer and seller in future international emissions markets. This approach would argue for:

• Active engagement in UNFCCC to communicate policy preferences for market recognition of units under the new Durban Platform agreement

• Active engagement in bilateral and multilateral dialogues with other jurisdictions considering linking ETS and offsets around the world, including existing systems (EU, New Zealand) and systems being planned or considered in Latin America and Asia Pacific at national (e.g. Australia, China, Korea, Mexico, Brazil) and subnational levels (Quebec, Sao Paulo, Acre, Chiapas, Chinese provinces), to understand and communicate policy preferences. The Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR) as well as the Asia-Pacific Partnership could be some areas for multilateral discussion. Chile may also wish to follow a model such as California’s in terms of developing working groups with other jurisdictions to collaborate on developing crediting approaches for mutual recognition.

The government may thus want to consider working in partnership with other jurisdictions to develop approaches to recognise ETS units as well as offsets from Chile so as to maximise the ultimate economic benefits of the scheme. The development of these linkages will have to be integrated with allocation, price stabilisation, and other approaches to ensure an equitable distribution of costs. At the same time as the government pursues dialogue through bottom-up and top-down channels, and in the absence of clearer policy signals, Chile may wish to begin with some
cautious testing by opening its ETS with limited windows for both buying and selling credits that could be expanded in the future.

In terms of buying, Chile could allow domestic offsets as well as international offsets, based on high-quality standards using current best practices, including provisions for scientific review, to ensure credits that are real, additional, measurable, verifiable, serialized and tracked on a registry, enforceable, and with liability for reversals. Chile should also seek to harmonize with emerging international criteria (e.g. for jurisdictional REDD+) being developed by other schemes. The government may want to devote special attention to the development of jurisdictional and sectoral approaches for offsets from uncovered sectors to address economic and environmental concerns, as well as maximise likely international demand for its units. The government could begin with a relatively small window for buying units to help provide liquidity and cost containment, while easing a transition into full trading and limiting potential problems with future links. The limit on purchases might potentially be adjustable based on whether additional liquidity and cost containment is needed. In terms of selling, the country could continue to sell CERs and also possibly allow buying of CERs (as well as other Kyoto units). However, it may want to limit purchases of CERs to specific quantities and sources, as other countries have done, for environmental integrity reasons, to help drive international processes, and also ensure the acceptance of these credits does not impede future linkages, depending on future international decisions.

While domestic offset approaches are being developed and both buy and sell linkages are being negotiated, the government could also consider allowing banking of early credits as well as using public financing – perhaps from unit auctions or other sources – to finance early action and establish a reserve of credits. All, or a portion, of these credits could later be used as a buffer or insurance source for future credits, sold into the market domestically to provide price control, or sold externally for revenue. Similarly, the government may want to explore international funding, perhaps in the context of a NAMA approach, which could help finance mitigation while market approaches are still being developed and negotiated with potential international buyers.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Linking Rules and Actions</th>
<th>Offset Quantity Limitations</th>
<th>Types of Offsets Allowed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>• No linkages yet.</td>
<td>• Allows unlimited use of Alberta offsets for compliance.</td>
<td>• Reductions must be: within Alberta; from actions taken on or after January 1, 2002; real, demonstrable, quantifiable, and measurable; from an action that is not required by law at the time of its initiation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Output-based targets and its domestic offsets could raise issues for linkage.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• There are approved project protocols for: waste; agriculture; energy efficiency; and renewable energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>• Linking is permitted with schemes that have comparable targets, design rules, and MRV;</td>
<td>• No limits on domestic offsets.</td>
<td>• After 2015, CERs, ERUs, and RMUs, as well as other internationally recognized units will be allowed but subject to government restrictions; AAUs are not allowed; neither temporary nor long-term CERs are allowed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Five years notice must be given prior to the enactment of linkage;</td>
<td>• Through 2020, up to 50% of the liability from covered entities can be achieved using international units.</td>
<td>• The Carbon Farming Initiative (CFI) credits land sector emission reductions and sequestration from Kyoto eligible activities, which can be used for compliance, and non-Kyoto activities available for voluntary market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No linkage for the fixed price period (2012-15)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• During the fixed price period, liable entities can use eligible CFI credits to meet 5% of their liability. No limits in the flexible price period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Australian entities may use EU allowances for compliance as of July 1, 2015 and there is agreement to negotiate details for a full two-way linkage to commence no later than July 1, 2018.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ongoing discussions for establishing links with New Zealand, China, South Korea, and California.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>• Linking allowed with other schemes with similarly stringent caps, acceptable MRV and enforcement, and harmonization of offsets, auction floor</td>
<td>• Up to 8% of an entity's compliance obligation in each period can be met with domestic offsets and/or international sectoral offsets,</td>
<td>• California’s Air Resources Board (ARB) has currently accepted four domestic offset protocols, for: ozone depleting substance (ODS), livestock, urban forests, and US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurisdiction</td>
<td>Linking Rules and Actions</td>
<td>Offset Quantity Limitations</td>
<td>Types of Offsets Allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|              | prices, unit reserves, and banking/borrowing.  
  - Plans to link with Quebec by 2013. | including REDD.  
  - International offsets further limited to 2% and 4% of an entity’s compliance obligation in the second and third compliance periods, respectively. | Early Action Offsets (EAOs) will be accepted.  
  - Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) with Acre, Brazil and Chiapas, Mexico to develop REDD+ crediting criteria. |
| European Union | Linking considerations include control over evolving system; flexibility in adjusting caps and rules; transparency and public confidence; cost-effectiveness; certainty, formality, and enforceability; control over membership; demonstrated performance of the scheme to be linked with; flexibility to link with new schemes that may develop; and ability to sever linkage with minimum market and economic disruptions.  
  - Linkage with Norway’s ETS finalized in early 2009 and plans to link soon with Swiss ETS.  
  - In 2013, ETS will include aviation, with all flights within, entering, or exiting EU subject to unit purchase requirements or equivalent measures. | Offset usage for period 2008-2020 is constrained collectively to 50% of the required aggregate mitigation relative to 2005.  
  - In Phase II and III of the ETS, CERs and ERUs are allowed to comprise around 13.4% of the Phase II cap, equating to 1.6 billion credits in total.  
  - For Phases I and II, countries individually specified the offset percentage allowed, ranging between 0% (Estonia) and 20% (Spain and Lithuania). | Flexibility mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol, subject to some restrictions on CERs.  
  - CERs were allowed for Phase I and onwards, and ERUs were allowed for Phase II and onwards.  
  - As of 2013, CERs only accepted from pre-2012 CDM projects and new CDM projects that originate from Least Developed Countries (LDCs) and Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS); As of May 2013 CERs from HFC and N₂O projects are not allowed under the EU ETS; Phase II (2008-12) credits are valid until March 31 2015, but post-2012 credits derived from pre-2012 activities are valid through 2020.  
  - Offsets from nuclear activities, sinks, and large-scale hydro projects are not permitted.  
  - The EU has decided to consider including REDD as an eligible offset if there is a new global agreement. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Linking Rules and Actions</th>
<th>Offset Quantity Limitations</th>
<th>Types of Offsets Allowed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| New Zealand  | • Open to potential linkages with international markets.  
               • Discussions for establishing a two-way linkage with Australia officially began in 2011.  
               • Flexibility mechanisms from the Kyoto Protocol subject to some restrictions.  
               • Country can sell units overseas from the forestry sector and will expand to allow sales from other sectors when the fixed-price option is removed. | • No quantity restrictions on domestic and international offsets. | • ERUs and CERs from nuclear projects and CERs based on HFC-23 and N₂O industrial gas are ineligible.  
• New Zealand accepts Kyoto-compliant emissions reduction units purchased from abroad, which include approved AAUs, RMUs, ERUs, and CERs. |
| Norway       | • ETS initially designed to link with EU ETS.  
               • Linked with EU ETS beginning in 2009, and expected to fully harmonize with the EU ETS at the beginning of 2013. | • 3 MtCO₂e, or 20% of the total quantity of allowances may derive from CERs and ERUs in Phase II (2008-2012).  
• Maximum allowed quantity of CERs and ERUs for an individual installation is 13% of surrendered allowances from previous year. | • Eligible international offsets are CERs and ERUs.  
• Offsets from nuclear activity, sinks, and large-scale hydro power plants are not permitted. |
| Quebec       | • Linking envisioned with other global carbon markets, especially within Western Climate Initiative (WCI).  
               • Discussing linkage with California; Foresees linkage with other WCI Canadian provinces that commit to ETS. | • No more than 8% of a company's total compliance obligation for each compliance period can be satisfied using offsets.  
• Role of international offsets still unclear. | • Offset rules are still under development. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Linking Rules and Actions</th>
<th>Offset Quantity Limitations</th>
<th>Types of Offsets Allowed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RGGI</td>
<td>• Elements affecting potential linkage with other schemes include limited coverage, floor prices, domestic offsets, and weak targets.</td>
<td>• No more than 3.3% of annual compliance obligation may be met via offset usage. If allowance prices increase to $7 or $10, allowable offset usage will increase to 5% and 10%, respectively. Offsets that originate outside RGGI states face a discount of one awarded RGGI allowance for every two CO₂-equivalent ton of certified reductions.</td>
<td>• Performance standards and benchmarks determine additionality and eligibility. • Allows the following offset types: capture and destruction of CH₄ from landfills; SF₆ reductions from electricity transmission and distribution equipment; CO₂ sequestration through afforestation; CO₂ reductions through non-electric end use energy efficiency in buildings, and avoided CH₄ emissions through agricultural manure management operations. • If the $10 trigger price is reached, then CERs and ERUs may be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>• Allows linking with other global carbon markets.</td>
<td>• Proposal to postpone international offset usage until 2020. • Proposal to allow offsets to comprise up to 10% of companies’ compliance obligation, up to half of which can be met with international offsets. • Domestic offset rules have yet to be determined.</td>
<td>• UN offsets must be sourced from within South Korea. • Rules for Korean Certified Emissions Reductions (Kcers) are still to be determined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>• Ongoing discussions about linking with the EU ETS, likely for 2014.</td>
<td>• Unlimited domestic offset usage, but international offsets are only allowed to meet up to 8% of companies' emissions targets.</td>
<td>• ERUs, CERs, and RMUs are all valid types of international offsets. Temporary certificates from sink projects (tCERs and ICERs), such as afforestation and reforestation, are allowed, but they cannot be banked for future commitment periods. • AAUs are permitted from countries that have a similar ETS to Switzerland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurisdiction</td>
<td>Linking Rules and Actions</td>
<td>Offset Quantity Limitations</td>
<td>Types of Offsets Allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>• The Tokyo ETS was intended to spur national ETS legislation within Japan and would have been subsumed within the Japanese scheme.</td>
<td>• Unlimited domestic offset usage; use of offsets generated from installations outside of Tokyo is limited to one-third of a company’s obligations.</td>
<td>• The Tokyo ETS allows offset credits both from uncapped small and medium enterprises within Tokyo, and from renewable energy certificates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Importers of energy-intensive products from nations whose sectors have not capped emissions or reduced their energy intensity to comparable levels required to submit special allowances to reflect the carbon emissions associated with the product's manufacture. Imports from least developed countries and those with minimal emissions exempted.                                                                                           | • An aggregate amount of up to 2 billion tons CO²e/year from domestic and/or international offsets allowed for compliance.  
• Up to 1 billion tons/year of international offsets allowed for compliance. The limit may be increased to 1.5 billion tons if it is determined that insufficient domestic offsets are available.  
• While international offsets can be traded at 1:1 through 2017, starting in 2018 emitters must surrender 5 international offsets for every 4 tons of U.S. compliance.                                                                                                                                                                                                                           | • Domestic offset rules to be developed, including “term” credits for temporary reductions.  
• Three pathways for international offsets:  
  • Project-scale credits issued by international body under UNFCCC (e.g. CERs) with equivalent integrity to domestic offset programme. After 2016, no project credits in countries/sectors with high emissions and incomes and sectors capped in the US.  
  • REDD from national systems; large emitting states/provinces (for 5 years only); and projects from small emitting nations (for 5 years, extendable for an additional 8).  
  • Sectoral credits for reductions below sufficiently stringent absolute baselines.                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
5 Designing Emissions Trading Phases

Key findings:

- Launching an ETS in phases can help to ease the transition into facing an emission price, complying with new regulations, and participating in trading activity, for both participants and the government. However, it can also pose challenges and risks that need to be managed, particularly with regard to providing for a smooth transition between phases.

- Key strategic decisions for the government include:
  - how and when to sequence the entry of regulated sectors
  - at what rate to increase ambition
  - at what rate to reduce any government controls over unit supply and price
  - when to link to offset/crediting mechanisms and other ETS
  - what balance to strike between providing certainty and flexibility over future ETS settings.

- These decisions could be explicitly tied to pre-announced dates or could evolve in an ad hoc manner. The timing of these decisions in relation to other domestic and international processes is an additional concern.

Phasing sector entry

- For schemes covering multiple sectors, the primary options are to sequence the entry of sectors, either individually or in groups, or to provide for entry of all regulated sectors at the same time. Preliminary analysis of options in the Chilean context suggests that the stationary energy, transport, and emission-intensive industrial process sectors (e.g. cement, lime, and steel) may be the strongest candidates for early participation in an ETS.

- Enabling concurrent entry into the ETS of the stationary energy, transport, and selected industrial sectors would provide broad coverage of major emission sources that can be inter-related, supporting the government’s national mitigation objectives, helping to address equity concerns, and generating revenue to support other policy objectives. It would create appropriate incentives for energy consumers and industrial producers to integrate their emission price response across multiple emitting activities. This would also help to increase the number of ETS market participants, which will be an issue for Chile to manage carefully.

- The forestry sector could be another strong candidate for early entry into the ETS. By crediting afforestation removals and imposing a liability for deforestation emissions under an ETS, the government could provide appropriately balanced emission pricing incentives to influence land-use decisions. An alternative is to introduce an offset/crediting mechanism in the forestry sector that links to the ETS or to overseas markets, or that is tied to other sources of finance (e.g. REDD+). Traditionally, such mechanisms seek to credit afforestation or avoided deforestation without imposing a deforestation liability. Their difficulty lies in defining business-as-


usual baselines for measuring emission benefits and managing the risks of leakage and non-permanence. Comprehensive long-term inclusion of the forestry sector in an ETS can provide comparability with other sectors and reduce or avoid having to address these issues.

- Other sectors, such as waste, agriculture (fertilisers and livestock), and second-tier industrial producers (e.g. chemicals and producers of sulphur hexafluoride), have the potential to enter the ETS over time as direct points of obligation, but would be more complex to administer cost-effectively and their entry may not be feasible in the near term. Further research is needed in this area in Chile. Before entering the ETS, those sectors could link to the ETS through some form of offset/crediting mechanism, or be managed through other types of mitigation policies and measures. They could also participate in voluntary or mandatory reporting of their emissions well in advance of assuming ETS unit obligations.

- Before making decisions on the phasing of sectoral entry, the government needs to conduct further assessment of administrative feasibility and costs, mitigation price responsiveness, liquidity in the domestic market and the overall magnitude and distribution of ETS cost impacts on the economy.

**Defining phases for ambition, price stabilisation, and linking**

- The ambition of the government’s emission reduction and emission price targets under an ETS could be set to increase over time. Applying less stringent emission reduction targets and delaying full exposure to the international price of emissions in early phases of the scheme could help to ease the economic adjustment to emissions pricing and reduce scheme impacts on Chile’s export sectors before its trade competitors introduce comparable emission pricing measures. Avoiding increases in already high electricity prices is likely to be a critical issue in Chile. Addressing these through other regulatory reforms might be a precursor to allowing an ETS to raise electricity prices to reflect emissions.

- Decisions on ETS ambition across phases should be compatible with the government’s broader GHG mitigation and economic transformation objectives, taking into account projected emissions, the mitigation potential of regulated sectors, the price elasticity of demand in different sectors, the prospects for linking, and the overall impacts of emission pricing on the economy.

- The government may wish to consider the following types of phases for introducing an ETS in Chile:
  - a preparatory phase to build institutional capacity
  - an early reporting phase (voluntary/mandatory)
  - a transitional phase with government control of emission price exposure (particularly if linking options are limited)
  - a transitional phase with international linking and government price stabilisation mechanisms
  - internationally linked emissions trading without government price intervention.

- The optimal nature and timing of transitional phases would likely be influenced by the development of the international carbon market, the availability of linking...
opportunities and the implications of these factors for unit supply/demand and the level and volatility of international emission prices. Chile may wish to conduct scenario analysis as a means of informing decisions on phase design.

- Allowing sufficient time for preparation (e.g. 2–4+ years) and early reporting (e.g. 1–3+ years) is of vital importance for data collection, capacity building, and institutional testing. Reporting can begin on a voluntary basis for different types of entities in all sectors, and become mandatory for points of obligation before they enter the ETS.

- Having good data will help to ensure that the cap and free allocation are set appropriately, and taking the time to develop and test the institutional infrastructure will help to reduce system risks. The implication is that it may not be feasible to launch trading under an ETS in Chile before 2017–2020 at the earliest.

- In a transitional phase with no or limited linking, options for controlling price exposure include:
  - operating a domestic-only ETS with a generous unit reserve and/or a price ceiling/floor operating outside the cap that would provide a price safety valve
  - operating a fixed-price scheme on a trading platform
  - linking the ETS as a seller to the international market indirectly with the government as an intermediary.

- A domestic-only ETS could mirror much of the government’s preferred ETS design (e.g. sectoral coverage, points of obligation, MRV, and compliance). However, the government would need to provide a price safety valve operating outside of the cap to manage price risk, and prohibit banking or international sale of fixed-price units to prevent arbitrage at government expense.

- The fixed-price option in particular would offer a high level of government price control, enabling the government to trial institutional arrangements with lower risk, test assumptions regarding market behaviour and mitigation potential at specific emission prices, and introduce emission pricing gradually before Chile is prepared to set a cap and link to other markets. Starting with a low price could reduce the potential for competitiveness impacts and leakage, and therefore the need for free allocation. Alternatively, the government could use this phase to trial its system for free allocation. To build trading experience among participants, the government could offer obligated participants the option not just to purchase fixed-price units but also to surrender units issued through free allocation and from approved offset/crediting mechanisms. The government could offer to buy back free allocation from recipients if buyers were limited in the domestic market. The fixed-price approach could operate quite differently from the ultimate ETS and produce a price disjunction in the transition to trading.

- Linking the ETS (as a seller) indirectly to international markets with the government as the intermediary could help to capture some benefits from selling units abroad without exposing the domestic economy to international prices. The revenue from foreign unit sales could be invested to provide transitional support to regulated sectors in the ETS or achieve other policy objectives. The government could also enter into other types of potential financing arrangements (e.g. NAMA finance) tied to emission reductions under the ETS without trading units that enable Chile’s emission reductions to be offset by emissions elsewhere.
• Under an alternative transitional pathway, the government could consider starting with a “stand-alone” pilot trading phase (i.e. a phase that is not the introductory phase of a broader or longer-term ETS, but is designed to build experience before designing a full ETS). This could be voluntary or mandatory, operate with narrow sectoral coverage, and have a generous cap providing for a government reserve and other price stabilisation mechanisms. A pilot trading phase offers the potential for learning by doing while operating at a smaller scale. However, it has trade-offs in terms of economic efficiency. It could increase the overall administrative burden by requiring the design of two sets of trading mechanisms, and operate in ways that are not representative of a fully operational ETS (e.g. because of limited linking opportunities or different point of obligation), thus teaching inappropriate “lessons”. It could also raise the risk of price disjunction when full trading starts.

• Even when the government is prepared to link its preferred ETS as a seller to international markets, it may still wish to operate transitional price stabilisation mechanisms that reduce uncertainty and risk. Whether the government participates in both types of transitional phases, and the appropriate length of such phases, would depend on market conditions and its objectives in generating international revenues and providing price control/containment. It would be appropriate for the government to review the ETS settings at the conclusion of the transitional period before introducing fully linked emission trading without government price mechanisms.

• The government may wish to adjust the type and level of financial support it provides to ETS participants and other affected stakeholders (e.g. free allocation, subsidies, financing, tax benefits, etc.) across phases of the scheme, especially if the rationale for such support changes over time. For example, if mitigating competitiveness impacts is a key rationale for free allocation, then the government may wish to reduce free allocation as Chile’s major trade competitors adopt comparable emission pricing regimes, or conversely extend free allocation to the extent that uneven emission pricing and competitiveness impacts remain relevant issues. If compensating for stranded assets is a key rationale for free allocation, then free allocation for this purpose might be high in the initial phase(s) and then may stop completely in later phases. As better data become available on the actual cost impacts of the ETS on participants, consumers, and other stakeholders, or on methods for benchmarking performance, then the government may wish to change how it calculates entitlements.

5.1. Background on Defining Emissions Trading Phases

5.1.1. General context for design of this component in an ETS

Launching an ETS in phases can help to ease the transition into facing an emission price, complying with new regulations, and participating in trading activity for both participants and the government. Phasing can be applied to:

• the entry of regulated sectors into the ETS, accommodating different levels of preparedness to assume ETS obligations
• the ambition of emission reduction and emission price objectives for the ETS, enabling ETS participants, the government, and the economy to adapt more gradually to emission pricing

• the provision of financial support and operation of price protection mechanisms, helping to slow or reduce impacts from stranded assets and leakage of production overseas, and lower the exposure to price volatility, while the domestic and international markets are maturing

• linking to offset/crediting mechanisms and other ETS, allowing time to test and refine the domestic ETS design before entering into complex linking agreements.

Using a phased approach that starts gently but signals increasing stringency over time can avoid excessive costs from rapid transition, allow time for learning, and build public confidence in being able to manage ETS obligations and impacts. If the rules and stringency of each phase are announced in advance and are credible, then a system that is lenient in the short term can still send a long-term price signal that influences investment decisions in long-lived capital stock, helping to place a country on a lower-carbon development pathway.

However, phasing can also pose challenges and risks that need to be managed. These can include:

• raising equity concerns about the relative timing and stringency of ETS obligations and economic opportunities for different sectors

• creating disjunctions in participant obligations, supply, and demand across phases that disrupt the market or create perverse outcomes

• creating perverse incentives to bring emitting activities forward in time or stockpile materials before obligations apply or change

• introducing uncertainty about design settings and stringency for later phases.

The government needs to consider very carefully how it can use phasing to its advantage in engineering a smooth introduction of emissions trading into the Chilean economy. When evaluating phasing options, particularly important criteria include cost effectiveness, environmental effectiveness, administrative feasibility, equitable burden sharing, and political acceptability.

5.1.2. Lessons learned from other ETS

The leading ETS have used phased implementation in different ways. Some key characteristics are summarised below:

• The EU ETS started with Phase 1 from 2005 to 2007, implemented Phase 2 from 2008 to 2012 and will undertake Phase 3 from 2013 to 2020. Its coverage of sectors and gases, stringency of obligations, guidelines for the use of CDM units, and basis for free allocation across Member States have been adjusted for each phase. This reflected changes to the EU-wide emission reduction target and a shift in the administration of allocation from the Member States to the use of harmonised rules under an EU-wide cap. No banking was allowed between Phase 1 and Phase 2 to reduce risk to the government from high emissions in Phase 2, notably because Phase 2 was intended to support the EU’s obligations under the first commitment
period of the Kyoto Protocol, which did not allow credit for pre-2008 action in developed countries.\textsuperscript{96}

- The NZ ETS is applying a phased approach to introducing different sectors over the period from 2008 to 2015+. Phased transitional measures apply for the stringency of unit obligations, reporting, compliance, price protection, free allocation, and the ability to sell NZUs abroad. For later entrants to the scheme, combinations of voluntary and/or mandatory reporting obligations apply before the commencement of unit surrender obligations.\textsuperscript{97}

- The AusCPM applies to all covered sectors from commencement, but begins with a three-year fixed-price period (FY2012 to FY2014), followed by a three-year flexible-price emissions trading period with price protection measures (FY2015 to FY2018), and then emissions trading without such measures (FY2019 onward).\textsuperscript{98} The use of an initial fixed-price phase provides price certainty when the scheme first starts. The participants are currently experiencing the trade-off between certainty over the price and the divergence between the fixed Australian price and the currently lower international price of emissions. Under the linking agreement between Australia and the EU, participants in the AusCPM will be able to surrender EU ETS units starting in the flexible-price phase. Full two-way linking between the schemes will commence no later than July 2018.\textsuperscript{99}

- Under RGGI, the caps on allocation and participants’ surrender obligations are defined for three-year “control periods” extending from 2009 to 2011, 2012 to 2014, and 2015 to 2018. The number of states participating in each phase has changed for political reasons.\textsuperscript{100}

- Under the CalETS, obligations start in 2013 for electric utilities and large industrial facilities, and 2015 for distributors of transportation, natural gas and other fuels. Obligations and allocation will be adjusted annually in subsequent years through 2050.\textsuperscript{101}

- The TokyoC&T applies to the industrial and commercial sectors and uses five-year compliance periods, with the first operating from FY2010 to FY2014 and the second from FY2015 to FY2019. The scheme initially focuses on energy-related CO\textsubscript{2}, but other gases may be added in the future.\textsuperscript{102}

Of the operating schemes, the EU ETS offers the longest period of experience with phasing. The phased introduction of sectors has worked effectively, enabling trading to start in the stationary energy and targeted industrial sectors and expand over time to include more complex industrial activities and aviation. The most significant pitfalls have related to over-allocation combined with banking across phases. The EU ETS experienced a notable disjunction between Phase 1 and Phase 2 because participants could not bank units between phases. The high level of allocation in Phase 1 relative to demand, and the lack of accurate information about baseline emissions so that the over-allocation was not recognised until late in the compliance

\textsuperscript{96} European Commission, 2010  
\textsuperscript{97} New Zealand Ministry for the Environment, 2011  
\textsuperscript{98} Commonwealth of Australia, 2011  
\textsuperscript{99} Commonwealth of Australia, 2012  
\textsuperscript{100} Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, 2012  
\textsuperscript{101} California Environmental Protection Agency Air Resources Board, 2011  
\textsuperscript{102} Tokyo Metropolitan Government Bureau of the Environment, 2010
period, contributed to a price collapse at the end of that phase. However, the banking restriction also meant that the over-allocation in Phase 1 was not carried forward into Phase 2, where it could have affected the EU’s compliance position under the first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol.

Another important lesson from Phase 1 of the EU ETS was the windfall gains to electricity generators that received free allocation while passing emission costs to their customers. As a result, rules were changed so that free allocation to generators was reduced in Phase 2 and will be mostly phased out in Phase 3. However, over-allocation has also proven problematic in Phase 2 due to economic recession, contributing to low emission prices, and excess units will be carried over into Phase 3. Despite changes for Phase 3 to impose a tighter cap and introduce more sophisticated benchmarking as the basis for free allocation, regulators are facing difficult questions about how to address problems of unit over-supply. The policy uncertainty about Phase 3 is affecting Phase 2 trading activity across the EU ETS.

In the NZ ETS, the phased introduction of sectors has generally been effective, particularly where the scheme was developed and launched relatively quickly. The government was able to build on preliminary work to design a carbon tax (which was never implemented) on the energy and industrial sectors, but wanted to extend the ETS to all sectors of the economy to support equitable burden sharing (a politically charged issue during the design of the carbon tax). The government chose to start with not only immediate but also slightly retrospective deforestation obligations for the forestry sector, which faced perverse incentives to accelerate deforestation before emission pricing started. Deforestation emissions did fall significantly from the ETS start date in anticipation of the law, but had risen significantly in the three years beforehand. To create an incentive for new plantings and soften the blow for forestry sector, credits for afforestation were brought into the ETS at the same time. Landowners could opt in to receive units for removals from eligible afforestation activities provided they assumed corresponding liabilities for subsequent emissions. The stationary energy, industry, and transport sectors were given more time to prepare for trading obligations. The entry of the waste sector and synthetic (high global warming potential) industrial gases was deferred until 2013, and the agriculture sector was deferred until 2015 by amendment, to allow more time for the government and stakeholders to address technical issues and observe international developments. In 2012, the government proposed legislation to further defer the entry of the agriculture sector, pending the outcome of a review to be conducted in 2015 (discussed below).

One valuable lesson learned was the considerable amount of time needed by both the government and the ETS participants to prepare data and develop sector regulations for emissions accounting and free allocation. Because of the short time available for preparation, free allocation was confirmed and distributed to participants after ETS obligations had started in key sectors. The early experience with administering ETS obligations influenced government decisions on the post-2012 phase of the NZ ETS, as discussed further below.

Another lesson was the challenge of predicting how unit supply, demand, and price would evolve in the domestic market and impact on investment decisions. Initially, there was some concern that the NZ ETS would experience phasing problems around supply and demand because the forestry sector—which received significant free allocation and could also earn units from removals—entered into the scheme in advance of the sectors expected to be major unit purchasers. Banking, linkages to the international Kyoto market, and early sales to later ETS entrants helped to mitigate this problem. International linking has lowered emission prices in the New Zealand market relative to initial expectations because of the decline in international unit prices during 2011 and 2012. This has worked to the benefit of those with emission obligations but not those with units to sell from free allocation or afforestation. The NZ ETS has enabled
the domestic market to adapt to unpredictable changes and price emissions accordingly. While the government provided a price ceiling mechanism within its Kyoto cap as a transitional safeguard, it has not been needed to date.

A third valuable lesson is the importance of a periodic, comprehensive, independent review of ETS operations to build on lessons learned and adapt the scheme to new developments at the national and international level. Following a mandatory review of the NZ ETS by an independent panel in 2011, the government has announced its intention to amend the NZ ETS legislation and adjust some settings post-2012. The following key proposals will be considered by Parliament and are not approved at the time of writing. They illustrate the types of changes that could accompany different phases of an ETS.

- In consideration of the evolving UNFCCC policy framework and international carbon market post-2012, the government proposes to provide for auctioning and to introduce a new domestic cap that would cover both auctioning and free allocation. The cap would not include units issued for removals or units sold through the fixed-price option. The government will no longer require NZUs to be matched by Kyoto units held by the government.

- The government proposes to extend the progressive unit obligation\textsuperscript{103} on the stationary energy, industrial, and transport sectors from 2012 until 2015. It also proposes to extend the fixed-price option of NZ$25 per tonne CO\textsubscript{2}e, coupled with the ban on exports of NZUs from non-forestry sectors indefinitely; originally, these were to end in 2012.

- The government proposes to defer the 2015 start date for biological emissions from agriculture pending a review in 2015. The government would also prefer to move from a processor-level to a farm-level point of obligation as soon as is practicable.

- Reflecting changes to the post-2012 Kyoto Protocol rules for forestry, the government proposes to provide flexibility to pre-1990 forest landowners to change to a more profitable land use without any deforestation liabilities, as long as a new forest is established elsewhere. It will claw back the previously agreed free allocation to landowners participating in “offsetting”.

- Because of the technical and administrative challenges associated with some sources of synthetic GHGs (scheduled to enter the NZ ETS in 2013), the government proposes to make a series of changes to different source categories, including shifting one point of obligation and removing the NZ ETS obligation on the importation of synthetic GHGs in goods and motor vehicles, and replacing it with a levy linked to the carbon price and transition measures.\textsuperscript{104}

The government rejected a proposal from the review panel to consider placing a quantitative restriction on the use of foreign units to meet NZ ETS obligations. This means that the domestic market will continue to reflect international prices. However, the government has chosen to exclude the surrender of CERs sourced from Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects involving the destruction of HFC-23 and N\textsubscript{2}O from adipic acid production.

\textsuperscript{103} The progressive obligation enables specific sectors to surrender one unit against every two tonnes of emissions as a transitional measure.

\textsuperscript{104} For more information, see New Zealand Ministry for the Environment, 2012.
5.2. Elaborating Emissions Trading Phases

This section examines options for designing phases for an ETS in Chile. It starts by exploring how phasing could apply to the entry of regulated sectors; the level of ambition of emission reductions and prices; the provision of financial support, price stabilisation, and price exposure mechanisms; linking and other ETS rules. It then examines how the government could consider designing discrete phases of the scheme in Chile.

5.2.1. Options for components to phase

**Entry of regulated sectors into the ETS**

For schemes covering multiple sectors, the primary options are to sequence the entry of sectors, either individually or in groups, or to provide for entry of all regulated sectors at the same time. Key considerations are the relative level of preparedness of different sectors to assume ETS obligations, the increased potential for cost-effective mitigation through broader coverage, the provision of sufficient market liquidity, the potential for competitiveness impacts and perverse incentives, and the participation of enough buyers and sellers to avoid market-control behaviour. While linking an ETS to offset/crediting mechanisms or other ETS can help to provide liquidity and price protection in a small domestic market, these options raise complexities of their own and can take time to implement.

While cross-sector trading has important benefits, requiring all regulated sectors to enter an ETS at the same time may not be feasible for the participants or the government, particularly if some sectors are more complex or have variable levels of preparedness to assume ETS obligations, or if the government has to build its capacity gradually to administer the scheme. It could significantly delay the implementation of an ETS if the government and all regulated sectors have to be prepared to start at the same time. For this reason, many ETS (e.g. EU ETS, NZ ETS, CalETS, and TokyoC&T) have been implemented with the careful sequencing of individual or bundled sectors over time on the basis of which sectors are best prepared for trading and provide for adequate liquidity. In contrast, the AusCPM was launched with concurrent entry of all regulated sectors.

Sectors that enter the ETS in later phases could participate initially in a domestic sectoral crediting mechanism (SCM) that links to the ETS or to foreign markets. An SCM could serve as a more gentle transition into trading, particularly if it was voluntary and/or rewarded good performance without imposing the binding constraint of a cap. However, an SCM can involve significant technical and political difficulties around setting and administering sufficiently ambitious baselines, managing the potential for leakage and non-participation, avoiding double-counting, and managing the equity, uncertainty and risk considerations around deciding which individuals will actually receive units when crediting of individuals is dependent on the performance of the sector as a whole. Because units are received *ex post*, SCM participants cannot monetise units up front as they can under an ETS. It could also prove difficult to ensure a smooth transition from a sectoral crediting mechanism into trading. Careful consideration should be given to the politics and efficiency of the pathway to a long-term policy. These considerations are discussed more fully in the PMR report on Activity 3.105

---
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The ambition of emission reduction and emission price objectives for the ETS

The ambition of the government’s emission reduction and emission price targets under an ETS could be set to increase over time. Applying less stringent emission reduction targets and delaying full exposure to the international price of emissions in early phases of the scheme could help to ease the economic adjustment to emissions pricing and reduce scheme impacts on Chile’s export sectors before its trade competitors introduce comparable emission pricing measures. Signalling the increasing stringency of the ETS over time could send an important long-term price signal that influences investment decisions even if current emission prices are low. It is likely that it would be appropriate for the government to be able to adjust its ETS targets over time as the country’s economic and emissions profiles evolve, its broader national emission reduction targets change, more countries adopt emission pricing, and the longer-term international climate change policy framework takes shape.

Decisions on ETS ambition across phases should be compatible with the government’s broader GHG mitigation and economic transformation objectives, taking into account projected emissions, the mitigation potential of regulated sectors, the price elasticity of demand in different sectors, and the overall impacts of emission pricing on the economy. As discussed in Chapter 3, decisions on increasing ambition will need to encompass not only setting the level of the government’s cap on allocation but also rules for banking and borrowing, linking to offset/crediting mechanisms and other ETS, and the use of emission price stabilisation mechanisms. Decisions on ambition should also reflect consideration of possible scenarios for the evolution of the international carbon market and any collective international agreement on the ambition of mitigation targets, both of which could influence the level and volatility of international market prices.

Linking to offset/crediting mechanisms and other ETS

How the Chile ETS might link to domestic and international offset/crediting mechanisms and other ETS can be expected to evolve across phases of an ETS. Linking can open markets for Chile’s units and help to reduce the risks of imposing a hard emissions cap on the economy, but it can also introduce other price and policy risks. The UNFCCC rules for existing and new market mechanisms post-2012 are still under development. Bilateral agreements to link ETS can be very complex to negotiate, have important economic, environmental, and political consequences, and have sovereignty implications for future changes to domestic ETS. The government may not wish to negotiate ETS linking agreements with other countries until it has had an opportunity to test and refine its ETS design and better evaluate the strategic purpose of linking. Likewise, other countries may be unwilling to link to an ETS in Chile until their own schemes are fully established and they have full confidence in the ambition and integrity of Chile’s scheme.

During the early phases of an ETS in Chile, and depending on how the international market develops, the government may have limited options for linking or may wish to constrain linking. For example, the government may wish to confine the eligible sources of units from offset/crediting mechanisms to safeguard environmental integrity. If domestic ETS compliance in Chile is likely to be problematic or if ambition is likely to be lower in early phases, the government may wish to consider direct buy-only linkages to other ETS with comparable or greater stringency; this approach offers price protection and liquidity to Chile without posing an integrity risk to the linking partner. Alternatively, the government could choose to enter into direct sell-only linkages to other schemes to create new markets for Chilean units; however, this would be expected to raise domestic emission prices to international prices. Imposing quantitative limits on direct linking could provide greater domestic price control.
As an alternative to linking the ETS directly to international markets, the government could serve as an intermediary between the ETS and international markets, enabling it to shelter the domestic ETS market from international prices while capturing the rents from selling ETS units abroad. Alternatively, the government could enter into other types of financing arrangements (e.g. NAMA finance) tied to emission reductions under the ETS without trading units that enable Chile’s emission reductions to be offset by emissions elsewhere.

**The provision of financial support, price stabilisation, and price exposure mechanisms**

The government may wish to adjust the type and level of financial support it provides to ETS participants and other affected stakeholders (e.g. free allocation, subsidies, financing, tax benefits, etc.) across phases of the scheme, especially if the rationale for such support changes over time. For example, if mitigating competitiveness impacts is a key rationale for free allocation, then the government may wish to reduce free allocation as Chile’s major trade competitors adopt comparable emission pricing regimes, or conversely extend free allocation to the extent that uneven emission pricing and competitiveness impacts remain relevant issues. If compensating for stranded assets is a key rationale for free allocation, then free allocation for this purpose might be high in the initial phase(s) and then may stop completely in later phases. As better data become available on the actual cost impacts of the ETS on participants, consumers, and other stakeholders, or on methods for benchmarking performance, then the government may wish to change how it calculates entitlements. There are important trade-offs between providing certainty about the level of financial support, and enabling the government to adjust such support as national circumstances evolve.

Across phases of the ETS, the government may also wish to change how it applies emission price stabilisation mechanisms like unit reserves operating within the cap and price ceilings and/or floors operating outside of the cap. Such mechanisms can help to reduce uncertainty and risk, and build confidence in the trading market. However, price stabilisation mechanisms operating outside of the cap can also reduce the environmental effectiveness and economic efficiency of the trading system. Fundamentally, the government needs to decide whether the constraint on the quantity or price of emissions will take precedence in the ETS.

A continuum of policy options lies between the two extremes of having the government and the market set the domestic price. For example, the government could allow the market to set the price but constrain prices by auctioning reserved units (inside the cap) with a price ceiling and/or floor. Over time, as the trading market matures or as the government seeks to link its ETS to other schemes that do not apply price stabilisation mechanisms, it may become less necessary or desirable for the government to use them. The government may also wish to adjust the design of complementary measures operating alongside the ETS that interact with emission pricing to help achieve policy objectives. More detailed options for applying emission price stabilisation mechanisms are discussed in the separate report on Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR) Activity 3.

The government can use other types of mechanisms to reduce participants’ exposure to emission prices at the margin. One option is output-based allocation, which can be targeted to specific recipients and is discussed in depth in a chapter 6. Two other options that can be applied narrowly or broadly across an ETS are a fixed financial obligation instead of a unit surrender obligation or a progressive obligation.

- **A fixed financial obligation** could operate in the form of a carbon tax, where participants would pay a fixed fee per tonne of emissions to the government, or a fixed-price scheme operating on a trading platform, where participants could meet
their obligations by purchasing fixed-price units from the government or by trading freely allocated units (and domestic offsets, if available). Under both options, the government could control exposure to the emission price in the domestic market.

- Under a *progressive obligation*, one unit could be surrendered to meet obligations for more than one tonne of emissions. While the unit price would be set by the market and not the government, participants would face only a percentage of that price per tonne initially. Each unit would still have the value of one tonne for trading purposes; what would change is the surrender obligation. Over time, the ratio would change as a full obligation was imposed (e.g. from 1:3 to 1:2 to 1:1).

Reducing participants’ exposure to emission pricing could help to provide for a softer economic adjustment to implementation of an ETS, but it would also provide a lower mitigation incentive and could be less economically efficient. The effectiveness of different approaches would depend in part on what the motivation is for moderating price exposure (e.g. to address competitiveness concerns), how the government sets the price, how long such measures remained in place, and how prices were passed through the supply chain. For example, if power generators price their electricity on long-run marginal costs, then they may charge their customers for the full long-term price of emissions from commencement even if they are exposed to only a fraction of that price in the near term, leading to windfall gains.

**ETS rules, including for measurement, reporting, verification, and compliance**

Across scheme phases, the government may wish to apply different rules governing the operation of the ETS in order to give ETS participants more time to build capacity, apply lessons learned and adapt the scheme to changing national and international circumstances. One area to consider is reporting rules. While mandatory reporting would apply to all ETS participants once unit obligations apply, the government could start with an initial period of voluntary reporting with optional third-party verification, and/or an advance period of mandatory reporting and verification. This could help to build the reporting capacity of ETS participants, upskill third-party verifiers and test the government’s institutional capacity to process emissions reports. It could also assist the government with data collection to support the development of allocation plans.

Whether voluntary or mandatory, emissions reporting should be harmonised with other environmental and economic reporting where appropriate. A voluntary reporting phase may be less beneficial or appropriate in a country that already has effective mandatory environmental reporting processes in place; this was the case in the EU, Australia, US, and Tokyo schemes. Another downside of voluntary reporting is that it may not produce data of sufficient coverage and quality to meet the government’s needs for allocation planning.

Even in early phases of an ETS in Chile, the government should not weaken rules for monitoring, reporting, and verification that could affect the perceived or actual environmental integrity and credibility of the scheme. In addition, the government needs to strike a careful balance between providing certainty and flexibility in changing the ETS rules over time. Changes to the ETS rules, especially those impacting on supply, demand and price protection, need to be made transparently and with considerable advance warning in order to avoid price shocks, enable a smooth transition between phases, and maintain domestic and international confidence in the operation of Chile’s market. The government should also consider which types of rules should be designed to change across phases versus extend across phases.
5.2.2. Phase options for Chile

The government needs to decide how to phase the entry of regulated sectors into the ETS and how to phase the exposure of the economy to the international price of emissions over time. The process for phasing exposure to the international price could include:

- a preparatory phase
- an early reporting phase
- a transitional phase with government control of emission price exposure (particularly if linking options are limited)
- a transitional phase with international linking and government price stabilisation mechanisms
- internationally linked emissions trading without government price intervention.

**Phasing the entry of sectors**

Preliminary analysis of options in the Chilean context suggests that the stationary energy, transport, and emission-intensive industrial process sectors (e.g. cement, lime, and steel) may be the strongest candidates for early participation in an ETS. They are major contributors to the country’s emission profile, they participate actively in markets, and methodologies for monitoring, reporting, and verifying emissions in those sectors are relatively well established at the international level. However, further work needs to be done on the mitigation price responsiveness of these sectors in Chile, and on whether there are any policy barriers in those sectors that would need to be removed for the effective introduction of an ETS price signal.

Other sectors, such as waste, forestry, agriculture (fertilisers and livestock), and second-tier industrial producers (e.g. chemicals and producers of sulphur hexafluoride), have the potential to enter the ETS over time as direct points of obligation, but would be more complex to administer cost-effectively and their entry may not be feasible in the near term. Further research is needed in this area in Chile. Before entering the ETS, those sectors could link to the ETS through some form of offset/crediting mechanism or be managed through other types of mitigation policies and measures. They could also participate in voluntary or mandatory reporting of their emissions well in advance of assuming ETS unit obligations.

Enabling concurrent entry into the ETS of the stationary energy, transport, and selected industrial sectors would provide broad coverage of major emission sources that can be interconnected, supporting the government’s national mitigation objectives, helping to address equity concerns, and generating revenue to support other policy objectives. This would create appropriate incentives for energy consumers and industrial producers to integrate their emission price response across multiple emitting activities. Providing for incomplete or inconsistent pricing of emissions from different energy sources can create perverse incentives as regulated entities assess options for least-cost compliance.

Concurrent entry of multiple sectors would also help to increase the number of domestic ETS market participants, which will be an issue for Chile to manage carefully. The energy-sector emissions profile is dominated by oil derivatives and crude oil (accounting for 25.4% and 45.18% of energy emissions in 2009, respectively), followed by coal (21.9% of energy emissions in 2009). Table 1.1 shows that under an upstream obligation, approximately two actors account for at least 90% of emissions from oil derivatives and crude oil, and approximately 10 actors account for at least 90% of coal emissions. Placing the obligation at the midstream level could help to increase
the number of market participants, but not by a large number. The industrial process sector would add approximately 5 major actors.\textsuperscript{106}

However, while a relatively small number of domestic actors would be obligated to buy a large share of units, the total number of market participants would also encompass all of the recipients of free allocation (i.e. on the basis of stranded assets or indirect emissions from downstream energy consumption), as well as other parties voluntarily speculating in the market. Importantly, establishing international sell and/or buy linkages would help to diversify the market and support liquidity. The government could auction units domestically as a means of allocation, and could also step into the market as a buyer if necessary to support effective market operation before international linkages were feasible. As part of a future stage of ETS design, further analysis should be conducted on the liquidity and market-behaviour implications of the size of the Chilean market, and should take into consideration the experience from other environmental trading schemes, both domestic and international.

Before making decisions on the phasing of sectoral entry, the government needs to conduct further assessment of administrative feasibility and costs, mitigation price responsiveness, and the overall magnitude and distribution of ETS cost impacts on the economy. The assessment of administrative feasibility needs to include not only the preparedness of the obligated entities in those sectors, but also the preparedness of the government to administer those obligations and provide free allocation to appropriate recipients. Even if those sectors currently have different levels of preparedness to assume ETS obligations, allowing a sufficient period for preparation and capacity building by both participants and the government could enable these sectors to start concurrently. While differences in price responsiveness across sectors can be beneficial across an ETS, the government may also wish to consider whether this could create disproportionate impacts across sectors that could be a rationale for delaying their entry. Considerations could include the ability of trade-exposed producers to manage competitiveness impacts, and the price elasticity of demand in different sectors.

The government may also wish to consider the overall emission pricing impact of broader sectoral coverage on downstream consumers, on the demand for free allocation, and on government revenue from the ETS. For example, the government could choose to introduce emission pricing on stationary energy and major industrial processes first, and then add transport later after the initial economic adjustment by consumers. Conversely, if the government wanted to manage concerns around equity and the potential for perverse outcomes, it could choose broad coverage with a relatively low emission price and provide generous free allocation.

\textit{Preparatory phase}

As the ETS moves from design into implementation, a substantial preparatory period is necessary to enable both government and ETS participants to build their capacity to participate in the scheme. This phase could take two to four years or longer, and include the following types of activities:

- ongoing research, analysis, and modelling
- data collection on points of obligation, emitters, and recipients of free allocation

\textsuperscript{106} Chile Ministry of Energy, 2012
• development of ETS legislation/regulations, participant guidelines, and institutions, including the registry
• public education and ETS participant capacity building
• early discussions with prospective linking partners.

**Early reporting phase**

Unless there is a well-established reporting regime covering GHG emissions, the government may wish to provide for an early reporting phase that will enable the government, ETS participants, and third-party verifiers to build experience before unit obligations commence. This will also help the government to collect valuable information to support the development of allocation plans. This phase could take one to three years or longer, and include the following types of activities:

• voluntary and/or mandatory annual reporting by ETS points of obligation and other sector entities
• finalisation of allocation plans
• ongoing education, particularly focused on sectoral mitigation potential, engagement of the finance sector, and development of the domestic trading market.

**Transitional phase with government control of emission price exposure**

Depending on market conditions when the key sectors are ready to start emissions trading, the government may want to provide a transitional phase for controlled and gradual exposure of the economy to emission pricing instead of abrupt exposure to the full international price. This type of transitional phase may be particularly appropriate if the government has no, or limited, linking options and faces price risks from setting a hard constraint on domestic emissions, or if the international market has high or volatile prices. Options for controlling price exposure include:

• operating a domestic-only ETS with a generous unit reserve and/or a price ceiling or floor operating outside the cap that would provide a price safety valve
• operating a fixed-price scheme on a trading platform (as described earlier) linking the ETS to the international market indirectly, with the government as an intermediary.

A domestic-only ETS could mirror much of the government’s preferred ETS design (e.g. sectoral coverage, points of obligation, MRV, compliance). However, the government would need to provide a price safety valve operating outside of the cap to manage price risk, and prohibit banking or international sales of fixed-price units to prevent arbitrage at government expense.

The fixed-price option in particular would offer a high level of government price control, enabling the government to trial institutional arrangements with lower risk, test assumptions regarding market behaviour and mitigation potential at specific emission prices, and introduce emission pricing gradually before Chile is prepared to set a cap and link to other markets. Starting with a low price could reduce the potential for competitiveness impacts and leakage, and therefore the need for free allocation. Alternatively, the government could use this phase to trial its system for free allocation. To build trading experience among participants, the government could offer obligated participants the option not just to purchase fixed-price units but also to surrender units issued through free allocation and from approved offset/crediting mechanisms.
The government could offer to buy back free allocation from recipients if buyers were limited in the domestic market. The fixed-price approach could operate quite differently from the ultimate ETS and produce a price disjunction in the transition to trading.

Linking the ETS indirectly to international markets with the government as the intermediary could help to capture the benefits from selling units abroad without exposing the domestic economy to international prices. The revenue from foreign unit sales could be invested to provide transitional support to regulated sectors in the ETS or achieve other policy objectives. As discussed earlier, the government could also enter into other types of financing arrangements (e.g. NAMA finance) tied to emission reductions under the ETS without trading units that enable Chile’s emission reductions to be offset by emissions elsewhere.

Under an alternative transitional pathway, the government could consider starting with a “stand-alone” pilot trading scheme. This would not be the introductory phase of a broader or longer-term ETS, but instead would be a distinct scheme designed to build experience before designing a full ETS. This could be voluntary or mandatory, operate with narrow sectoral coverage, and have a generous cap providing for a government reserve and other price stabilisation mechanisms. A pilot trading scheme offers the potential to learn-by-doing at a smaller scale. However, it has trade-offs in terms of economic efficiency. It could increase the overall administrative burden by requiring the design of two sets of trading mechanisms, and operate in ways that are not representative of a fully operational ETS (e.g. because of limited participants and linking opportunities), thus teaching inappropriate “lessons”. Prohibiting banking after the end of the pilot phase could provide a disincentive for participants to over-comply and create a price shock before the start of the full trading scheme. However, this could also be a safeguard against carrying forward any over-allocation or loss of integrity experienced during the transitional phase. Even with banking, the transition from pilot trading to full trading could face the risk of a price disjunction. These are important considerations.

Transitional phase with international linking and government price stabilisation mechanisms

Even when the government is prepared to link its preferred ETS to international markets (e.g. via international offset/crediting mechanisms or other ETS), it may still wish to operate transitional price stabilisation mechanisms that reduce the uncertainty and risk to regulated sectors. One option would be a unit reserve operating within the cap that could be used to increase supply in the domestic market. The government could sell these units at a competitive auction and offer the further security of a price ceiling and floor. Another option would be to set quantitative limits on selling ETS units abroad and/or buying foreign units in order to maintain some divergence between international and domestic prices.

Whether the government participates in both types of transitional phases, and the appropriate length of such phases, would depend on market conditions and the government’s objectives in providing price control/containment. As discussed in the context of ambition in section 3.2.2, the government could provide for statutory periodic reviews of phase design, and could also choose to enable interim reviews of phasing to be triggered under particular circumstances, such as new linking opportunities or relevant changes in the international carbon market. The government should carefully consider how to balance adaptability against providing regulatory certainty to build market confidence. At a minimum, it would be appropriate for the government to review the ETS settings at the conclusion of the transitional period before introducing fully linked emission trading without government price mechanisms.
Internationally linked emissions trading without government price intervention

A fully linked ETS would function with successive phases defined by fixed settings for key design features. A review and adjustment of settings could be conducted at the conclusion of each phase, in conjunction with linking partners where appropriate. Phases could last for three to ten years, and could be aligned with the government’s domestic mitigation targets, other government regulatory cycles, and/or the stages of the international climate change negotiations. Key features could include:

- coverage of multiple sectors, with later entrants joining in tranches as they achieve sufficient capacity
- an annual cap on government allocation that is set for each phase and extended for one year each year, or that operates with a forecast band for the subsequent phase, to reduce uncertainty, provide a smooth transition between phases, and establish a long-term investment signal
- establishment of linking to domestic/overseas offset/crediting mechanisms in the short run and linking to ETS when feasible
- annual unit surrender and monitoring, reporting, and verification obligations for regulated entities
- punitive consequences for non-compliance
- the phasing out of output-based free allocation over time accompanied by the ramping up of government auction
- banking within and between phases
- borrowing either prohibited or constrained within and between phases
- review at the conclusion of each phase.

To set an appropriate balance between certainty and flexibility in the transition between phases, the government might want to signal which design features of the ETS would more likely be subject to assessment and adjustment in each review cycle, and signal parameters guiding how changes would be made.

5.2.3. Evaluation of options against key criteria in the Chilean context

Table 5.1 below presents a high-level evaluation of phase options against key criteria in the Chilean context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key criteria</th>
<th>Evaluation of phase options in the Chilean context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental effectiveness</td>
<td>• Decisions on sectoral coverage and stringency across phases should be compatible with the government’s GHG mitigation and economic transformation objectives, taking into account projected emissions, the mitigation potential of regulated sectors, and the price elasticity of demand in different sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If sectoral coverage and ETS prices are kept low in early phases, then the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key criteria</td>
<td>Evaluation of phase options in the Chilean context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>government will be more dependent on external, complementary measures to achieve its national mitigation objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Starting with a low emission constraint/price but signalling increasing stringency over time may produce fewer emission reductions in the short term but, importantly, could still help to place Chile on a lower-emission development pathway by influencing investment decisions in long-lived capital stock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic efficiency</td>
<td>• Exposing participants to the full international price of emissions could produce an economically efficient outcome in the longer term but involve a more abrupt economic adjustment in the short term. To support more gradual adjustment, the government could use transitional phases providing price control and/or price containment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Phased introduction of different sectors into the ETS and phased use of linking and price stabilisation mechanisms should be organised in a way that supports the effective operation of the domestic market in the context of the evolving international market. As part of ETS design, the government should conduct further analysis of the liquidity implications of phasing sectoral coverage and linking to other ETS in the context of Chile’s relatively small domestic market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitiveness impacts</td>
<td>• Competitiveness impacts are likely to be more significant in earlier phases of the ETS, before trade competitors implement comparable emission pricing mechanisms. Providing more generous free allocation and other transitional assistance in earlier phases could help to safeguard against competitiveness impacts leading to leakage of production and emissions abroad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Competitiveness impacts can be addressed by moderating impacts of the scheme on all participants or only a subset of participants. Providing targeted support to the most trade-exposed and emissions-intensive participants (e.g. through output-based free allocation) instead of weakening the entire scheme (e.g. through a progressive obligation) could help to improve the mitigation potential of the ETS as a whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equitable burden sharing</td>
<td>• Sectoral coverage has important equity implications. However, broad coverage of an ETS does not necessarily produce an equitable outcome because sectors can differ markedly in their preparedness for trading, mitigation potential, mitigation costs, and price elasticity of demand. Phasing can be used to address some of these concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The government needs to consider which sectors are best suited to participation in an ETS, when different sectors will have sufficient capacity to participate in trading, and what types of mitigation measures should apply to non-ETS sectors so that all sectors bear an appropriate level and timing of responsibility for helping to meet national emission reduction objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative feasibility and costs</td>
<td>• Starting the ETS with a limited number of sectors and participants, and expanding it over time, could make it easier to administer while Chile’s ETS institutions and processes are still being developed and tested. An alternative approach is to allow sufficient time for multiple sectors and the government to prepare fully for trading before implementing the ETS; the latter approach could reduce system risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Developing a “stand-alone” pilot trading scheme in addition to an ETS could</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key criteria</td>
<td>Evaluation of phase options in the Chilean context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>increase the level of effort for the design and legislative processes, and could produce outcomes that are not representative of actual ETS operation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Regulatory and other barriers**

- The government needs to consider how the timing of ETS obligations will interact with other environmental and economic regulatory obligations for ETS participants, and how to manage any conflicts or barriers. For example, the government may need to provide for changes to property or tax law, or trading market regulations, to accommodate the ETS, and this could affect the timeline for implementing different phases of the ETS.
- The government should seek to align the timing of scheme phases and scheme reviews with other relevant domestic regulatory cycles in key sectors, as well as its policy planning and budget cycles and phases in the international climate change negotiations.
- The government may also wish to consider how scheme phases may be affected by national election cycles that impact on scheme review and legislative processes.

**Other impacts, including co-benefits**

- Directly and indirectly, the ETS may have a range of positive and negative impacts on the environment, economy, and society more broadly. The nature and timing of these impacts should be assessed as the phases of the ETS are developed, and measures should be put in place to monitor such impacts.

### 5.3. Framework for Government Decisions

Government decisions on phasing will need to be integrated with decisions on all of the major ETS design features. Key strategic decisions specific to phasing are:

- How does the government wish to align the timing of ETS phases with its national GHG mitigation and economic transformation objectives, its domestic regulatory processes, and the stages of the international climate change negotiations?
- How should the entry of regulated sectors be sequenced, reflecting their level of preparedness to assume ETS obligations and supporting equity, liquidity, and effective market operation?
- Under what conditions and how quickly would the government want to increase the level of ambition for emission reductions and prices and reduce the level of government price control/containment?
- Does the government want to operate a stand-alone pilot trading scheme, or move directly into trading through one or more strategically designed transitional phases?
- What balance does the government want between providing certainty to participants around design settings and flexibility to adjust those settings across phases as experience is gained and national circumstances evolve?
### Table 5.2: Framework for government decisions on phases of the ETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Decision-making activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assess preparatory needs</td>
<td>• Engaging with government departments and stakeholders to evaluate the level of preparedness of different sectors to assume ETS obligations and of key government departments to administer ETS functions, and the liquidity implications of phasing sectoral entry and linking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identifying data collection and research needs and developing implementation plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identifying processes and timelines for developing ETS legislation/regulations, participant guidelines, and institutions, including the registry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Designing public education and capacity-building initiatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design an early reporting phase</td>
<td>• Identifying which entities should be invited to participate in voluntary reporting and which should be required to participate in mandatory reporting, and when.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Designing ETS reporting requirements and guidelines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design the transitional phase(s) for</td>
<td>• Identifying and evaluating the key drivers of transitional phase design features, including the size and characteristics of the domestic ETS market, the potential to link to offset/crediting mechanisms and other ETS in the near and longer term, the stability of the international market, and international climate change policy developments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>introducing the ETS</td>
<td>• Choosing conditions and parameters for controlling exposure to the international price of emissions in the Chilean economy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Selecting preferred policies for linking and government price control/stabilisation mechanisms that will support the government’s mitigation and economic transformation objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Defining the conditions under which price-control/stabilisation mechanisms will be phased out and linking will be broadened over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Designing complementary measures that can support the government in achieving its policy objectives alongside transitional operation of the ETS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design the phase structure for the</td>
<td>• Deciding the length and timing of trading phases for the fully operational ETS in relation to other domestic regulatory cycles and milestones in the international climate change negotiations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preferred long-term ETS</td>
<td>• Deciding how ETS ambition, linking and the provision of financial assistance will be adjusted across successive phases of the ETS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following is a straw man proposal illustrating how sectoral coverage, phasing, linking and allocation could interact. This option is not a recommendation but a set of design features that are consistent and that constitute a useful starting point for considering different features.
Table 5.3: Integrated straw man proposal for core design of an ETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design feature</th>
<th>Straw man proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sectoral coverage and point of obligation</strong></td>
<td>• Start with:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o stationary energy (upstream obligation – fuel production/import&lt;sup&gt;107&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o transport (upstream obligation – fuel production/import)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o industrial processes for cement, lime, and steel (obligation at point of emission)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o forestry (landowner obligation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Expand sectoral coverage over time to include (as feasible):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o waste (landfill operator obligation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o agricultural fertilisers and livestock (farmer obligation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o smaller industrial processes (e.g. chemicals and sulphur hexafluoride) (obligation at point of emission).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preparation phase pre-trading</strong></td>
<td>• Conduct research and data collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g. 2013–2017)</td>
<td>• Develop ETS legislation/regulations, participant guidelines, and institutions, including the registry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Conduct public education and ETS participant capacity building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hold early discussions with prospective linking partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early reporting phase</strong></td>
<td>• Implement voluntary then mandatory annual reporting for points of obligation before they enter the ETS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g. 2015–2017+)</td>
<td>• Offer voluntary annual reporting for other entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allocation</strong></td>
<td>• Grandparent enough free allocation to address equity and political issues – this is a fixed total amount spread over a number of years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide output-based allocation for emissions-intensive trade-exposed mobile or expanding sectors where ‘output’ is relatively easily defined – this phases out over a fixed time frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide auctioning throughout for liquidity and price discovery, and ramp up auctioning as free allocation is phased out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transitional phase: Government price control</strong></td>
<td>• Negotiate limited linking or contribution of external funds, allowing the government to set a cap on allocation that is stringent enough to ensure a positive price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduce ETS participant exposure to real price:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o start with a domestic cap with a narrow price floor and ceiling operating outside the cap to control price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o provide no direct linkage between the ETS and international markets; only the government can sell abroad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>107</sup> A feasible alternative is to regulate stationary energy at the point of emission.
Design feature | Straw man proposal
---|---
Transitional phase: Government price stabilisation | • Provide limited direct linking between the ETS and international markets to move toward the international price.
• Provide government price stabilisation mechanisms (e.g. unit reserve within the cap auctioned under a broader price floor and ceiling) to reduce price risk and uncertainty.

International trading with no government price intervention | • Transition to unlimited international trading by ETS participants with no government price stabilisation when the external market is stable.
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6 Allocation of Allowances

Key findings:

- Allocation must be driven by objectives: equity, reduced leakage, smooth transition to a long-term low-carbon economy, and political acceptability and participation. Their relative weights will alter over time.

- Allocation can alter the distribution of burden across entities. It can also reduce the effective marginal cost of production. This can be used to address leakage from emissions-intensive trade-exposed mobile or expanding activities, and could also be used for distributional reasons – for example to minimise increases in the electricity price in the short term. The entities that might receive free allocation are not necessarily points of obligation.

- Allocation can be through auctions, grandparenting, or output-based allocation. Distribution of resources from auction proceeds can also be a substitute for direct allocation of units.

- High levels of free allocation are likely to be politically necessary in the early stages of the programme.

- With a given total cap on units, allocation by any combination of auctioning or grandparenting, in general, has no effect on the cost-effectiveness of ETS. Thus grandparenting can be used to achieve political acceptability with no long-term economic or emissions consequences.

- Auctions can be important for price discovery and liquidity, and can also address concerns about market power when the ETS is not linked to an international market.

- Output-based allocation is the only form of allocation that can directly address leakage.

- With the exception of output-based allocations, future allocations should not be influenced by firm behaviour, particularly emissions; this avoids perverse incentives to seek higher future allocations.

- Benchmarking/output-based allocation can be technically very complex. Its use should be strictly limited.

- Long-run allocation is only about equity. Allowances should be auctioned and the revenue used in ways that society chooses.

- Short- to medium-run allocation requires a complex balance across objectives, which is made simpler if the phasing in of the system is gentle.
6.1. General Context for Design of Allocation in an ETS

If Chile designed a system with a carbon price equivalent to US$10 per ton of CO$_2$e, and covered the entire economy including forestry with a cap at 2006 levels, the total value of units in 2006 surrendered to match emissions would have been US$785.9m, or around $40 per capita, and growing fast. The number of units and the price level will be determined by choices about caps, phasing and linking. Initial allocation determines how this value is distributed and to what extent the carbon price affects marginal production costs (inclusive of emissions cost). Trading then determines who uses the allowances and hence who mitigates.

In this chapter we explore how and why units could be allocated to entities within Chile. We examine the range of both objectives and modalities for allocation in the Chilean context, and develop a framework for government decision-making on allocation across different sectors and phases of the ETS. This framework includes discussion of planning needs for different allocation modalities and potential trade-offs among the various approaches that could be adopted.

The common allocation modalities include auctioning (usually combined with use of some revenue to compensate consumers, fund research or complementary actions to reduce emissions or adapt to climate change, or as part of negotiations with key political groups), free allocation on the basis of historical emissions (grandparenting), free allocation on the basis of a performance benchmark and output levels, or a hybrid of different approaches. The choice of allocation modalities has critical implications for distribution of costs and benefits, can mitigate leakage (movement of activity and emissions to unregulated countries), could affect the efficiency of operation of the market in the short term, and has implications for administrative feasibility.

Under an ETS, emitters retain an incentive to reduce emissions regardless of whether their permits are allocated for free; they still face an opportunity cost from surrendering permits to the government for compliance; they could sell them for cash otherwise. The diverse ETS in operation demonstrate that it is not necessary for the parties receiving freely allocated permits to be the same as those bearing liabilities for their emissions; free allocation can be used to compensate or protect affected non-regulated parties; they then sell their allocation in the secondary market.

The optimal choice of allocation modality is driven largely by the objectives for free allocation, and these determinations also drive who receives allowances (or revenue from auctions), on what basis they receive them, how many they receive and for how long they receive them. In the long run consumers bear all costs so allocation is solely a question of wealth distribution. The short run is more complex.

One attractive feature of cap-and-trade systems compared to other regulations is that they offer the potential to separate issues of distribution from issues of efficient mitigation. With no transaction costs, a market equilibrium in a cap-and-trade system will be cost-effective and independent of the initial allocation of tradable rights. This “independence property” allows politics and technical issues to be separated. In this chapter we explore the extent to which this holds in emissions trading markets within an incomplete global agreement, and with imperfect short-term markets, and the implications of this for short-term allocation of units.

---

108 This is a corollary of the Coase Theorem (Coase, 1960). See Hahn and Stavins (2011) for a synthesis of evidence on the impacts of allocation on cost-effectiveness.
The rationale for free allocation is weakened in a system with a lower price, or a lower marginal cost. This can be achieved through a loose cap, through decisions on linking, or by “progressive allocation” (requiring surrender of fewer than one unit for each unit of emissions). Losses and windfall gains, leakage, pressure for rapid economic and institutional structural change, the value of additional participation and temptations to non-comply will all reduce with a lower price. The value of phasing toward a full price is discussed in Chapter 5.

Allocation decisions typically have complex technical and political elements with significant economic and distributional implications, and often require research to assess what direct and indirect costs industries in different sectors will bear under the scheme, and what costs will be passed through the supply chain, including to consumers. Different modalities and rationales may be appropriate for different sectors and may change across ETS phases.

We have identified four major objectives for allocating permits:

1. *Equity:* Achieve an equitable allocation of costs and any windfall gains
2. *Reduce leakage* of activities and hence emissions to countries not covered by binding targets
3. Manage a smooth transition to a long-term low-carbon economy
4. Encourage participation and compliance where the point of obligation must involve many small actors.

Existing emissions trading systems have put different weight on these objectives and achieved them in different ways. While balancing the trade-offs among objectives is ultimately a political judgement, it can be informed by analysis and data about the nature of the trade-offs and to identify the affected parties. How research can contribute to an informed allocation decision-making process is explored further in this paper but also synthesised in the separate chapter on research needs. Allocation decisions can also be informed by previous experience with emissions trading and other environmental markets – especially those in Chile (water, air pollutants, and fisheries).

We assess the attractiveness of each modality (and combinations of them) against these objectives in light of key considerations, including (but not limited to): political feasibility; improving the efficiency of the tax/revenue raising system; treatment of new entrants; administrative feasibility and avoidance of manipulation and corruption.

Figure 6.1 summarises the key relationships between objectives and modalities. It also identifies key considerations for each modality.
In this chapter we first summarise existing choices on allocation in leading national and regional ETS, ordered roughly by timing of implementation, and environmental markets in Chile and identify some key lessons that have come from international and local experience. We then explore each of the modalities, objectives and considerations in the unique Chilean context, taking into account how they might apply across different sectors and different phases of the scheme.
### 6.2. Experience from Existing or Proposed Schemes

Figure 6.2: Previous experience with allocation modalities in ETS and other environmental applications in Chile and internationally

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Modality used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU ETS Phase I (2005-7)</td>
<td>Auction / purchase requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU ETS Phase II (2008-12)</td>
<td>Grandparent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand ETS</td>
<td>Output-based allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid fuels and stationary energy</td>
<td>Fishing and deforestation only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions-intensive, trade-exposed sectors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, US</td>
<td>Auctioned to support technology programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Clean Energy and Security Act (unsuccessful)</td>
<td>15% auctioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waxman-Markey</td>
<td>Vulnerable sectors and electricity consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California ETS</td>
<td>50% auctioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerable sectors and electricity consumers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian ETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta, Canada</td>
<td>Emissions-intensive, trade-exposed sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilean water markets</td>
<td>Small amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilean air quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilean fishing quota</td>
<td>In discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2.1. European Union

One of the political approaches adopted by the European Commission to smooth the passage of the legislation establishing the EU ETS was to allow as much discretion as possible to Member States in how they implemented the system in their own country. A key aspect of this was the requirement for each Member State to develop a National Allocation Plan or NAP. As well as setting out the total number of allowances the Member State intended to issue (including justification for that total by reference to progress towards Kyoto Targets and interaction with other policies); the NAP also described the Member State’s proposed approach to both free allocation and auctioning. It described the basis of the approach (e.g. based on historical emissions, sectoral projections) as well as the number of allowances to be issued to each obliged entity. The NAPs also included details on how new entrants and closures would be treated as well as how any auctioning of allowances would be carried out. Following consultation at the national level, these NAPs were then presented to the European Commission and other Member States and submitted to the Commission for approval.

Given the short timescales for the implementation of the EU ETS and the potential financial value involved in decisions on free allocation, it was hardly surprising that in most Member States the process of finalising the NAPs was controversial. Even in Member States where there was some practical experience of climate related policies, like the UK, industries were being briefed on the details of the ETS legislation at the same time as they were receiving requests for emissions data and being asked to develop monitoring and reporting plans.

However, by this stage the EU ETS framework and start date were locked in. One only has to imagine how this might have played out if the issue of caps and allocations had been developed as part of the EU legislative process and framework. It seems likely that the EU ETS would have commenced much later than 2005 and maybe not at all. In this light whilst it created some difficulties, locking in the framework and start date early can be seen as an astute strategic approach.

With no time to develop benchmarking approaches, the majority of Member States elected to use historical emissions as the principal method of allocation and most used unverified data provided by companies or sector associations to inform both the level of free allocation and the cap, leading to the well-publicised problems with over-allocation in EU ETS Phase 1. The allocation arrangements were also a source of controversy between Government departments with industry departments lobbying hard for higher allocations for industry and energy departments concerned about the impact of the scheme on energy security and pricing. This again led to upward pressure on free allocations and therefore caps. Both of these issues might have avoided if a better set of data on emissions from regulated entities had been held before decisions on allocations had to be made. In the UK, the situation was improved by the requirement that regulated entities had to have their emissions data verified by accredited bodies before submission but this was very much the exception to the rule.

For new installations, Member States were able to elect that they would provide no free allocation, which economic theory suggests is the best approach even where some allocation on historical emissions to incumbents on a purely historical basis has been allowed to smooth the

---

introduction of the scheme. Ellerman (2008) showed how the actual rules about grandparented allocation to existing companies (who lose entitlements if they close – i.e. allocations are dependent on current activity as well as historical) relative to new entrants (who did not gain entitlements) could lead to perverse effects. However, again, industry departments argued strongly that “zero allocation” would be a barrier to new investment and that companies which had made investment decisions before the EU ETS was established, would suffer from stranded assets. And once the first Member State had made a decision to provide new entrants with free allowances, it was inevitable that others would follow the same route to avoid impacts on competition.

One positive thing which emerged from the new entrant rules was the need to develop benchmarking as an approach as obviously such new entrants had no historical emissions on which to base their allocation. It is important to note that benchmarking in the context of the EU ETS is still an “ex ante” system whereby allocations are determined on the basis of projections of future production rather than an “ex post” system where adjustment is made subsequently to allocations based on real production data. The European Commission has defended this approach strongly as part of its efforts to maintain regulatory certainty by resisting any adjustment to caps and allocations after they have been approved.

Equally, Member States were reluctant to make much use of auctioning in Phase 1 of the EU ETS again due to industry lobbying and concerns around impacts on competitiveness. Despite the fact that up to 5% of allowances could be auctioned, only four countries chose to auction any units.

As the scheme has moved into subsequent phases, the discovery that companies (in particular in the energy sector) were making significant windfall profits from their free allocations, led to a great deal of interest in revisiting the approach to both free allocation and auctioning. Some attempts were made to address this in Phase II of the scheme but the major impact was felt through the review of the ETS that took place in 2007 and the subsequent amendments to the EU legislation which came into effect for Phase III of the scheme. In particular the following changes will be made:

- Auctioning will progressively replace free allocation. Free allocation of emission allowances has been a key element for acceptance of the EU ETS in the pilot phase but comes at an efficiency loss and with equity concerns. Apart from a few transitional exemptions, the whole power sector will have to auction emission allowances. The European Commission expects that at least 50% of all allowances, corresponding to 1 billion tonnes of CO₂, will be auctioned in 2013, and this proportion will rise each year.

- Industrial installations will receive allowances on the basis of product-specific EU-wide benchmarks but must purchase at least 20% of allowances in 2013 rising to 70% in 2020 and 100% in 2027. Operators at risk of carbon leakage will receive allowances for free up to their benchmark. The benchmark is based on the average 10% most efficient installations in a given sector. Benchmark values are finalised and in the process of being approved by the European Parliament and Council.

Key experiences

Overall, the EU ETS has been relatively politically successful – not only was the original legislation developed in a way which allowed it to be fast-tracked through the EU legislative system but it has subsequently been significantly improved through revisions to that legislation. In particular, Member States have been willing to give up significant degrees of control over
decisions in return for common, harmonised approaches which avoid “prisoners’ dilemmas” and thereby will result a more efficient, less discriminatory system.

Because there was inadequate information about the scope of the system and total number of emissions regulated, Phase 1 was very challenging with prices spiking at the end of the first reporting year and then crashing once it emerged that the scheme as a whole suffered from massive over-allocation. This was also caused in part by the fact that Phase 1 concluded before Kyoto Protocol targets began to bite and therefore Member States had little or no incentive to require reductions from regulated entities. However, the risk of contamination into the second phase was limited by the prohibition on banking between periods. This also strengthened the hand of the EU Commission considerably in negotiating tougher caps for Phase II and III. Nonetheless, problems with over-allocation continued as a result of the massive reduction in EU industrial output driven by the global economic downturn. In the absence of the economic downturn the caps for Phase II and III would have been relatively robust. This does illustrate perhaps the potential value, particularly in an unlinked market, of a mechanism that links caps to general levels of economic activity.

The main administrative challenges initially encountered were largely due to the extremely short time period between the finalisation of legislation (October 2003) and the start of Phase 1 on 1 January 2005. Specific problems included: identification and permitting of the 10,000+ installations covered by the scheme (which were compounded by different approaches to sectoral definitions); gathering and verifying historical emissions; no time to develop alternatives to allocation based on historical emissions; difficulties in sharing best practices between Member States; lack of harmonisation generally.

A major difficulty felt by regulators across the EU was the information asymmetry between themselves and the regulated sectors. This related not only to emissions data but also left regulators and governments vulnerable to lobbying about the impacts of the scheme on activity. A good example was the pressure put on governments to allocate significant numbers of free allowances to energy companies despite the fact that those companies were in a position to pass through the majority, if not all, of their costs to consumers through increases in electricity prices.

While the issue of windfall profits for the electricity sector was largely addressed in the revised EU ETS legislation by reducing the allocations, free allocation to a broad range of industry sectors was preserved in the Phase III, despite the publication of a number of studies showing that carbon pricing was likely to affect trade only in a handful of sectors (e.g. iron and steel, cement). The main reason for this was political as the German government had reached an agreement with its industry association, the BDI, that it would support the other revisions to the scheme provided free allocation was preserved. However, in order to improve the equity of the allocation methodology and reduce perverse incentives to try to affect future allocations, it was agreed that benchmarking would replace historical emissions as the basis of allocation. Although still time consuming and administratively complex, it was possible to agree EU-wide rules because adequate time was provided and lessons could be learned from the new entrant approaches in earlier phases.

6.2.2. New Zealand

The New Zealand system was developed to meet New Zealand’s obligations under the Kyoto Protocol and followed Kyoto rules closely, including full use of flexibility mechanisms. Thus it did not have an explicit cap on allocation; the government instead committed to meet the economy-wide Kyoto target. Allocation within New Zealand’s system is also distinctive because
of concern about emissions-intensive trade-exposed industries, lack of compensation to the electricity or up-stream liquid fuels sectors, and allocation to actors that are not the point of obligation.

The system began with coverage of the forestry sector in 2008 and under legislation was designed ultimately to cover all sectors and GHGs. Like Chile, New Zealand is a small country with a very open economy and a political inclination against subsidisation of industry. Mitigating the potential for leakage and economic regret through loss of industry was a critical issue when designing the scheme. Many different tools were used to alter price and change the distribution of costs. The primary tool was free allocation targeted to specific recipients in specific sectors. This is discussed further below. As a broader measure covering the stationary energy, liquid fossil fuel and industrial process sectors, the government also applied a progressive obligation such that points of obligation would surrender one unit for every two tonnes of emissions. This effectively halves the emissions price faced and was intended to smooth adjustment for the economy as a whole. While this measure is in force, the level of free allocation to those sectors (discussed below) is pro-rated accordingly. Under legislation the progressive obligation was to expire at the end of 2012, but the government has proposed to extend this post-2012 without a specified end date. The progressive obligation does not apply to the forestry sector, where it was not considered to be appropriate or necessary to smooth the adjustment; many forestry participants were receiving units and planning to trade units offshore.

*Energy-sector points of obligation and electricity generators*

Free allocation was not provided to the upstream points of obligation in the stationary energy and liquid fossil fuels sector (which provides fuel for transport and some electricity and industry) because these producers were expected to pass on the costs. Likewise, electricity generators were not allocated free units. Many are government owned and because the electricity sector is deregulated they were all expected to pass costs on directly.\(^{111}\)

*Non-industrial electricity consumers*

One programme was directed at providing financial assistance to non-industrial electricity consumers. The ‘Warm Up New Zealand: Heat Smart’ programme provided an insulation fund initially proposed as a way to protect residential consumers from increased costs and a complementary instrument to reduce emissions. It was not strongly targeted at poorer consumers and had little impact on emissions (Grimes et al, 2012).

*Industrial producers*

Free allocation was provided to eligible trade-exposed, emissions-intensive industrial producers to mitigate emission cost impacts from stationary energy and industrial process emissions. Emission costs from liquid fossil fuels were excluded although the government signalled that it would follow Australia if it chose to include them in the future. In 2012, the government has now proposed to extend free allocation to cover emission costs from liquid fossil fuels used for stationary energy; this will be considered by Parliament.

---

\(^{110}\) The NZ ETS currently encompasses forestry, stationary energy, industrial processes and transport. Waste and synthetic gases will enter in 2013. The government has proposed to defer the entry of biological emissions from the agriculture sector pending a review in 2015.

\(^{111}\) The considerable existing hydroelectric generation capacity was expected to receive windfall gains from higher electricity prices but these are largely government owned so this was not a critical issue. In Chile hydropower facilities are privately owned so windfall gains could be an issue.
Eligibility to receive free allocation is decided through a two-part process. First, eligible activities have to pass a trade exposure test which prohibits free allocation if (a) the activity is electricity generation, or (b) there is no international trade of the output of the activity across oceans, or (c) it is not economically viable to import or export the output of the activity. Second, they have to pass an emissions intensity test based on tonnes of emissions per 1 million New Zealand dollars of revenue. Under this test there are two thresholds for activities:

- a moderately emissions-intensive activity emits between 800 tonnes of CO$_2$e per 1 million New Zealand dollars of revenue and 1600 tonnes of CO$_2$e per 1 million New Zealand dollars of revenue
- a highly emissions-intensive activity emits more than 1600 tonnes of CO$_2$e per 1 million New Zealand dollars of revenue.

The threshold test will be applied to the average emission intensity for an activity across the whole industry carrying out that activity. New firms receive allocations on the same basis as existing ones.

For each eligible activity, an allocative baseline is defined consisting of a benchmark number of NZUs per unit of output. Free allocation is provided at 60% of the allocative baseline for a moderately emissions-intensive activity and 90% for a highly emissions-intensive activity, multiplied by the current year’s output. This contrasts with European benchmarking and means that the emissions cost of an additional unit of output is very low; this mitigates the incentive to relocate production, ‘leakage’. The reward for reducing emissions per unit of output is still the full value of an emissions unit (excluding the period of progressive obligation). As legislated, free allocation will phase-out at a rate of 1.3% from 2013 (calendar year). However, the government has proposed to suspend the phase-out until the progressive obligation has ended. Allocative baselines are based on either: (a) the average emissions and electricity use per unit output from the activity, based on data collected from those undertaking the activity in New Zealand in the financial years 2006/07, 2007/08 and 2008/09, or (b) information on equivalent emissions and electricity use per unit output from Australia. This latter was to enable alignment of New Zealand’s industrial allocation regime with Australia’s as appropriate.\(^\text{112}\)

**Fishing industry**

An amount of 700,000 NZUs were set aside for fishing quota owners as compensation for any fall in value of fishing quota resulting from an increase in the cost of fuel under the NZ ETS. Units were allocated in a one-off distribution in 2010.\(^\text{113}\)

**Forestry sector**

For the forestry sector, it was recognised that some landowners would face asset losses as a result of the deforestation liability for pre-1990 forest; however it was difficult to identify them. One identifiable group were Māori who had recently concluded Treaty of Waitangi settlements and received land with pre-1990 forest. This may be a relevant experience if Mapuche or other indigenous groups are adversely affected in Chile. The political solution to the deforestation liability for other foresters was to provide some compensation per hectare of forest on the basis of when they acquired the forest in relationship to the announcement of the government’s intended forestry policy in 2002. The free allocation for forestry is being released in two large

---


tranches pre-2012 and post-2012 and was not targeted in any way toward those mostly likely to have lost land value. However, the government has proposed to claw back the second tranche of free allocation to forest owners that opt into a new forest offsetting mechanism that allows them to avoid the deforestation liability if they replant equivalent forest elsewhere. 114

On the afforestation side, the NZ ETS provides units on an opt-in basis for afforestation removals on land that was not forested in 1989, in alignment with its obligations for the first commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol. In return, landowners have to accept liability for future reversal of those removals. This approach avoided the need to determine a baseline for eligible afforestation activity.

Agriculture sector

Under legislation, the agriculture sector would receive free allocation for biological emissions once it assumes obligations under the NZ ETS. This would initially start at 90% of an allocative baseline on an output intensity basis and be phased out at 1.3% per year after the first year. The deferral of obligations for the agriculture sector has likewise deferred free allocation. 115

Overall emission constraint

Under the original legislation, the NZ ETS capped the free allocation to the forestry and fishing sectors but did not cap the free allocation to the industry and agriculture sectors. Ultimately, the number of NZUs allocated by the government was covered within its Kyoto cap, which ensured their environmental value. Because the New Zealand system is linked to the Kyoto market as a buyer and no constraints are placed on the quantity of purchased units that can be used to meet ETS obligations, the number of units allocated by government does not limit the number of units in the system. Thus, auctions have not been needed to date to release units into the system. In 2012, the government has proposed to introduce auctions plus a cap that covers both free allocation and auctions (but excludes removals issued in the forestry and other sectors. Auctions are being considered as New Zealand increases its need to control the domestic market in response to evolving international negotiations and the significant fall in global carbon prices.

The overall impact of this package combined with the low international prices is extremely low marginal GHG prices. A very gradual transition may have been necessary, however, to politically enable the second mandatory national ETS in the world to be launched in a small trade-exposed country on an economy-wide basis in a region where no others faced an emission price at the time. Although emissions responses are likely to be low to date, the basic architecture of the system has been established and preserved through several challenges. Compensating for concentrated losses from the ban on deforestation was one of the most contentious issues – disproportionate to total cost. This was exacerbated by adherence to international rules that did not apply well to New Zealand conditions. On the other hand, the foresters who benefit from afforestation credits are now a strong vested interest who support strengthening of the policy.

The government found it very difficult to create performance benchmarks in the industry sector given the very small number of New Zealand firms in each sector and limited government capacity. This difficulty, combined with the desire to broadly align New Zealand with the evolving free allocation regime in Australia, led to the use of historical emissions rates for the

determination of allocative baselines. Some firms found output-based allocation administratively challenging. Some have suggested that allowing firms to capitalise the free allocation and invest it in cleaner production technology would have achieved the same goal of avoiding leakage and been more effective than a flow of annual allocations.

6.2.3. Australia

The Australian system is very similar to New Zealand’s in terms of free allocation; the two systems were developed with close communication. The Australian Government will introduce a carbon pricing mechanism from 1 July 2012. There will be two stages of the carbon pricing mechanism. From 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2015, the price for each tonne of carbon pollution will be fixed. Then, from 1 July 2015, the carbon pricing mechanism will transition to a ‘cap and trade’ emissions trading scheme. In this second ‘flexible price’ stage, the carbon price will be set by the market.

In contrast to the start of the EU ETS where the presumption was that EU Allowances would be grandfathered on the basis of historic emissions, the presumption in the Australian CPM is that carbon units should be bought or auctioned.

During the fixed price stage the number that can be bought will not be capped, and there is no binding Australian-wide target, but the price is fixed. The number of carbon units issued by the Government for compliance years in the flexible price stage will be limited by a pollution cap. A portion of these will be allocated for free as described below and the remainder auctioned.

Jobs and Competitiveness Program

To assist businesses with the transition to a carbon constrained economy the Australian Government created a Jobs and Competitiveness Program (“JCP”) to help those entities undertaking activities that produce large amounts of greenhouse gas emissions and are highly exposed to international competition. These activities are known as emissions-intensive trade-exposed activities (EITE activities).

A key component of the JCP is the free allocation of carbon units to businesses to support jobs and competitiveness, and help affected industries make the transition to a clean energy future. The remaining carbon units will be sold by the Clean Energy Regulator (the Regulator) at auction.

Auctioning

The Clean Energy Act 2011 (the Act) specifies that the Regulator may issue carbon units through auctions. The Government’s Clean Energy Future Plan sets out a number of policy decisions that relate to the design of auctions, including limiting the number of units that can be auctioned to a maximum of 15 million units for each vintage per year.

Free allocation pursuant to EITEs

The Clean Energy Regulations 2012 (Regulations) currently prescribe a list of 37 EITE activities which are covered by the Program. These activities are largely in the manufacturing industry and include activities such as steel, aluminium cement and zinc manufacturing. As in the EU and New Zealand, the power generation sector is not eligible for any free allocation and will have to purchase 100% of the carbon units it will need for compliance.
Entities that have “operational control” over facilities that undertake a prescribed EITE activity are able to apply to the Clean Energy Regulator for assistance under the Program. The Program provides assistance through the allocation of “free carbon units” early in the carbon price compliance period.

Similar to New Zealand, the number of free carbon units provided to an eligible entity is based on the level of production of a facility in the previous year, the average greenhouse gas emissions per unit of production for that EITE activity in the historic baseline period (as provided by the Regulations) and the classification of the EITE activity as either:

1. a ‘highly emissions-intensive activity’ – which will receive the highest assistance rate, starting at 94.5% of the industry average carbon cost in 2012-13; or
2. a ‘moderately emissions-intensive activity’ – which will receive the lower rate of assistance, starting at 66% of the industry average carbon cost in 2012-13.

These assistance rates will be reduced by 1.3% each year.

Application to add EITE activities

An entity can apply to the Department if it believes that an activity, which is not on the current list of EITE activities, should be added to the list of EITE activities, eligible for assistance under the Program.

An activity will be classified as “highly emission-intensive” if it produces over: 2,000 tonnes CO$_2$e per million dollars of revenue (or 6,000 tonnes CO$_2$e per million dollars of value-added); or moderately emission-intensive if between 1,000 and 1,999 tonnes CO$_2$e per million dollars of revenue (or between 3,000 and 5,999 tonnes CO$_2$e per million dollars of value-added).

An activity will be classified as “trade-exposed” if it meets both quantitative and qualitative tests. The quantitative test is a trade share (ratio of value of imports and exports to value of domestic production) greater than 10% in any one of the years 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07 or 2007-08. The qualitative test is a demonstrated lack of capacity to pass through costs due to the potential for international competition.

6.2.4. Allowance allocation under United States ETS schemes

The US experience brings two distinctive elements. The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative was based almost entirely on auctions and is interesting in terms of how the allowance revenues can be usefully used even under over-allocation. The California system and Waxman-Markey are interesting in terms of trying to blunt impacts on electricity prices.

*Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI)*

The first ETS for greenhouse gases in the United States, RGGI is a regional scheme covering emissions from electric power plants in the North-Eastern US, with nine states currently participating. Each state determines how units are allocated – either auctioned or freely allocated. In practice, approximately 99% of RGGI emission units are made available through central auctions that are conducted quarterly by RGGI, Inc. on behalf of the RGGI states. The remaining units are sold directly by specific states to qualifying sources. RGGI is unique in that it is the only ETS scheme that auctions virtually all units, instead of freely allocating them. Each auction has a reserve price under which no units will be sold. Currently, the auction reserve price is US$1.93 per unit.
The format of a RGGI auctions is “single-round”, “sealed-bid”, “uniform-price”, in which each bidder may submit multiple confidential bids for a specific quantity of CO$_2$ units at a specific price. Any entity can participate in the auctions, given they meet qualification requirements – which includes provision of financial security. However, qualified single buyers or group of affiliated buyers may not purchase more than 25% of the units offered at a single auction.

Proceeds from the auctions are distributed to states, which determine how to use the funds. During the first compliance period, between 2009 and 2011, the proceeds from auctioned units equalled roughly US$912 million. States have disbursed virtually all of these proceeds for various purposes, including energy efficiency measures, community-based renewable power projects, assistance to low-income customers to help pay their electricity bills, education and job training programmes, and contributions to a state’s general fund.

Of the freely allocated units, 25% must be allocated for a consumer benefit or strategic energy purpose, which includes: promotion of energy efficiency; direct mitigation of electricity ratepayer impacts; promotion of renewable or non-carbon-emitting energy technologies; reward or stimulation of investment in the development of innovative carbon emissions mitigation technologies with significant carbon reduction potential, and/or to fund administration of the RGGI programme. In practice, the majority of units are allocated toward consumer benefit or strategic energy purposes. In addition, states must recognise that, in order to provide regulatory certainty, state-specific rules for allocations should be completed as far in advance of the launch of the scheme as practicable.

Within a year of RGGI’s operation, emissions decreased faster than projected under the cap and it became apparent that the scheme was over-allocated (Hibbard et al 2011). Available allowances exceeded emissions due to the economic recession that has decreased output as well as RGGI’s success at reducing emissions, through pricing carbon and investing auction proceeds into energy efficiency and renewable energy. The history of RGGI auctions reflects this over-allocation. Recent auctions have been undersubscribed and traded at the floor price. Nevertheless, the programme can still be considered a success, with emissions declining, increased employment, lower fuel imports, and estimated net present value economic benefit of RGGI’s auction proceeds in excess of the cost of RGGI’s carbon price.

California

California’s Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 caps economy-wide emissions with the goal of reducing back to 1990 levels by 2020. The California Air Resources Board (ARB) developed a “Scoping Plan” of about 70 measures to be developed and implemented. Amongst those 70 measures is an ETS scheme for utility power plants, large industrial emissions sources, and providers of transportation fuel and natural gas. The ETS compliance obligation is scheduled to begin 1 January 2013. In total between 2012 and 2020, ARB will make available up to 2.5 billion emission units, with roughly half auctioned and half given away for free. The amount of units that ARB puts into circulation is controlled by ARB over time to move the state towards AB32’s 2020 emissions target.

For auctions, allowance vintages from previous, current and future compliance years will be auctioned, with a unique auction for each vintage. In 2012, auctions will be held on 15 August
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and 14 November but beginning in 2013 auctions will be held quarterly. After 2012, at auctions for previous and current years, one quarter of units for that year, as well as any unsold units from previous years, will be offered. For auctions for future year vintages – known as advance auctions – units will be withdrawn from the Auction Holding Account (AHA), which holds 10% of all units from budget years 2015–2020. After 2012, at advance auctions, one quarter of the units held in AHA for the compliance year three years subsequent to the current compliance year will be offered at auction.

Auction purchase limits prevent any covered entity from purchasing more than 15% of the units sold at any current or previous year auction, while non-covered entities are not allowed to purchase more than 4% of an auction’s units. However, limits on advance auctions are less stringent, allowing a covered entity to purchase up to 25% of future vintage year units.

Proceeds from auctioned units will enter the Air Pollution Control Fund (APCF) and must be used to advance the objectives of AB32. In 2012 alone, proceeds from auctioned units are expected to equal one billion dollars. As the scheme progresses, both the portion of auctioned units and the scope of the cap increases result in an anticipated revenue of nearly $12 billion dollars in 2020. Likely uses include rebates for low-income households, large-scale clean energy projects, university research and development, and/or incentives that encourage households and business to be more energy efficient.

The California ETS has a “hard” price floor on auction sales and a “soft” unit reserve mechanism to moderate price spikes. The price floor is set at US$10 per ton for year 2012, and will grow at 5% per year. Units not sold at the price floor will be placed in a unit reserve. In addition, at the programme outset, approximately 4% of all units will be placed in the reserve. Units in the reserve will be available for sale to regulated entities at fixed prices ranging from US$40 per ton to US$50 per ton starting in 2012, and growing at 5% per year.

Two categories of covered entities will receive the majority of California’s freely allocated units in 2013: vulnerable industries (including refiners) and electricity generators, including investor-owned and publicly owned utilities (IOUs and POUs, respectively). The units freely allocated to the electricity sector serve a specific purpose: they must be used for the benefit of electricity consumers. The number of free units allocated is determined differently for the electricity (utility), industrial and refinery sectors.

The utility sector point of obligation will be electricity generators, with those generators purchasing allowances at auction. Prior to auction, however, the allowances will be given to electricity deliverers for free. In turn, deliverers will put the allowances into the auction. Why take the extra step to create a “double auction”? A major concern pertained to the auction revenues. This approach gives the value of allowances to the companies that are compelled to deliver electricity, while preserving the efficiencies and incentives of an auction for polluters at the point of obligation. A similar approach will be used for providers of natural gas when added to the programme in Phase 2. Fuel providers will be the point of obligation in the transportation sector, and all of those allowances will be auctioned.

Given political and economic conditions, there was a need to develop a programme that prevents job loss (and emissions leakage) from, for example, compliance costs causing firms to slow production or to flee to states with lax environmental requirements. While the evidence does not support this concern – business relocation accounts for a smaller share of job losses and gains in California than in most other states – the cap-and-trade programme will allocate freely to trade-exposed, energy-intensive industries the majority of their allowances needed for compliance.
The allocation to industrial polluters is based on a four-part equation:

- output of the industrial operator (e.g., amount of cement produced)
- performance benchmark (e.g., greenhouse gas emissions rate per bag of cement produced)
- cap adjustment factor that declines to approach the 2020 cap goal
- assistance factor to enable a transition to low-carbon production and to prevent competitive disadvantages with imported products, and to prevent job loss to other jurisdictions.

The output-based allocation scheme potentially creates a small incentive to produce more in order to receive more allowances (though only for highly GHG-efficient producers), but maintains the incentive to mitigate emissions per unit of production, in contrast to an emissions-based allocation. The performance benchmark is based on 90% of the industry average in California, which results in a small shortfall of allowances for “average” firms that they can close by mitigating or purchasing allowances at auction. The assistance factor remains at 100% for the nine-year programme for highly trade exposed, energy intensive sectors, but it declines to 25% for light exposed, non-energy intensive sectors by the third three-year phase.


This legislation was unsuccessful but is included because of innovative aspects of design and because it did pass the US Congress suggesting that it had favourable political characteristics. The American Clean Energy and Security Act (ACESA) of 2009 would have provided that most emission units (85%) are initially freely allocated to regulated entities such as electric utility ratepayers and specific industries (such as the energy-intensive and trade-exposed industries that may be more vulnerable to regulation) rather than being auctioned (15%).

Specifically, 78% of allowance value would have gone to households (44%), small businesses (7%), and public purposes (27%), while 22% would have gone to industry. Value to households would have been distributed through three main channels. First, the allowance value allocated to the electricity sector would have gone to local distribution companies (LDCs), which are state-regulated entities from which consumers and businesses directly buy electricity. The bill mandated that the LDCs direct the value “exclusively for the benefits of retail ratepayers” i.e., to protect consumers from price increases. In this way, this provision would have helped to address regional disparities since the distribution of the value “follows the electrons” to where they are consumed. Second, ACESA would have reserved 15% of the value of units for low- and moderate-income households to help compensate them for the fact that they feel the impacts of regulation disproportionately. Finally, a substantial fraction of units in the later years of the scheme would have been returned to all households through a broad-based tax refund.

Overall, the vast majority of the free units would have been used for public purposes: smoothing the transition to a low-carbon economy for consumers and businesses, stimulating development and deployment of low-carbon technologies, and helping to adapt to climate change. In addition, the bill would have set aside 5% of the US unit pool for use in assisting tropical forest nations in preparing to participate in this programme and preserve existing forest stocks.
Some lessons learned include:

- The allowance allocation in ACESA illustrates one of the most powerful aspects of an ETS policy: the ability to target allowance value to the sectors or entities in the economy that are most vulnerable to the regulations, helping to protect them during the transition to a clean energy economy.

- Good data is essential to know whether particular sectors are over-allocated (there were issues with the industrial sector in particular).

- Having a mix of freely allocated allowances and auctioned allowances (directed towards various public programs such as energy efficiency) provided a good balance for the US Congress.

- Being able to show that a majority of allowance value will go back to households (rather than to industry) was politically important. The Waxman-Markey allocation structure allowed for this in multiple ways – in particular, the low income households allocation, the electricity allowances which went to local distribution companies since they would be required to use it to benefit consumers (also good to address regional disparities), and for the tax refund in later years of the programme. Second best was to be able to show that a portion goes to public purposes.

6.2.5. Alberta, Canada

Alberta, Canada has a narrow scheme focused on large emitters: oil sands and coal fired power. It is an intensity based system – therefore implicitly uses output-based allocation like New Zealand and Australia.

6.2.6. Chilean experience with allocation within environmental markets

Chile uses markets to manage water, individual tradable quota for fisheries and air pollutants from stationary sources in Santiago. Overall the experience has been positive. In both water and fisheries markets, all units were initially allocated by grandparenting. There is some discussion now of auctioning some of the ITQ for industrial buyers in the new law to be approved by the end of the 2012; water rights in the very few places that have not been claimed yet are to be auctioned off if more than one applicant claims for the same rights, according to the new reforms of the water code of 1981. The air pollutants market is a credit based mechanism rather than a cap-and-trade so they are grandparented by default.

Among the interesting features of the Chilean fisheries experience is the way the political economy of the reform was facilitated by the prior introduction of de facto individual quotas within the framework of fishery experimental activities. When the authorities closed the southern pelagic fishery because of biological problems between 1997 and 2000, they organized ‘experimental’ fishing expeditions in which participant boats were given the right to fish a certain amount of resources per expedition. This pseudo quota system allowed fishermen to experience directly the benefits of individual quotas and that was instrumental to the political agreement leading to the reform.117
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Allocation of water rights under the Water Code of 1981 and 2005 reforms

One of the most criticized aspects of the water market system established in Chile (Bauer, 2004) is the initial allocation of water rights. Articles 140 and following of the Water Code explain the establishment of water rights. If one person is the applicant, the national agency in charge of water management (DGA) is required to surrender allowances for free, as long as water is available. If two or more applicants request the same waters, the DGA cannot privilege to any other applicant, but must proceed to an auction among stakeholders. In 17 years of the Water Code, in less than 1% of the water rights applications have been required to proceed with the auctioning conditions (Dourojeanni and Jouravlev, 1999). Prior to the reforms of 2005 the Water Code did not require applicants to justify any future use of water. Nor it was necessary that the water rights holders actually used their rights or build the necessary infrastructure to do. It has been claimed by some authors (Dourojeanni and Jouravlev, 1999; Bauer, 2004) that these conditions have led to a large amount of water rights being hoarded by a small number of parties' especially prospective hydropower developers in the south of the country. In the reforms of 2005 these features change somehow with the introduction of a penalty for water rights not being used. It is not clear yet whether the penalties introduced have discouraged water right applications. Another issue was that agricultural users were allocated consumptive water rights while other users, for instance, power generation were allocated non-consumptive rights and there is some confusion as to which of these two rights holders has priority. Grafton et al (2011) provide an updated review.

Program of Control of Particulate Matter Emissions Coming from Stationary Sources

Santiago was one of the first cities outside the OECD to implement a tradable permit programs to control air pollutant like particulate matter and NOx. When the programme was put in place in 1994, the inventory of emissions and sources was quite incomplete, it was work in progress. Grandfathering the “permits” helped the authority greatly in completing the process by creating incentives to unregistered sources to self-declare. Due to the lack of background information, the firms were only given permits “officially” and transactions started to be recorded in 1997.

Some firms lost permits because of regulatory changes. As the programme progressed, SEREMI came to realise that its initial allocation was too generous. They modified the quantity of allowed emissions to existing large boilers twice (in 2000 and 2005).

The system also includes an offset rate. A new source must buy more than one permit to offset each unit of pollution. Thus new entrants receive no free allocation and additionally face a higher price of pollution than existing firms. The high offset rate provides existing sources with perverse incentives to continue to operate while “taxing” newer and cleaner entrants. This might retard turnover of pollution sources, drive up the cost of environmental protection and even increase pollution levels. The offsetting rate made firms reluctant to trade since permits are depreciated progressively through trading. The offsetting rate was also modified. Initially, it was set at 1, but in 1998 it was increased to 1.2 and in 2000 to 1.5. By 2007, this led to a reduction in the stock of permits of 6.3%.
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Furthermore, in 1998, it was established that those large existing boilers that were not using their permits or those that wanted to exit the market had 2 and 3 years, respectively, to sell their permits before they became void. 15.8% of the total initial permits granted in 1997 have become void as a result of this.120

6.3. Modalities for Allocation

Here we elaborate how each allocation modality functions. We defer discussion of how each modality addresses the objectives of free allocation to the following section and focus here on the practicalities (administrative feasibility; treatment of new entrants; and avoidance of manipulation and corruption), revenue-raising-efficiency effects and specific political characteristics of each. Most systems will use a combination of modalities to meet different objectives across sectors and time. Allocation choices may also have implications for linking – these are discussed in Chapter 4.

6.3.1. Auctioning

Auctions are a way to introduce units that are part of the ETS cap into the market or, in a linked system, one way to sell the government’s excess units relative to their internationally agreed target. Auctions raise revenue that can be used either within the ETS for compensation, protection or complementary instruments, or for more general purposes (debt repayment or government spending). A auction can improve market liquidity, reduce market power and provide regular price signals.

Because GHG units are relatively homogenous, and are generally non-perishable (can be banked), and because an active secondary market in GHG units general develops quickly, a GHG unit auction is what is called a “common price” auction where all buyers are willing to pay the same price for units. If there is an active secondary market, or the market is linked closely to a larger external market, the price is set by those markets unless the auction is very large. This makes this a relatively simple auction design problem. If for phasing or linking reasons units are not homogenous (see discussion above), then auction design may be more important. The high level principles are: efficiency, simplicity, transparency and fairness. These are easily achieved in the context of carbon allowances with quite basic auctions utilizing a clearing price methodology. Such auction are used with most Treasury sales and wholesale electricity markets. Many governments have now used auction mechanisms to sell ETS units or units in other environmental markets with similar characteristics so this is a well understood problem.

Key features of successful use of auctions are: regular auctions at least initially to encourage learning and price discovery; focus on attracting large numbers of buyers in part by limiting distinctions among units as much as possible, to avoid market power; and avoiding barriers to secondary market development or linking to other markets. Cramton and Kerr (2002) and Betz et al. (2010) discuss detailed choice of auction mechanisms for GHG markets. An auction expert and someone with implementation experience should be involved in design and implementation of the auction but this is not a significant hurdle.

Thus auctions are generally a simple way to allocate units. The arguments for free allocation instead of auctions are largely political and distributional.
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Auctions give revenue to government and impose the costs on those who purchase units. The ultimate cost bearers and beneficiaries depend on how the auction revenue (or revenue from selling excess units abroad) is used. Because the political process associated with allocating permits from a new system is generally different from the process associated with spending an equivalent amount of government funds, the beneficiaries are likely to be different. Many private sector actors are sceptical of government’s incentives and ability to use funds effectively. They fear that the funds will be wasted and hence argue that all units should be allocated freely into the private sector. This is a general argument about tax but arises here in a very salient way. Where auctions have been successfully included, defining the use of the revenue has generally been part of the package. In some countries there are limits on the use of revenue, and the extent to which revenue raised through a program can be dedicated to a specific purpose (‘hypothecation’ or ‘ear marking’). This would need to be clarified under Chilean law.

One potential use of funds has not only distributional effects but also tax-efficiency effects. Auction revenue can be used to lower taxes that distort economic activity and hence raise the efficiency of the government’s revenue raising. If the alternative to auctioning is free allocation that is not related to current activity (e.g. grandparenting which simply transfers wealth – or sustains it – thus creating no efficiency benefit), moving to auctions raises extra revenue with no efficiency cost. Efficient revenue raising is an issue that has received more attention over time as emissions trading systems evolve. The importance of this and the relative value of different tax cuts relative to uses of government revenue are very specific to the tax structure and country involved.121 The allocation process, how much revenue could be raised, and how those revenues could be recycled back to the economy should perhaps be topics in a wider discussion of more comprehensive tax reform in Chile.

6.3.2. Free allocation on the basis of historical data (grandparenting)

The most common form of allocation in environmental markets is on the basis of historical emissions or output. One, or several years, are chosen as a baseline and allocation is a proportion of emissions/output measured in those years (or sometimes the best of a group of years). The allocation does not necessarily need to go to an entity that is a point of obligation.

Grandparenting can be done on the basis of either emissions or output multiplied by a performance benchmark. “Benchmarking is a principle of allocation whereby some index of historical activity or capacity is multiplied by a usually uniform emission-rate standard to determine allocations to individual installations.”122 It attempts to reward firms that historically have had emissions-efficient processes and avoid rewarding emissions-inefficient firms. The US SO2 market used output (British Thermal Units – BTUs) while the EU ETS used emissions. This difference is largely driven by the heterogeneity of products regulated under emissions trading relative to SO2 among only electric utilities. Benchmarking is analytically extremely difficult with a large number of heterogeneous products and processes. Most states in the EU chose not to use emissions rather than benchmarks for grandparenting in Phase 1, for this reason and because of lack of precedent for benchmarking.

The grandparenting approach requires high quality data on historical emissions (and possibly output). It can result in lengthy appeals where data are poor or entities argue that there were special circumstances. Once it is complete however, it does not need to be repeated (and
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ideally is not repeated – to avoid incentives to inflate emissions in order to increase future free allocations).

Grandparenting to points of obligation has political appeal. It seems intuitive that costs fall on those who pay even though this is often, or even generally, not true. The points of obligation will be very conscious of the regulation and will tend to be large concentrated interests. Thus they will lobby actively. If Chile does not want to allocate in this way by default it will need to actively promote dialogue about alternatives.

Chilean institutions are strong by Latin American standards so administrative corruption (i.e. misapplying agreed rules) in the process of grandparenting may not be such a threat. However Chile is a very unequal country with a strong political elite, so powerful vested interests may be able to influence the design of grandparenting rules in their favour (manipulation or political corruption). Most Chilean industries are also quite concentrated, with a few large firms. This would argue for a carefully planned political process to frame the issue carefully, inform affected groups of their interests (and those of others) and create a balanced process.

Generally allocation of units under a grandparented system is done on a rolling basis for a certain number of years ahead. The rules for them are announced further in advance than actual allocation so firms can anticipate future units. Grandparented allocations typically phase out over time. In some systems, e.g. the European Union in Phase 1, units are withheld from firms that close. This creates an allocation system that is a mixture between grandparenting and output-based allocation (discussed below). It can lead to perverse results as inefficient existing firms will persist and potentially crowd out efficient new firms.123

More generally, if free allocation is conditional on activity or updated on the basis of emissions, it will have incentive effects. It is critical to avoid incentives to increase emissions in order to influence future allocation. Thus allocation should be based on data from a period before entities (seriously) anticipate the system. However, this can be problematic if the system takes a long time to develop. Especially in a rapidly developing economy, emissions from several years earlier may be a very poor proxy for stranded assets or the relative adjustment needs at the time when the system is introduced.

Under a pure grandparented system, new entrants to an industry do not receive units. However, this is often felt to be “unfair” or to create competitive disadvantage for new firms. This leads us to allocation modalities that depend on current as well as historical activity and information.

**6.3.3. Free allocation on the basis of performance benchmarks – output-based allocation**

If new entrants are to be allocated units it cannot be on the basis of their historical emissions. Benchmarks and capacity are usually used to define allocations. If there is a total cap on allocation of units – for example in a system that is not linked, or linked in a limited way – then the government needs to plan how they will provide these units. This has generally been done by holding back a “new entrants reserve” but given that the number and scale of new entrants is unknown, this will not necessarily meet demand. The alternative is for the government to purchase and provide allowances as needed.
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Output-based allocation goes one step further than closure rules and new entrant provisions. Instead of using an historical basis for allocation, allocation depends on current or previous year output multiplied by an emissions factor. This factor could be a benchmark for the sector or simply a fraction of past emissions per unit of output. The latter approach avoids the need for benchmarks, but “output” still needs to be defined in a meaningful way so that firms with heterogeneous output cannot lower their emissions by changing their mix of output, thus spuriously generating a surplus of units. The definition of output needs to be able to be associated with a subset of historical emissions within the installation or with a benchmark to create the emission factors. Emissions factors based on historical emissions are probably easier to create than benchmarks but output is still challenging to define so this is administratively challenging.

The same issues with corruption and manipulation that apply to grandparenting will arise here. Output-based allocation reduces the pressure of regulation so is politically attractive to high emitting sources. By reducing pressure to reduce output (discussed below) it can also protect existing jobs so can be attractive also to workers in emissions intensive sectors and the unions that represent them.

6.4. Relationship between Initial Allocation Objectives, Choice of Modality and Level

Given the understanding from the previous section about the modalities available, we here elaborate on the major objectives, discuss how they can be addressed using one or more of the modalities and explore how these choices may play out in the specific Chilean context across sectors and phases and drawing on the experience discussed above. The four major objectives to be considered when allocating units are equity, reduced leakage, smooth transition, and participation and compliance. Finally we propose a prototype to focus future research.

6.4.1. Achieving an equitable allocation of costs and windfall gains

We first draw lessons from the theoretical and empirical literature on how costs are passed through supply chains and from the owners of companies to consumers or workers including assessing available information on the likely distribution of costs within Chile drawing on local data. The incidence of these costs can be altered through the free allocation of units. There are many valid views on what would be a fair sharing of costs – and hence allocation of units. We discuss each of these views and explore to what extent they are consonant with or in conflict with other valid views. We then discuss how each view on fair sharing would influence the allocation of units.

Who bears costs under an ETS?

The costs of an ETS do not fall entirely, or even mostly, on those who directly pay the costs. Firms that do not have monopoly power make little profit so are unable to absorb costs. They pass costs on as higher prices to their customers or as lower wages to employees. Even to the extent that they do absorb cost rather than passing it on, “firms” do not bear the costs, the owners of the firms do.

Consumers ultimately bear the costs. How these costs are spread across people depends on the emissions footprint of each product (after firms through the supply chain have undertaken mitigation) and the consumption patterns of consumers (after they have responded to changes in the costs of products). Impacts on consumers are likely to be of particular concern to the extent that poor people are affected and if costs are concentrated on specific groups.
Changes in consumption patterns and changes in production as a result of an emissions price will mean that some previous investments will be less valuable than they were. In some cases, the losses could be significant. An obvious example is that a coal mine that sells domestically is less valuable because demand for coal falls. The owners of firms with these “stranded assets” lose equity. This could however also affect workers. Workers in a region that depends heavily on activities that contract with an emissions price, and workers with specific skills that are associated with high emissions activities and cannot easily be used elsewhere will face lower wages. This is a loss of “human capital”. If regulation is anticipated and slowly phased in, assets will have depreciated before the regulation causes them to drop in value. The value of stranded assets may not be as great as thought. Fifteen percent of allowances were estimated to be enough to fully compensate for stranded assets as a result of the proposed federal emissions trading system in the United States. New entrants to an industry, by definition do not have stranded assets. They invested with good knowledge of the regulation and its likely impact on the value of the assets they were purchasing.

Another situation where firms do bear costs is where they are trade exposed within a competitive international market and hence unable to pass costs on to their customers. In this case they either face the risk of closure and leakage, or, if they are immobile, the value of their asset falls. The latter is particularly relevant for resource based industries such as copper, fisheries or agriculture.

In the very short run, while prices and consumption/production patterns adjust, and long term contracts have not been renegotiated, costs may not be smoothly passed on and the distribution of costs will be different. A key example of this in Chile is likely to arise in the electricity sector. The high prices of electricity since Chile lost the supply of natural gas from Argentina might have led to a change in generation mix toward renewables but this has not occurred. The high prices seem mostly to have led to rents to existing generators. This may have been due to long term contracts or regulatory and political features that inhibit renewable energy. This needs more analysis. An ETS will operate more effectively in tandem with an effective electricity market and the distribution of costs could be quite different.

Good information on where costs will ultimately fall is useful to inform allocation discussions and avoid some groups getting unintended gains by claiming larger costs or needs than is really justified. The analysis required involves detailed studies of price pass through in critical sectors (e.g. electricity generation), and general equilibrium modelling to identify impacts across sectors and impacts on workers relative to owners of capital. Understanding of potential trade impacts and the market power of Chilean producers in international markets will be critical for some products (e.g. copper). Understanding labour mobility between affected and less affected sectors and between regions that are likely to be seriously impacted relative to others may identify vulnerable communities and groups of workers. Then within each group, household expenditure survey data can identify vulnerable consumers; information on ownership structures and labour within sectors will help identify the owners of stranded assets.

**Distributional effects in transport**

Transport is a sector that is frequently excluded from ETS. Many developing country regimes (ranging from Ghana to Iran, Indonesia or Nigeria) have been seriously worried by the
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124 Goulder et al, 2009
125 All power generation in Chile is in private hands. A large part of mining production (a third in the case of copper) is in state hands through Codelco.
force developed by fuel price protests and even been forced to repeal decisions concerning fuel prices or taxes. Here we assess the logic behind this and the empirical evidence on the equity impacts of inclusion of transport with some evidence specific to Chile.

A key argument against fuel taxes is that they are unfair to the poor. It might seem that a low price is always better than a high price and oil importing countries remember the spikes in oil price in 1973–74, 1979 and more recently as painful. But a gas price that is due to a high tax is very different from a high import price. Attractive goods are always scarce; this is painfully evident to the poor in low-income societies. But the conclusion is not to subsidise everything: government typically has a long list of desirable spending: vaccines, elementary health, elementary schooling, research, clean water, sewage, roads, law and order, police, and defence.

Clearly it is better for the poor if the state taxes goods consumed disproportionately by the rich (“progressive taxes”). If the poorest groups spend not only less – but a smaller proportion of their income – on a certain good than the richer groups in society – then we can safely say that taxing that particular good is better for the poor than raising funds for the state by taxing other goods with a less progressive profile. Sterner (2012) finds that fuel taxes tend to be more progressive, the lower is the income of the country.

Table 6.1: Fuel tax progressivity for a number of countries studied in Sterner 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regressive</th>
<th>Weak regressive</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Weak progressive</th>
<th>Progressive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; -0.1</td>
<td>[-0.1, -0.02]</td>
<td>[-0.02, 0.02]</td>
<td>[0.02, 0.1]</td>
<td>&gt; 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

USA: Italy, Mexico, Czech Rep. France, Germany, UK, Iran, Spain
Brazil, Costa Rica, India, Serbia, Sweden
China, Chile, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Peru, South Africa, Tanzania

a) Kakwani coefficients calculated defining the tax burden as the share of paid fuel tax in total expenditures except for the US and Mexico where the income approach is used since expenditure data were unavailable.

In the 14 poorer countries, which are a definite majority both by number and even more so by population, we find that a fuel tax would be progressive. In the case of Chile Sterner did not have much data and no particular chapter was written but we had data on cost shares and found the Kakwani index to be above 0.1, i.e. a tax would be quite strongly progressive. This would clearly be worth a more detailed follow up study focusing on the differences between different fuels, countryside versus cities and maybe including sophisticated indirect effects.

The distribution effects studied are a combination of direct distribution effects based on private consumption of fuels and indirect use such as in public transport. The former is almost always a progressive effect. The indirect effects on public transport however vary significantly across countries. Public transport is often used more intensely by the poor or by middle classes and so the distributional effect of fuel taxes through this route is more likely to be regressive, though in some very low-income countries even public transport is too expensive for the very poor.

The measures above do not include all indirect effects nor do they include adaptation mechanisms, nor do they include the distributional effects of environmental damage. Both the latter factors would tend to give more progressivity. Finally they do not of course consider the use of the funds collected.
Sterner concludes that it is some middle income groups that are most affected. He argues that these are politically influential and that the argument about the poor is window dressing – they are not affected and have no power anyway – but are convenient to use as an argument.

**Equity principles (potentially competing) and their implications**

There is no one accepted definition of equity. Different stakeholders will tend to see the issue from their perspective. We offer four principles to consider. These summarise arguments brought up in many discussions with a wide range of stakeholders and from the literature.

a. “Polluters” should pay.

b. Those who benefit from climate mitigation should pay – in particular they should not receive windfall gains.

c. Those with higher incomes and wealth should pay more, and pay a higher percentage of their income, than those with less.

d. Property rights should be protected against “takings”; owners of stranded assets should be compensated for their losses.

The polluter-pays principle is often misapplied as an equity principle when it was originally intended to be an efficiency principle. “Polluters” in a pejorative sense could be thought of as those who are responsible for pollution. Using this as an equity principle presupposes that those made to bear cost know they are doing damage and that they have the ability to avoid it. The people who happen to own or work in high emissions industries are not necessarily “polluters”. Those who persist in using high emitting technologies and processes as new technologies become technically and economically feasible and those who choose to consume high emissions products when there are alternatives might more easily be defined as polluters.

In terms of equity, grandparenting and output-based allocation are generally motivated by principle (d). Those who lose value are either owners of capital (who are generally higher income) or those with skills highly specific to a vulnerable industry or located in regions that are economically dependent on vulnerable industries.

If output-based allocation is used to address trade exposure leading to leakage (see below) there will be fewer stranded assets and the argument for equity-based free allocation will be more limited. If output-based allocation is not used in a trade exposed sector (possibly because they are not vulnerable to leakage because they are immobile), the sector could end up with large stranded assets. It is not clear that the owners of these assets should be singled out as “polluters” (a) when their consumers could be regarded as equally responsible for the emissions. Copper and horticultural products could be examples of this in Chile.

Creating a level playing field for new entrants is another issue that often arises. Although new entrants have no stranded assets to justify a need for compensation, if there are imperfect capital markets and non-competitive sectors, incumbents that receive free allocations may have an inefficient competitive advantage over new entrants. This potential problem arises because of imperfections in capital markets. Those with stronger balance sheets have an advantage over those with less access to capital. Whether the financially stronger players are incumbents or new entrants is sector specific. New entrants could be struggling start ups or multinationals.
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126 “The polluter-pays principle is not a principle of equity; it is designed not to punish polluters but to set appropriate signals in place in the economic system so that environmental costs are incorporated in the decision-making process and hence arrive at sustainable development that is environment-friendly.” OECD, 1992
establishing operations in a new country. This is not a problem specific to ETS either; it is a fundamental problem associated with capital markets. Giving free lump sum allocations to new entrants would be equivalent to giving start-ups grants and suffers from the same problems of identifying good new start-ups to support. A better argument, discussed below, for supporting new entrants is that they may be making investments that are most vulnerable to leakage.

Auctions generate revenue that can address equity principle (c) through expenditure or changes to taxation. For example, inclusion of the transport sector in the ETS almost certainly improve equity defined under (c) and even more so if revenue is used to make a progressive reduction in taxes or fund a government programme that benefits the poor. It is hard to deliberately focus costs on those who benefit (b) except by not supporting them if they happen to have high costs. The political process may naturally tend however to compensate those who do not want the policy.

6.4.2. Reducing leakage to countries not covered by binding targets

In a world where not every country faces the same climate change policy, there is a risk that an ETS leads to relocation of production solely because of the uneven nature of regulation. In Chile’s context, this means that when a Chilean Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) is implemented, the resulting increase in production costs for some products may mean that some exported products are no longer competitive, or that products imported from countries with less stringent climate policies are substituted for domestic products. This may cause certain production activities to relocate to countries with weaker climate policies, leading to job losses and to no “real” decrease in global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

New investments are at the greatest risk from leakage because while an existing plant needs only to cover operating and maintenance costs to make it worthwhile continuing, a new investment must also make a positive return on capital. However new investments involve only potential jobs, whereas loss of existing capacity leads to identifiable job losses.

Politically, the critical issue will probably be the number of jobs lost when activity moves. Reducing emissions will always involve shifting jobs from one sector to another and this is never costless – an argument for a smooth transition and support for workers and communities facing large adjustments. However, jobs that are lost solely because of leakage are hard to justify. Although, if emission reductions are valuable to Chile (for intrinsic reasons or because they can be sold), the economy as a whole may benefit once the adjustment has occurred, the short-term social cost can be high. This needs to be set against the potentially high cost of protecting jobs for the indefinite future.

Some also argue that regulating before other countries could adversely affect the long term structure of the economy; strategic industries could be lost. If a Chilean firm is unable to reopen a plant once a global agreement is in place, even though if the plant had remained operating still in Chile it would now be profitable, a short term difference in regulation will have long-term effects. Society will particularly regret this if the fall in production had effects on workers and communities that the firm did not take into account in its decision-making. The decision to leave (not come) may be optimal for the firm but sub-optimal for society. Others, however, will argue the opposite, that early climate regulation will give Chile a strategic advantage in clean technology.

If the Chilean system operates under an emissions cap, either domestically or in an internationally linked system, any Chilean emission reductions associated with leakage will be matched by increased emissions elsewhere under the cap. From a narrow economic point of view, the leakage makes it easier to achieve the cap so could be perversely attractive. However,
the increase in emissions in the unregulated country to which the production leaks is hence entirely an addition to global emissions. This does not depend on the competitor’s production being more emissions intensive than Chile, though this would of course aggravate the environmental damage. If leakage is large, it could completely offset the contribution Chile is making to the global effort through an autonomous reduction.

Both the loss of production and jobs to other countries and the smaller decrease in global GHG emissions are important for Chile; they undermine the political acceptability and integrity of the efforts being made by Chileans to address climate change. Concerns around leakage will likely diminish over time as more countries implement climate change policy; policy should reflect that.

Assessing the likely scale of leakage is extremely difficult, particularly in a small country where each sector involves very few players (and possibly few potential investors). Investment and relocation of production decisions are mostly long term, so influenced not only by current regulatory differences, but also expectations about relative stringency of climate policy across countries in the medium term. Many other factors also drive them. It is even hard to identify leakage after the fact. Many insights into the likely scale of leakage are drawn from empirical studies of response to other environmental regulatory differences across countries. These lessons may however not translate well because they may be based on more stable regulations aimed at domestic policies. Climate change policy is evolving rapidly and differences in regulatory pressure across countries may be hard to predict. Current policy is often a good indicator of future policies but in the case of climate change, many firms are already anticipating stronger policies. Thus investment leakage may be less than expected because it may be against firms’ long-term interests as well as society’s.127

In Chile two sectors that might be vulnerable are copper, and pulp and paper; cement (especially clinker) and steel may also be of concern. Copper may be a sector where the issue could be largely addressed through a sectoral agreement with the US, Peru and China (given that Australian production is already covered by their ETS – though with output-based allocation that may need to be adjusted). More analysis would also be need to see to what extent an impact on profit in this sector would lead to movement of production (and future investment) as opposed to a fall in the value of the existing resource. This may be largely a stranded asset rather than a leakage issue.

Implications of leakage motivation for allocation modalities

The best solution to leakage is to extend the scope of climate regulation across countries. Thus, in the development of climate policy, and particularly ETS because it directly affects effective marginal production costs, it is valuable to engage actively with those in competitor countries and encourage them to move as quickly as possible. If Chile can create a system that works, this will set an attractive example for other similar countries to follow.

Assuming the cause of the uneven regulatory playing field cannot be rectified – Chile has decided to regulate emissions, Peru has not – the question remains whether a government should adopt policies that minimise the overall size of leakage. This question is analogous to the question of how a country should respond to foreign tariffs and subsidies. While the international trade literature does not have a clear answer on this question, the traditional economic response is that in most circumstances a small country should not impose tariffs or

127 Kerr and Coleman, 2008
subsidies at home in response to tariffs or subsidies imposed abroad as this lowers aggregate welfare. The basic insight of this literature is that any attempt to protect the domestic industry from a foreign subsidy will generate greater costs on domestic consumers or taxpayers than benefits to the affected industry. (If Peruvian taxpayers were to pay for a subsidy to provide Chilean consumers with cheap goods, at the cost of putting a Chilean firm out of business, then so be it.)

The normal Chilean position has been that policies to protect a Chilean firm or industry from “unfair” foreign competition have a greater cost to society as a whole than the benefit that accrues to the affected sector. Good evidence of this thinking is that Chile opened up its borders to foreign competition much earlier and to a degree unlike any other country in the region.

The situation with an ETS is slightly different because of concern about emissions. In these circumstances, a subsidy to the domestic industry may be welfare enhancing, for the reduction in global emissions from subsidising the domestic industry would offset the net welfare costs from the subsidy.

Leakage can be reduced through the design of the ETS. There are two options to consider. One is to allocate emission units each year to firms with GHG intensive products that are trade exposed and mobile (could easily be produced elsewhere) based on the quantity of these products they produce. The number of units allocated per unit of production would allow a certain GHG “intensity” with no penalty. This allocation approach encourages firms to reduce the emissions intensity of their production but reduces the pressure on them to reduce (or not expand) production and thus reduces leakage. It also, however, reduces the incentive for domestic consumers of the product to change consumption patterns.

This is relatively easy to do in the electricity sector where output is clearly defined, but electricity is unlikely to be vulnerable to leakage in Chile. Other sectors are more difficult to address but these challenges have now been faced by several other countries and standard methodologies for defining output, and setting allocation rates for each unit of output have been developed. It is not necessary for the emissions rate to represent best practice or some other industry-wide performance standard. The emissions rate chosen does not affect the incentive to reduce emissions per unit of output; it does however affect the degree of protection of output.

In the copper sector, only 10 mine sites represent more than 70% of production, so with a sufficiently high threshold for free allocation, output-based allocation should be administratively feasible. In the pulp and paper sector, only two companies, with 10 plants between them, represent 80% of the value produced in the sector, so again output-based free allocation would be administratively feasible.

The other is called a “border carbon adjustment”, which rebates emission units for emission intensive trade exposed goods that are exported from Chile, while imposing emissions obligations (e.g. a tax, or an obligation to hold units) on emission intensive goods imported from countries with weak climate policies. This approach also protects the production of GHG intensive goods that are trade exposed while maintaining a domestic price signal to reduce both GHG emissions per unit of production and domestic consumption of goods associated with high GHG emissions. It has different impacts on taxpayers relative to the first option. It raises significant legal and trade policy issues and hence has not been used by any country yet.
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128 This position can be subject to many qualifications. For example, a large country may gain from imposing a tariff on an imported good if the tariff is absorbed by the producer and there is no retaliation. There are also circumstances when a subsidy may give a first-mover advantage to a firm that enables it to capture large monopoly profits when it becomes the dominant global player (strategic trade theory).
6.4.3. Managing a smooth transition to a long-term low-carbon economy

There are many reasons to gradually transition to a long-term low-carbon economy. Suppose for a moment that emissions prices were certain and stable, which of course they are not. It will take time for actors to adopt new technologies. If they all tried to adopt rapidly there would be supply side constraints and the cost would be very high. As adoption progresses, technology will be refined through application and firms will learn how to install and use it; its attractiveness will grow. Some firms will be early movers possibly because they are highly skilled and have good access to capital, or because their applications of the technology are the most valuable. Others will have existing capital that they want to use until it is obsolete, they may have poor management skills, organisational structures that make rapid change difficult, or lack of access to capital. Because innovation is a continuous process, some firms will choose to wait for an even better technology rather than use the new technology available today. This all means that mitigation may be slow initially.

Lack of certainty about international policy, and from the point of view of investors about domestic policy too, exacerbates this slowness. Carbon prices are uncertain and unstable. Investing on the basis of a regulation that is likely to be changed is risky. This uncertainty leads to under-investment. This means that the period of adjustment is likely to be long.

Responses to emissions trading are also likely to take time to evolve. Emissions trading is a new institution and requires new processes, unfamiliar decisions and establishment of new relationships. Fear of making mistakes is likely to make companies cautious about trading in the short term. Those who can sell units may be less likely to engage rapidly in trading than those who need to buy; the former have a choice. If there is a fixed cap, this unwillingness to sell excess units could affect liquidity and even market price. In the short run, allocation may influence emission reductions and even innovation. Survey evidence from the EU system suggests that those received free allocations were less likely to innovate than other, very similar, firms who did not. In the long term, the allocation of units may not affect where emissions reductions occur (except output-based allocation) but in the short run they may have a real effect.

Managing a smooth transition ideally involves developing a long-term vision of Chile’s comparative advantage in a low-carbon world. In contrast to existing ETS in developed countries, given that Chile is still growing rapidly, this may be more a matter of guiding new investments rather than focusing primarily on avoiding loss of existing industries. The trade-off between the costs of protecting or encouraging industry that is costly to Chile in the short term must be weighed against the long-run benefits of establishing or protecting industry now that will be valuable in the long term. Chile, as a small country, may also face issues with poor access to capital markets which may make these issues more stark and discrete – for example, New Zealand has needed to make decisions in the face of the potential (threatened) loss of large discrete investments that may no longer be available when conditions change in future. Evaluating this will require assessment of the long-run comparative advantage of Chile and the extent to which that differs from the current economic structure and direction of growth.

Some systems have chosen to focus incentives most where mitigation opportunities are greatest, and where the political implications are less severe. If it is difficult to protect small trade-exposed firms that might have high electricity consumption, or vulnerable consumers,
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deferring the rise in electricity price implied by ETS could be attractive. In Chile, because electricity prices may be artificially high, this could be worth considering at least temporarily.

**Implications of smooth transition for allocation modalities**

A desire to smooth the transition into an ETS can be addressed through gradual phasing in of the programme (as discussed in Chapter 5). Beyond this, output-based allocation can be used to reduce prices of specific products, e.g. electricity, temporarily. Regular auctions to provide price discovery and liquidity for all actors will address problems with the development of markets; alternatively, if auctions are not a political option, units could be grandparented to points of obligation that are likely to have difficulty with trading in the very short term. High levels of initial free allocation are reassuring to firms facing uncertain cost increases and likely to smooth the political transition.

**6.4.4. Encouraging participation and compliance in the forestry and agriculture sectors**

Difficulties with monitoring, verification and reporting, and compliance challenges associated with involving large numbers of small actors have led most countries to exclude forestry and agricultural emissions from their ETS. In some cases they are partially included through domestic offset systems (Australia and California). Offset systems, for many sources, have severe problems relating to leakage outside of projects and lack of additionality (payment for reductions that would have happened anyway). Offsets are also administratively complex, especially when a crediting baseline must be established for each project.

A middle ground is to create a standard system for reporting and compliance in the same way that you would for an ETS but make participation voluntary. Efficiency of this system requires high levels of participation. Such a system must be easily understood and baselines based on easily available data. Generous baselines, which are equivalent to free allocation that could be above business as usual, ensure that (nearly) all entities would find it financially attractive to participate. Generous baselines also allow simpler monitoring that aims at lack of bias rather than precision because errors in monitoring that make participation more or less attractive will not determine participation. This is administratively cheaper and less vulnerable to corruption. It does however imply high levels of free allocation and windfall gains to some actors. This is how reforestation is included in the New Zealand emissions trading system.

An alternative model for small sources where compliance is challenging is to make the system compulsory but make allocation generous enough that most entities voluntarily comply and put pressure on others to comply. Voluntary compliance is the basis of successful tax systems that depend on self-reporting and random audit. Once entities are involved in the system the free allocation may be able to be phased out without triggering massive non-compliance.

In Chile, as discussed above there is evidence of the impact of allocation on compliance. Grandfathering accelerated the completion of the inventory of emissions in the particulates market in Santiago (Montero et al., 2002). Companies also reported that once the system was running and they saw the pollution permits as “property rights”, they wanted the regulatory agency to monitor more stringently.

A judgment needs to be made on the trade-off between the cost of (overly) generous allocation and Chile’s ability to take advantage of low-cost mitigation options. This trade-off will depend on the nature of the actors involved, the ability to predict emissions and the scale of
mitigation options. The acceptability for this approach will depend on who reaps any windfall gains.

6.5. Framework for Government Decisions

Based on the analysis of both objectives and modalities for free allocation conducted above, we now develop a framework for decision making on allocation for each regulated industry and scheme phase that will identify options, criteria and considerations. This framework will help to guide the government as it determines which industries will receive units for free, on what basis they will receive them, how many they will receive and for how long they will continue to receive them.

Once objectives for allocation are clarified, in each sector and each phase, the likely weight of different objectives needs to assessed. Here we propose one possible approach at a broad level. We start with long-run allocation because it is simpler; where “long run” implies a (near) complete global agreement and (largely) complete economic adjustment (including labour markets). We then suggest one approach to balancing the more complex short-term considerations. Our suggested approach is summarised in Table 6.2.

In the long run, all emissions costs are borne by the consumers of products with a positive emissions footprint. Equity and revenue raising efficiency considerations dominate. There is no risk of leakage or regret, transition is complete and there is no reason to use allocation to alter marginal price pressures. The only rationale for allocation is equity, yet there are no remaining stranded assets (all have been depreciated or been compensated for (land)) and key political hurdles have been overcome (though ongoing support is always needed) so it is (almost) purely an issue of allocation of wealth. Long-run allocation is question of how best to release units for private use and how to allocate the value of those units. Units should be auctioned to a combination of domestic and international buyers. There will need to be political agreement on how to use the resulting revenue.

Figure 6.3: Decision-making process for short-run allocation of units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short run</th>
<th>Long run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assess likely price:</td>
<td>depends on ambition, linkage, use of fixed-price phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output based allocation for critical EITE mobile sectors?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess remaining stranded assets given price path and output-based allocation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandparenting to compensate for some stranded assets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing of disbursement depends on fiscal issues and may reassess if price is lower than expected (not in response to emissions)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess liquidity needs:</td>
<td>depends on sectoral coverage, linking and free allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auctions for liquidity and price discovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The short run is more complex. While climate agreements are globally incomplete, leakage and the risk of regret is likely to be a stronger issue. Any new regulation requires a phase-in period to avoid excessive adjustment costs; more generous allocation – biased toward existing activities (either output-based or grandparenting) – is one way to achieve this. Political feasibility is critical and may depend on fairness considerations but may be driven by strong vested interests.

The only allocation tool to address leakage and regret is output-based allocation, yet this is complex, imperfect and vulnerable to manipulation. If phasing is gradual and linked to development of the wider global effort, and/or if economic transition is a broad enough issue to justify overall price control, the extra value of targeted protection for energy intensive trade exposed sectors may be low relative to the cost. It may be preferable to address their stranded assets issues instead – possibly in such a way that the resources provided are used as capital to facilitate a transition to low emissions technology or to replace products with lower emitting alternatives. If output-based allocation is used it should have a fixed rate of phase out irrespective of international regulation to reflect the high cost of protection that means Chile will not want to protect these sectors indefinitely. At the same time there should be a mechanism to accelerate the phase-out in response to the introduction of climate regulation in competitor countries.

A transition from one form of allocation to another, possibly toward more auctioning with use of revenue to benefit disadvantaged groups, is likely to be desirable. To the extent possible, this transition path should be determined early in the scheme to avoid investment uncertainty and the incentive to behave strategically (e.g. by increasing emissions or avoiding mitigation) to influence future free allocations. Ideally allocation rules are defined in such a way that they are able to adapt to new information without being completely renegotiated. There are international models of both success and failure in this regard that can be used here.

**Table 6.2: A suggested approach to allocation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Auction/required purchase</th>
<th>Grandparent</th>
<th>Output-based allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Short run | - Incomplete global agreement  
- Economic transition | Use auctions for liquidity and price discovery  
Require liquid fuel sector and energy generators to purchase units | To compensate for stranded assets:  
- human capital (workers)  
- physical capital  
Small points of obligation | Strongly emissions intensive trade exposed sectors only  
Set gradual phase out of protection |
| Long run | Auction all units                           |                           |                          |                         |
6.6. References


Key findings:

- The research process should be designed both to gain knowledge and also to build capability within Chile to understand the issues and contribute to the policy development.

- Key economic research can be grouped in two broad categories: background research; and research aimed at answering more specific questions for policy design.

- Background research should provide an opportunity for wide discussion among different stakeholders on how ETS has worked around the world, and the important role they are already playing and can play in the implementation of climate policy both domestically and internationally. This research includes: (i) understanding what is happening more widely in Latin America in terms of climate policy, and of implementation of ETS in particular; (ii) lessons from previous ETS internationally, with particular attention to implementation, distributional effects, and design issues relevant to an emerging economy; (iii) lessons on design, on the political process towards implementation, and on ex-post performance of environmental markets in Chile, namely, water markets, individual transferrable quotas for fisheries, and Santiago’s particulate market and NOx; and (iv) understanding how an ETS would interact with the rest of existing and future environmental legislation in the country.

- Targeted research consists of all research that provides stakeholders and policymakers with information (which in many cases builds upon existing studies) about the costs and benefits of implementing an ETS in the country (including distributional impacts). This includes:
  
  i. improving understanding of the scale of mitigation opportunities (in both the different carbon-emitting sectors and in the forestry sector)
  
  ii. understanding broad economic impacts of different ETS designs
  
  iii. non-price barriers (e.g. information or regulatory barriers), especially in the electricity sector – this includes more generally to estimate the size of the energy efficiency gap in the country and to identify the kind of instruments that operate better, together with carbon prices, in improving efficiency
  
  iv. understanding how market structure can affect the ability of Chilean firms to respond and pass on carbon prices and/or explain the existence or not of windfall profits (e.g. particularly in the electricity sector)
  
  v. identifying emissions-intensive trade-exposed mobile or expanding activities and the likely scale of leakage from them
  
  vi. identifying key stranded assets and mechanisms to address them
  
  vii. understanding the distributional implications, especially the impacts on the poor, and the mechanisms that can be used to deal with undesirable outcomes and how they relate to existing schemes (e.g. subsidies for basic services).

- There are many technical and institutional implementation needs that are common to many ETS that will need specific answers in Chile. These are listed in each chapter.
7.1. Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of research needs for designing an ETS in Chile, and discussion of process considerations around how the research can be designed and undertaken through a transparent and inclusive multi-stakeholder process that builds on the existing foundation of knowledge and practical experience. This chapter focuses on high-level, strategic, and cross-cutting research topics, and identifies some lessons learned from other countries that have been early leaders in ETS development. Further research will be needed to support the technical information needs of ETS implementation for specific core design features and sectors. Those types of research needs are identified in other chapters throughout the report as appropriate.

When developing an ETS, the research agenda must not only produce valuable technical information for policymakers but also help in the process of educating society towards making more informative decisions in the area of climate change and energy use. The best example of this need is the increasing opposition faced by different kinds of power generation projects (e.g., Hydroaysen in the very south, Castilla in the north, etc.) at the moment in the country. It is quite likely that a large part of this opposition is driven by a lack of information that a well-crafted research agenda should help alleviate.

Understood this way, this ETS research process should also look for opportunities for collaboration with neighbouring countries that face similar decisions in the near future. In the past Argentina has been very aggressive in proposing a binding (but generous) carbon cap for its entire economy in expectations that it can become an active seller of carbon permits in the international markets. The proposal never prospered. This collaboration is also important for understanding emission leakage and trade effects within the region if some countries adopt binding commitments and ETS programmes while others do not.

Ideally, one would like to organise research projects in groups according to their goals and expected outcomes. There is research that can contribute the most to the process of capacity and awareness building, while other research is more targeted to answer specific questions. If the ultimate goal is to build political support for the implementation of an ETS, there is clearly some research that is more effective than others, for example, documenting that ETS can work reasonably well when well designed. Like elsewhere, there will always be groups in the country opposed to the idea of emissions trading, and they will look for evidence everywhere to show that these markets many not work as expected and that alternative instruments can work better. Yet others will be looking for subsidies and would go after “evidence” showing that they work better than ETS in terms of price signal for the development of cleaner technologies.

For setting a national research agenda supporting design and implementation of an ETS, it is important to have in mind a multi-agent process that can permit an ongoing dialogue between researchers, government, and stakeholders to disseminate existing knowledge and gradually frame new questions as issues arise and people better understand what they need to know. As the experiences from other countries show, stakeholder engagement is very important when designing models and making key assumptions as inputs to modelling. This type of process provides better policy research and also, again, builds a community within Chile with deep understanding of the issues. This could involve quarterly or biannual workshops with a consistent core of knowledgeable people.

---
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7.2. Lessons from ETS Research in Other Countries

Before going into identifying the research needs it is worth emphasising, based on evidence from some countries where ETS have been implemented, the importance of research in getting them implemented and how it was conducted (e.g. use of more than one study to answer a particular question). This section focuses on lessons learned from the European Union, New Zealand, the United States and Australia.

7.2.1. European Union

Below are some of the key areas of research undertaken to inform the initial design of the EU ETS and its revisions.

- **Assessment of the National Allocation Plans for Phase II of the EU ETS**\(^{132}\). This study provides lessons on how to monitor progress against a cap and how to set realistic business as usual scenarios. This is valuable in trying to understand whether or not the supply and demand for emissions allowance units will be proportionate and associated implications for the emissions unit price.

- **PRIMES modeling of the economic effects of emissions trading to reduce greenhouse gases**\(^{133}\). This study showed that economy wide emissions trading would be the cheapest way for Europe to meet its obligations under the Kyoto Protocol. Several policy ideas are considered including sectoral and wider economy emissions trading systems. PRIMES is an energy modeling system that simulates a market equilibrium for energy supply and demand in the EU.

- **Cumulative impacts of energy and climate change policies on carbon leakage**\(^{134}\). This study provides a useful summary of the literature on carbon leakage, competitiveness and measures used to limit associated negative effects. It covers the wealth of literature on this topic with more than 50 detailed papers from experts such as Climate Strategies and the Carbon Trust.

- **Methodology for the free allocation of emission allowances in the EU ETS post 2012**. Sector-by-sector reviews of the benchmarking methodology, how to create benchmarking criteria and the methodology for free allocation based on benchmarks. This study comprises a main report and 13 sector specific papers\(^{135}\).

- **Review of the impact of the EU ETS and plans for its development**. The Department for Energy and Climate Change in the UK published various independent review documents on the EU ETS. The National Audit Office paper provides a comprehensive review, including information on the performance of auctioning in the first two phases of the EU ETS\(^{136}\).

- **Review of MRV approaches across Member States**\(^{137}\). This study shows the various approaches used in Europe for measurement, reporting and verification. It does not
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only focus on the EU ETS, but draws on lessons from other policies which require MRV of pollutants or quantification of the effects of policies.

The European Commission (EC) has a thorough and well-practiced process for conducting research projects. It requires that public consultations are undertaken for three months, and the ideas of stakeholder working groups are balanced against the views of highly experienced trade persons, academics and consultants. While this level of collaboration is to the credit of the EC, industry lobbying has been accused of causing over-allocation in the EU ETS.

The UK is supportive of the EC’s approaches and policy direction on climate change. It was one of the few Member States to support the unsuccessful proposal for a move from 20% to 30% on the EU emissions reduction target for 2020. This, coupled with high standards for transparency and accountability, means the UK regularly provides independent reviews of the EU ETS and plays a large role in supporting its research and development. For example, the UK provided the template on which the EU standard monitoring and reporting process was based.

Successes of the research in the EU and UK can be credited in part to close working with the public, stakeholders and independent experts. There is also a great interest in climate policy from all affected ministries, which provides valuable political debate – the UK BIS study referenced above is a good example of such wider participation. Finally, a great emphasis is placed on data and transparency, encouraging detailed and substantive work.

7.2.2. New Zealand

When designing the carbon tax and the NZ ETS, the most useful pieces of research were:

- **Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) modelling of the impact of emission pricing on the New Zealand economy with and without international linkages.** When developing the NZ ETS, this research was conducted by different economic firms and then through a direct collaboration by two leading firms. That helped to support the contestability of the findings. The value of the studies was particularly in the direction and relativity of pricing impacts with and without linking. It also was useful in showing the types of impacts that emission pricing could have on economic output as a whole and on consumers. It was important to understand the limitations of such models and how they could be used to help inform sound policy decisions. One important drawback of the models used was that they did not integrate the forestry sector. However, some qualitative assessment of forestry-sector implications was included in the major reports of findings.

- **Assessment of the impact of emission pricing on power generation investments in New Zealand.** This work had started in preparation for the proposed carbon tax. Creating incentives for new renewable generation rather than new thermal generation was one of the key mitigation opportunities for New Zealand. The government needed to understand how investment decisions in the power generation sector would respond to an emission price.

- **Studies on projected deforestation, afforestation, and harvesting rates in New Zealand and the relative impact of emission pricing.** This work had been underway in New Zealand for several years prior to designing the NZ ETS. Setting a cap on the government’s responsibility for the national deforestation liability had been part of the government’s 2002 climate change policy package and it needed to project how the
land use, land-use change, and forestry (LULUCF) sector would contribute to achieving New Zealand’s commitments under the Kyoto Protocol.

- Mitigation potential and trade exposure of New Zealand’s large emissions-intensive and trade-exposed industries. This work had been started under the government’s previous policy proposal to offer Negotiated Greenhouse Agreements to large trade-exposed emitters that provided an exemption from the carbon tax in return for agreement to a binding mitigation pathway. This work had applied a “World’s Best Practice” approach and had found that several of New Zealand’s industrial producers had relatively limited mitigation potential given the national circumstances.

Within the research sector, from 2002 there was a sustained series of meetings and collaborative projects among researchers from different institutions to encourage comparative work and deepen mutual understanding on what was known and what was not. Many of the participants in this process were actively involved in providing advice directly to government and technical input to multi-stakeholder processes. The prior communication among researchers allowed them to present consistent messages – including the message that some things were highly uncertain – and avoid the appearance of disagreements among experts where none really existed.

The government also commissioned work on marginal mitigation cost curves across all sectors for New Zealand. This work proved less useful because some of the findings were contested, particularly in the agriculture sector.

The government conducted a study on other potential environmental impacts of the NZ ETS (e.g. air quality, water quality, land use, and so on). The authors identified some substantial co-benefits but also some potential areas for perverse outcomes (e.g. potential loss of indigenous biodiversity from establishment of fast-growing pine plantations, and increased pressure on natural character and some landscapes, and potential land use and resource conflicts generally, arising from both afforestation and the accelerated development of renewable energy sources, notably hydro and wind, but also possibly marine energy). The authors recommended putting in place a system to monitor direct and indirect impacts of the NZ ETS after implementation and to include this in the scope of government reviews of the NZ ETS.

As a result of a multi-stakeholder process, the government collaborated with the private sector and jointly commissioned independent consultants to explore the likely leakage from several large firms (who agreed to cooperate). While these were only case studies, they highlighted some key issues and provided a complement to the CGE analysis, which did not give good guidance on the impacts on the one to two firms actually in each sector in New Zealand.

One important lesson learned was the value of sharing commissioned research with stakeholders and the general public, and involving stakeholders in testing some of the key assumptions used as model inputs. In some cases, the government chose to withhold research findings from public release because of the commercial sensitivity of data collected from businesses and also because of possible implications for other areas of government negotiations, both domestic and international. This caused some friction with stakeholders.
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7.2.3. United States

The US process has been heavily influenced by the government modelling capacity at US Energy Information Administration (EIA) and the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Having multiple agencies/research groups with separate modelling and analysis was important. In California, which is going ahead with ETS, there was less diversity of modelling (basically done by just the California Air Resources Board), but this entity was sufficiently well respected. This may be more analogous to Chile. In that sense, the government of Chile should find ways to learn the most from the California experience; the recently established programme for mutual collaboration on research and technology transfer – with its particular emphasis on energy and water-related sectors – should serve as a platform for that.

It is important to emphasise that in either case, at the federal and state levels, the research process was much more than just estimating marginal mitigation cost (MAC) curves: it provided information on energy price impacts, sectoral impacts, trade impacts, and macroeconomic impacts. Moreover, the provision of research by respected and relatively independent government analysts, in the case of EIA, is particularly influential. Most of the serious debates have started with requests to EIA to model various features and options. A perpetual challenge is not just modelling theoretical issues but trying to add the policy realism so as to consider precise features of proposed legislation. The ability to run various scenarios examining particular pieces of the policy was important. This was useful not just during the stage of evaluating the legislation, but also at the stage of stakeholders trying to reach agreement through the US Climate Action Partnership (US-CAP), a coalition of businesses and NGOs that developed a blueprint for what became the House bill at the federal level. All this suggests, again, that Chile should invest in internal capacity to model or oversee modelling exercises beyond simple MAC analysis.

In addition to this capacity, several other reports have been influential. The inter-agency report on competitiveness was perhaps the most important, as it focused on the most controversial issue. There were also important studies of distributional impacts, by region and income and other demographics. Politically, one of the big issues was jobs. Most economic models are not able to address employment shifts at a granular level credibly. Other types of analyses were needed to build the case (in California as well as other states) that “green” jobs would provide real benefits and counterbalance the loss of “dirty” jobs.

In the wake of the financial crisis, it was also important to examine the role of market oversight in the allowance market. Finally, a number of studies have generally contributed to the arguments for pricing CO₂. There was a government report on the social cost of carbon, as well as National Research Council reports on energy externalities and energy consequences of the tax code.

It is also interesting to understand why the Federal approaches to implement an ETS have failed but the State of California has succeeded. One possible explanation is that there is much stronger regional support for action than at the Federal level. The Federal argument could not be won simply based on the case of low costs of the policy. There were not sufficiently strong arguments for the costs of inaction and the reason to act urgently, especially during a
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recession. In addition, the economic analyses fell short in making a positive case for benefits to the agriculture/rural sector, which was politically important. The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) was not as far along in modelling some of the important issues on agriculture offsets, for example. Yet for some, the single most important factor for failing to pass ETS legislation at the Federal level was the absence of someone in the Senate to provide skilled legislative leadership, unlike in the House. Cap-and-trade legislation is extremely complex, with a very wide range of interests and stakeholders. It requires a very skilled legislator or group of legislators to get things done.

7.2.4. Australia

Scientific and economic research played an important role in the development of the Australian Carbon Pricing Mechanisms and the preceding ETS proposals.

In the lead-up to the 2007 general election in Australia, the Australian Labor Party (ALP) commissioned a major study to be prepared by the respected economist Professor Ross Garnaut, detailing the scientific consensus on climate change and the most appropriate policy mechanisms for Australia to apply to meet the challenge of climate change by reducing Australia’s emissions. The “Garnaut Climate Change Review” was handed down in early 2008, after the ALP had won the 2007 election, which recommended the implementation of an emissions trading scheme model. This led to the initial proposal for a Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS), which was defeated in Parliament.

In late September 2010, the Federal Labor Government announced the establishment of a Multi-Party Climate Change Committee (MPCCC). The goal of the MPCCC was to explore options and reach agreement on the design of a carbon pricing mechanism (CPM). In addition the Government created two informal stakeholder groups to feed in comments. One was made up of CEOs from selected major businesses and the second by CEOs from the major NGOs. The MPCCC and the associated process was fed with a number of keynote reports and studies, including:

- the Garnaut Review 2011, wherein Professor Ross Garnaut was commissioned to update his 2008 Climate Change Review covering a wide range of issues such as climate change science, economies impacts, assessment of action in the rest of the world, and land sector mitigation
- the Productivity Commission’s Carbon Research Report – the commission was instructed by the Government to examine the state and existence of carbon pricing internationally to allow the MPCCC to consider the level of action being taken by Australia’s major trading partners.

Having this kind of comprehensive research available to support ETS policy development was an important contributor to final passage of the legislation.

7.3. Identifying Research Needs

This section examines specific research needs for designing an ETS in the Chilean context. These fall into the categories of:

- political and market context
- emissions and mitigation potential.
7.3.1. Economic and fiscal impacts – political and market context

Understanding climate policy in the region

A first research project, labelled as “Climate Policy in Latin America: Where do we stand”, would bring together researchers from a few countries in Latin America, at least those that have already adhered to MAPS (i.e. Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Peru), to prepare a survey article and conduct a series of conferences of on where the region stands in terms of climate change policy. This research should discuss what governments in different countries are doing and explain why some countries are moving faster than others. It should also provide some normative directions, for example, in explaining whether regional agreements may be more effective than individual actions. The analysis should also touch on the prospects for the introduction of market-based instruments, in particular, ETS. Based on the recent work by Caffera (2011), where he documents the scant use of market-based instruments for controlling domestic pollution in the region, the prospects are not good. But such evidence may be misleading if countries also see in a greenhouse gas ETS the opportunity that at some point in the future their domestic ETS can be linked to an international carbon market.

There have been some studies in the region. For example, Felicani Robles and Peskett (2010) discuss current proposals in Mexico to establish a national register of carbon emission that can then serve as the basis for the creation of a “carbon market”. They also discuss the legal and implementation challenges of considering carbon credits from the forestry sector. Also in Mexico, Ibarrarán et al (2011) study whether it is feasible for the country to achieve the 50% reduction in GHG by 2050 that it has announced. Using a CGE model, they conclude that is not only extremely costly but also very regressive. However, they do not consider the possibility of selling carbon permits into an international market. Vergara et al (2010), on the other hand, look at the potential of wind power in Colombia. They conclude that although capital costs are expected to decrease and wind energy is highly complementary to Colombia’s hydro regime, they see its expansion potential as limited because of different entry barriers. The analysis ends with a discussion of policies that could reverse that. Finally, Chagas (2010) discusses a bill that was debated in the Brazilian Lower House to reduce emissions from reforestation and degradation (REDD) via the use of public funding and market-based mechanisms. The bill proposed the creation of two different REDD units: UREDDs, which would be non-tradable and would entitle the holder to receive benefits from national and international non-market funding (basically grants); and CREDDs, which would be tradable rights to be use both domestically and internationally. The author considers that the REDD bill is a step forward in regulation of carbon forest activities in Brazil, even though Parliament discussion has not ended and therefore important aspects remain to be determined.

These studies and others show that climate change policy, in at least some countries in Latin America, is beginning to take shape. It would be useful to carry out a more systematic analysis of all this evidence to see how things stand and where they are going, in particular in terms of the prospects for ETS implementation.

Lessons from other ETS

The only way to gain political support for an ETS is to understand what has worked and what has not in the schemes implemented to date. Although command and control continues to be the most prevalent instrument for pollution control, the use of market-based instruments, and
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particularly of ETS (or cap and trade), is gaining support, partly driven by the climate change problem. Policymakers in countries that are planning to implement an ETS, whether for carbon or local pollutants such as particulates or NO\textsubscript{x}, naturally look at previous experiences for lessons on design and implementation. In fact, the government of Chile is soon to send legislation on an ETS for congressional discussion once again (there was a previous attempt a few years ago that failed). According to the 1994 Law of the Environment in Chile, the implementation of any ETS in the country, whether for carbon or for local pollutants, requires first the approval of legislation framing the use of tradable permits. In drafting the legislation, policymakers in the Ministry of the Environment just recently came up with different questions on design and implementation (listed below). These questions should serve as the basis for a second set of research questions that can be labelled as: “What we know and don’t know about the implementation and performance of pollution markets around the world: evidence from 20 or more years of experience with particular attention to emerging economies and to carbon market implementation”.

It would be important to engage, either through conferences and interviews, or perhaps more directly, people from government and industry to identify relevant questions and see what existing programmes can tell us. Here is the list of questions/issues posed (however, perhaps the first question on the list could be whether there are any ETS experiences in the developing world and what we make of them):

1. Is it common to use price floors and price ceilings to stabilise permit prices? What are cases in which they have been used and how?

2. How often should the cap be revised, if ever? What are the conditions that need to be satisfied for the revision? How is the new cap set? As explained by Schamlensee and Stavins (2012) for the US sulphur dioxide (SO\textsubscript{2}) trading programme, failing to change caps as new information on costs and/or benefits flows in may be fatal, i.e. cause the programme to self-destruct. Perhaps here one can draw lessons from ITQ in fisheries that allow for caps to change from year to year.

3. Have transaction costs been important and what should be done about them? There are schemes in which transaction costs have been relatively low (e.g. the US SO\textsubscript{2} trading programme) but others where this is not the case (e.g. RECLAIM in California). It should be explained why and how to reduce transaction costs if possible. One instrument is the use of auctions that can send strong price signals.

4. What has been the experience with enforcement, monitoring and compliance? Is compliance less likely under ETS because there are more incentives for cheating to sell permits? Is it still a good idea to use ETS when monitoring is less than perfect? Has this been used somewhere? Actually it has, in the credit-based programme in Santiago. Should sanctions for non-compliance be attached to permit prices?

5. When should schemes use banking and/or borrowing, and when should this not occur? Should different exchange rates be used when borrowing from the future? Can banking create hot spots intertemporally? The US SO\textsubscript{2} programme, for example, shows that banking is typically used very smoothly and is unlikely to create hot spots. What does the RECLAIM programme say?
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6. Is voluntary participation by sources not originally affected by the programme always a good idea? How should the programme be designed? With ex ante allocations that can be revised ex post? We have evidence from the US SO$_2$ programme (substitution provision) but also from the EU ETS with the CDM. What can we learn from there?

7. How should permits initially be allocated – for free or by auctioning? What is the experience? What are the political economy explanations of using one or the other, or a combination of both?

8. Has market power been a relevant consideration in these types of markets? How has it been dealt with and by whom (e.g. by the same competition authorities in charge of promoting competition in other markets)? According to Ellerman and Montero (2007) and Liski and Montero (2011), for example, market power has been an issue in the US SO$_2$ programme.

9. Are there experiences in which an ETS has been complemented by other instruments either to promote innovation (subsidies) or to deal with local pollution (hot spots)? What is the experience in the NO$_x$ budget programme in the Northeastern US to avoid hot spots in time or spatially?

10. What are important issues of implementation, such as compiling the inventory of sources (how lengthy a process it can be) and who should pay for the administration of the system? The same participants? Perhaps with the same small fee per transaction? What is the experience elsewhere?

11. It is also important to discuss the political processes involved in the implementation of the different ETS and how research (e.g. about estimation of costs and benefits) has played an important role. Schmalensee and Stavins (2012), for example, argue that the implementation of the US SO$_2$ emissions trading programme, including the decision about the cap and the phase-in scheme, were independent of benefit estimates. In fact, they find the ex post benefits to be well above the costs. In other words, it would be important to discuss whether a substantial amount of research is required to gain political support for the implementation of ETS, and the kind of research that is most effective in building such support.

It is worth emphasising that part of the value of conducting this research by local researchers is to build local capacity. A lot has been written on this already, especially in the US and Europe, but it has not been analysed in the specific context of what lessons are relevant to Chile. And part of this capacity building should be employed in transferring the research findings to other Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR) countries that are also exploring market mechanisms. The process of carrying out this research will build a larger group of people with in-depth knowledge of ETS. These people will be critical for making on-going decisions that are consistent with the fundamental purpose, for explaining the concepts to others, and for creating confidence within Chile that this is not something imposed by outsiders.

**Chile’s experience with ETS-like policies**

Chile is unique in the region in regard to the use of market-based instruments for the management of natural resources, namely water, fisheries, and air quality. The Water Code of 1981 established a decentralised management system for water allocation in all river basins in the country based on the principle of free trade of water rights. These rights were allocated for free based on historic use or simply given away when claimed if previously unused. New reforms to the code, recently passed, have established the use of auctions for allocating any new water rights in the few places left where water has not been fully claimed. There has been some important
amount of work looking at the performance of these water markets in the different basins in terms of presence of transaction costs, price dispersion, exercise of market power, etc.; ultimately, looking at whether the existing allocations have been reasonably efficient or not.\textsuperscript{147} ITQs in fisheries are a more recent introduction (in 2001), and their performance has also been studied in different dimensions. For example, Gomez-Lobo et al. (2011) document the large benefit associated to the reduction in fleet size. Finally, we have an experience with credit-based systems for controlling particulates in Santiago. As documented by Montero et al. (2002), although transaction costs were high, monitoring imperfect, and enforcement insufficient, the programme still delivered some benefits by providing firms with flexibility to save on mitigation costs. As explained above, there are no new initiatives of this sort because of the absence of legislation approving the use of this instrument in the more standard version of cap and trade, which would be needed for the implementation of an ETS for emissions trading.

All this research has been conducted separately, so there is an opportunity for a group of researchers from the three areas to look at them together to provide a more comprehensive analysis of aspects such as:

- Was it politically challenging to allocate permits for free?
- Were the distributional effects important?
- Did the initial allocation affect the \textit{ex post} allocation? Have there been important innovations?
- Are some programmes more challenging to administer than others?

This would be a third research area and could be labelled as: “Chile’s experience with market-based instruments for the management of natural resources – water, fisheries and air quality – and lessons for future market design and implementation”.

\subsection*{7.3.2. Emissions and mitigation potential}

Chile’s benefit in implementing an ETS for emissions trading at an early stage depends fundamentally on how cheaply it can generate tradable emission units to be sold in the international market. This requires not only considering different allocation scenarios when linking its domestic market to the international one, but also having good studies of the cost of emission reductions and sequestration in the country. There are some (engineering) studies for the energy sector showing large potential for emission reductions at virtually no cost or even at a negative cost.\textsuperscript{148} But once that potential is removed, mitigation costs can rise sharply. This uncertainty in the estimates of reducing emissions is common to all energy sectors, including power generation and transportation.

The forestry sector is not different in that the information required to estimate sequestration costs is quite uncertain as well, especially in regard to factors related to the land base and its opportunity costs, and the carbon inventories and flows. There are just a few studies addressing forest carbon sequestration costs, and in these the costs have been estimated using different assumptions and data. For example, Mosnaim (2001) estimated sequestration costs of US$6.2–224 tonnes of CO\textsubscript{2}e for forestry depending mainly on the geographical region and the land type (agricultural or forest). A more recent study from the Centro de Cambio Global-UC
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(CCG-UC) in 2010 estimated forest carbon sequestration costs of US$10–56 tonnes of CO$_2$e depending on the time frame involved and the scenario (expected optimistic, pessimistic) considered and with very different sequestration potentials. More recently, Portillo and Quiroga (2012) find that the sequestration potential is much lower than previously thought.

The variability of sequestration costs agrees with what is found for other countries. Just to quote an example, Stavins and Richards (2005) estimated sequestration costs for forests in the US of US$7.5–22.5 tonnes of CO$_2$e for a programme sequestering 300 million tonnes of annual carbon sequestration and US$9–27 tonnes of CO$_2$e for a programme sequestering 500 million tonnes of annual carbon. They reported this range depends upon underlying biological and economic assumptions as well as the analytical methods employed. Another, more comprehensive study was carried out by Richards and Stokes (2004).

There is an evident research need for updating and expanding what we know in terms of both abating carbon in all sectors of the economy (e.g. power generation, industry, transportation) and sequestering carbon in the forestry sector. In particular, would it be possible to generate a carbon supply curve from the forestry sector similar to the one in Stavins (1999) or Lubowski et al (2006) for the US? This analysis also includes constructing scenarios of counterfactual paths for all these sectors under different scenarios and time spans. All this research can be grouped under “Chile’s potential for abating and sequestering carbon at low cost and their implications for ETS design”.

It is worth noting that the Mitigation Action Plans & Scenarios (MAPS) initiative (www.mapschile.cl) is currently preparing similar research requests (i.e. construction of counterfactual emission paths and estimation of mitigation and sequestration costs) to be allocated to research groups in the country through a competitive bidding process. A natural question is whether the research proposed here should feed into MAPS work or be conducted separately for contestability. As proven in other countries (in New Zealand in particular), it is very desirable to have more than one study. Note that implicit in the estimation of mitigation potential is the issue of how responsive to prices the different sectors are. If the low response is due to factors other than adjustment possibilities such as information asymmetries and inattention, this opens up a new set of questions about the need for additional instruments to help deal with them. We return to these issues below.

Having information on mitigation and sequestration costs, the research should move into issues of ETS design dealing with phases and with setting the cap. The additional research requires answering questions such as:

1. What is the “central scenario” for a business-as-usual (BAU) emission trajectory for Chile through 2020 and beyond? What is the range of possible scenarios? What are the particularly significant sources of uncertainty with regard to the chosen BAU scenario(s)?
2. In case it becomes unfeasible to have full coverage, what is the mitigation potential, cost, and price responsiveness of the key sectors and subsectors that are strong candidates for trading?
3. What is the impact of emission pricing on the Chilean economy with and without international linking (buy only, sell only, buy and sell)? Can this be analysed in the
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short-term adjustment (or transition) period as well as in a longer-term equilibrium state?

4. What are scenarios for unit supply, demand, and price in the Chilean market under the leading emission scenario?

5. Are there particular emission price trigger points for step-change investments in new technologies and land uses? Can this analysis be done at the sector level? Or at least for the level of aggregation that is likely to be covered?

6. What are the electricity prices (including carbon prices, if any) that can make investment in renewable energy (wind, solar, geothermal) profitable from the perspective of a private investor? Are there other barriers, other than prices, that may prevent those “profitable” investments from materializing? Is there a way in which we can learn about those barriers?

7. Can we obtain an estimate of the response from industrial and residential customers to the sharp increase in electricity prices in 2005 and after? How disaggregated are the data on consumption, both cross-sectorally and intertemporally? Did the increase in prices affect industrial customers differently depending on whether they are in the south (SIC system) or in the north (SING system)? Do we observe different responses from industrial customers in the same industry?

There are two additional questions, which are more theoretical, that are important to address in order to understand mitigation potentials and the cost and benefits of linking a domestic ETS to international markets:

1. What are options to design more dynamic opt-in programs in which countries (or sectors of countries) can voluntary accept binding commitments that allows them to sell credit into international markets? The existing literature takes a static view of the problem. A more dynamic view is required to respond to the situation where a country wants to take a short-term commitment or eventually wants to opt-out. How might these opt-in contracts look in dynamic frameworks that combine adverse selection and genuine uncertainty?

2. What are options to design more creative “public-private partnerships” between the government and the private sector that can remove, to the extent possible, the policy uncertainty associated with future changes to government policy? Unlike in other sectors (e.g., highways, ports) here the risk of “policy” expropriation seems greater because the government has more control over the demand for carbon permits (and not over the demand for transportation on a road).

7.3.3. Economic and fiscal impacts

The introduction of an ETS that puts a price on emissions will have a range of different impacts throughout the economy, and many will be highly dependent on whether the ETS is linked to the international market or not. As part of a fifth research area, which can be named as “Economic impacts of ETS and measures that can be developed to deal with them”, we can identify a series of topics that should be researched using different tools (e.g. partial equilibrium models, CGE models, econometric analysis, surveys, RTC, etc.):

- Modelling the economic impacts of emissions pricing in Chile, including the distribution of those impacts across producers and consumers and their impact on key commodity prices. It is important to have some idea of potential winners and
losers; in particular, of the size and ownership of key stranded assets: physical and human (workers with specific non-mobile skills). In that regard:

- Are there groups of people who will suffer large individual losses?
- How quickly will the assets depreciate? If the system is phased in slowly will most of these assets have depreciated before a high price enters?

- Trade exposure of emissions-intensive industries in Chile (copper mining in particular). What does the evidence tell us in terms of how exposed those industries could be? Can we use some empirical evidence for this, particularly exposure coming from shocks in inputs (e.g. low electricity prices starting in 1997 with the introduction of natural gas in the power generation sector; sharp increase in electricity prices with the shortage of natural gas since 2007; increasing water scarcity in the northern regions, etc.)? More specifically, this research should include data collection and analysis on the relative trade exposure/sensitivity of different sectors and subsectors as to answer the following:

  - Which GHG-intensive sectors are exposed to international competition?
  - Which of these are mobile, or anticipating significant new investment?
  - What is the employment rate per unit of GHG in the emissions-intensive trade-exposed mobile/expanding sectors?
  - Are these sectors strategic for future development? Would they be sustained or grow at a high emissions price (i.e. is Chile efficient at this activity on a global scale and will the activity itself persist)?
  - What is the ability of these sectors to pass on the price of emissions or to absorb this cost?
  - What is the ability of these sectors to reduce their emissions in response to an emissions price?

- The ability of non-trade-exposed industries to pass the cost of emissions through the chain of production and consumption and how that much depends on the market structure. It is important to think on how to structure some econometric tests that can make use of the “natural experiments” mentioned above.

- Projected revenue and costs to the government under the ETS and analysis of how best to recycle revenues back to the economy in case permits are allocated through auctioning.

### 7.3.4. Policy integration

Is an emission price enough to correct for the externality associated with emissions? There has been plenty of discussion as to whether an emission price, in the form of taxes or as a result of a cap-and-trade programme, should be complemented with other instruments. One of the reasons for this claim is that agents downstream, whether firms or consumers, may not respond to prices, i.e., be inattentive to prices; in other words, there is an energy-efficiency gap. If such a gap exists and agents are relatively homogenous in terms of how responsive they are to prices, it may be preferential to supplement the emission price with subsidies for investments in more energy-efficient technologies.
The J-PAL office in Latin America\textsuperscript{150} is now looking at the possibility of carrying out an Randomised Controlled Trial (RCT) study in Chile to evaluate residential consumers’ responses to information programmes that and can help them to make more informed decisions about electricity consumption and purchases in more efficient energy appliances.

It would most interesting, because of the larger potential for energy savings and because there seem to be few of such studies in the literature, to carry out a similar RCT study but for small companies, or the so-called PYMES (pequeñas y medianas empresas – small and medium firms) for different sectors in the economy.

It has been also argued that since it is hard to get reductions from the transportation sector with just an emission price (i.e. with higher gasoline prices), it is necessary to supplement the carbon price with additional instruments such as stricter standards on new vehicles, driving restrictions upon older (more inefficient) vehicles, subsidies for public transportations, etc. It would important to carry out different studies. An econometric study using historical data on gasoline prices can document how unresponsive the transport sector actually is. A second study, based mostly on numerical simulations, can shed light on how to combine the different instruments and help identify which ones can be more effective.
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8 Recommendations for ETS Process and Meetings

Key findings:

- While an increasing number of policy makers and stakeholders foresee that Chile will need to advance its climate change policies in conjunction with its broader agendas for sustainable development and economic transformation, it will be necessary to convince a much larger proportion of decision makers and stakeholders of the need to control Chile’s GHG emission trajectory so that this anticipatory vision becomes a dominant logic.

- Chile needs to give careful consideration to the process of educating government policy makers, lawmakers, the private sector, the media and civil society about the merits of an ETS, the implications of particular design options and the institutional requirements. In parallel with general educational processes, it will be very important for the government to help build the capacity of regulated entities and other market participants to participate in emissions trading.

- Engagement with stakeholders across industry, academia and NGOs should occur both formally and informally throughout the process of ETS design, legislation and implementation. To facilitate the decision-making process and provide advice to the government, a broad multi-stakeholder group could be created consisting of governmental and opposition leaders, industry leaders, representatives from environmental non-governmental organizations, university professors and researchers working for think tanks.

- The process for ETS design in Chile should be led by Chilean experts, be tailored to national circumstances and build domestic capacity and understanding. Chile has a limited but rich experience in tradable permit schemes in other areas, and relevant lessons can be derived from these schemes that should be brought into ETS discussions. In addition, the government should consider the lessons learned by other countries and how Chile could build on them to optimise its own policy approach.

- For this purpose, it is recommended that government officials (and possibly other key stakeholders) meet with regulators, agencies and stakeholders in countries with an operational ETS; authorities in countries that are at the stage of considering the use of an ETS; and other constituencies participating actively in the global carbon market.

- The development and implementation of market instruments demands a clear regulatory framework that can provide signals to entities covered by the market instrument and assign clear responsibilities for the various functions. The regulatory framework must also provide a credible enforcement system (e.g., domestic penalties for non-compliance), and be accompanied by effective governance to ensure transparency and enhance stakeholder participation. As part of ETS design, the government should map out the long-term institutional requirements for implementing an ETS and evaluate which of these can be assigned to existing agencies and which could require the development of new administrative entities.
In order to successfully overcome the technical and political hurdles to launching an ETS, the government will need to think strategically about how to organise its internal process for guiding the ETS through design, legislation and implementation. Particular challenges lie in coordinating complex decision making across multiple government agencies, engaging in a meaningful way with stakeholders, and preparing for the political legislative process. Creating interdepartmental working groups of officials could facilitate cross-government coordination.

8.1. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to provide some additional high-level considerations for the government around its process for ETS design and to allow the project team to share some of its insights on the valuable lessons learned from other governments around ETS design process issues. In addition to examining processes within government for decision making, institutional design and coordination, the chapter examines ways for the government to engage effectively with a range of stakeholder groups and the general public in order to improve ETS design and build broad understanding of and support for an ETS.

It is well known that processes that have led to the establishment of ETS around the world have lasted for years and have faced many technical and political difficulties along the pathway to passage of legislation. It is worth bearing in mind the valuable lessons from these experiences when figuring out what process to follow in Chile to consider an ETS as an integral part of its broader policy framework for energy development and economic transformation. Of course, an important reservation is that the process in Chile will be unique due to the country’s own particularities and situation, namely its economic structure, developing economic plans, greenhouse gas (GHG) emission profile and international commitments on the control of these emissions, among other considerations. With these considerations in mind, this chapter will elaborate on these teachings and propose some recommendations to facilitate a process that, in any case, Chile will have to experience in the context of its unique circumstances. Ultimately, the Chilean process from its very beginning will be different with respect to the historical experiences registered to date.

This chapter will not present a comprehensive process roadmap, but a series of reflections on how the Chilean government may be able to chart a smoother and more successful course by avoiding some of the process pitfalls that have affected ETS development in other countries. The discussion is organised as follows:

- Experience from Chile with the process of developing other environmental markets
- Experience from other countries with the process of developing ETS.
- The need for education, communication and building support (political, business and public)
- Participants in and design of the educational process
- Design of a multi-stakeholder process to build support
- An integrated framework for ETS government process
- Government and private sector networks.
8.1.1. Lessons learned from relevant experience in Chile

Chile has a limited but rich experience in tradable permit schemes, and relevant lessons from these schemes should be brought into discussions on the tailored design of an ETS for GHG emission control. This local experience is valuable to complement international experience that comes from quite different contexts. It will capture local circumstances and give more confidence to decision makers, lawmakers and the public in general.

However, these experiences are not widely publicised in Chile. Therefore, a key line of action will be to diffuse these experiences and lessons widely, not only to avoid starting the discussion on an ETS for Chile from scratch, but also to introduce the notion that the government is not speaking about a novel and strange market instrument invented in other contexts, but rather about its use in Chile for a new purpose: the required adjustment of Chile’s national GHG emission trend to the new worldwide paradigms of behaviour on this matter. Chapter 1 provides short descriptions of three key areas where market instruments have been used in Chile: water; fisheries and air pollution. Other chapters discuss lessons from that experience for specific design features such as allocation. The discussion below highlights some of Chile’s experience and lessons learned with respect to the process used to develop and implement the air pollution regulations. More could be learned from water and fisheries.

Air pollution

Santiago, Chile was one of the first cities outside the OECD to implement a tradable permit program to control air pollution, primarily because Santiago is one of the most polluted cities in Latin America. During the early 1990s, it was officially declared a non-attainment zone for several atmospheric pollutants. In 1992, a cap-and-trade scheme was established by decree in Santiago to reduce emissions of particulate matter from large industrial and residential boilers. At that time, there was no environmental agency, so a new governmental office was created to manage this program. The “Program to Control Emissions coming from Stationary Sources” (PROCEFF), under the Ministry of Health, was given the responsibility of allocating permits and keeping an up-to-date record of permits, as well as monitoring and enforcing emissions caps. Within a short time, the first general environmental laws were passed, and in 1994 the National Environmental Commission (CONAMA) was created to coordinate all governmental offices involved with environmental jurisdiction and to design new policies to deal with pollution problems. Since then, CONAMA promoted implementation of additional trading programmes for other stationary sources and pollutants. The actual implementation and management of these programmes did however remain under SEREMI.

The system focused on large boilers due to their easy identification and relative importance; at the time they accounted for more than 40% of total point-source emissions. Although the program became mandatory in 1994, it became active in 1997, giving the environmental authority additional time to collect information on emission sources.

The environmental law regarding the tradable permit program rests mainly on two pieces of legislation: Supreme Decree 4 (SD4) (passed in 1992) and Supreme Decree 16 (SD16) (passed in 1998). Palacios and Chavez (2005) evaluated the performance of the program in terms of enforcement, concluding that the aggregate level of over compliance coexisted with frequent

---

151 Montero et al., 2002; Palacios and Chavez, 2005; Coria and Sterner, 2010.
violations of regulations by some of the sources. Other process and institutional issues are that the total amount of emission permits initially granted to incumbent sources has been decreased twice; the rate of offsetting has been raised twice while the program’s rules have led many sources to lose their emission permits. These changes have created uncertainty which will have reduced the effectiveness of the scheme.

Within a short time after the launching of PROCEFF, the first environmental framework law was passed in Chile, and in 1994 the National Environmental Commission (CONAMA) was created to coordinate all governmental offices involved in environmental matters in the various Ministries and to design new policies to deal with pollution problems. Since 1994, CONAMA has promoted the implementation of additional trading programs for other stationary sources and pollutants. However, the current implementation and management of these programs remained under the Ministry of Health.

The fact that institutions and current regulations evolved so quickly, in some cases simultaneously or even superseding legal bases, may have complicated the implementation, affecting mainly the enforcement dimension of the schemes. However when interviewing firms involved in the air pollutant trading programs, Coria et al. (2010) found that they did not have a generally negative attitude toward environmental regulations or environmental authorities suggesting some success with the process of implementation. Furthermore, they did not seem reluctant to deal with environmental regulations. Hence, one could say that the regulation has gained legitimacy. The fact that firms want monitoring and the overall system to be more stringent is also very positive. Overall, an important lesson from the implementation of environmental markets in Chile is that institutions matter, i.e., sufficient administrative authority, resources, and information to manage environmental markets effectively is a key to their success.

8.2. The ETS Policy Process in Other Countries

This section provides some experiences and lessons regarding the process to establish and implement an ETS from several countries that have already been through the process: European Union, New Zealand, Australia and the US.

8.2.1. European Union

Before setting out the process for the European Union (EU), it is important to provide some context. Firstly it has to be understood that the EU is a very unique supra-national entity which is able to pass legislation which is binding on the Member States (MS) in those areas where it has competence i.e. where the Sovereign MS have ceded legislative making power to the legislation making bodies of the EU. Crucially, the MS have ceded power to legislate on environmental matters. However, the rules of the EU make passing tax legislation significantly more challenging. This has clear implications for the choice of an ETS as opposed to a carbon tax at EU level. A further key part of this context is what can be described as a “democratic deficit” at the EU level or, put another way, the institutions are by the nature of the EU somewhat insulated from the kinds of political pressure or vagaries which are very apparent in, for example, Canberra or Washington DC.

At the end of the 1990s and very early 2000s there was a clear consensus on and acceptance of the need to take action on climate change across both the political spectrum and civil society. The business community felt pretty certain that the EU would act to curb GHG
emissions. The EU potentially had the means to do so through existing command-and-control legislation, the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control Directive. Carbon dioxide could have been added as a prescribed pollutant and then point source industrial installations would have had caps imposed on their emissions within their existing pollution permits.

Business therefore saw the choice as being between GHG emissions being regulated by one of: (i) command-and-control emissions limits; (ii) a carbon tax; or (iii) a market based approach, i.e. emissions trading. They did not see the lack of regulation as a possibility.

In this context the business community in the United Kingdom (UK) decided to take a proactive approach. No discussion of the process and stakeholder engagement in the EU in the lead up to the conception, design and implementation of the EU ETS would be complete without a summary of the process in the UK leading to the creation of the UK Emissions Trading Group (UK ETG) and the resulting pilot UK ETS.

The UK Emissions Trading Group and UK ETS

The UK ETG was formed in 1999 on the instigation of the ACBE & Confederation of British Industry (with UK Government support) with just 30 founder members as an informal body. It was funded by and staffed with secondees from British Industry. The whole rationale for the UK ETG was to design and present to the UK Government proposals for and design of a five-year voluntary UK GHG ETS. The UK ETG did this through a series of Working Groups made up largely of representatives from industry, business and professional services firms. Government observers were involved and engaged during the whole process.

The process was successful and culminated in a voluntary UK ETS which commenced in April 2002 and lasted for five years. Industry facilities which “opted in” were incentivised by a share in £250 million of Government money. The amount paid per tonne of emissions reductions was determined by an auction process at the beginning of the scheme.

Around the same time it became clear that the EU was moving to regulate GHG emissions across the whole of the EU so as to meet its Kyoto Protocol targets and to incentivise a move to low-emissions alternatives. British business decided that it needed to influence this process and as a result of the UK ETG process it had the infrastructure in the form of the UK ETG, and expertise and credibility from designing the UK ETG, to influence the choice of regulatory tool. It pushed for emissions trading and influenced the design of the resulting EU ETS. Again, there was a large degree of coherence between the UK business community represented through the ETG and the UK Government.

The UK ETG, working closely with the UK Government, particularly the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) and Department of Trade & Industry (in the form of UK Trade & Investment (UKTI)) organised a series of seminars, workshops and briefings right across Europe between 2001 and 2003, which were extremely influential on the debate in each EU Member State.

Only one other Member State’s business community became organised at a relatively early stage and this was Germany. German business was not initially as supportive of emissions trading as their British counterparts. There were some very robust discussions initially between the UK and German business communities.

The EU process

The development, design and implementation of the EU ETS is one of the success stories of EU environmental law making. The EU ETS Directive was conceptualised, designed
and implemented in record-breaking time. The EU Green Paper setting out the concept was published in March 2000. By October 2001 the EU Commission had already adopted a proposal for a Directive on EU-wide GHG emissions – effectively the first concrete step in the legislative process where the draft legislation is fed into the EU legislative machinery. After an incredibly quick legislative review process, the final directive was published in July 2003 and became law in October 2003. It was to start on the 1st January 2005, allowing little over a year for implementation.

How was this achieved so quickly? Some EU insiders who were heavily involved in the legislative process argue that there was a deliberate strategy to prepare a framework law which left all the more difficult and controversial elements of emissions trading such as caps, allocation, etc. to be developed later and at the MS level. So, while not perfect, it allowed an EU ETS to come into being much earlier than would otherwise have been the case.

To begin with there had been a long history in the EU of trying to pass a tax on carbon, in fact since 1992. This was consistently blocked by the UK. So industry knew it had a choice between a command-and-control approach or emissions trading. Industry that understood the issues (largely in the UK) was determined to see emissions trading implemented, as opposed to command and control.

Ironically, the EU tried to block the inclusion of market mechanisms such as emissions trading in the Kyoto Protocol in 1997. But by 2000, as it became clear what the fiscal consequences of the EU’s targets would be without emissions trading, and with other policy instruments failing to deliver reductions, the European Commission published a Green Paper on emissions trading in March 2000. This led to a consultation process which heavily involved industry and, to a lesser extent, NGOs. The Commission followed this up with a multi-stakeholder working group as a part of the European Climate Change Programme. The working group met 10 times between July 2000 and May 2001 culminating in a strong call for the EU to implement an EU wide GHG trading regime “as soon as practicable”. This working group achieved a high degree of consensus. This was all the more impressive, considering the wide range of interests of different MS (with, for example, some 30 representatives from the UK), industry and environmental pressure groups.

In October 2001 the European Commission advanced the debate to a new level by adopting a proposal for a Directive on EU-wide trading in GHG permits. The proposal’s main points survived all further debates:

- mandatory introduction of trading in GHG permits in all EU Member States as of 2005;
- coverage of power and heat generation, iron and steel, oil refining, pulp and paper, cement and other building materials;
- coverage of CO₂ emissions only;
- from 2001 the writing was clearly on the wall that EU industry would face a price on carbon. After an astonishingly quick resolution of differences with the EU Parliament, the Directive was published in July 2003 and became law in October 2003.

8.2.2. New Zealand

An ETS was first seriously considered as a domestic policy option for New Zealand in the mid-1990s. Many of the basic issues were identified then and many of those involved in the
initial design have been involved in the process throughout, providing continuous capability development and a community of people who are knowledgeable, and know and trust each other.

For many years, the New Zealand climate change policy process got stuck in a cyclical debate about tax versus trading as the preferred policy. What finally tipped the balance was: (a) the movement of other countries (particularly Australia) in the direction of domestic emissions trading, (b) the ongoing use of emissions trading as a flexibility mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol and in the development of a post-2012 international agreement, (c) concern that many large emitters would be exempted from the tax, through negotiated agreements, creating imbalance between large and small firms and making the tax coverage so low as to be ineffective, and (c) the potential economic benefits to New Zealand of establishing a domestic ETS with international linkages. Where New Zealand is a small economy with growing emissions and limited cost-effective domestic mitigation potential, the opportunity to link with other countries through emissions trading at both the government and private-sector levels was seen as a critical strategy for meeting New Zealand’s international climate change obligations, at least from a cost viewpoint. It was also important for the government to design a durable policy framework for devolving emissions liability from the government to the emitters who have the means to reduce emissions and the consumers who have the means to change their demand for emission-intensive products.

Outside of government, once the government had announced its intention to proceed with an ETS, a group of academics set up a private-sector dialogue group. This group met four times, including a weekend retreat. The aim of the group was to develop mutual understanding of what an ETS is, what it would mean for different sectors, and how it could be made effective. It brought together key people from each sector, many of whom have been key players in the policy development every since. The meetings involved presentations on key design issues by a series of researchers (who also learned through the process). These presentations were summarised in short papers and released gradually to the media by way of one-page media releases as the ETS became a public issue.

Once the government decided to proceed with the design of the NZ ETS, it launched two initiatives to facilitate the process. First, it created an interdepartmental Emissions Trading Group (ETG), co-managed through the Ministry for the Environment and the Treasury. The ETG was staffed by government officials on secondment from all of the major government departments that needed to be involved in core design decisions (Ministry for the Environment, Ministry of Economic Development (which covered energy), Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Ministry of Transport, and the Treasury), and some expert consultants. Consultation was held across all government departments as appropriate throughout the process, but establishing the ETG as a separate and dedicated entity with direct linkages to the key departments helped to focus and leverage departmental resources and speed decision making.

Second, the government created a Climate Change Leadership Forum (CCLF) with 33 members, including government chief executives; private-sector participants from the agriculture, electricity, forestry and industrial sectors; representatives of the science, environmental and local government sectors; and three Māori representatives. Key Ministers regularly participated in sessions at CCLF meetings to provide updates and hear recommendations. To quote an overview, “The purpose of the Forum was to facilitate communication between the government and the broader community as policy decisions were taken on the proposed design of a New Zealand ETS. The Forum provided an opportunity for community and business leaders to air their differing views on emissions trading and wider climate change policy as well as an opportunity to provide advice to help shape the design
features of the ETS.” The CCLF met for a year while the New Zealand ETS was under development, helped to provide stakeholder input into design decisions, and served as a credible champion for the development of an effective ETS and the communication of its benefits to other stakeholders.\textsuperscript{153} Some participants were sceptical about the value of the large group forum because it was too large for in-depth discussion and the agenda was largely controlled by government officials who ran the secretariat. The private-sector representatives were extremely senior (CEO level), which had some advantages and disadvantages. They did not have much expertise and did not have time to engage intensively with the process. The more detailed discussions occurred within a subgroup that was generally attended by less senior private-sector representatives.

The government also engaged with stakeholders informally throughout the ETS design process and conducted several rounds of formal public consultation on the policy. Before deciding to proceed with an ETS, the government consulted on post-2012 climate change policy directions for New Zealand and the competing alternatives of an emission tax, an ETS, and traditional command-and-control regulation. Once the government prepared its initial policy proposal, it conducted extensive public consultation on this proposal before proceeding with drafting legislation. Further public consultation occurred during the legislative Select Committee process. After the legislation was passed, the government consulted with affected parties on the design of sectoral regulations, including allocation plans.

The ETS legislation was passed shortly before a national election that brought a change of government. Because there was sufficient cross-party political and stakeholder support for the ETS, the ETS underwent review and revision under the new government, but was not removed. This experience points clearly to the importance of stakeholder engagement, public education and the development of cross-party political support for an ETS to make it a viable policy instrument across election cycles.

One issue that arose several times was the need for the private sector to have meaningful participation in, and a partnership approach to, the engagement processes so they felt it was a truly two-way process. Genuine engagement requires the private sector to commit real resources and also for government to cede some real control and not exclude those with differing views.

The environmental NGO community was actively involved with a variety of roles. Advocacy for the interests of the poor, or of sectors that were not heavily directly affected, was weak.

\textbf{8.2.3. Australia}

In the lead-up to the 2007 general election in Australia, the Australian Labor Party (ALP) commissioned a major study to be prepared by the respected economist Professor Ross Garnaut, detailing the scientific consensus on climate change and the most appropriate policy mechanisms for Australia to apply to meet the challenge of climate change by reducing Australia’s emissions. The “Garnaut Climate Change Review” was handed down in early 2008, after the ALP won the 2007 election, which recommended the implementation of an ETS model. The ALP then developed the 500 page “Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme Green Paper” (the Green Paper) released in July 2008, setting out the case for action on climate change and the policy options that the government intended to follow. The principal policy option was the Carbon Pollution

\textsuperscript{153} For more information, see http://www.climatechange.govt.nz/emissions-trading-scheme/building/groups/climate-change-leadership-forum
Reduction Scheme (CPRS), an ETS linked to the international market, beginning with a one-year fixed-price period. Following community and stakeholder consultation on the Green Paper, the government refined the policy and released the “CPRS White Paper” in December 2008. This paper, which also attracted community consultation, formed the basis of legislation to implement the CPRS put before Parliament in 2009. The CPRS legislation was defeated three times in the Upper House of the Australian Parliament and subsequently deferred indefinitely.

In contrast to the EU, the Australian process for development of the CPRS and the Carbon Pricing Mechanism (CPM) (the ETS that has now been legislated) and associated stakeholder engagement was conducted under the full spotlight of media interest and a strongly polarised political landscape.

Following the general election in August 2010, which resulted in neither major political party securing a clear majority, the ALP managed to form a minority government by entering into agreements with a number of independent MPs and the Australian Greens on certain major policies issues and reforms to parliamentary processes. One of these policy issues was to secure legislation on mitigating climate change including the implementation of a price on carbon. As part of these agreements, the Australian Greens and independent MPs agreed to provide voting support on the floor of the Parliament.

In late September 2010, the Federal Labor Government announced the establishment of a Multi-Party Climate Change Committee (MPCCC). The goal of the MPCCC was to explore options and reach agreement on the design of a carbon pricing mechanism (CPM). The MPCCC included members from the ALP, Australian Greens and two independent MPs. The Opposition Liberal/National coalition was invited to participate, but declined to be involved.

In effect it was a clever strategy in a very politicised environment by the Labor Government to create a political forum for it to thrash out the political deal with its partners the Australian Greens and independents outside of Parliament, so when the Labor Government took it to Parliament, it would have the numbers in the Lower House (House of Representatives) to pass the legislation, thereby avoiding long drawn-out debates with its political allies which the Opposition would have been able to exploit.

The MPCCC was advised by a panel of four independent experts and supported by a Secretaries’ Group comprising Secretaries of Departments involved in implementing climate change policy. The MPCCC started from the position that a carbon price is a necessary economic reform required to reduce carbon pollution, to encourage investment in low-emissions technologies and complement other measures including renewable energy and energy efficiency. It also provided advice on and assisted in building community consensus for action on climate change. The MPCCC consulted, negotiated and reported to the Cabinet on agreed options through the Minister for Climate Change and Energy Efficiency. In addition the Government created two informal stakeholder groups to feed in comments. One was made up of CEOs from selected major businesses and the second by CEOs from the major NGOs.

In February 2011, the MPCCC proposed a Climate Change Framework, comprising an initial fixed-price trading scheme starting on 1 July 2012 followed by a full-scale trading scheme to follow three to five years later. The proposal was couched in terms of possibilities rather than commitments and both independent MPs went on record as saying they supported it as a basis for discussion only. But most commentators agreed this was to protect them politically and the proposal represented a political deal on the major points.

The MPCCC continued to meet regularly where the detail was thrashed out and it culminated in a much more detailed announcement in July 2011 with the release of the Clean
Energy Future policy plan. Stakeholders and community members were invited to comment upon the plan and over 300 submissions were received by government.

The MPCCC and the associated process was supplied with a number of keynote reports and studies, including:

- The Garnaut Review 2011 – wherein Professor Ross Garnaut was commissioned to update his 2008 Climate Change Review covering a wide range of issues such as climate change science, economics impacts, assessment of action in the rest of the World, and land sector mitigation
- The Productivity Commission’s Carbon Research Report – the Commission was instructed by the Government to examine the state and existence of carbon pricing internationally to allow the MPCCC to consider the level of action being taken by Australia’s major trading partners.

Following the release of the policy detail in July 2011, the government released a tranche of draft legislation designed to implement the plan, termed the Clean Energy Future legislative package. Submissions from stakeholders and community members were also called for at this stage; however, the time allowed for the making of submissions was very limited. The government also conducted a range of informal special interest group consultations with, for example, expert legal participants and specific industry group participants.

The Clean Energy Future Package was passed through both houses of the Australian Parliament in November 2011, followed by the rapid development of regulations to support the legislation, each tranche of regulations attracting stakeholder consultation.

8.2.4. United States

The GHG emissions trading process in the US has been characterised by the leadership of sub-national emissions trading initiatives in the absence of agreement to federal legislation. This contrasts with earlier experiences with market-based approaches to environmental regulation. The federal government successfully implemented emissions trading for SO$_2$ under the US Acid Rain Program in Title IV of the 1990 Clean Air Act, and for NO$_x$ to manage ground-level ozone (smog). While the US Congress did start to consider federal emissions trading legislation a decade ago (e.g. the 2003 Climate Stewardship Act), the actual success with implementing ETS to date has occurred at the regional/state levels.

The first mandatory ETS in the US was the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), which was agreed in 2003 and initially involved ten Northeastern states (New Jersey has since withdrawn). It operates as a series of linked state-level cap-and-trade programs based on the same model rule. The scope of the ETS is limited to the power sector, but participants can surrender limited domestic offsets from other specified sectors. The first compliance period started in 2009.

In 2006, the State of California passed legislation to establish a mandatory state-level cap-and-trade program with a focus on the energy sector and linkages to other sectors through offsets. This has faced considerable opposition by some interest groups, but court challenges have been overcome and have not blocked the implementation of the scheme. The California legislation was a key anchor point for the development of the Western Climate Initiative, which has involved discussions on emissions trading across seven US states and four Canadian provinces since 2007. The WCI has not advanced beyond the discussion point.
Multiple attempts at federal climate change legislation have failed to deliver an ETS. In 2009, the passage of the American Clean Energy and Security Act by the US House of Representatives was a landmark achievement, but it did not gain approval by the US Senate. There has been much discussion on why the federal approaches have failed and California has succeeded. A cap-and-trade legislative reform process is extremely complex, with a very wide range of interests and stakeholders. The legislation touches on so many areas and involved many different Senate committees which made it especially difficult to orchestrate procedurally. It requires a very skilled and effective legislator to lead the process and find a compromise in the Senate.

At a high level, there was probably much stronger regional support for action than federal. It was also not a main priority for the White House given the then-difficult economic climate, and so many other competing issues. There was a lot of discussion of the costs of the policy but not a lot of discussion of the benefits. Opponents were effective at creating confusion over climate science. An open question is whether a broader coalition of interests beyond environmentalists (e.g. youth groups, defence community, religious groups) could have been engaged to effectively provide a constituency for action driving politicians from the bottom up. Related to this is the point that time ran out on the legislative calendar to be able to craft a solution given that other issues were put first in line (health care, financial reform). Also, the legislation that came out of the House was very long (over 1400 pages) which made it difficult for people to fully understand and easier for opponents to mischaracterise.

Some of the lessons learned from the US experience to date are:

- Having multiple agencies or research groups with separate modelling and analysis was important during the federal legislative process. In California, there was less diversity of modelling (basically just the California Air Resources Board), but they were sufficiently well respected, so that was enough. This may be more analogous to Chile.

- A perpetual challenge is not just modelling theoretical issues but trying to add the policy realism so as to consider precise features of proposed legislation. The ability to run various scenarios examining particular pieces of the policy was important. This was useful not just during the stage of evaluating the federal legislation but also at the stage of stakeholders trying to reach agreement through the US-CAP, a coalition of businesses and NGOs that developed a blueprint for what became the House bill.

- Politically one of the big issues has been jobs. Most economic models are not able to credibly address employment shifts at a granular level. Other types of analyses were needed to build the case (in California as well as other states) that “green” jobs would provide real benefits and counterbalance the loss of dirty jobs.

- In the recent attempts at federal legislation, the economic analyses fell short in making a positive case for benefits to the agriculture/rural sector, which was politically important. The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) was not as far along in modelling some of the important issues on agriculture offsets, for example.

---
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• The federal argument could not be won simply based on the case of low costs of the policy. There were not sufficiently strong arguments for the costs of inaction and the reason to act urgently, especially during a recession.

8.3. The Need for Education, Communication, and Building Support

8.3.1. Capacity building for decision making on an ETS

Chile is committed to the goals of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, is a Party to the Kyoto Protocol, and has made an international pledge of reducing its GHG emissions growth rate by 20% below business-as-usual (BAU) levels by 2020 compared to 2007 (a goal that is conditional upon significant international economic/technological support). However, Chile’s currently low, by OECD standards, per capita GHG emissions, and Chile’s status as a developing and non-Annex I country, on the other, suggest that in the near future the country will not adopt a mandatory domestic policy for controlling its level of GHG emissions solely for climate change reasons. This situation might change significantly in a rapidly evolving world as both industrialised and developing countries take more ambitious action to de-carbonise their economies. There is growing international pressure for countries to adopt economic incentives to promote new generations of technologies that will need to be deployed on a massive scale to support preferred stabilization pathways. Climate change considerations and the carbon footprint of production may also take on greater significance in countries’ trade policies, particularly if the adoption of ambitious policies is uneven across trade competitors.

While an increasing number of policy makers and stakeholders foresee that the country will need to advance its climate change policies in conjunction with its broader agendas for sustainable development and economic transformation, it will be necessary to convince a much larger group of decision-makers and stakeholders, both governmental and non-governmental, of the need to control Chile’s GHG emission trajectory so that this anticipatory vision becomes a dominant logic.

Chilean governmental authorities have identified market instruments as an important tool to meet GHG mitigation objectives and, upon learning of the initiative, expressed their great interest in being part of the Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR). Chile’s early interest was manifested in the participation of its Minister of Energy in the official launching ceremony of the PMR in Cancun in December 2010. However, Chile is still in the category of Implementing Country Participants in the PMR that have not yet reached a policy decision on which market instrument to pursue.

Policymakers have paid increasing attention to market-based policy instruments over the last decades. Tradable emission permits have been at the centre of this discussion due to the theoretical promise of cost-effectiveness and because they have been used successfully in the United States to reduce sulphur dioxide (SO$_2$) and nitrogen oxides (NO$_x$).

Moreover, this interest increased significantly after the positive experience of the EU in the use of this kind of instrument for reducing its GHG emissions to levels compatible with its obligations under the Kyoto Protocol and the more recent adoption of the model by a number of other countries (e.g. New Zealand, Australia, Tokyo within Japan and jurisdictions in the US). However critical open questions remain, including how an ETS would be structured if one were used in Chile and whether an ETS would be chosen as part of the set of policies. This report directly addresses only the first question, and aims only to help inform discussions on the second question.
No ETS has been implemented or even fully designed in Latin America. Similarly, none of the previously designed ETS were for countries at Chile's stage of development. This means that Chile needs to embark on a learning process where government, private sector and academics need to jointly learn. No one group has all the knowledge or will have all the creative ideas needed to design something that builds on knowledge and experience but adapts to the new circumstances.

The combination of consensus building around climate change policy and learning around an ETS must engage with a wide audience and a broad set of issues. Regarding the audience, policymakers, lawmakers, the private sector (stakeholders), civil society and media should be active participants. Regarding the issues to be covered, the process should deal with a wide range of issues starting with the importance of regulating GHG emissions and including the value of using ETS for this purpose, the best-suited architecture for an ETS in Chile, and the institutional arrangements and legal infrastructure required to implement the scheme.

8.3.2. Capacity building for ETS implementation

It will also be very important for the government to help build the capacity of regulated entities and other market participants to participate in emissions trading. This can be supported through the use of early voluntary reporting as a distinct phase of the ETS to help regulated entities build their MRV capacity and the initiation of programs to help businesses, regardless whether or not they will be directly regulated, prepare a GHG inventory, assess their mitigation options, and calculate the impacts of emissions trading on their activities. When the program is close to implementation, practical training and certification initiatives for third-party verifiers and prospective brokers would be valuable. In addition to the capacity building benefits of such activities, they can also help to identify mitigation opportunities and institutional needs to improve ETS implementation.

8.4. Participants in the Consensus Building and Learning Processes

8.4.1. Policymakers

Recognising that the government plays a crucial role in proposing bills and driving them through the Chilean legislative procedures, certainly there is an urgent need to build understanding and support among governmental authorities regarding the development of an ETS. Hence, beyond the Ministries where that conviction already exists, namely Energy and Environment, it is necessary to identify and train champions in other Ministries with political responsibilities pertaining to other sectors that are proposed to be covered in an ETS. In addition, it will be a requisite to have the support of champions in the ministries of Economy and Finance, who always have the last word in matters that have an economic or financial impact.

Beyond the political will shown by the government in initiating a legislative process to establish an ETS, in order to pass ETS legislation, it will be necessary to achieve a legislative majority in both the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate. Therefore, in the consensus process, attention should be focused upon building a broad, cross-party support for the passage of legislation on an ETS.

They may not be directly involved in the learning process, because of the large time commitment to one issue, but are a key audience for the insights that emerge.
8.4.2. Private and non-governmental sector

Given the power and influence of the private sector in the Chilean economy, it is critical to identify and involve private actors at the outset of the project. In particular, the process will need certain champions and visionaries who will be instrumental to support and actively lobby for the law reform bill to create the ETS (proyecto de ley) from its commencement, through the congressional processes and to the final passage and implementation of legislation. Ideally, these people will have good relationships across the political spectrum, since governments change every four years and the process to create the emissions trading scheme will need to endure across successive administrations.

In addition, to facilitate the decision making process, a broader multi-stakeholder group could be created to include the following private actors, along with governmental and opposition leaders:

- Leaders in key industries and facilities across all sectors or subsectors that potentially would be regulated under or impacted by the ETS, such as power generation, industrial production, mining, transport, forestry, agriculture, waste, etc. In this regard, it will be particularly important to involve the highest executives in the trade/industry associations that represent these industries or facilities. Involving less senior staff who can develop a deep understanding of the issues and provide detailed technical input will also be important.

- Non-governmental and academic groups
  - Environmental non-governmental organisations (NGOs), such as The Nature Conservancy, WWF, Chile Sustentable and other local NGOs specifically focused on climate change policy processes.
  - University professors – specifically, to understand how different ETS features will affect the incentive effects and distributional implications of the policy; to provide input and comment upon the law reform bill that is drafted; and provide expert technical input on emissions accounting. To ensure broad support for the project, it is essential to identify and consult with professors from distinct renowned universities.

It is also recommended that researchers working for think tanks, such as Centro de Estudios de la Realidad Contemporanea, Centro de Estudios Públicos, Cieplan, Fundación Chile, Libertad y Desarrollo, and Oceanos Azules, among others, be involved in this multi-stakeholder group. The Chilean experience shows that these institutions play an important role in the thought evolution of Chilean politicians. The idea here is to design a strong ETS, well adapted to Chilean conditions, and to build broad, cross-party support for the passing of legislation on an ETS.

Finally, it is recommended that the work of this multi-stakeholder group should be augmented by other particularly important actors in the process of forming public opinion. In this regard, it will be key to educate the media about these issues (especially technical and economic policy issues) up front in order to improve the quality of reporting on the policy development process.
8.5. Meetings with ETS Administrators (and Other Stakeholders) in Other Countries

In the design of an ETS, three types of issues require special attention:

- **policy setting** – e.g. deciding what sectors to include and with what points of obligation, what the cap should be, what methods of allocation should be employed, what methods should be adopted for monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV), what forms of compensation should be offered to firms and households disproportionately (and unacceptably) impacted by increases in the cost of energy and other commodities, and how any revenues (e.g. from government auctions of allowances) should be distributed. These are not just one-off issues to be addressed at the start-up of a scheme. The initial scheme settings that deal with these issues may require programmed periodic review.

- **operational** – e.g. implementing the MRV framework with points of obligation, establishing and operating the emissions trading registry, establishing, implementing and enforcing the compliance regime and managing the disbursement of any compensation.

- **market oversight** – e.g. implementing provisions to avoid abuse of market power and fraud within the carbon market – preferentially compatible to, or integrated in the provisions set up for other commodity and financial markets.

This report provides a framework for further analysis of options as the government develops its proposal for an ETS tailored to the national circumstances of Chile. A detailed and participatory analysis of the government’s proposal will constitute an important line of action in this process. This exercise should integrate the general national experience in tradable permit schemes, as mentioned above, but should also integrate the international experience on the process.

Some decision makers and private sector representatives question the value of international experience for the design of policies in developing countries, mainly when they refer to environmental issues, arguing that they correspond to economic realities far distant from the national circumstances. Looking beyond the rhetoric, there certainly is merit in a policy design process that is led by Chilean experts, is tailored to national circumstances and builds domestic capacity and understanding. However, it would be short-sighted to overlook the lessons learned by other countries and consider how Chile could build on them to optimise its own policy approach.

For this purpose, it is recommended that the government (and possibly other key Chilean stakeholders) meet with regulators, agencies and stakeholders in countries with an ETS; authorities in countries that are at the stage of considering the use of this instrument; and other constituencies that have arisen in the framework of the development of the global carbon market. Such meetings could be used to obtain valuable information about lessons learned from the design of other ETS to date, identify opportunities for such countries to help build Chile’s capacity to implement an ETS, discuss the use of offsets mechanisms, and explore other opportunities for harmonizing or linking ETS in the longer term. The latter can be particularly important, since some ETS design features can complicate or preclude linking, and multinational firms can benefit from harmonised ETS requirements across their markets. Early discussions with other governments with mutual interests in linking and harmonisation could help to advance and keep opportunities open and prevent barriers to taking such action in the future.
Meetings are likely to be phased and may be iterative depending upon the stages of Chile’s decision making process. They could be bilateral or multilateral and could include meetings with private sector and other stakeholder groups.

**Meetings with countries with an ETS**

The government and other key Chilean stakeholders may wish to meet with government representatives and key stakeholder groups in the following countries that have implemented an ETS to date:

- European Union (both key Member States and the European Commission)
- New Zealand
- Australia
- Japan (both federal and municipal)
- United States (both federal and state/regional).

In-country meetings should include a broad range of relevant government departments (e.g, environment, energy, transport, agriculture, forestry, trade, foreign affairs and treasury). They could also include elected representatives and stakeholders in key industries, academia and NGOs.

While the meetings could address the full range of core ETS design issues (e.g. sectoral coverage and points of obligation, caps, phasing, allocation, use of offsets and linking), the government may also wish to focus on each country’s unique design features that could offer valuable experience for Chile. For example:

- The European Union offers experience with regulating emissions at the point of emission rather than upstream, aligning phased caps with longer-term emission reduction targets, controlling the import of offset units, linking to the ETS of other countries, and expanding coverage to include aviation. The United Kingdom also has experience with additional domestic ETS that could be of interest to Chile.

- New Zealand offers experience with economy-wide sectoral coverage (encompassing the stationary energy, transport, industrial process, forestry, agriculture and waste sectors), using upstream points of obligation in the energy sector, buy-and-sell linking to the international market, the use of a transitional price ceiling, and tailored approaches to free allocation to avoid windfall gains to recipients while safeguarding the competitiveness of its emissions-intensive trade-exposed producers.

- Australia offers experience with the use of an introductory fixed-price phase, a hybrid approach to the point of regulation in the stationary energy sector, the operation of a parallel levy structure for transport emissions which are outside the AusCPM, linking to domestic offsets through the Carbon Farming Initiative and recycling ETS revenue as part of a comprehensive climate change and energy package to mitigate ETS impacts and accomplish other climate-change-related objectives. Australia also has experience with earlier sub-national trading initiatives.

- Japan offers experience with voluntary ETS initiatives at the federal level, and the use of a mandatory municipal-level ETS in Tokyo that uniquely targets commercial and institutional buildings and industrial facilities.
The United States offers practical experience with the operation of a multi-state power-sector ETS in the Northeast (RGGI), which applies a universal-auction model, and the implementation of the state-level ETS in California, which focuses on the energy sector, includes links to approved domestic offsets, and is part of the Western Climate Initiative across several US states and Canadian provinces. At the federal level, the United States developed comprehensive legislative proposals for an ETS which did not pass but offer valuable experience with setting a long-term cap, linking to other ETS, accepting different types of domestic and international offsets and considering the trade implications of uneven emission pricing regimes in other countries.

It will be of particular interest to discuss how these schemes have approached or are considering approaching the issue of linking to existing and emerging ETS, and explore prospects for Chile to link its ETS to these markets in the longer term. As part of its policy design process, the Chilean government will have to consider very carefully the trade-offs between tailoring its ETS to fit national circumstances and enabling sufficient harmonisation of key features (e.g. those affecting the level of ambition, the integrity of units and price control measures) with other ETS to support linking internationally in the longer term.

**Meetings with countries considering an ETS**

At present, other countries are considering the use of an ETS; these include Brazil, China, Colombia, Mexico, Republic of Korea and Canadian provinces. Brazil, China, Colombia and Mexico are also implementing country participants in the PMR. These countries will all face many of the same challenges and difficulties that Chile will have to overcome in its road to implement an ETS. It is evident that all of these countries could benefit from a regular interchange of experiences and lessons learned in these processes. In particular it might be valuable to create a government and stakeholder network within Latin America. Therefore, in principle, it seems worthwhile from every standpoint for Chilean representatives to visit some of these countries as part of the educational process being proposed. Further work will be needed to assess the current status of these initiatives and build a list of countries and appropriate agendas for such meetings.

### 8.6. An Integrated Framework for ETS Government Processes

#### 8.6.1. Institutional requirements and legal infrastructure

Cap-and-trade schemes need to be established in some form of legal framework. Like any market commodity, carbon derives its value through scarcity and this relies on rules requiring emitters to match their emissions to their allowances and face penalties if they do not. Moreover, allowances have a value and initial allocation of them can represent wealth transfers between private sector players and between the private sector and governments.

The development and implementation of market instruments demands a clear regulatory framework that can provide signals to entities covered by the market instrument, as well as assign clear responsibilities for the functioning of the market instrument. The regulatory framework must also provide a credible enforcement system (e.g. domestic penalties for non-compliance), and be accompanied by effective governance to ensure transparency and enhance stakeholder participation.

An important role of the instrument’s institutional set-up will be to provide confidence to market participants (and stakeholders) that emissions are adequately monitored, reported and
verified and that appropriate action is taken in cases of non-compliance – in accordance with the overall regulatory framework. Key regulatory activities can include, for example: (i) assigning responsibility for collecting emissions data; (ii) verifying GHG emissions and activity data; (iii) issuing allowances or credits; (iv) tracking the movement of units as a result of trading; and (v) assessing and enforcing compliance. There is normally a separation of institutions between policy and operations. In particular, the processes of cap setting and allocation should be strictly separated. The units (and emissions) registry is a critical institutional function and is central to the operational integrity of the scheme. The way in which verification is handled reflects other aspects of the legal systems in the specific jurisdictions. The infrastructure for trading in the primary and secondary markets (e.g. standard contracts, trading platforms) is usually left to the private sector, but should be subjected to commodity and financial market oversight. The implementation of cap-and-trade schemes requires a range of complementary provisions with regard to taxation and accounting standards, as well as early measures to educate the respective regulated entities.

In Chile, the implementation of an ETS will require a new law to be approved by Congress; experience suggests this will not be a rapid process. For example:

- The Bill on Carbon Credits (Proyecto de Ley de Bonos de Descontaminación) was presented in 2003 and is basically sleeping before Congress.
- The Bill on the Creation of the Derecho Real de Conservación (Conservation Easement) was presented in 2008 and only recently was granted urgency and approved by the Chamber of Deputies. This bill still needs to be approved by Congress.

Again, a wide, participative and thorough discussion of all these elements, based upon the recommendations set forth in this report, can also constitute an important educational tool, particularly for law-makers. This activity would be enriched and complemented by the opportunity to meet with regulators, agencies and stakeholders in countries with ETS.

**8.6.2. Government process considerations**

In order to successfully overcome the technical and political hurdles to launching an ETS, the government will need to think strategically about how to organise its internal process for designing an ETS and guiding it through legislation and implementation. The particular challenges lie in coordinating communication, analysis and complex decision making across multiple government agencies during ETS design; engaging in a meaningful way with stakeholders throughout the process in order to tap their expertise and gain their support for the final outcome; and preparing for the political process of passing legislation. An outstanding technical design cannot compensate for failure to plan an effective process for getting the ETS across the finish line.

As part of this exercise, the government should map out the long-term institutional requirements for implementing an ETS, and evaluate which of these can be assigned to existing agencies and which could require the development of new administrative entities. This will be a useful way of identifying which government agencies will need to be involved early in the design process. The list of core government functions for implementing an ETS could include:

- ETS oversight and coordination
- major and minor ETS policy decisions
- issuance of regulations
• cap setting
• allocation planning
• issuance of units
• information collection and reporting
• registry administration
• compliance administration
• appeals process
• ETS review.

The various ETS established in the world have assigned responsibilities on these issues to different existing institutions and/or created particular instances for dealing with some specific issues. Table 8.1 is illustrative in this respect.

Table 8.1: Comparison of countries’ institutional structures for ETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AETS</th>
<th>Californian ETS</th>
<th>EU ETS</th>
<th>NZ ETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scheme monitoring and policy advice</strong></td>
<td>Climate Change Authority and Productivity Commission</td>
<td>Market Monitor, Market Surveillance Committee</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>NZ ETS Review Panel (first review)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scheme cap and allowance allocations</strong></td>
<td>Clean Energy Regulator</td>
<td>CARB</td>
<td>EC, with input from European Parliament and European Council</td>
<td>(No caps), Government Minister for Climate Change Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monitoring, reporting and verification</strong></td>
<td>Clean Energy Regulator</td>
<td>CARB</td>
<td>Member States, EC oversight</td>
<td>Environment Protection Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auctioning and allocation</strong></td>
<td>Clean Energy Regulator</td>
<td>CARB (and potentially private registry operators)</td>
<td>Member States, EC oversight</td>
<td>(No auctions), issuance by Registrar under Ministerial direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Once the government decides in principle to proceed with an ETS, the stages of the government’s decision making process could include:

- the initial proposal of ETS objectives and criteria
- identification of ETS design options
- research and analysis
- development of the government’s proposal for ETS design
- impact assessment of the government’s proposal
- formal consultation on the government’s proposal
- review of consultation responses
- final government policy decisions on ETS design
- legislation
- preparation
- implementation.

To assist in government communication and decision making, the government could consider creating interdepartmental working groups of officials at different levels (e.g. agency heads versus technical staff) that could meet regularly, or as in New Zealand even be co-located, throughout the policy design process. This will help to build the government’s internal capacity to undertake final decisions in an efficient manner.

As discussed above, engagement with stakeholder groups across industry, academia and NGOs should occur both formally and informally throughout the process of ETS design, legislation and implementation. Stakeholders will have valuable information that the government
will need in order to design the ETS and implementing regulations. They will also have important perspectives which should be considered, and could help to improve ETS design. To facilitate regular stakeholder engagement, the government could create stakeholder working groups with diverse membership, including influential business and thought leaders and sectoral experts. Multiple rounds of formal public consultation will also be critical to improving ETS design and securing public and political support for the mechanism.

8.7. Government and Private Sector Networks

Listed below are some organisations that could assist the Chilean government with gathering information or road-test thinking on both optimal design and process.

8.7.1. Business and finance groups

- Carbon Market Investment Association (http://www.cmia.net)
- Investors Group on Climate Change (Aus/NZ) (http://www.igcc.org.au)
- Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (Europe) (http://www.iigcc.org)
- Investor Network on Climate Risk (US) (http://www.ceres.org/incr)
- International Emissions Trading Association (IETA) (http://www.ceres.org/incr)
- International Carbon Action Partnership (ICAP) (http://icapcarbonaction.com)

8.7.2. NGO/academic networks

- Centro Andino para la Economía en el Medio Ambiente (http://www.andeancenter.com/)
- Climate and Development Knowledge Network (CDKN) (http://cdkn.org)
- Climate Action Network (http://www.claternetwork.org)
- ClimateWorks (http://www.climateworks.org)
- Climate Policy Initiative (http://climatepolicyinitiative.org)
- Harvard Project on Climate Agreements (http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/project/56/harvard_project_on_climate_agreements.html)

8.7.3. Regional governmental initiatives

The Asia-Pacific Carbon Markets Roundtable (regional political/policy dialogue) brings together senior officials from developed and developing countries in the Asia-Pacific region that are considering, developing or implementing market-based schemes for GHG emission reductions at national or sub-national level. As well as enabling exchange of knowledge and experience, the group is exploring the feasibility of an Asia-Pacific market of linked schemes post-2012. Building upon this Asia-Pacific experience, it could be valuable try to create a similar group in the Latin American region that, in addition to being a forum for the exchange of experiences and lessons between countries, could provide a space to identify regional opportunities in policy development.
8.8. Proposed Next Steps

This section identifies (what we consider to be) the research and other activities essential to support Chile’s decision whether to proceed with an ETS, and, if so, the detailed design, and to begin the necessary data collection. This corresponds to the "Preparatory” phase and the beginning of the “Early Reporting” phase in our ETS Roadmap (see Chapter 9). It also gives an indication of the broad sequencing of activities.

As shown in Figure 8.1, the overall ETS process can be divided into “policy development” (involving research and stakeholder education and engagement) and “institutional development” (encompassing technical and legal infrastructure, institutional arrangements and readiness). Tables 8.2 and 8.3 elaborate on the sequencing of activities across this process. We have assumed the following objectives:

- filling the technical gaps in knowledge to help Chile to make a decision on ETS/ETS design
- launching a national conversation on Chile’s preferred climate policy package (including the ETS option and the purposes for which Chile might pursue an ETS – i.e. explore the “why?” question)
- building technical, institutional and organisational capacity to implement an ETS.

For each type of activity, we have suggested the activities that should start immediately (some of these will be ongoing) and the activities that could be started later. We are not suggesting a rigid, linear process but rather a succession of building blocks.

The policy development process, in particular, will be highly iterative. Key policy questions at each stage will shape, and be shaped by, research and stakeholder engagement outcomes. There will be some foundation or “no regrets” activities that ought to be conducted regardless. We also took a stab at identifying first-order policy questions at the start of the process for Chile. These will have a significant bearing on the research and engagement agenda that follows. It is hard to be precise beyond this first stage, as future steps will depend how the policy process unfolds in Chile. The different aspects of institutional development should take place in parallel on a related but not necessarily identical timetable.

Figure 8.1: An iterative process for ETS design
Table 8.2: Preparation and early reporting phases – policy development process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key policy issues</th>
<th>First steps “Scoping and research”</th>
<th>Next steps “Design, refine and road-test”</th>
<th>Later stages “Refine, consult and decide”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Chile’s ETS objectives</td>
<td>• Detailed consideration of core design components:</td>
<td>• Detailed consideration of core design components:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High-level/”in principle” design parameters:</td>
<td>o Coverage</td>
<td>o Allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Does Chile want to sell units on the international market?</td>
<td>o Points of obligation</td>
<td>o Compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Does the government want to control domestic prices?</td>
<td>o Ambition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o What point of obligation should apply in the stationary energy sector?</td>
<td>o Linking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Detailed consideration of core design components:</td>
<td>o Price stabilisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o High level design parameters:</td>
<td>o Phasing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Chile’s objectives for allocation of units</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>• Lessons from experience and emerging economy issues (see detail below in Table 8.4)</td>
<td>• Specific issues that arise from stakeholder engagement or on individual design components</td>
<td>• Cost/benefit analysis of the government’s preferred ETS design proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sectoral market structures and emissions profiles (see detail below)</td>
<td>• Assessment of Economic Impacts Research (see detail below)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Study on linking opportunities and implications for ambition and harmonisation of ETS design features</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Domestic offsets value/feasibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Complementary measures to address non-price barriers and facilitate low-carbon investment (Activity 3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Education and engagement | **First steps**
|“Scoping and research” | **Next steps**
|“Design, refine and road-test” | **Later stages**
|“Refine, consult and decide” |
|---|---|---|---|
|• Government communications strategy for domestic stakeholders | • Establish multi-stakeholder and technical advisory bodies/processes as needed | • Formal consultation on the government’s comprehensive proposal for an ETS (preferred design) |
|• Multi-media public education and engagement campaign on Chile’s climate change objectives and preferred policies, including the option of an ETS (what is an ETS and why the government is considering) | • Bilateral meetings with emitters (survey) | • Bilateral emitter engagement via Early Reporting (data collection) process |
|• Establishment of a Latin American regional dialogue on ETS development | • Meetings of government, regulators and stakeholders with their counterparts in countries with or considering an ETS (on design, lessons learned and linking opportunities) | |
|• Engagement in other relevant international ETS-related policy processes | • Meetings with other ETS constituencies (e.g. international emissions trading and industry associations, brokerages, etc.) | |
### Table 8.3: Preparation and early reporting phase – institutional development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First steps</th>
<th>Next steps</th>
<th>Later stages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Technical and legal infrastructure** |                                                                               | • Establishment of new institutions (if any)  
• Delegation of governance responsibilities  
• Legislative needs and gaps assessment (to proceed with policy development process – c.f. ETS implementing legislation)  
(Preparing for Early Reporting phase a priority) | • Draft implementing legislation  
• Compliance regime  
• Verification guidance and accreditation |
| **Institutional arrangements** | • Plan for coordinating PMR activities across government | • Plan for coordinating the government’s decision-making process for an ETS and establishment of any coordination bodies/processes  
• Plan for institutional arrangements for ETS rule-making, administration, MRV and market oversight  
• Registry development |                                                                               |
| **Readiness**         | • Assessment of sector and institutional readiness and capacity building/training needs | • Developing measurement and reporting protocols for Early Reporting Phase (emitters) – e.g. begin with survey  
• Institutional capacity building for ETS implementation  
• Sectoral capacity building in MRV for ETS participation | • Implementation of Early Reporting (data collection) phase (likely to be separately funded?)  
• Sector capacity building for ETS trading |
Table 8.4: Needed and existing research programmes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Useful research</th>
<th>Existing work streams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lessons from experience and emerging country issues</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lessons learned from other countries on ETS objectives, design, political and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>policy process and implementation (including meetings with countries with or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>considering an ETS – see below)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Relevant lessons from domestic experience of other types of market mechanisms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Specific ETS design issues for emerging economies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Latest thinking on price control/stabilisation measures?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional developments on climate policy and ETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sectoral market structures and emissions profiles</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sectoral price responsiveness (price pass-through, elasticity of demand and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supply, price impact/trigger on low-carbon investment decisions, non-price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barriers (especially in the electricity sector)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Targeted forestry sector research: Study on factors influencing forest carbon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequestration costs, such as land base and forest yield but also environmental,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social and economic dimensions influencing the feasibility and the potential</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementation of ETS in this sector.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Market structure (actors, supply chain, potential participants) and regulation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for sectors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• National GHG inventory</td>
<td>Done periodically by Environment Ministry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emissions baseline and BAU projections by sector/sub-sector</td>
<td>Being done under MAPS (MAPS budget for this item quite low so outputs could be deficient for some sectors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful research</td>
<td>Existing work streams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Technical mitigation potential/options and marginal abatement cost (MAC) curves by sector/sub-sector</td>
<td>• Being done under MAPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of economic impacts research</td>
<td>• Some CGE modelling being done under MAPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• CGE modelling to assess the emissions, economic/fiscal and distributional impacts of different ETS design options (with and without international linking and under sell-only, buy-only, and buy-sell linkages).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Drawing on scenario analysis for:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Evolution of global carbon markets (out to 2020 and beyond)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Different ETS design options under different global carbon market scenarios (in terms of supply/demand/price, net seller or net buyer, linking prospects etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Counterfactual pathway (i.e. no ETS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identifying EITE producers and entities with stranded assets. Assessing competitiveness and leakage risk.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.9. References


9 Roadmap for Government Decisions on an ETS

As noted in the introduction to this report, the design of an ETS is not a linear process. There are critical linkages and interdependencies across all of the core design components, and no one component can be designed in isolation. This chapter presents an integrated roadmap for the hierarchy of government decisions on the core components of an ETS. It starts with an overview of issue linkages and summarises a range of possible objectives and criteria for an ETS in Chile. It then travels navigates through design choices for each of the core components addressed in this report (sectoral coverage and point of obligation, emissions constraint, linking and offsets, phasing and allocation), identifying key considerations as appropriate. For continuity of analysis, it touches on two components covered under separate reports from other PMR Activities: price stabilisation and MRV/compliance/registries). It lays out some considerations for the assignment of institutional responsibilities and the design of an effective government process for guiding the ETS from design to legislation and implementation with the engagement of key stakeholders throughout. It highlights key government strategic judgments for each of core components.

The last part of the roadmap addresses the integration of decisions on design and government institutions and processes. It presents straw man proposals for sector coverage and point of obligation, linking and offsets and allocation of allowances plus an integrated straw man proposal that shows how these might work in combination. These straw man proposals do not represent recommendations; instead, they are a useful starting point for considering different features as a package. Further research, analysis and stakeholder engagement will be required in subsequent phases of work to support the development of recommendations for the design of an ETS in Chile. The final two graphics depict an iterative and integrated process for conducting policy development, research, education and engagement alongside the development of institutions and infrastructure.
Roadmap for government decisions on ETS design in Chile

Contents

(a) Issue linkages
(b) International market scenarios
(c) Rationales, objectives and criteria for an ETS in Chile
(d) Sector coverage and point of obligation
(e) Emissions constraint
(f) Emissions constraint: Model
(g) Linking and offsets
(h) Price stabilisation
(i) Phasing
(j) Phasing: Models for price intervention
(k) Allocation of allowances
(l) Compliance
(m) Institutions and decision-making process
(n) Key government strategic judgments
(o) Coverage straw man proposal
(p) Linking straw man proposal
(q) Allocation straw man proposal
(r) Integrated straw man proposal
(s) Next steps: Iterative ETS design process
(t) Next steps: Sequencing of work
(a) Issue linkages

**Price stabilisation**

- Price stabilisation mechanisms may be needed when linking to a volatile market.
- Linking to a stable market reduces the need for price stabilisation mechanisms.
- Sell linkages may require integrity/harmonisation of price stabilisation mechanisms.

**Linking and offsets**

- MRV/compliance rules protect the environmental integrity of the cap.
- Good data are required for setting the cap.
- LINKING AFFECTS NET COSTS/BENEFITS OF A CAP. IN A LINKED ETS, DOMESTIC EMISSIONS MAY BE HIGHER OR LOWER THAN THE CAP.
- Linking may be more feasible in later phases. Sell linkages may depend on agreed level of ambition.
- The government must decide whether quantity or price will be the ultimate constraint in the ETS. Some price stabilisation mechanisms may be needed in earlier phases and should be phased out as the market matures.
- Price stabilisation mechanisms can operate inside or outside the allocation cap.

**Emissions constraint**

- Feasibility of MRV/compliance determines which sectors and points of obligation can be regulated in an ETS.
- Domestic offset mechanisms can address sources/sectors not regulated in the ETS.

**Phasing**

- Ambition of the emissions constraint should account for the mitigation potential, costs and price responsiveness of regulated sectors.
- Regulated sectors can enter concurrently or in phases to accommodate different levels of capability and administrative feasibility.
- The allocation cap determines Chile’s contribution to global emissions from regulated sectors.
- Phasing can help to reduce the need for free allocation due to stranded assets, leakage and ‘regrets’ losses to the economy. Free allocation should be phased out over time.

**Coverage/Point of obligation**

- Allocation can alter the distribution of burden across entities in regulated sectors.
- Free allocation can go to entities anywhere in the supply chain and is not limited to points of obligation.

**MRV/Compliance**

- Integrity and harmonisation of MRV/compliance are essential for linking.
- New data are required for setting the cap.

**Allocation**

- Price stabilisation mechanisms may be needed when linking to a volatile market.
- Auctions support price discovery and can be used to provide price stabilisation.
(b) International market scenarios

- **Top-down market**
  - Low global mitigation effort
  - High global mitigation effort

- **Bottom-up market**
  - Low global mitigation effort
  - High global mitigation effort

1. Start of KP
2. Now
3. Fragmentation, Frozen ambition
4. Fragmentation, Increasing ambition
5. Aggregation, Increasing ambition

- **Aggregation**
- **Fragmentation**
- **Increasing ambition**
(c) Rationales, objectives and criteria for an ETS in Chile

Examples of possible ETS rationales:
1. Concern about climate change and reducing emissions
2. Desire for domestic economic transformation (especially in the energy sector)
3. Motivation to generate revenue from unit sales and leverage international climate finance
4. Defence against international political, trade or consumer pressure.

Examples of possible ETS objectives:
1. Supporting global mitigation through domestic action and linking to a stable global market
2. Driving economic transformation and sustainable development through more efficient production and consumption, sustainable and secure energy supply, lower-emission infrastructure and land uses, and research and development
3. Generating trade benefits, including profiting from the sale of units in international markets and new market opportunities, and building positive trade relations
4. Generating additional economic, environmental, human health and social co-benefits and avoiding perverse outcomes.

Examples of possible criteria for ETS design:
1. Environmental effectiveness
2. Economic efficiency and competitiveness impacts
3. Equitable burden sharing
4. Administrative feasibility and costs
5. Regulatory and other barriers
6. Other economic, environmental and social impacts, including co-benefits
7. Durability of the policy framework
(d) Sector coverage and point of obligation

Potential regulated sectors:
- Stationary energy
- Transport
- Industrial processes
- Forestry
- Agriculture
- Waste

Considerations for sectoral coverage:
- ETS objectives (economy-wide and sectoral)
- Potential for emission pricing to drive mitigation
- Competitiveness impacts
- Administrative feasibility and transaction costs, including for monitoring, reporting and verification
- Distributional impacts and equitable burden sharing
- Interactions with existing policies and across covered and uncovered sectors

Considerations for point of obligation:
- Breadth of sectoral emissions coverage
- Sectoral pricing dynamics (price pass-through)
- Potential for monopoly power in the ETS market
- Capacity to conduct monitoring, reporting and verification and manage emission liabilities
- Administrative feasibility and transaction costs
- Interaction with existing monitoring and reporting frameworks
- Potential for manipulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision for each sector</th>
<th>Point of obligation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extraction/import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Processing/distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of regulated entity:</td>
<td>Sites or organisations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Greenhouse gases:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF₆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold measure:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of target entities:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Larger or smaller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(e) Emissions constraint

**Government allocation (cap)**
- Free allocation
- Auction
- Carbon price stabilisation mechanisms
- Removals that increase the cap

**Banking**
- Within phases: Unlimited, Limited, Prohibited
- Between phases: Unlimited, Limited, Prohibited

**Borrowing**
- Offsets/Cred. mechs: Unlimited, Limited, Prohibited
- ETS buy linkages: Unlimited, Limited, Prohibited
- ETS sell linkages: Unlimited, Limited, Prohibited

**Purchase of external units/sale of units abroad**
- + units purchased externally (offsets, linked ETS)
- + ETS units banked from earlier periods
- + ETS units borrowed from later periods
  - ETS units sold abroad
  - ETS units banked for future use
  - ETS units borrowed from earlier periods
- ± units from any price stabilisation system outside the cap

**Process for setting ambition:**
- Top down (start with national ambition)
- Bottom up (build the ambition level sector by sector)

**Potential relavitities for measuring ambition:**
- Historical year/period
- Projection
- Emission intensity
- Cost

**Methods for modifying the cap over time:**
- Defining the cap for trading phases
- Providing a longer-term cap trajectory
- Adjusting the cap: absolute or intensity approaches
- Frequency and certainty of cap adjustments

**Level of ambition:**
- Contribution of regulated sectors to national emission reduction goals
- Alignment of emission price with economic transformation goals
- Mitigation potential, costs and price responsiveness for regulated sectors
- Acceptability to linking partners

**Total ETS emissions constraint over a specified period**
(f) Emissions constraint: Model

Total ETS emissions constraint

- Banking/borrowing
- Other supply adjustment for price stability (if any)
- Buy/sell linkages to other ETS
- Purchases from offset/crediting mechanisms

- BAU emissions for regulated sectors
- Autonomous uncredited reductions (global emission benefit)
- ETS cap on regulated sectors
- Reserve units inside the cap that the government can use for ETS price stabilisation, or sell domestically or abroad
- Units allocated to ETS participants
- Total ETS emissions constraint
Note need to address treatment of ongoing CDM projects in ETS sectors to avoid double-counting

(g) Linking and offsets

Considerations for linking:

- Role of linking to:
  - provide external demand for units from Chile’s market (scarcity protection)
  - provide extra supply of units outside the government cap (price and liquidity protection), increase competition and lower market power domestically
- Role of offsets to provide incentives and co-benefits outside the cap
- Need to ensure comparable integrity of units outside the cap
- For sell linkage, need to harmonise design features for environmental integrity (MRV) and price protection (use of offsets, price floors, price ceilings, banking, borrowing), and agree on level of ambition
- Complexity of negotiating linking and de-linking agreements
- Fluid global policy environment creates challenges and opportunities to shape international framework from top-down and bottom-up
- Potential to access other finance (e.g. NAMA) as a transitional measure to generate unit demand before external linking arrangements are possible for trading
(h) Price stabilisation

Considerations for price stabilisation:

- Clarification of objectives:
  - Managing short- and medium-run volatility and longer-run shocks
  - Managing uncertainty about mitigation response
  - Managing uncertainty about government policy
  - Controlling price to achieve domestic objectives that compete with free market functioning
  - Providing high versus low price protection
- Whether price stabilisation mechanisms can increase the cap, or must operate within it
- Role of price stabilisation mechanisms to guard against allocation failures before linking is feasible
## Phasing

### Preparatory phase
**2-4+ years**
- Ongoing research, analysis and modeling
- Data collection on points of obligation, emitters and recipients of free allocation
- Development of ETS legislation/regulations, participant guidelines and institutions, including the registry
- Public education and ETS participant capacity building
- Early discussions with prospective linking partners

### Early reporting phase
**1-3+ years**
- Voluntary and/or mandatory annual reporting by ETS points of obligation and other sector entities
- Finalization of allocation plans
- Ongoing education, particularly focused on sectoral mitigation potential, engagement of the finance sector and development of the domestic trading market

### Transitional phase: Govt price control
**Options when linking is limited:**
- Operation of a domestic-only ETS with a generous unit reserve and/or a narrow price ceiling/floor operating outside the cap that would provide price protection
- Operation of a fixed-price scheme on a trading platform
- Linking the ETS to the international market indirectly with the government as an intermediary to sell units
- Operation of a "stand alone" pilot trading phase (i.e. to build experience before designing a full ETS)

### Transitional phase: Govt price stabilisation
- Limited direct linking between the ETS and international markets to move toward the international price
- Government price stabilisation mechanisms (e.g. unit reserve within the cap auctioned under a broader price floor and ceiling) to reduce price risk and uncertainty

### International trading: No govt price intervention
- Direct unlimited buy-and-sell linking between the ETS and international markets
- No government price intervention; the international market sets the domestic price
(j) Phasing: Models for price intervention

Transitional phase option: Government sets the domestic price

Transitional phase option: Government stabilises the domestic price

Full trading phase: International market sets the domestic price
(k) Allocation of allowances

**Auction**
- Free market price (Could have price floor/ceiling)
- Fixed price

**Free allocation**
- Absolute basis
- Output basis

**Rationales:**
- Achieving an equitable allocation of costs/gains of mitigation
- Managing a smooth transition to a long-term low-carbon economy
- Encouraging participation and compliance

**Recipients:**
- Entities impacted by stranded assets
- Entities facing difficulties managing emission liabilities

**Possible basis:**
- Emissions or output over a historical year/period
- Projection for emissions or output

**Considerations for allocation:**
- Domestic auctions support liquidity and price discovery and generate government revenue that can be recycled into the economy
- Free allocation or allowance revenue can be supplied to any impacted entities, not just points of obligation
- Free allocation should not be provided to producers that can pass emission prices downstream; otherwise they benefit from windfall gains
- Auction revenue can be distributed instead of distributing units
- Complex output-based allocation should be reserved for strongly emissions-intensive trade-exposed sectors and new entrants
- Output-based allocation creates uncertainty over the total amount to be allocated over time, requiring other adjustments to maintain a fixed number of units within an absolute cap
- Grandparenting can be the default basis for free allocation to smaller entities that are already operating
- As emission pricing is adopted by trade competitors, free allocation should be replaced by full auctioning over time

**Use of auction revenue**

**Banking rules for auctioned and other units**
(I) Compliance

PMR Activity 1

- Monitoring
- Reporting
- Verification
- Non-compliance consequences
- Registry
- Governance
(m) Institutions and decision-making process

Institutional responsibilities

Identification of governance functions for an ETS:
1. ETS oversight and coordination
2. Major and minor ETS policy decisions
3. Issuance of regulations
4. Cap setting
5. Allocation planning
6. Issuance of units
7. Information collection and reporting
8. Registry administration
9. Compliance administration
10. Appeals process
11. ETS review

ETS decision-making process

Engagement with businesses, academia, non-governmental organisations and other stakeholders

Delineation of responsibilities

Existing institutions

New institutions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key government strategic judgments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Which sectors or subsectors in Chile will be regulated under an ETS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Which sectors should enter first/together into the ETS and when will others have sufficient capability to join?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What point of obligation and threshold in each sector will ensure the most effective operation of the domestic market?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emissions constraint</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Does the government want a domestic-only emission target or a &quot;global responsibility target&quot; with domestic action and international purchase/sale of units?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What is the level, trajectory and time frame for the cap, and how should the cap be adjusted over time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What is the risk of leakage and what measures are needed to prevent or mitigate leakage?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Linking</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What types of offset units should ETS accept from UNFCCC and non-UNFCCC mechanisms, either domestic or foreign?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• When will sell-only, buy-only or buy-and-sell linkages become feasible at the level of the government and/or the ETS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What level of ETS ambition and other ETS design features in Chile will be required to enable sell linkages to other ETS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price stabilisation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Does the government want to control the domestic price of emissions relative to the market or international price?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Will the quantity of emissions or the price of emissions take precedence as the ultimate constraint of the ETS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Under what conditions would using price stabilisation measures take precedence over linking to other ETS that prohibit them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phasing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What kind(s) of transitional phase should be used before linked trading is feasible and desirable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Would five-year periods be appropriate for trading phases, with annual compliance periods?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How should the ETS phasing relate to the timing of international agreements and domestic regulatory cycles?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allocation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Which rationales and methods for free allocation or allowance revenue distribution are most applicable to each sector?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Will the government provide other forms of transitional financial support (e.g. subsidies, tax benefits, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Under what conditions and at what rate will free allocation be phased out over time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compliance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What balance does the government want between facilitative and punitive measures for non-compliance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How can the government monitor scheme compliance efficiently?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How can the government manage the impacts of non-compliance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectoral coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stationary energy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industrial process emissions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Tier 1: Cement, lime, steel</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Tier 2: Chemicals, synthetic gases</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transport</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forestry a</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Waste</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agriculture</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Livestock</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Nitrogenous fertilisers</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Note the need for regulations or other mechanisms to avoid perverse incentives to accelerate deforestation or delay afforestation/ reforestation before ETS liabilities/credits are introduced.
(p) Linking and offsets straw man proposal

1. Engage in both bottom-up and top-down international policy-development processes, including working groups of possible trading partners to cooperate on design elements and policy preferences in real time.

2. Design ETS in parallel so as to preserve linkage options as much as possible while working to open opportunities as both a buyer and seller in international markets.

3. Provide testing and liquidity with a limited buying window for existing UNFCCC units, such as domestic and international CERs (even if not recognised by UNFCCC), and for domestic and international offsets with high-quality standards based on emerging models, with focus on scaled-up approaches (e.g. for jurisdictional REDD+).

4. Use public funds from domestic and potential international sources (e.g. NAMAs) to finance a reserve of early domestic offset credits and potentially other units while approaches are being tested and links negotiated.

5. Allow banking of units and offsets, and sales of CERs, while additional ETS links are negotiated.

6. Evaluate benefits and costs of expanded links on a case-by-case basis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Auction/required purchase</th>
<th>Free allocation: Grandparenting</th>
<th>Free allocation: Output-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short run</strong></td>
<td>• Use auction for liquidity and price discovery</td>
<td>• Compensation for stranded assets (human capital and physical capital)</td>
<td>• Strongly emissions-intensive and trade-exposed sectors only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incomplete global agreement</strong></td>
<td>• Unit purchases required for:</td>
<td>• Small points of obligation facing difficulties managing emission liabilities</td>
<td>• Set gradual phase-out of protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic transition</strong></td>
<td>o Transport fuel suppliers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Either stationary energy fuel suppliers (if obligation at point of production/import)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or generators (if obligation at point of emission)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long run</strong></td>
<td>Auction all units</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## (r) Integrated straw man proposal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETS core component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Sectoral coverage and point of obligation** | • Start with:  
  o Stationary energy and transport (upstream obligation – fuel production/import\(^a\))  
  o Industrial process emissions for cement, lime and steel (obligation at point of emission)  
  o Forestry (landowner obligation).\(^b\)  
• Expand sectoral coverage over time to include (as feasible):  
  o Waste (landfill operator obligation).\(^b\)  
  o Agricultural fertilizers and livestock (farmer obligation).\(^b\)  
  o Smaller industrial processes (e.g. chemicals and synthetic gases) (obligation at point of emission).\(^b\) |

| Preparation phase (e.g. 2013-2017) | • Conduct research and data collection.  
• Develop ETS legislation/regulations, participant guidelines and government institutions, including the registry.  
• Conduct public education and ETS participant capacity building  
• Hold early discussions with prospective linking partners. |

| Early reporting phase (e.g. 2015-2017+) | • Implement voluntary then mandatory annual reporting for points of obligation before they enter the ETS.  
• Offer voluntary annual reporting for other entities. |

| Allocation | • Grandparent enough free allocation to address equity and political issues – this is a fixed total amount spread over a number of years.  
• Provide output-based allocation for emissions-intensive trade-exposed mobile or expanding sectors where ‘output’ is relatively easily defined – this phases out over a fixed time frame.  
• Provide auctioning throughout for liquidity and price discovery, and ramp up auctioning as free allocation is phased out. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETS core component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transitional phase:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Government price control               | • Negotiate limited linking or contribution of external funds allowing the government to set a cap on allocation that is stringent enough to ensure a positive price.  
• Reduce ETS participant exposure to real price:  
  o Start with a domestic cap with a narrow price floor and ceiling operating outside the cap to control price  
  o Provide no direct linkage between the ETS and international markets; only the government can sell abroad. |
| **Transitional phase:**                |                                                                                                                                             |
| Government price stabilisation         | • Provide limited direct linking between the ETS and international markets to move toward the international price.  
• Provide government price stabilisation mechanisms (e.g. unit reserve within the cap auctioned under a broader price floor and ceiling) to reduce price risk and uncertainty. |
| **International trading with no government price intervention** | • Transition to unlimited international trading by ETS participants with no government price stabilisation when the external market is stable.  
• Phase out transitional assistance (free allocation and other support). |

<sup>a</sup> Another option is to regulate the stationary energy sector at the point of emissions.  
<sup>b</sup> As a transition or alternative, these could also be covered in an offsets/crediting mechanism linked to the ETS or other policies/measures.
(s) Next steps: Iterative ETS design process

Policy development

Education and engagement

Research

Institutional capacity building
Next steps: Sequencing of work

Key policy questions
- ETS objectives, high-level design parameters
- Detailed consideration of core design components and options
- Allocation plan, compliance regime

Research
- Background, emissions and sector profiles
- Economic impacts, linking, specific design, stakeholder issues
- Cost/benefit analysis of preferred ETS design

Education & Engagement
- Communications strategy, multimedia campaign, Latin American regional dialogue
- Stakeholder and technical advisory processes, international engagement
- Formal policy consultation

Institutions & Infrastructure
- Readiness assessment and govt coordination plan
- Institution and capacity building, early reporting protocols, Registry
- Draft legislation, verification, data collection (emitters)
10 Glossary of Terms

A

**Account**: Each page in the Registry shows the history of one account. Each regulated facility under the ETS and each entity that has ever owned any tradable units will have an account in the registry. The only other account in the registry is the retirement account.

**Additional**: When used with respect to GHG offset projects, “additional” means reductions, avoidance, or sequestration that result in a lower level of net greenhouse gas emissions or atmospheric concentrations than would occur in the absence of an offset project.

**Additivity principle**: The principle that a project should only be able to earn credits if the greenhouse gas emission reductions produced by the project are additional to what would have happened in the absence of the carbon credit component.

**Afforestation and reforestation (A/R) projects**: Projects involving the growing of forest on land that has not been forested for a period of at least 50 years (afforestation) or on non-forested land (reforestation) through planting, seeding, and/or the promotion of natural seed sources.

**Allocation**: The distribution of allowances to participants under an emissions trading scheme or other entities. Allocation can be done for free or by selling the allowances (see “Auctioning”). Principles for free allocation include grandfathering, benchmarking, and projections.

**Allowance**: Synonymous with “unit”.

**Annex B countries**: Annex B countries are the 39 emissions-capped countries listed in Annex B of the Kyoto Protocol. In practice, Annex I of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (see below) and Annex B of the Kyoto Protocol are often used interchangeably.

**Annex I countries**: The industrialised OECD countries and countries with economies in transition listed in Annex I of the UNFCCC. Belarus and Turkey are listed in Annex I but not in Annex B; and Croatia, Liechtenstein, Monaco, and Slovenia are listed in Annex B but not in Annex I. In practice, however, Annex I of the UNFCCC and Annex B of the Kyoto Protocol are often used interchangeably.

**Assigned Amount (AA) and Assigned Amount Units (AAUs)**: The Assigned Amount is the total volume of greenhouse gases that each Annex B country is allowed to emit during the first commitment period (see explanation below) of the Kyoto Protocol. An Assigned Amount Unit (AAU) is a tradable unit of one tonne of CO\(_2\)e.

**Auctioning**: Common term used for the sale of allowances, as opposed to allocating them for free (see also “Allocation”).

B

**Banking**: The transfer of allowances or credits from one compliance period to the next. Parties to the Kyoto Protocol may bank as many Assigned Amount Units they wish as long as they follow commitment period reserve rules, Certified Emissions Reductions corresponding to 2.5% of their targets, and Emissions Reduction Units corresponding to 2.5% of their targets, to use them in subsequent commitment periods. The EU ETS allows unlimited banking from the
second compliance period (2008–2012) onwards, but did not permit banking from the first to later periods. Also known as carry-over or hoarding.

**Baseline and baseline scenario:** The baseline represents forecasted emissions under a business-as-usual scenario (see below), often referred to as the “baseline scenario”, i.e. expected emissions if the emission reduction activities were not implemented.

**Benchmarking:** An allocation method in which allowances are distributed based on output (e.g. one allowance per MWh generated), or on intensity standards in the industry, based on best-performing companies.

**Border carbon adjustment:** A trade measure in which jurisdictions with climate policies would impose a charge on imported goods to level the playing field in terms of the emissions costs associated with domestic and foreign producers facing climate policies of differing stringencies.

**Borrowing:** A mechanism under a cap-and-trade system that allows entities to use allowances designated for a future compliance period to meet current compliance period requirements.

**Bottom up:** Establishing smaller systems (national and subnational ETS) with the goal of connecting these to create a more comprehensive, larger system (global ETS).

**Burden sharing:** Sharing the burden of climate protection.

**Business-as-usual (BAU):** A business-as-usual scenario is a policy-neutral reference case of future emissions, i.e. projections of future emission levels in the absence of changes in current policies, economics, and technology.

**C**

**Cap:** A regulated, specified maximum total of emissions of greenhouse gases from the total of capped facilities in an emissions trading system in a specific year.

**Cap and trade:** A design for emissions trading systems under which total emissions are limited or “capped”. Tradable emission allowances corresponding to the total allowed emission volume are allocated to participants for free or through auctioning. It contrasts with baseline-and-credit approaches, where only deviations from a baseline are tradable. Examples are the EU ETS, RGGI, international emissions trading under the Kyoto Protocol, and the proposed emissions trading scheme in Australia (Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme).

**Carbon capture and storage (CCS):** Process consisting of the separation of carbon dioxide from industrial and energy-related sources, transport to a storage location and long-term isolation from the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide may be stored underground in old oil and gas fields, non-commercial coal fields, and saline aquifers. It may also be injected into the ocean. Also known as carbon capture and geological storage (CCGS).

**Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO₂e):** A measurement unit used to indicate the global warming potential of greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide is the reference gas against which other greenhouse gases are measured. See “Global Warming Potential” for conversion rates.

**Carbon neutrality:** The practice of purchasing and retiring emission credits or allowances corresponding to the amount of greenhouse gas emissions from, for instance, an activity, company, or country.
**Carbon sink**: Natural or human-made systems that absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and store them. Forests are the most common form of sink, in addition to soils, peat, permafrost, ocean water, and carbonate deposits in the deep ocean.

**Carbon stock**: The quantity of carbon contained in a biological reservoir or system that has the capacity to accumulate or release carbon.

**Carbon tax**: A price that covered entities must pay for emitting a unit of carbon.

**Certified Emissions Reductions (CERs)**: Carbon credits generated through the Clean Development Mechanism (see below). It can be used to meet an Annex B party’s emission commitment or as a unit of trade in greenhouse gas emissions trading systems.

**Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)**: A mechanism for project-based emission reduction activities in developing countries (non-Annex B countries). Certified Emissions Reductions (see above) are generated from projects that lead to certifiable emissions reductions that would otherwise not occur.

**Cogeneration**: The sequential production of useful mechanical energy and useful thermal energy in the same engine.

**Command and control**: An alternative to emissions trading and the traditional method of environmental regulation. The government specifies the exact emission limit for each facility, and prosecutes the facility owner if the facility exceeds that limit.

**Compliance**: The act, specific to cap-and-trade schemes, of surrendering the required amount of allowances, or some combination of allowances and offsets, to cover an entity’s emissions. Achievement by a party in meeting its quantified emission limitation and reduction commitments under the Kyoto Protocol.

**Coverage**: The scope of the system; the sectors and gases included in an ETS.

**Credit**: Most commonly used in relation to emission reductions that have been achieved in excess of required amounts – either under the cap and trade ETS or through an additional abatement activity.

**D**

**Degradation (of forests)**: Negative changes in a forest area that limit its productive capacity.

**Direct emissions**: Whereby greenhouse gases are emitted directly from the exhaust stacks of a facility.

**Direct linkage**: When one or both of two systems allow regulated entities to meet their compliance obligations by surrendering allowances or credits obtained from the other system. **Two-way direct linkage** occurs when two cap-and-trade systems choose to recognise each other’s allowances. **One-way direct linkage** occurs when a cap-and-trade system recognises credits from an emissions-reduction system or from another cap-and-trade system without reciprocation.

**Domestic Offset Credit**: An offset credit deriving from a project within the jurisdiction of a given ETS.

**Double-counting**: A potential problem with Joint Implementation projects in sectors covered by the EU ETS.
Downstream cap: A “downstream” cap-and-trade system is one in which the entities emitting carbon dioxide are required to surrender allowances (see also “Upstream cap”).

E

Early action: Verified, additional, and permanent mitigation action that occurred prior to the implementation of an ETS. In some emissions trading schemes, early action may earn certain entities allowances.

Emission: The release of a greenhouse gases into the ambient air.

Emissions factor: A commonly accepted numerical value for the emissions released by combustion of a specific quantity of a specific fuel, e.g. combustion of one litre of gasoline releases 2.36kg of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

Emissions Intensive Trade Exposed (EITE): A firm that generates a disproportionately high quantity of emissions and is heavily reliant on exporting its product. Legislation designed for carbon mitigation impacts these firms’ business models, and hence competitiveness, in a relatively potent manner, so ETS cost-containment mechanisms often target EITE firms in order to ease their burdens.

Emissions Reduction Unit (ERU): Permits achieved through a Joint Implementation project.

Emissions threshold: The amount of emissions a facility must produce in order to be covered by the ETS.

Emissions trading: Broadly speaking, this is a market-based system that gives the flexibility to select cost-effective solutions to achieve established environmental goals. It also encourages compliance and financial managers to pursue cost-effective emissions reduction strategies that provide incentives to emitters to develop the means by which greenhouse gas emissions can be reduced at least cost.

Energy efficiency: Usable energy per unit of fuel.

F

First commitment period: Under the Kyoto Protocol, the first compliance period from 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2012.

Flexibility Mechanism: Under the Kyoto Protocol, a collective term for International Emissions Trading, the Clean Development Mechanism, and Joint Implementation.

Fossil fuel: Natural gas, petroleum, or coal, or any form of solid, liquid, or gaseous fuel derived from such material, including consumer products that are derived from such materials and are combusted.

Fugitive emissions: Emission from leaks, valves, joints, or other small openings in pipes, ducts, or other equipment, or from vents.

Fungibility: Regarding ETS, fungibility refers to the interchangeability, or relative value, the different types of allowances have within one system. For example, a hypothetical ETS might force covered entities that achieve compliance via international offsets to retire five tonnes of verified carbon equivalent reductions for every four tonnes of carbon equivalent reduced domestically.
Global Warming Potential (GWP): The impact a greenhouse gas has on global warming. By definition, carbon dioxide (CO₂) is used as reference case, hence it always has the GWP of 1. GWP changes with time, and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has suggested using 100-year GWPs for comparison purposes. Below is a list of 100-year GWPs used in the Kyoto Protocol for the six Kyoto gases:

- Carbon dioxide (CO₂) GWP: 1
- Methane (CH₄) GWP: 21
- Nitrous oxide (N₂O) GWP: 310
- Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) GWP: 150 – 11,700
- Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) GWP: 6,500 – 9,200
- Sulphur hexafluoride (SF₆) GWP: 23,900

Grandfathering: Synonymous with “grandparenting” (see below).

Grandparenting: A method for allocation of emissions credits/allowances to companies or other legal entities, usually free of charge, on the basis of their historic emissions. Grandfathering has been the main allocation method in Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the EU ETS.

Greenhouse gases (GHGs): Trace gases that control energy flows in the Earth’s atmosphere by absorbing infra-red radiation. Some GHGs occur naturally in the atmosphere, while others result from human activities. There are six GHGs covered under the Kyoto Protocol: carbon dioxide (CO₂), methane (CH₄), nitrous oxide (N₂O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulphur hexafluoride (SF₆). CO₂ is the most important GHG released by human activities.

HFC-23: About 98% of HFC-23 gas emissions are created as a by-product in the production of HCFC-22 and are generally vented to the atmosphere. HCFC-22 is used mostly as a refrigerant for stationary refrigeration and air conditioning.

Hoarding: Net banking of permits by the private sector, that is, permits purchased in excess of current acquittal liability may be held as an asset on a firm’s balance sheet.

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs): One of the six greenhouse gases, controlled in the Kyoto Protocol. They are produced commercially and are largely used in refrigeration and insulating foam.

I

Indirect linkage: Occurs when two systems link directly to a common third party.
International Offset Credit: An offset issued by a foreign entity.

Inventory: A country report, under the Kyoto Protocol, on anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions and removals delivered on a regular basis according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change guidelines.

J

Joint Implementation (JI): One of the three flexible mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol, for transfer of emissions permits from one Annex B country to another. JI generates Emissions Reduction Units on the basis of emission reduction projects leading to quantifiable emissions reductions.

K


L

Land use, land-use change, and forestry (LULUCF): The land-use, land-use change, and forestry (LULUCF) sector was included under the Kyoto Protocol to take into consideration certain human-induced activities that remove greenhouse gases from the atmosphere, also known as carbon “sinks”. These activities are referred to in Article 3, paragraphs 3 and 4, of the Kyoto Protocol, as defined in Paragraph 1 of the annex to decision 16/CMP.1, as follows: afforestation, reforestation, deforestation (the direct human-induced conversion of forested land to non-forested land), revegetation, forest management, cropland management, grazing land management.

Leakage: Carbon leakage occurs when production of goods is moved to countries with less strict climate policy than the original country (e.g. from the EU to India or China).

Least developed countries (LDCs): Countries that, according to the United Nations, exhibit the lowest indicators of socioeconomic development, and have the lowest Human Health Index ratings of all countries in the world.

Linkage: Connecting Emissions Trading Systems, either directly or indirectly, so as to expand potential mitigation options.

M

Marginal abatement cost (MAC): The cost of reducing emissions by one additional unit. Aggregated marginal costs over a number of projects or activities define the marginal abatement cost curve.

Measurable: Subject to accurate measurement and monitoring.

Mitigation: Reducing the quantity of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Reduction in the quantity or intensity of greenhouse gas emissions.
Monitoring: The collection and archiving of all relevant data necessary for determining the baseline, measuring anthropogenic emissions by sources of greenhouse gases within the boundary of a project activity and leakage, as applicable.

Measurement, reporting, and verification (MRV): [definition to come].

N

National Allocation Plan (NAP): Plan from a Member State for how to distribute EU allowances across installations taking part in the EU ETS in that given country.

Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Activity (NAMA): Refers to a set of policies that countries undertake as part of a commitment to reduce greenhouse gases. The term recognises that different countries may take different nationally appropriate action on the basis of equity and in accordance with common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities.

O

Offsets: A credit for emissions reductions from a domestic or international source outside the coverage of the cap.

P

Permanence: Ensures liability for reversals so as to ensure reductions in emissions that persist at least as long as the reductions achieved under the emissions cap.

Permit: Synonymous with “unit”.

Perfluorocarbons (PFCs): One of the six greenhouse gases controlled by the Kyoto Protocol. PFCs are a by-product of aluminium smelting and are a replacement for chlorofluorocarbons in manufacturing semiconductors.

Point of obligation: The set of entities within covered sectors that are responsible for obtaining required allowances. In broad terms, the point of obligation can be upstream, midstream, or downstream.

Point of regulation: Synonymous with “point of obligation”.

Price cap: A cap set on the price of traded emissions allowances. Also known as a safety valve.

Price ceiling: A sales price a good (i.e. emissions allowance) is not allowed to exceed.

Price collar: Essentially a combination of price triggers – one designed for when prices are unexpectedly high, and one when they are unexpectedly low – that defines the range of allowance prices, thereby providing a level of certainty to regulated entities.

Price floor: A sales price that a good (i.e. emissions allowance) is not allowed to fall below.

R

Real reductions: Truly reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

Reduced emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD): Mitigation action that seeks to preserve existing carbon stocks in forests (typically tropical rainforests), peat lands, etc. The
approach would be additional to project-based efforts such as the Clean Development Mechanism. Issues to be solved are permanence, leakage, monitoring, and baselines.

**Registry**: A database that shows who owns what emissions allowances. Account balances can be viewed and transactions initiated online. It combines functionality of a land registry with that of banking alone. The registry is not a trading platform; it does not support the statement of sale and purchase orders or prices.

**Removal Units (RMUs)**: A unit relating to land use, land-use change, and forestry activities, equal to one metric tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent. RMUs cannot be banked for use in any subsequent commitment period, but can be converted into Assigned Amount Units within a national registry.

**Reversal**: Intentional or unintentional loss of sequestered greenhouse gases to the atmosphere.

**S**

**Safety valve**: A mechanism that prevents prices from rising above a price ceiling by, for example, enabling the government to issue more allowances if the price reaches a pre-set trigger level.

**Secondary market**: The second transaction or trading of Certified Emissions Reductions related to Clean Development Mechanism projects or Emission Reduction Units from Joint Implementation projects.

**Sequestration**: The separation, isolation, or removal of greenhouse gases from the atmosphere.

**Sinks**: The removal of greenhouse gases from the atmosphere through land management and forestry activities that may be subtracted from a country’s allowable level of emissions.

**Stationary source**: Any integrated operation comprising any plant, building, structure, or stationary equipment, including support buildings and equipment, that is located within one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, is under common control or the same person or persons, and emits or may emit a greenhouse gas.

**T**

**Target**: A national goal of emissions in a specific year, including regulated and non-regulated sectors.

**Top Down**: Establishing a rule or policy at an overarching jurisdictional level (i.e. UN policy for global ETS), thereby galvanising similar action at lower-level jurisdictions (i.e. regional, national, provincial, city, etc.) that fall underneath this higher level jurisdiction.

**Trading period**: Period of time for which ETS emissions certificates are issued.

**U**

**Unit**: Legally defined unit (e.g. EUAs, AAUs, RGAs, NZUs, and others) that entitles the holder to emit one tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent or another quantity of greenhouse gases. Also known as emission allowance or emission permit.
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC): The UNFCCC was established in 1992 at the Rio Earth Summit. It is the overall framework guiding the international climate negotiations. Its main objective is “stabilisation of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic (man-made) interference with the climate system”.

Upstream cap: An “upstream” cap-and-trade system is one in which the entities supplying or importing carbon-rich fuels into the market would be required to surrender allowances (see also “Downstream cap”). The proposed Australian Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme uses an upstream approach for transportation and some other emission categories.

Verification: The process of formal confirmation by a recognised independent third party that inventories and carbon reduction claimed by participants in carbon trading schemes are in conformity with reality and established rules. Under the Clean Development Mechanism, verification is performed by designated operational entities (DOEs).

Vintage year: The calendar year for which an emission allowance is established, except the vintage year for a strategic reserve allowance, which is the year in which such allowance is purchased at auction.

Voluntary carbon market: The sum of all transactions of carbon credits in non-compliance markets. The generation of non-compliance credits – or voluntary offset credit supply – comprises the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions for the purpose of selling them to voluntary end users and not to compliance buyers. Voluntary markets for emissions reductions include generation and transaction of carbon credits in non-compliance markets. The voluntary market permits the use of credits such as verified emission reductions (VERs), non-verified emission reductions (ERs), and prospective emission reductions (PERs), as well as the non-compliance use of CERs, ERUs, EUAs and other credits and allowances generated for the compliance market.
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11.1. Appendix 1: PMR Chile Activity 2 Terms of Reference

Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR)

CHILE

Activity 2: Study and design proposal of an Emissions Trading System

General objective

Draft a proposal for the implementation in Chile of a Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading System (ETS).

Specific objective

Propose a detailed roadmap, including its design elements, to inform decision-making for an advanced model of an ETS in Chile.

Activities

Based on existing and operating schemes and the input from the other studies, write a proposal of the work, including the research and meetings to be held with regulators and implementing agencies in countries with an existing ETS. The first part of this study will focus on the research of the core components of an ETS, including:

1. Setting the point for regulated sectors: Establish a framework to enable informed decision-making on the coverage in an ETS. The framework should include a list of criteria and indicators against which different sectors could be assessed to inform decisions on the determination of regulated and non-regulated sectors for an ETS in the country. This criteria framework should include a sectoral and structural cost-benefit analysis for the implementation of this type of regulation, as well as other types of quantitative and qualitative criteria, such as trade exposure, growth expectations, ability to pass-on cost of emissions, regulatory (or other) barriers and industry's mitigation opportunities and costs, among others.

2. Emissions trading phases: Outline the key steps/criteria and considerations for the elaboration of a system of phases in which different industries would enter the system at different times. This proposal needs to specify, for example, the level of reductions at each phase, the industries involved and the rationale behind these criteria.\(^{156}\)

3. Allocation of allowances: Establish a framework with criteria and considerations that could be used for the assignment of permits according to the different phases. Examine different allocation modalities (auctioning, grandfathering or a hybrid) for each industry and each phase, and identify pros and cons, providing an appropriate justification. Given the importance of this item in the success of implementing an ETS in Chile, special attention will be paid to the steps needed for appropriate planning of different permit assignment model. Finally, identify key issues that need to be addressed in decisions on the allocation of allowances and identify potential trade-offs that need to be made when making a decision on allocation.\(^{157}\)

\(^{156}\) Close work with stakeholders is needed here, especially with industry associations and other government agencies.

\(^{157}\) The experience of most countries and regions that have previously implemented ETSs describe this item as the most politically sensitive and discussed throughout the process of approving these kinds of systems.
4. **Linking and offsets**: Relying on an established registry and complying with the elements of a solid, stringent and transparent MRV system, a tentative array of linking options for the Chilean market will be presented primarily based on existing and potential offset options with the aim of contributing to enhancing cost-efficiency and environmental effectiveness. Also, the consultant to identify the key requirements and considerations to inform decision on linking and offsets.

**End products / deliverables:**

A proposal for an ETS in Chile that includes a list with all the core components, a list of regulated sectors, entry phases with suggested periods, an appropriate system to allocate allowances and a plan for linking and offset options.
11.2. Appendix 2: Chile GHG Emission Trends

Figure 1 - CO₂ Intensity: Tonnes of CO₂/GDP

Source: Self-elaboration using data from the World Bank (2012)

Figure 2 - Percentage change in total CO₂ emissions relative to 2001 emissions

Source: Self-elaboration using data from the World Bank (2012)
Figure 3 - CO₂ emissions per capita

Source: Self-elaboration using data from the World Bank (2012)
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11.3. Appendix 3: Sector Contribution to National GHG Emissions

Figure 1: Total emissions by sector (2006)

Source: Self-elaboration using data from Ministerio del Medio Ambiente (2011)
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11.4. Appendix 4: GHG Emissions Across Energy Sector Supply Chain in Chile

Figure 1 - Carbon trace of the 2009 CO2 emissions (Energy Sector) from supply to Consumers
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11.5. Appendix 5: Impact of Carbon Price on Electricity Generation Costs in Chile

Absent other instruments such as quotas on renewable energy or subsidies, an important research question is whether a carbon price is high enough to promote the introduction of cleaner technologies in Chile that can displace more conventional and dirtier technologies (carbon, coal and diesel). Figure 1 shows our analysis of the levelised costs of electricity (LCE) for different technologies in Chile, without a carbon price.

![Figure 1 - Energy generation costs without CO₂e price](image)


As Figure 2 illustrates, the current marginal costs of generation in Chile have risen from levels of US$60/MWh (with the exception of some dry years) to levels of US$300/MWh in 2007. This happened in part because Chile lost the supply of natural gas from Argentina. Considering that more than 30% of the electricity is generated with this fuel, the cost of electricity generation changed dramatically from the switch from cheap Argentinean gas to expensive diesel. Since this crisis, Chile has not been able to reduce generation costs below levels of US$150/MWh and most of the variability of this cost is related to the price of crude oil; even the introduction of coal-fired power plants has not been effective at reducing the costs of electricity in Chile. Although it might be expected that with high electricity prices renewable energy sources like wind, geothermal and hydro would enter the system, this has not happened and only coal-fired generation has increased.
If we concentrate only on the substitution between coal and natural gas, the graph in Figure 3 indicates that only carbon prices above 50 US$/tonne $\text{CO}_2$ will displace coal. The competitiveness of renewable energy hardly changes, even with levels of 100 US$/tonne $\text{CO}_2$. This calls into question why the cost of LNG is so high in Chile. This is in part due to existence of long-term LNG contracts above current spot prices, because these contracts were made at the beginning of 2008, when natural gas was at a maximum historical price.

Figure 4 - Energy generation costs with CO₂e price of 50 US$/tonne CO₂e


Figure 5 - Energy generation costs with CO₂e price of 100 US$/tonne CO₂e
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11.6. Appendix 6: Preliminary Economic Modelling of Alternative ETS Scenarios for Chile

Executive Summary

Chile has pledged within the framework of the Copenhagen Accord of 2009 to take nationally appropriate mitigation actions in order to achieve a 20% deviation below the business-as-usual (BAU) emissions growth trajectory by 2020, as projected from the year 2007. Energy efficiency, renewable energy and land-use and forestry measures will be the main focus of Chile’s nationally appropriate mitigation actions. To accomplish this objective, Chile plans on rely on a relevant level of international support.

This preliminary study considers the effects of achieving this goal by means of a carbon market in Chile based on the most recent and detailed analysis commissioned by Chile’s government to project emissions and estimate emission reduction costs. This analysis conducted by POCH and Centro de Cambio Global at Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (2010) considers two different business-as-usual (BAU) emissions growth scenarios for the country: AZUL and NEGRO with moderate and higher emissions projections, respectively. For each scenario, the study provides a range of mitigation potential based on the penetration of the mitigation technology options. The summary discussion below and figures 1-10 focus on the more moderate growth AZUL scenarios. Results from higher emissions scenarios, including alternative modelling by the University of Chile (2009), are reported in tables 1-8.

Preliminary modelling of the effects of achieving that goal by means of a carbon market in Chile shows that:

1) Under a cost-effective policy, such as emissions trading, including the energy sector and major industrial processes of the Chilean economy (but excluding agriculture, waste, and forestry), Chile could achieve about half of the 97 million tons required to meet our modeled target for 2015-2020 (reducing emissions in a straight line from 2015 down to -20% below business-as-usual emissions in 2020). Given a policy to linearly reduce emissions over 2015-2020, Chile could reduce emissions by -7.5% relative to BAU in 2020 and around 44 million tons of emissions over 2015-2020 with actions in just the domestic energy and industry sectors. Achieving these goals relies on inter-temporal flexibility, the possibility of ‘banking’ excess reductions for use in meeting obligations in future years (figure 1). The estimated net present value costs of achieving this policy are USD$10 million dollars (and a

---

158 Analysis conducted by Pedro Pris-Cabezas and Ruben Lubowski, Environmental Defense Fund. For correspondence, please contact: rlubowski@edf.org.
159 Chile’s submission to the UNFCCC Secretariat (August 23, 2010), available at: http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/cop_15/copenhagen Accord/application/pdf/chilecphaccord_app2.pdf
160 POCH and Centro de Cambio Global at Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile: “Análisis de Opciones Futuras de Mitigación de Gases de Efecto Invernadero para Chile en el Sector Energía” (2010), a report commissioned by la Comisión Nacional del Medio Ambiente (CONAMA) and Comisión Nacional de Energía (CNE).
161 We considered alternative emission reduction cost estimates for the mining, industrial, energy, transport, residential, public services and commercial sectors from the University of Chile’s 2009 study commissioned by public utility Endesa Latinoamérica: “Energy Consumption, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Mitigation Options for Chile, 2007–2030.”
162 Greater percentage and absolute reductions are achievable under the higher business-as-usual emissions scenarios, but only the scenario from UC/ENDESA includes enough reduction potential to achieve a linear reduction to the -20% target relative to the projection for 2020 through actions in the domestic energy and industry sectors alone.
marginal cost or carbon price of $5.3/tCO$_2$ e in 2015, rising at 5% per year). Costs fall to just $2 million with maximum technology penetration (with a price of just $0.2/tCO$_2$ e in 2015). These estimated costs do not take into account substantial estimated savings from the mitigation activities with negative costs (i.e. positive benefits), which throughout this preliminary analysis are, to be conservative, assumed to have zero costs. About two thirds of the reductions are from the power sector, with the remainder roughly split between industry and transport (figure 2).

2) In the hypothetical case that the country adopts a longer-term policy horizon, with a credible and anticipated target of -15% below BAU for 2030, Chile’s energy and industry sectors could reduce 215 million tons of emissions by 2030, close to the maximum total potential based on the estimated marginal cost curves for those sectors (figure 3). These reductions would have an estimated net present value cost of $1.4 billion (with a marginal price of $53/tCO$_2$ e in 2015, rising at 5% per year). These costs fall to just $0.1 billion ($29/tCO$_2$ e in 2015) with maximum technology penetration.

3) Broadening the range of mitigation options from other sectors lowers costs and enables larger scale reductions. For the scenario that reduces BAU emissions by -7.5% in 2020 and -15% in 2030, a cost-effective approach for including forestry and agriculture would lower Chile’s estimated costs by 85% (58%) based on a conservative estimate of forestry/agriculture mitigation potential and normal (maximum) technology penetration (table 3.1).\(^{163}\) This would lower costs to $217 ($56) million and the carbon price to $7.6 ($3.9) per ton of CO$_2$ e in 2015 (rising at 5%). Based on these scenarios and normal (maximum) technology penetration, Chile would achieve about 78% (94%) of the targeted reductions from the energy/industry sectors and 22% (6%) from forestry/agriculture (an average of about 3 million tons/year from 2015 to 2030) (figure 5).\(^{164}\)

- Alternative cost curves for the waste, agriculture and forestry sectors generate higher potential reductions of 1.5 and 15 million tons of CO$_2$ e/year, respectively, for a cost of $6/tCO$_2$ e.\(^{165}\) Given such higher estimates from forestry/agriculture and the inclusion of mitigation from the waste sector, Chile could achieve a more ambitious target of -20% and -30% relative to projections for 2020 and 2030, respectively (figure 6). This translates to reductions of 505 million tons of emissions by 2030, or

---

\(^{163}\) The marginal abatement cost (MAC) curves for agriculture and forestry sectors are based on the 2011 report by Centro de Cambio Global de la Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (CCG-UC): “Análisis de Opciones Futuras de Mitigación de GEI para Chile asociadas a Programas de Fomento del Sector Silvoagropecuario,” commissioned by la Comisión Nacional del Medio Ambiente (CONAMA). Although this analysis focuses on both the forestry sector and the agriculture, virtually all the mitigation potential from this set of MAC curves resides in the forestry sector. The CCG-UC report estimates forestry sector mitigation potential that is additional to that estimated by Infor/ODEPA (2010) for the implementation of Law 20.283 of 2008 about native forest recovery and the promotion of the forestry sector. Infor/ODEPA (2010): “Potencial de mitigación del cambio climático asociado a la Ley sobre la recuperación del bosque nativo y fomento forestal”, available at: http://www.odepa.gob.cl/odepaweb/servicios-informacion/publica/Estudio_mitigacion_cambio_climatico.pdf. Absent reliable MAC curves for the waste sector, we consider that the sector does not generate any abatement in this scenario.

\(^{164}\) For the prices in this scenario, there is almost no forestry and agriculture abatement until 2020 and an average of about 5 million tons/ year over 2021–2030.

more than double the reductions in the case of -15% in 2030. Chile’s estimated costs through 2030 would amount to $649 ($499) million (and the carbon price to $7.6 ($4.0) per tCO\textsubscript{2e} in 2015 under normal (maximum) technology penetration. Under these scenarios, Chile would achieve about 33-40% of the targeted reductions from the energy/industry sectors and 60-67% from agriculture, waste and forestry. If the country could also use early emissions reductions from 2013-2014 to meet its target, compliance the costs would fall to $470-$596 million and the carbon price to $3.5-$4.3/tCO\textsubscript{2e} in 2015 (table 3.2).

- The alternative forestry, agriculture, and waste estimates also enable an even more ambitious emissions reduction scenario that would keep emissions constant after 2025. In such a scenario, Chile’s costs through 2030 would be $1.3 ($0.7) billion (with a carbon price of $38.1 ($5.0) per ton in 2015) under normal (maximum) technology penetration. Chile would achieve cumulative reductions of 569 million tons, including early action reductions from 2013-2014 (figure 8 and table 5). Under this scenario, Chile would achieve about one third (34-36%) of its targeted reductions from the energy/industry sectors and two thirds (64-66%) from agriculture, waste and forestry.

4) Linking Chile’s emissions trading system to the international carbon market(s) could generate international revenues to help cover or even exceed domestic costs. For the scenario with targeted reductions of -20% in 2020 and -30% in 2030, an international carbon price of $19.1 ($10.5) per tCO\textsubscript{2} in 2015, rising at 5% per year, would generate sufficient international revenues to cover program costs based on normal (maximum) technology penetration. International revenues from selling reductions of 44 (88) million tCO\textsubscript{2} beyond the country’s 2015-2030 targets would fund all the costs of the program so the country would "break even" on its total emission reduction costs (table 4).

- For an international carbon price of $10/tCO\textsubscript{2e} in 2015 (rising 5% per year), Chile could sell around 44 (84) million tCO\textsubscript{2e} depending on normal (maximum) technology penetration, helping to significantly cover aggregate program costs. Given normal (maximum) technology penetration, this increases reductions by 9% (17%) and generates international revenues that lower the aggregate net costs by 42% (93%) through 2030 to $374 ($35) million for the case of early action from 2013-2014 (table 4).

- If the international carbon market price were $20/tCO\textsubscript{2e} in 2015 (rising 5% per year), the revenues from selling 45 (84) million tons internationally would more than cover the program costs and yield a net benefit of $24 ($742) million over and above the total costs of the program given normal (maximum) technology penetration and early action from 2013-2014 (table 4).

5) Rather than relying on additional domestic emissions reductions from forestry or other sectors, Chile could also contain costs by including flexibility to purchase credits from international markets, including through potential bilateral arrangements. For example, for marginal costs on the order of $1/ton, Brazil's state of Acre could generate an estimated 168 million tons of deforestation emissions reductions, based on a conservative proposed baseline in its state plan for 2006-2020. Chile could also buy certified emissions reductions (CERs) from the clean development mechanism (CDM), currently trading at about $3/tCO\textsubscript{2e}. 
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For the case of the more stringent target that levels emissions over 2025-2030, if Chile had flexibility to meet its targets through unlimited purchases of international credits at the current price of CERs of $3.2/ton of CO\(_2\), total costs through 2030 would be about $808 ($564) million, including 108 (67) million international credits purchased, based on normal (maximum) technology penetration (table 7). This translates to a cost reduction of 37% (20%) through the purchase of international credits equal to 19% (12%) of total reductions. The carbon price would be $3.5 in 2015, rising at 5%.

6) Constraining the amount of international credits to 5% of total abatement would only modestly affect cost savings to the country as a whole and raise the carbon price. Chile’s costs through 2030 would fall by 38% (4%) and be about $802 ($677) million with a carbon price of $3.9 ($3.5) per ton in 2015, rising at 5% in the case of normal (maximum) technology penetration. The cumulative reductions achieved are 569 million tCO\(_2\)e, including 87 million CERs and/or other international credits (table 8). If allowance sales are possible internationally, the country as a whole may buy lower cost credits as well as sell international allowances at a higher price.

- If Chile could sell its allowances at an international carbon allowance price of $10/tCO\(_2\)e in 2015, rising 5% per year, Chile would purchase 87 million tons of credits to help meet its target and then sell around 65 (106) million tCO\(_2\)e of reductions at the higher international allowance price. This would generate international revenues that would lower net costs by 65% (84%), with a net present value of costs of $450 ($112) million through 2030 given normal (maximum) technology penetration.

- If the international allowance price were $20/tCO\(_2\)e in 2015 (rising 5% per year), the revenues from selling 67 million tons internationally would reduce net program costs by 81% in the case of normal technology penetration, for a net cost of $151 million dollars. In the case of maximum technology penetration, international sales of 106 million are enough to more than cover total program costs, yielding a net aggregate benefit of $873 million over and above the total program costs.

---

166 Costs to the country as a whole are actually slightly less when international purchases are restricted in this scenario as the cost of international credits is the full international price while domestic mitigation costs are only the area under the cost curve. This is because profits earned by foreign sellers are considered a cost from the country’s perspective while profits earned from internal allowance trades by any domestic sellers are just considered a transfer among domestic actors, rather than an overall cost to the country.
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Figure 1: Potential emissions and reductions from Chile to meet hypothetical reduction target domestically through 2020 via energy/industry sectors alone, with banking of reductions

Note: Based on AZUL moderate emissions growth scenario from POCH-UC (2010).

Figure 2: Least-cost composition of emissions reductions from Chile to meet hypothetical reduction target domestically through 2020 via energy/industry sectors alone, with banking of reductions

Note: These estimates correspond to the scenario shown in figure 1.
Figure 3: Potential emissions and reductions from Chile to meet hypothetical reduction target domestically through 2030 via energy/industry sectors alone, with banking of reductions.

Note: Based on AZUL moderate emissions growth scenario from POCH-UC (2010).

Figure 4: Potential emissions and reductions from Chile to meet hypothetical reduction target domestically through 2030 with energy/industry sectors plus forestry and agriculture, with banking of reductions.

Note: Based on AZUL moderate emissions growth scenario from POCH-UC (2010) and forestry and agriculture mitigation of about 3 million tCO$_2$e/year based on estimates from CCG-UC (2010).
Figure 5: Least-cost composition of emissions reductions from Chile to meet hypothetical reduction target domestically through 2020 with energy/industry sectors plus forestry and agriculture, with banking of reductions.

Note: These estimates correspond to the scenario shown in figure 4.

Figure 6: Potential emissions and reductions from Chile to meet hypothetical reduction target through 2030 with energy/industry sectors plus alternative waste, agriculture, and forestry potential estimates, with banking of reductions and early action from 2013–2014.

Note: Based on AZUL moderate emissions growth scenario from POCH-UC (2010), a hypothetical target of -20% in 2020 and -30% in 2030 relative to BAU, and alternative cost curves for the waste, agriculture and forestry sectors with potential reductions of 1, 5 and 15 million tCO₂e/year, respectively.
Figure 7: Least-cost composition of emissions reductions from Chile to meet hypothetical reduction target domestically through 2030 via energy/industry/waste/agriculture/forestry sectors alone, with banking of reductions

![Pie chart showing the least-cost composition of emissions reductions.]

Note: These estimates correspond to the scenario shown in figure 6.

Figure 8: Potential emissions and reductions from Chile to meet more stringent hypothetical reduction target through 2030 with energy/industry sectors plus alternative waste, agriculture, and forestry potential estimates, with banking of reductions and early action from 2013–2014

![Graph showing potential emissions and reductions.]

Note: Based on AZUL moderate emissions growth scenario from POCH-UC (2010) and a hypothetical target as in figure 6 through 2025 and then keeping emissions constant over 2025–2030.
Figure 9: Potential emissions and reductions from Chile to meet more stringent hypothetical reduction target through 2030 with energy/industry sectors plus alternative waste, agriculture, and forestry potential estimates and unlimited purchases of CERs or other low-cost international credits, with banking of reductions and early action from 2013-2014.

Note: Based on AZUL moderate emissions growth scenario from POCH-UC (2010) and a hypothetical target as in figure 6 through 2025 and then keeping emissions constant over 2025-2030.
Figure 10: Least-cost composition of emissions reductions from Chile to meet hypothetical reduction target domestically through 2030 via energy/industry/waste/agriculture/forestry sectors and unlimited CERs, with banking of reductions

Note: These correspond to the scenario shown in figure 9.
### Table 1: Targets, abatement, price and costs for a policy with a 2020 time horizon: comparative analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Target relative to BAU in 2020*</th>
<th>Abatement (2015-2020) (million tCO₂e)</th>
<th>2015 Price (USD$/tCO₂e)</th>
<th>Total Cost (NPV million USD$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZUL normal</td>
<td>-7.50%</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZUL maximum</td>
<td>-7.50%</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO normal</td>
<td>-11%</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO maximum</td>
<td>-11%</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC (ENDESA)</td>
<td>-20%</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The AZUL and NEGRO scenarios have alternative targets for 2020 because there are not enough mitigation options to achieve the -20% target. Under AZUL and NEGRO we adopt the more ambitious targets achievable at reasonable prices for the "normal" cases.

### Table 2: 2030 time horizon flexibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Target relative to BAU in 2020 and 2030</th>
<th>Abatement (2015-2030) (million tCO₂e)</th>
<th>2015 Price (USD$/tCO₂e)</th>
<th>Total Cost (NPV million USD$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZUL normal</td>
<td>-7.5% and -15%</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>1,430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZUL maximum</td>
<td>-7.5% and -15%</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO normal</td>
<td>-11% and -18%</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO maximum</td>
<td>-11% and -18%</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC (ENDESA)</td>
<td>-20% and -30%</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The AZUL and NEGRO scenarios have alternative targets for 2020 because there are not enough mitigation options to achieve the -20% target. Under AZUL and NEGRO we adopt the more ambitious targets achievable at reasonable prices for the "normal" cases.
Table 3.1: Scenarios with inclusion of agriculture and forestry sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Target relative to BAU in 2020 and 2030*</th>
<th>Abatement (2015-2030) (million tCO₂e)</th>
<th>2015 Price (USD$/tCO₂e)</th>
<th>Cost (NPV million USD$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZUL normal</td>
<td>-7.5% and -15%</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZUL maximum</td>
<td>-7.5% and -15%</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO normal</td>
<td>-11% and -18%</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO maximum</td>
<td>-11% and -18%</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC (ENDESA)</td>
<td>-20% and -30%</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>1,349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The AZUL and NEGRO scenarios have alternative targets for 2020 because there are not enough mitigation options to achieve the -20% target. Under AZUL and NEGRO we adopt the more ambitious targets achievable at reasonable prices for the "normal" cases.

Note: Based on estimates from CCG-UC (2011) described in text.
Table 3.2: Alternative agriculture and forestry MAC curves and waste sector, with and without early action before 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target relative to BAU in 2020 and 2030</th>
<th>Abatement (2015-2030) (million tCO$_2$e)</th>
<th>2015 Price (USD$/tCO$_2$e)</th>
<th>Cost (NPV million USD$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZUL normal</td>
<td>-20% and -30%</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>4.3 (7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZUL maximum</td>
<td>-20% and -30%</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>3.5 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO normal</td>
<td>-20% and -30%</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>4.3 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO maximum</td>
<td>-20% and -30%</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>3.5 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC (ENDESA)</td>
<td>-20% and -30%</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>2.0 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Based on alternative agriculture and forestry MACs described in footnote 163.

Table 4: Scenarios with international linking at $10 and $20 prices in 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allowances sold int. (million tCO$_2$e)</th>
<th>Price (USD$/tCO$_2$e)</th>
<th>Cost (NPV million USD$)</th>
<th>Allowances sold int. (million tCO$_2$e)</th>
<th>2015 Price (USD$/tCO$_2$e)</th>
<th>Cost (NPV million USD$)</th>
<th>Allowances sold int. (million tCO$_2$e)</th>
<th>Price (USD$/tCO$_2$e)</th>
<th>Cost (NPV million USD$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZUL normal</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZUL maximum</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO normal</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO maximum</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-88</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC (ENDESA)</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-995</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Based on alternative agriculture and forest MACs described in text and target of -20% in 2020 and -30% in 2030 as shown in figure 6.
Table 5: Sensitivity analysis: International link with tighter targets for 2025-2030*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domestic reductions only</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>1,292</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZUL normal</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZUL maximum</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>962</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO normal</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>-2,283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO maximum</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>1,292</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Same target as tables 3.2 and 4 through 2025 and then emissions constant over 2025-2030, as shown in figure 8.

Note: Based on alternative agriculture and forest MACs described in footnote 163.
Table 6: Scenario with unlimited purchases of international credits (e.g. CERs) through 2030

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Abatement (2015-2030) (million tCO₂e)</th>
<th>Price (USD$/tCO₂e)</th>
<th>Cost (NPV/ million USD$)</th>
<th>Credits purchased (million tCO₂e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZUL normal</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZUL maximum</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO normal</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO maximum</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC (ENDESA)</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Based on more stringent target after 2025 as in table 6 and alternative agriculture and forest MACs described in footnote 163. International credits are assumed available at current CER price of $3.2/tCO₂e, rising at 5% per year.
Table 7: Scenario with purchases of international credits (e.g. CERs) constrained to 5% of the total compliance obligation (87 million tons through 2030)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZUL normal</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>802</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>482</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZUL maximum</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>677</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>482</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO normal</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>958</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>647</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO maximum</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>811</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>647</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Based on more stringent target after 2025 as in tables 6 and 7 and alternative agriculture and forest MACs described in footnote 163. International credits are assumed available at current CER price of $3.2/tCO$_2$e, rising at 5% per year.